
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

4351718    14/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497434]
COSMAXBTI, INC.

F-801, 255, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do 13486 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Tea extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; vitamins for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; antioxidants for 
use in the manufacture of cosmetics.
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4356437    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498765]
YANTAI CHEMCIAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

Room 319, 3rd Floor, Block E, Ehui Business District, Wanxing Industrial Zone, Guansui Avenue, Wanjiang Community, Wanjiang 
Street, Dongguan City GuangDong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Leather glue; dispersions of plastics; cement for mending broken articles; foundry binding substances; industrial 
chemicals; fulling preparations; soldering chemicals; adhesives for industrial purposes; curing agent; industrial glue.
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4367060    21/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500812]
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company LP

10001 Six Pines Drive The Woodlands TX 77380 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical additives for drilling muds; Chemical additives for oil well drilling fluids; Chemical additives for oil and gas well 
drilling fluids.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2019; Application No. : 88646445 ;United States of America 

4367244    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501040]
PolyOne Corporation

33587 Walker Road Legal Department - IP Avon Lake OH 44012 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Thermoplastic polymer compounds containing reinforcement fibers used to make shaped plastic articles.
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4368586    14/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501776]
CP Kelco U.S., Inc.

Suite 600, 3100 Cumberland Blvd. Atlanta GA 30339 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry; chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in industry and science.
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4377533    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502937]
ELIX Polymers S.L.

Apartado Correos 176 E-43080 Tarragona Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry; plastics as raw material; unprocessed synthetic resins in the form of powders, emulsions, 
chips, granules, balls and liquids; chemical products for industrial use; plastics in raw state.
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4377769    23/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503322]
Güpo GmbH

Siemensstraße 13 77694 Kehl Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, in particular leakage searching preparations/compositions, namely chemicals for the 
detection of leakage in pipelines, hoses and other tanks /receptacles; fire extinguishing compositions.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2019; Application No. : 018052826 ;European Union 

4379157    11/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503041]
Brandon Products Limited

Centrepoint Tralee Ireland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fertilisers; seaweeds [fertilisers]; seaweeds for use as a fertiliser; biofertilisers; biostimulants.
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Priority claimed from 11/07/2019; Application No. : 737722 ;Switzerland 

4383804    28/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504316]
ATR Chemicals SA

Via delle Fornaci 4 CH-6828 Balerna Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; adhesives (adhesive 
materials) for use in industry.
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4392675    24/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1505620]
SHANDONG DUOYOU TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

FINE CHEMICAL CIRCULAR ECONOMIC INDUSTRIAL PARK, YUNCHENG COUNTY 274703, 274703 SHANDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Rare earths; epihydrin alcohol for industrial purposes; aluminium silicate; silica gel; gas purifying preparations; catalysts; 
biochemical catalysts; spinel [oxide mineral]; agglutinants for concrete; water glass [soluble glass].
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4368465    25/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1253236]
Archroma IP GmbH

Neuhofstrasse 11 CH-4153 Reinach Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Colorants, particularly indigo.
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3321360    06/11/2015

[International Registration No. : 1287769]
ANTONIO PUIG, S.A.

Plaza Europa, 46-48, Hospitalet de Llobregat E-08902 Barcelona Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY AND SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON 122 009, NEW DELHI, NATIONAL CAPITAL 
REGION

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery products, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; toiletries; perfumery and fragrances; eau de 
Cologne; perfumes; scented preparations; mouth wash products; preparations for cleaning and care of the body; 
deodorants and antiperspirants; soaps and gels for personal use; bath preparations; preparations for skin care; exfoliants; 
talcum powders; wet wipes, cotton balls and hand wipes for sanitary, cosmetic and perfume purposes; cosmetics, 
toiletries and perfumery products for the care and beauty of eyelashes, eyebrows, eyes, lips and nails; lip balm (non-
medicated); nail polish; adhesives for cosmetic use; cosmetic preparations for slimming; hair preparations and 
treatments; make-up products; make-up removing products; products for hair removal and shaving; pre-shave 
preparations; after-shave preparations; non-medicated beauty preparations; cosmetic tanning and self-tanning 
preparations; cosmetic kits; preparations for perfuming; fragrances for the home; sachets for perfuming linen; aromatic 
extracts; products for the care and cleaning of animals; abrasives; shoemakers" and tailors" wax; preparations for 
cleaning and polishing leather and footwear.
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4345964    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1438035]
Kim, Myung Hyun

101-1305, 57, Galhyeon-ro 45-gil, Eunpyeong-gu Seoul 03315 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics.
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4356510    25/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499400]
JIANG CHUN

No. 25-2, Renhou village road village, Renhou town, Yuzhou district, Yulin city 537000 Guangxi Zhuang autonomous region China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Shampoos; essential oils; dentifrices; cleaning preparations; scented wood; furbishing preparations; cosmetics; air 
fragrancing preparations.
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4368648    30/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501814]
ANASTASIA BEVERLY HILLS, LLC

10635 SANTA MONICA BLVD., Suite 300 LOS ANGELES CA 90025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics.
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Priority claimed from 15/07/2019; Application No. : 4567686 ;France 

4369108    17/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501143]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
4155900

IR DIVISION
Scented soaps; perfumes; eau de Cologne; eaux de toilette; eau de parfum; body deodorants; perfuming and cleaning 
preparations; scented body lotions and creams; essential oils.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 018056892 ;European Union 

4369177    11/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501316]
Henkel AG & Co. KGaA

Henkelstr. 67 40589 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential oils; non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated dentifrices; preparations for 
the conditioning, cleaning, tinting, dyeing, bleaching, fixing and waving of hair, hair lotions and shampoos for cosmetic 
purposes.
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4377405    28/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1420306]
ASIL GROUP IÇ VE DIS TICARET SANAYI LIMITED SIRKETI

KAVAKLI MAH. ISTANBUL CAD. NO:19/1 BEYLIKDUZU ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumery; non-medicated cosmetics; fragrances; deodorants for personal use and animals.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2019; Application No. : 302019000053298 ;Italy 

4378644    11/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502877]
CERERIA TERENZI EVELINO SRL

Via dei Faggi, 101 I-47842 SAN GIOVANNI IN MARIGNANO (RN) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Abrasives; eau de cologne; lavender water; toilet water; scented water; nail art stickers; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; 
adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; scouring solutions; ammonia [volatile alkali] 
[detergent]; amber [perfume]; starch glaze for laundry purposes; fabric softeners for laundry use; canned pressurized air 
for cleaning and dusting purposes; food flavorings [essential oils]; aromatics [essential oils]; flavorings for beverages 
[essential oils]; cake flavorings [essential oils]; astringents for cosmetic purposes; lipstick cases; balms, other than for 
medical purposes; hair conditioners; basma [cosmetic dye]; bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; cotton sticks for 
cosmetic purposes; whiting; laundry blueing; javelle water; massage candles for cosmetic purposes; carbides of metal 
[abrasives]; silicon carbide [abrasive]; polishing paper; emery paper; sandpaper; abrasive paper; volcanic ash for 
cleaning; non-slipping wax for floors; shoemakers' wax; depilatory wax; mustache wax; polishing wax; floor wax; wax for 
parquet floors; tailors' wax; shoe wax; polish for furniture and flooring; gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; false 
eyelashes; make-up powder; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; hair dyes; colorants for toilet purposes; corundum 
[abrasive]; quillaia bark for washing; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; cosmetics for children; cosmetic preparations for 
eyelashes; eyebrow cosmetics; cosmetic creams; shoe cream; creams for leather; polishing creams, skin whitening 
creams; washing soda, for cleaning; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; deodorants 
for pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for 
medical purposes; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene 
purposes, non medicated; diamantine [abrasive]; air fragrance reed diffusers; heliotropine; badian essence; mint essence 
[essential oil]; oil of turpentine for degreasing; bergamot oil; ethereal essences; drying agents for dishwashing machines; 
herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; massage 
gels, other than for medical purposes; dental bleaching gels; geraniol; cleaning chalk; greases for cosmetic purposes; 
henna [cosmetic dye]; incense; ionone [perfumery]; hair spray; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for 
toilet purposes; scented wood; non-slipping liquids for floors; windshield cleaning liquids; soda lye; after-shave lotions; 
hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; lip glosses; shoe polish; mascara; beauty masks; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic 
pencils; mint for perfumery; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; musk [perfumery]; cosmetic kits; neutralizers for 
permanent waving; oils for toilet purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; essential 
oils of citron; gaultheria oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cleaning purposes; oils 
for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; pastes for razor strops; cobblers' wax; hydrogen peroxide for 
cosmetic purposes; smoothing stones; polishing stones; pumice stone; shaving stones [astringents]; alum stones 
[astringents]; pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; chemical 
cleaning preparations for household purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant 
purposes [toiletries]; descaling preparations for household purposes; phytocosmetic preparations; preparations to make 
the leaves of plants shiny; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; laundry glaze; preparations for cleaning dentures; 
bleaching preparations [decolorants] for household purposes; toiletry preparations; eye-washes, not for medical 
purposes; hair straightening preparations; polishing preparations; hair waving preparations; denture polishes; sunscreen 
preparations; preparations for unblocking drain pipes; breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; cosmetic 
preparations for slimming purposes; color-brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; antistatic 
preparations for household purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; depilatory preparations; perfumery; laundry 
preparations; antiperspirants [toiletries]; grinding preparations; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; laundry bleach; dry-
cleaning preparations; make-up preparations; preservatives for leather [polishes]; nail care preparations; cleaning 
preparations; shaving preparations; smoothing preparations [starching]; shining preparations [polish]; laundry soaking 
preparations; sachets for perfuming linen; wallpaper cleaning preparations; rust removing preparations; leather bleaching 
preparations; degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes; make-up removing preparations; paint stripping 
preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; color-removing preparations; varnish-removing preparations; perfumes; air 
fragrancing preparations; lipsticks; polishing rouge; safrol; laundry starch; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bleaching 
salts; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; 
almond soap; shaving soap; cakes of toilet soap; soap; soap for foot perspiration; antiperspirant soap; deodorant soap; 
soap for brightening textile; shampoos; shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]; shampoos for 
animals [non-medicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos; stain removers; nail polish; emery; bleaching soda; nail 
varnish removers; furbishing preparations; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; teeth whitening strips; 
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cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; floor wax removers [scouring preparations]; talcum powder, for toilet 
use; abrasive cloth; emery cloth; glass cloth [abrasive cloth]; terpenes [essential oils]; cosmetic dyes; beard dyes; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; turpentine for degreasing; tripoli stone for polishing; make-up; false nails; jasmine oil.
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4383743    23/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504184]
GUAVA AMENITIES PTE. LTD.

33 UBI Avenue 3, 02-40 Vertex Singapore 408868 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Shampoos; bath gel; bath oil; hair masks; body cream; body lotion; body scrubs; body soaps; soaps; essential oils; 
perfumes; perfumed water; body butter; bath foams; cosmetic masks; bubble bath; non-medicated mouthwashes; 
toothpastes; beauty serums; sun creams; beauty creams; cleansing foam; cleansing milk; cleansing masks; cosmetic 
soaps; cosmetic creams; cosmetic oils; skin whitening creams; cream for whitening the skin; cosmetic acne creams; 
cosmetic acne cleansers; anti-aging creams; moisturizers; perfume water; dentifrice; non-medicated bath salts; hair 
lotions.
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4383753    12/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504213]
Guangzhou MACK Andy Cosmetics Co., Ltd.

Room 201A, 2nd Floor, Building 1, No. 109, Hetai Road, Helong Street, Baiyun District, Guangzhou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumes; cosmetics; lipstick; beauty masks; lip glosses; eyeshadow; rouge; make-up powder; cosmetic pencils; lotions 
for cosmetic purposes.
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4384055    04/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504328]
Sangdae LEE

47, Songjeong 4ga-gil, Seongdong-gu Seoul 04801 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cuticle removing preparations; 3-in-1 hair shampoos; gel eye masks; gel facial masks being a kind of cosmetic masks; 
functional cosmetics; nail enamel; eyebrow cosmetics; lip gloss; massage creams; mascara; masks sheets; nail polish; 
make-up; cosmetic preparations for body care; sun block cosmetics; sunscreen preparations; face washes; cosmetic 
preparations for eyelashes; skin lotions; cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic preparations for skin care; eye liner; eye 
shadow; eye cream; lip skin protecting materials [cosmetics]; hand cream; hair mascara.
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2019; Application No. : 4563648 ;France 

4384132    29/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503669]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2899951, 3915203

IR DIVISION
Scented soaps; perfumes; eau de Cologne; eaux de toilette; eau de parfum; body deodorants; perfuming and cleaning 
preparations; scented body lotions and creams; essential oils.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2019; Application No. : 13658/2019 ;Switzerland 

4385273    01/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504372]
HFC Prestige International Holding Switzerland Sàrl

Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3 CH-1213 Petit-Lancy Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair lotions; preparations for scalp and hair washing, care, treatment and beautification; hair styling preparations; 
preparations for hair dyeing, coloring and bleaching.
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4386193    25/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504845]
PASO A PASO COSMETICS CO., LTD.

Akasaka Keyaki Building 2F, 1-2, Akasaka 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi Fukuoka 810-0042 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; soaps; cosmetic soaps; cleaning preparations; beauty masks; lotions for cosmetic purposes; beauty milks; 
beauty serums; cosmetic creams; shampoos; hair treatment preparations; hair conditioners.
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4392939    12/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1505339]
ADNAN KARAKEÇI

1. O.S.B., Mutsan Sanayi Sitesi, 4. Blok No.40 Basaksehir - Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes, 
laundry bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain removers, dishwasher detergents, perfumery; non-medicated 
cosmetics; fragrances; deodorants for personal use and animals, soaps, dental care preparations; dentifrices, denture 
polishes, tooth whitening preparations, mouth washes, not for medical purpose; abrasive preparations; emery cloth, 
sandpaper, pumice stone, abrasive pastes, polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, polishes and creams 
for leather, vinyl, and wood, wax for polishing.
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4353985    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497474]
Shanghai Electric Group Co., Ltd.

30F, No.8 XingYi Road ShangHai China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Electrical energy; industrial grease; lubricating oil; fuel oil; fuel; industrial wax; illuminating wax; dust removing 
preparations.
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4345582    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497105]
DONGGUAN TIANZHENG PAPER CO., LTD

XINGNAN ROAD, NANZHOU VILLAGE, MAYONG TOWN, DONGGUAN CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Sanitary tampons; sanitary panties; pants, absorbent, for incontinence; babies' diaper-pants; sanitary pads; sanitary 
towels; sanitizing wipes; incontinence garments; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; panty liners [sanitary].
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2019; Application No. : 88400900 ;United States of America 

4346064    22/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482843]
Gene Therapy Systems, Inc.

Suite E 6044 Cornerstone Court West San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Diagnostic kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents and assays for use in disease detection, namely, Hepatitis B 
virus (HBV), Hepatitis C virus (HCV), and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
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4352958    17/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497480]
SHANXI HUAKANG PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.

CHENGDONG DAJIE, WANRONG COUNTY, YUNCHENG CITY SHANXI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes; tincture of iodine.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 737016 ;Switzerland 

4379827    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502568]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Insecticides for agricultural use.
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4383729    01/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504157]
Kettenbach GmbH & Co. KG

Im Heerfeld 7 35713 Eschenburg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dental impression materials.
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 01093 ;Denmark 

4383763    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504231]
H. Lundbeck A/S

Ottiliavej 9 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations and substances; pharmaceutical preparations and substances acting on the 
central nervous system.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : 88415216 ;United States of America 

4385226    29/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503925]
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.

171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300 South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3915830

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions.
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Priority claimed from 25/04/2019; Application No. : 88401751 ;United States of America 

4386173    25/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504629]
Kadmon Pharmaceuticals, LLC

119 Commonwealth Drive Warrendale PA 15086 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and pharmaceutical agents.
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Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000024418 ;Italy 

4392693    27/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1506058]
FRAU PHARMA S.R.L.

VIA TRIVULZINA 13/1 AGRATE BRIANZA (MONZA E BRIANZA) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Food supplements; dietary supplements; dietary supplements consisting of amino acids; dietary supplements consisting 
of minerals; dietary supplements consisting of trace elements; enzyme dietary supplements; mineral food supplements; 
dietary supplements for humans; feed supplements for veterinary purposes; anti-oxidants for use as dietary supplements; 
dietary supplements consisting of amino acids, minerals and trace elements; dietary supplements consisting of amino 
acids for medical purposes; dietary supplements consisting of minerals for medical purposes; nutritional supplements, 
containing omega 3 fatty acids; medical and veterinary preparations consisting primarily of fatty acids and/or omega 3; 
dietary and food supplements for medical and veterinary purposes deriving from edible oils and fats; amino acids for 
medical or veterinary purposes; food supplements consisting of amino acids; vitamins and vitamin preparations; dietary 
supplements consisting of vitamins; health food supplements made principally of vitamins; vitamin supplements; mineral 
water salts; medicinal oils; food supplements consisting of minerals; food supplements consisting of trace elements; 
lecithin dietary supplements; dietary fiber; nutritional supplements; nutraceuticals for therapeutic purposes; 
nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements; pharmaceutical preparations for activating cellular function; amino acids 
for medical purposes; amino acids for veterinary purposes; protein supplements for animals; protein dietary supplements; 
baby vitamins; vitamin preparations; salts for medical purposes; vermifuges; ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; 
enzymes for medical purposes; nutritive substances for microorganisms; cultures of microorganisms for medical and 
veterinary use; candy, medicated; gum for medical purposes; milk of almonds for pharmaceutical purposes; dietetic foods 
adapted for medical purposes; linseed dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary supplements; royal jelly dietary 
supplements; pollen dietary supplements; lacteal flour for babies; food for babies; diabetic bread adapted for medical use; 
starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; yeast dietary supplements; enzymes 
for veterinary purposes; dietary supplements for animals; lactose for pharmaceutical purposes; dietetic substances 
consisting of vitamins, minerals, trace elements, either individually or in combination; dietetic substances adapted for 
medical use; food supplements containing folic acid, 5- methyltetrahydrofolic acid, 5-methiltetrahydrofolic acid salts as 
racemate or single enantiomer, palmitoylethanolamide, phosphatidylpalmitoylethanolamide, phospholipids, 
phosphatidilserine, phosphatidic acid, phosphatidylinositol, palmitoylethanolamide, n-oleoylethanolamine, folic acid, 5- 
methyltetrahydrofolate salts as racemate or single enantiomer, inositol, myo-inositol and chiro-inositol; dietary 
supplements containing phospholipids, phosphatidilserine, phosphatidic acid, phosphatidylinositol, 
palmitoylethanolamide, noleoylethanolamine, folic acid, 5-methyltetrahydrofolate salts as racemate or single enantiomer, 
inositol, myoinositol and chiro-inositol; pesticides; biocides; insecticides; herbicides; rat poison; algicides; acaricides; 
soil-sterilising preparations; fly catching paper; medicines for human purposes; asthmatic tea; hemorrhoid preparations; 
bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; lead water; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; capsules for 
medicines; pharmaceutical preparations; cocaine; chemical contraceptives; vaccines; digestives for pharmaceutical 
purposes; analgesics; medicine cases, portable, filled; elixirs [pharmaceutical preparations]; laxatives; hematogen; 
germicides; lupulin for pharmaceutical purposes; menthol; narcotics; remedies for foot perspiration; blood for medical 
purposes; vesicants; sedatives; sugar for medical purposes; biological preparations for medical purposes; medical 
preparations for slimming purposes; antibiotics; medicinal hair growth preparations; adjuvants for medical purposes; 
eyewashes; appetite suppressant pills; antioxidant pills; alginates for pharmaceutical purposes; alcohol for 
pharmaceutical purposes; wart pencils; balms for medical purposes; calomel; fumigating sticks; detergents for medical 
purposes; tincture of iodine; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; 
suppositories; sunburn ointments; extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes; sea water for medicinal bathing; mud for 
baths; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; radium for 
medical purposes; gases for medical purposes; chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; semen for 
artificial insemination; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; solutions for contact lenses; air purifying preparations; 
depuratives; deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; dog washes; repellents for dogs; veterinary 
preparations; sanitary panties; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; diapers [babies' napkins]; antiseptic 

5288



cotton; bandages for dressings; compresses; caustic pencils; adhesive bands for medical purposes; dental amalgams; 
diapers for pets; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; adhesive plasters; surgical dressings; teeth filling material; 
moulding wax for dentists; disinfectants; vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; medicated diapers.

5289



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/04/2019; Application No. : 4016065 ;Spain 

4392944    15/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1505263]
Mucosa Innovations, S.L.

c/ Araquil, 11 E-28023 Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Medico-pharmaceutical products, including gels, lozenges, oral sprays and oral solutions.

5290



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 6 
 

 

4354100    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498015]
Quanzhou Hongyu Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd

(Across Lixin Huanre Company) Tianyang zishan Road, Nanhuan Road, Licheng District, Quanzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bolts of metal; screws of metal; nuts of metal; pins [hardware]; rings of metal; door bells, non-electric; brads; buckles of 
common metal [hardware]; fittings of metal for windows; washers of metal.

5291



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 6 
 

 

4368157    25/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500554]
CHEN SHUJIAN

No. 16, xizhi lane, Chaodong Village, Lichong village committee, Lanshi, Foshan 510030 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Steel pipes; water-pipe valves of metal; door panels of metal; building materials of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; 
manifolds of metal for pipelines; elbows of metal for pipes; fittings of metal for building; door fittings of metal.

5292



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4337939    15/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1229011]
ScrapeTec GmbH

Rheinberger Straße 157 47475 Kamp-Lintfort Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Parts of belt conveyor systems namely parts for sealing of belt conveyor systems.

5293



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4350522    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498132]
Nanjing Keditec Co., Ltd.

No. 8, Baota North Road, Lishui Economic Development Zone, Nanjing Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Spinning machines; machines for the textile industry; printing machines; printing presses; papermaking machines.

5294



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4354038    17/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497494]
Changshu Jianhua Mould Technology Co.,Ltd.

No.3 Zhongtian Rd, Shajiabang Town, Changshu City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Glass-working machines; moulds [parts of machines]; molding machines; metalworking machines; foundry machines; 
molds [parts of machines].

5295



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4354118    17/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497699]
Conitex Sonoco Suzhou Co., Ltd.

Xinzha Village, Liuhe Town, Taicang City, Suzhou City 215431 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paper yarn tubes [parts of textile machines]; machines for the textile industry; carding machines; shuttles [parts of 
machines]; spin driers [not heated]; looms; bobbins for weaving looms.

5296



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4356439    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498763]
JINSHIJI CABLES GROUP CO., LTD.

SIMA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, NINGJIN COUNTY HEBEI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Welding machines, electric; soldering apparatus, electric; electric welding apparatus; thermal welding gun; electric arc 
cutting apparatus; electric arc welding apparatus; thermic lances [machines]; soldering apparatus, gas-operated.

5297



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4366220    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500235]
JAYA INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.

Room 405, No. 54 Ma’anshan Rd, Shizhong District, Jinan 250014 Shandong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Compressors [machines]; dynamos; spray-paint guns; pumps [machines]; agricultural machines; woodworking machines; 
soldering apparatus, gas-operated; diesel engines; gasoline engines; metalworking machines.

5298



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4366221    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500229]
Zhejiang Pumeike Intelligent Embroidery Equipment Co., Ltd.

No. 35, Wenzhong Road, Taozhu Street, Zhuji, Shaoxing City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Tambours for embroidery machines; pedal drives for sewing machines; stitching machines; hemming machines; ironing 
machines; cup seaming machines; lock catch machines; edge sewing machines; sewing machines; fabric cutting 
machines.

5299



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4366932    25/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500411]
JINAN JINKUI ARCHITECTURE MACHINERY CO., LTD.

Sun Ji Town Machinery Industry Park, Shanghe County, Jinan City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hoists; hoists (movable arm type); lifting equipment; elevating apparatus; hoists (lifting device); hoist crane; winches.

5300



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4368015    25/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500078]
NINGBO BOXIN MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO., LTD

NO.155 CHUN XIAO XI ZI SHAN ROAD, BEILUN, NINGBO 315800 ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Presses (industrial machines); electric hammer; machine tool; die stamping machine; punching machine; automatic 
operator (manipulator).

5301



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4377745    28/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502969]
SKZ MECHANIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

Room 2101, JiaAnDa Mansion, No.110 Huafan Road, Tongsheng Community, Dalang Street, LongHua District, ShenZhen Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cord making machines; railroad constructing machines; metalworking machines; industrial robots; alternators; sorting 
machines for industry; electroplating machines.

5302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4378637    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502865]
Warren Rupp, Inc.

800 North Main Street Mansfield OH 44902 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2632206

IR DIVISION
Air-operated double diaphragm pumps; pump control valves; valves for pumps; positive displacement pumps; pump 
diaphragms; pump impellers; pumps and compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines; shafts for pumps; 
submersible pumps; sludge pumps; slurry pumps; air filters for air-operated double diaphragm pumps, positive 
displacement pumps, pumps as parts of machines, motors and engines, submersible pumps, sledge pumps and slurry 
pumps; flanges being structural parts of air-operated double diaphragm pumps, positive displacement pumps, pumps as 
parts of machines, motors and engines, submersible pumps, sledge pumps and slurry pumps; air-driven pumps for 
machines; centrifugal pumps; rotary pumps.

5303



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 018063851 ;European Union 

4383737    15/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503796]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB

Rudeboksvägen 1 SE-226 55 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Filtering machines, separators and centrifuges; industrial (decanter) centrifuges for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs, 
beverages, cosmetics or pharmaceuticals.

5304



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2019; Application No. : 88480647 ;United States of America 

4383806    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504317]
Miramore Inc.

5153 Commercial Circle, Suite B Concord CA 94520 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Electric food processors; electric mixers; electric mixers for household purposes; electric hand-held mixers for household 
purposes; food processors, electric; hand-held electric-powered food processors.

5305



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000034605 ;Italy 

4386192    10/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504833]
CHIESA ARTORIGE S.r.l.

Via F.lli Cagnoni 19 I-27029 VIGEVANO (PV) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cutting presses, die-cutting presses, water jet cutting machines, vibrating blade cutting machines.

5306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4391179    15/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1505301]
Yongkang Zongbang Import & Export Co.,Ltd.

Floor 2, No. 112, Chengnan Road, JiangnanSub-di strict, Yongkang, Jinhua Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Saws (machines); engraving machines; agricultural machines; metalworking machines; electric hammers; dynamos; 
pumps (machines); hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; welding machines, electric.

5307



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 8 
 

 

4354109    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497692]
Lao Qunquan

Group 4, Miaoqian Village, Mazhu Town, Yuyao, Ningbo Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Goffering irons; flat irons; electric steam irons; razors, electric or non-electric; can openers, non-electric; table cutlery 
[knives, forks and spoons]; beard clippers; nail polishers, electric or non-electric; epilators, electric or non-electric; 
eyelash curlers.

5308



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 8 
 

 

4380082    16/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502687]
SHANGHAI BERENT TOOLS CO., LTD.

ROOM 1340, 5TH BUILDING, NO.322, XIDU XINFENG ROAD, NANQIAO TOWN, FENGXIAN 201405 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Wrenches [hand tools]; gimlets [hand tools]; hammers [hand tools]; pliers; agricultural implements, hand-operated; 
riveters [hand tools]; garden tools, hand-operated; blade sharpening instruments; hand tools, hand-operated; grindstones 
[hand tools].

5309



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/07/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 020 808 ;Germany 

3449161    22/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320183]
Leybold GmbH
Bonner Strasse 498 50968 Köln DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PERFEXIO LEGAL
9655 SECTOR -C POCKET -9 VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leak detecting apparatus, in particular vacuum leak detecting apparatus.

5310



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 018 497 ;Germany 

3671444    07/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1372779]
Leybold GmbH
Bonner Straße 498 50968 Köln Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PERFEXIO LEGAL
9655 SECTOR -C POCKET -9 VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leak detecting apparatus, in particular vacuum leak detecting apparatus.

5311



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 018 498 ;Germany 

3672354    07/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1372778]
Leybold GmbH
Bonner Straße 498 50968 Köln Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PERFEXIO LEGAL
9655 SECTOR -C POCKET -9 VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leak detecting apparatus, in particular vacuum leak detecting apparatus.

5312



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 88320152 ;United States of America 

4317310    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489755]
AMPHENOL CORPORATION
358 Hall Avenue Wallingford CT 06492 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI, 
CHENNAI-600026.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical cables and connectors, fiber optic cable assembly, namely, fiber optic connector and fiber optics.

5313



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2019; Application No. : 88334437 ;United States of America 

4317461    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490271]
Latent Heat Solutions LLC
831 Pine Ridge Road Golden CO 80403 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Energy storage devices, namely, electrochemical energy devices and rechargeable energy storage devices.

5314



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4323196    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491363]
VISHAY TRANSDUCERS LTD.
5920 South 194th Street Kent WA 98032 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI & MEHTA
G-23/186, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, N. DELHI-85.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Onboard weighing systems for vehicles consisting of load cells, strain gauges, transducers, hydraulic pressure sensors, 
air pressure sensors, digital weight indicators or scoreboards, weighing apparatus, encoders, RF transmitters and 
receivers, printers, and software, parts, structural parts, and fittings for the aforesaid and systems.

5315



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4337937    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1214143]
Limor Fried
150 Varick Street, 3rd Floor New York NY 10013 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Circuit boards; computer chips; LEDs; individual LEDs sold together with a computer chip for use with custom electronics 
devices; LED computer chips, LED circuit boards and LEDs sold together in a variety of different shapes namely, flexible 
strips, rings, non-flexible strips, boards with multiple rows of LEDs.

5316



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4350587    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498156]
VDA DE MONTEMERLO, S.L.
Rúa Oliveira, 27 E-36163 Poio Pontevedra Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles; spectacle frames; sunglasses; spectacle cases and accessories.

5317



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4354075    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497620]
SHENZHEN KOKO ELECTRONIC CO., LTD.
912, BLOCK B, WEIDONGLONG BUSINESS BLDG., NO.2113 MEILONG AVE., QINGHUA COMMUNITY, LONGHUA ST., 
LONGHUA DIST., SHENZHEN 518000 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Time recording apparatus; plotters; weighing machines; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; gauges; materials for 
electricity mains [wires, cables]; theft prevention installations, electric; chargers for electric batteries; audio mixers.

5318



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4356196    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1436022]
GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
No. 18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an, Dongguan Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3849831

IR DIVISION
Computer software, recorded; data processing apparatus; interactive touch screen terminals: chronographs [time 
recording apparatus]; facsimile machines; intercommunication apparatus; cell phones; smartphones; covers for 
smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for use with cell phones; DVD players; headphones; 
cameras [photography); selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; USB cables; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
electrical adapters; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries; smartwatches; smartphone software applications, 
downloadable; smart rings; facial recognition apparatus; biometric scanners; neon signs; wireless speakers; teaching 
apparatus; virtual reality headsets; electronic chips; touch screens; eyeglasses

5319



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4356321    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498909]
Chengdu SCreate Technology Co., Ltd.
No. 15, 5th Floor, Unit 1, Building 6, No. 399 Fucheng Avenue West Section, High-tech Zone, Chengdu Sichuan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; microprocessors; surveying apparatus and instruments; 
observation instruments; teaching apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; computer programs [downloadable 
software]; network communication equipment; optical communications instruments.

5320



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4359696    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497660]
Shenzhen Yuanze Electronic Co., Ltd.
No.105, Room 2008, Digital Culture Park, East of Hubin Road, Baocheng 2nd Zone, Longjing Community, Xin’an Street, Baoan District, 
Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mouse [data processing equipment]; computer keyboards; headphones; cameras; video screens; theft prevention 
installations, electric; electricity mains; eyeglasses; rechargeable batteries; apparatus for transmission of 
communications.

5321



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4365090    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500324]
SHENZHEN GROWATT NEW ENERGY CO., LTD
Building B, Three layers, A layer of the east, building A, jiayu Industrial, No. 28, guanghui road, longteng community, shiyan street, 
baoan district, shenzhen city guangdong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Megaphones; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; transformers [electricity]; batteries, electric; computer 
peripheral devices.

5322



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 24/04/2019; Application No. : 730286 ;Switzerland 

4365111    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500299]
LEM HOLDING SA
Avenue de Beauregard 1 CH-1700 Fribourg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
827918

IR DIVISION
Apparatus, equipment, devices and instruments for detecting, capturing, testing, checking, measuring, monitoring, 
analyzing, controlling, converting, processing, transmitting, transforming, indicating and recording electrical and magnetic 
quantities, values and parameters, in particular for detecting, capturing, testing, checking, measuring, monitoring, 
analyzing, controlling, converting, processing, transmitting, transforming, indicating and recording electrical and magnetic 
quantities, values and parameters of electrical and electronic apparatus, equipment, devices, instruments, installations, 
circuits and networks; precision measuring apparatus; electric measuring apparatus; apparatus for processing signals; 
apparatus for digital signal processing; signal transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; signal converters; 
apparatus for monitoring electrical energy consumption; electronic monitors and monitor modules of electric power and 
signals; voltage monitor modules; voltage control units; electricity meters; electronic devices, namely, energy meters and 
energy submeters for tracking and monitoring energy consumption; battery monitors; battery performance monitors; 
monitoring devices for monitoring battery performance characteristics; battery monitoring devices that may be connected 
to batteries for monitoring battery performance and operating software for use with these devices, sold as a unit; 
transducers; measuring transducers; detectors; voltage detectors; sensors (measurement apparatus) other than for 
medical purposes, in particular digital sensors, measuring sensors, electronic measuring sensors, sensors for measuring 
instruments, electric current sensors, electric sensors, electronic sensors, electric or electronic sensors for electric 
current, residual current, voltage, power, energy, and related quantities, sensors for measuring electric current, residual 
current, voltage, power, energy and related quantities, magnetic sensors; electric current transformers; residual current 
apparatus; voltage-to-current converters; electric resistances; electric current shunts; integrated circuits; electronic 
integrated circuits; electric coils; electromagnetic coils; electromagnetic solenoids in the form of flexible elongated 
electric coils (Rogowski coils); operating software and firmware sold as a unit with the aforementioned apparatus, 
equipment, devices and instruments.

5323



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4366336    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500366]
SHENZHEN GROWATT NEW ENERGY CO., LTD
Building B, Three layers, A layer of the east, building A, jiayu Industrial, No. 28, guanghui road, longteng community, shiyan street, 
baoan district, shenzhen city guangdong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dictating machines.

5324



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4367068    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499751]
Quanzhou Wanlitong Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd.
3C1201, Building 3, Super High-rise Residential South Zone, Quanzhou Puxi Wanda Plaza, South of Baozhou Middle Road, Fengze 
District, Quanzhou 215000 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; signal lanterns; speaking tubes; aerials; radios; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; 
radio pagers; transponders; loudspeakers.

5325



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 88392008 ;United States of America 

4367094    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500977]
Meso Scale Diagnostics, LLC.
1601 Research Boulevard Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3331015

IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in data management and analysis of biological assays, pharmaceutical screenings and 
biological and pharmaceutical testing; computer software for use in data management and analysis of imaging and 
biological diagnostics.

5326



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2019; Application No. : 731842 ;Switzerland 

4367842    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499888]
Swiza S.A.
Rue St-Maurice 1, CH-2800 Delémont Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Integrated circuits; electronic chips; magnetic or electronic cards and badges, with or without contact, to be used as 
means of payment, remote payment cards, electronic wallet cards; electronic wallet cards (rechargeable payment cards); 
all the aforesaid goods being of Swiss origin.

5327



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4368035    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500111]
Guangzhou Xinhaotian Technology Company Limited
Rm.49 / Rm.606, No. 418 ShaTai South Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
In-car telephone handset cradles; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; earphones for 
cellular telephones; USB cables; electric plugs; electric sockets; USB chargers; rechargeable batteries; couplers [data 
processing equipment].

5328



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4368654    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501822]
VISHAY DALE ELECTRONICS, LLC
1122 23rd Street Columbus NE 68601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Low value electric resistors, electric shunt resistors and electric current sensory resistors used in electrical circuits.

5329



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 018078640 ;European Union 

4369232    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501318]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
electricity transformers; parts for transformers, in particular coils, cables; electronic load indicating devices; 
electrotechnical, electronic and ceramic component parts and assemblies consisting thereof (included in this class); 
apparatus for measuring, monitoring and analysing operating data from electric goods; data processing programs; mobile 
apps.

5330



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 88478798 ;United States of America 

4369715    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502197]
Corkbird, Inc.
8430 N. 15th Avenue Phoenix AZ 85021 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for providing local information on activities, business and people in the immediate 
location and community in real time.

5331



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4369717    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502255]
Kunshan Taitai Electronic Co., Ltd.
Room 7, No. 427, Sanxiang Road, Development Zone, Kunshan Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thermal shock chambers; temperature and humidity chambers; measuring instruments; detectors; surveying apparatus 
and instruments; precision measuring apparatus; image measuring instrument; trilinear coordinates measuring 
instrument; three-dimensional measuring instrument.

5332



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4377763    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503009]
Tongling Jingda Special Magnet Wire Co.,Ltd.
No.988,Northern Section, Huangshan Avenue, Tongling Economic and Technological Development Zone 244000 Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Magnetic wires; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; wires, electric.

5333



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/04/2019; Application No. : 88401175 ;United States of America 

4379798    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502497]
Curtain Inc.
c/o Meister Seelig & Fein LLP 125 Park Avenue, 7th Floor New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for dating, introductions and matchmaking.

5334



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4379800    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502503]
JINSHIJI CABLES GROUP CO., LTD.
SIMA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, NINGJIN COUNTY 055550 HEBEI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Materials for electricity mains [wires, cables].

5335



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 38944544 ;China 

4379823    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502549]
COMNAV TECHNOLOGY LTD.
Building 2, No. 618 ChengLiu Middle Rd. 201801 ShangHai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer programs, downloadable; tablet computers; plotters; naval signalling apparatus; electronic notice 
boards; aerials; radios; navigational instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite 
navigational apparatus; radar apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; transponders; wearable activity 
trackers; camcorders; surveying instruments; measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; marine compasses; distance 
measuring apparatus; nautical apparatus and instruments; directional compasses; marine depth finders; sounding 
apparatus and machines; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; infrared detectors; optical apparatus and 
instruments; chips [integrated circuits]; life saving apparatus and equipment; alarms; chargers for electric batteries.

5336



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2019; Application No. : 4015562 ;Spain 

4385367    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504600]
GREY ESPAÑA, S.L.U.
Santalo, 10 E-08021 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software.

5337



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2013; Application No. : 85948925 ;United States of America 

2697343    26/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1187861]
STRYKER CORPORATION
Office of the General Counsel, 2825 Airview Boulevard Kalamazoo MI 49002 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKS LAW ASSOCIATES
C-1/611, MAYFAIR TOWER, CHARMWOOD VILLAGE, SURAJKUND, FARIDABAD-121009

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and/or surgical goods, namely, needles inserted into bones to facilitate the placement of implantable devices in 
the bones.

5338



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

4352989    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497357]
Guangdong JINME Medical Technology Co.,Ltd.
2nd factory, 1 / f, building 15, core area A, guangdong new light source industrial, langsha luocun, Shishan town, Nanhai district, Foshan 
528000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental apparatus, electric; dental burs; scissors for surgery; pins for artificial teeth; masks for use by medical personnel; 
medical apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus and instruments; forceps; mirrors for dentists; apparatus for the 
treatment of deafness.

5339



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

4353894    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1423270]
Zimmer Surgical, Inc.
200 West Ohio Avenue Dover OH 44622 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments for use in endoscopy and arthroscopy procedures.

5340



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

4366242    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500208]
Hero Scientific, Ltd.
HaSadna 7 9342047 Jerusalem Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical diagnostic instruments for the analysis of body fluids.

5341



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

4367087    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500983]
LG Corp.
128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2152726

IR DIVISION
Skin diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; skin esthetic massaging apparatus; skin stimulation therapy 
apparatus; therapy apparatus and instruments for skin improvement using LED light; high-frequency skin esthetic therapy 
apparatus, not for medical purposes; electric skin measuring devices for use as parts of esthetic massage apparatus; 
esthetic facial massage apparatus for skin brightening effect; medical apparatus for skin wrinkle removal.

5342



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2019; Application No. : 88428798 ;United States of America 

4367823    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499800]
Zimmer Surgical, Inc.
200 W. Ohio Avenue Dover OH 44622 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments for use in endoscopy and arthroscopy procedures.

5343



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 2004423 ;Australia 

4368044    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500126]
New Medtek Devices Pty Ltd
C/O Altus Financial, Level 12, 10 Spring Street Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices; implantable medical devices; implantable catheters; implantable medical devices for delivery of 
anaesthetic; implantable catheters for delivery of anaesthetic.

5344



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

4368434    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502303]
Zeltiq Aesthetics, Inc.
4410 Rosewood Drive Pleasanton CA 94588 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely, therapeutic apparatus and instruments generating high frequency electromagnetic energy for 
use in muscle stimulation, treatment of cellulite and soft tissue, and sculpting, shaping and contouring of the body; 
medical devices, namely, medical apparatus and instruments generating high frequency electromagnetic energy for use in 
electrical muscle stimulation for medical purposes, treatment of cellulite, and treatment of soft tissue by means of 
electrical nerve stimulation for medical purposes.

5345



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/05/2019; Application No. : 88422901 ;United States of America 

4369329    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502086]
Theragun, LLC
2803 Colorado Avenue Santa Monica CA 90404 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3671555

IR DIVISION
Massage apparatus; massage apparatus and instruments; massage apparatus for massaging injured muscles; massaging 
apparatus for personal use; vibrating apparatus used to stimulate muscles and increase strength and physical 
performance for health and medical purposes; electric massage appliances, namely, electric vibrating massager; foot 
massage apparatus.

5346



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/05/2019; Application No. : 88418384 ;United States of America 

4369382    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502263]
IC Surgical, Inc.
1538 N. Courtland Drive Arlington Heights IL 60004 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wound suction apparatus; wound drainage apparatus; medical devices for closing wounds; medical devices for healing 
wounds; medical devices for treating wounds.

5347



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

4369427    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501888]
PHYSIOL
Parc Scientifique du Sart Tilman, Allée des Noisetiers 4 B-4031 Liège

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical, medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, particularly for eye care; artificial eyes; intraocular 
prostheses (lenses) for surgical implantation; intraocular implants.

5348



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

4369435    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501927]
ENDALIS
1 allée des Tilleuls F-69530 BRIGNAIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Intragastric implant.

5349



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 10 
 

4386339    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505025]
DEMCON macawi respiratory systems B.V.
Kanaaldijk 29 NL-5683 CR Best Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments.

5350



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 11 
 

 

4367883    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499973]
ZHEJIANG SIAU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
Room 603-2, Building 12, Xiangwang Street NO.1008, Cangqian Road Yuhang District, Hangzhou City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair driers; refrigerating appliances and installations; air-conditioning apparatus; cooking apparatus and installations; 
lighting apparatus and installations; hot water heating installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; water purifying 
apparatus and machines; radiators, electric; electric driers.

5351



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 11 
 

4386554    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504694]
Entrematic Group AB
BOX 160 SE-423 21 Torslanda Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
High volume low speed (HVLS) industrial ceiling fans.

5352



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 11 
 

4392643    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506162]
Linde Aktiengesellschaft
Klosterhofstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Warming and heating apparatus for industrial processes; gas generators and apparatus for generating gas and gas supply 
installations, the latter in particular for preparing a dedicated gas reserve for industrial use; regulating and safety 
accessories for industrial gas apparatus and gas pipes; burners and heating apparatus using fuel gas, in particular gas 
burners for use in industrial processes, for heating, processing, transforming goods, for incinerating, reheating of 
materials and substances and for influencing processes; specialised burners and combinations of burners and injection 
lances for industrial or chemical processes, in particular specialised burners and injection lances operating with pure 
oxygen gas or oxygen-rich gas for industrial, chemical, specialised glass-making processes.

5353



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 12 
 

 

4368588    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501792]
LE PERA ENTERPRIES, INC.
8207 Lankershim Boulevard North Hollywood CA 91605 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motorcycle saddles of leather.

5354



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2019; Application No. : 2019-122078 ;Japan 

4383797    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504286]
SHIMANO INC.
3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-8577 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles, including electric bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories for bicycles, including electric bicycles, namely, hubs, 
internal gear hubs, bicycle hub which contains dynamo inside, bicycle hub which contains bicycle power meter inside, hub 
quick release levers, hub quick release devices, axles of hubs, gear release levers, gear shift levers, gear shifting 
apparatus, derailleurs, chain guides, freewheels, sprockets, pulleys adapted for use with bicycles, chains, shift cables, 
cranks, crank which contains bicycle power meter inside, crank sets, front chain wheels, pedals, pedal which contains 
bicycle power meter inside, bicycle pedal cleats, toe clips, brake levers, brakes, brake cables, brake shoes, rims, brake 
rotors, brake pads, wheels, tires, inner tubes, spokes, spoke clips, bottom brackets, seat pillars, head parts for frame-fork 
assembly, suspensions, handlebars, handlebar stems, grips for handlebars, bar ends, seat posts, saddles, gear position 
indicators for bicycles, electric motors for bicycles, electric motors for electrically assisted bicycles, electric motors for 
electrical bicycles, drive units for electrically assisted bicycles, drive units for electrical bicycles, switches for bicycles.

5355



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 12 
 

4386271    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504908]
GKN Automotive Limited
Ipsley House, Ipsley Church Lane Redditch B98 OWR United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Devices for the transmission of power and parts thereof for land vehicles including apparatus and control units for the 
transmission of power and structural parts thereof.

5356



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 12 
 

4386316    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504992]
GKN Automotive Limited
Ipsley House, Ipsley Church Lane Redditch B98 OWR United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Devices for the transmission of power and parts thereof for land vehicles including apparatus and control units for the 
transmission of power and structural parts thereof.

5357



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 05/06/2019; Application No. : 4557080 ;France 

4392967    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505388]
ZEFAL
1 ROUTE D'OUVROUER, ZONE INDUSTRIELLE LES CAILLOUX F-45150 JARGEAU France

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2534310

IR DIVISION
Spare parts and accessories for bicycles, namely, luggage racks, mudguards, hand or foot pumps and their spare parts, 
flexible couplings and screw adapters for pumps, pump stands, compressed air pumps, horns, tires, valves, kickstands, 
tubeless tires, inner tubes, brakes, rims, pedals, pneumatic tires, spokes, saddles, suspension dampers, anti-theft devices, 
special bags and chests for equipping bicycle frames, saddle covers, kits for repairing inner tubes, rearview mirrors, bottle 
holders and bottles suitable for bicycles, toe clips, fixing straps and belts, particularly for toe clips.

5358



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 14 
 

4367840    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499865]
Tangin Watches (International) SA
Rue Centrale 46 CH-2502 Bienne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry, precious and semi-precious stones; cuff links; pins (jewelry); tie pins; brooches 
(jewelry); fashion jewelry; jewelry charms; rings (jewelry); bracelets (jewelry); earrings; necklaces (jewelry); medallions 
(jewelry); medals; key rings of precious metal; statuettes of precious metal; figurines (statuettes) of precious metal; 
timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; chronometers; clocks; wall clocks; watch bands; watch movements; 
watch cases; boxes of precious metal for watches or jewelry articles.

5359



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 14 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2019; Application No. : 737221 ;Switzerland 

4368656    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501838]
RADO UHREN AG (RADO WATCH CO.LTD.) (MONTRES RADO SA)
Bielstrasse 45 CH-2543 Lengnau Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or plated therewith, namely figurines, trophies; 
jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie pins, tie clips, jewelry cases, 
jewelry cases [caskets or boxes]; precious stones, semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments, 
namely chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, bracelets, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch bracelets, watch 
dials, clockworks, watch chains, movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch glasses, presentation cases for 
timepieces, cases for timepieces; apparatus for timing sports events.

5360



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2019; Application No. : 737319 ;Switzerland 

4369354    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501949]
RADO UHREN AG (RADO WATCH CO.LTD.) (MONTRES RADO SA)
Bielstrasse 45 CH-2543 Lengnau Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or plated therewith, namely figurines, trophies; 
jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie pins, tie clips, jewelry cases, 
jewelry cases [caskets or boxes]; precious stones, semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments, 
namely chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, bracelets, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch bracelets, watch 
dials, clockworks, watch chains, movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch glasses, presentation cases for 
timepieces, cases for timepieces; apparatus for timing sports events.

5361



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 14 
 

4377772    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503301]
Fairever GmbH
Torgauer Str. 231 04347 Leipzig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Trophies coated with precious metals; gold, unwrought or beaten; jewellery; natural pearls; beads for making jewellery; 
ingots of precious metals; chains of precious metals; silver ingots; gold; brooches [jewellery]; natural gem stones; 
bracelets; platinum jewelry; gold bullion; silver bullion; palladium; wedding rings; precious metals; pendants; earrings; 
precious stones; ruby; jewellery made of precious stones; gold chains; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; artificial stones 
[precious or semi-precious]; chronometric instruments; iridium and its alloys; ruthenium and its alloys; sapphires; time 
instruments; boxes of precious metal; jewellery made of semi-precious materials; precious and semi-precious gems; 
cultured pearls; jewellery made of precious metals; custom jewelry; diadems; platinum alloys; rings [jewellery]; medals; 
opal; jewellery findings; silver; gold alloys; engagement rings; cuff links and tie clips; silver alloys; emeralds; diamonds; 
gold rings; rhodium and its alloys; trophies made of precious metals; platinum; osmium and its alloys; coins; jewellery 
made from silver; processed or semi-processed precious metals; alloys of precious metal; gold jewellery; gold bullion 
coins; gold ingots; jades; gold necklaces; gems; palladium alloys; watches; medallions; works of art of precious metal.

5362



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 19/09/2019; Application No. : 737788 ;Switzerland 

4384226    01/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503690]
Compagnie des Montres Longines, Francillon SA (Longines Watch Co., Francillon Ltd)
CH-2610 Saint-Imier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class, namely 
figurines, trophies; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, 
bracelets, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely hands, anchors, 
pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch bracelets, watch dials, clockworks, watch chains, movements for timepieces, 
watch springs, watch glasses, presentation cases for timepieces, cases for timepieces.

5363



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 19/09/2019; Application No. : 88623095 ;United States of America 

4356019    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499281]
International Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons
200 E. Randolph St., Suite 5100 Chicago IL 60601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Publications in the field of oral and maxillofacial surgery.

5364



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 19/09/2019; Application No. : 88623112 ;United States of America 

4356034    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499218]
International Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons
200 E. Randolph, Suite 5100 Chicago IL 60601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Publications in the field of oral and maxillofacial surgery.

5365



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 010 557 ;Germany 

4369451    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501984]
Montblanc-Simplo GmbH
Hellgrundweg 100 22525 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper, cardboard; printed matter; stationery; articles of paper or cardboard, namely, boxes, bags, envelopes and pouches 
for packaging; wrapping paper; writing instruments; pouches for writing instruments; cases for writing instruments; inks 
and refills; pencils and pencil refills; desk sets; pen stands; desk pads; writing books; calendars, colouring books; note 
books; sketch books; indexes; covers [stationery]; files [office requisites]; announcement cards [stationery]; writing 
paper; envelopes; index cards [stationery]; business cards; writing pads; pens; pen nibs; writing instrument holders; 
paperweights; diaries; cover for diaries; replacement papers for diaries and notebooks; inkwells; cheque book holders and 
covers; passport holders; document file trays; document holders and cases (stationary); albums; bookends; money clips; 
writing cases (sets); letter trays; pen trays; letter openers; personal organisers.

5366



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 16 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/10/2019; Application No. : 88653894 ;United States of America 

4379617    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503101]
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Bridge Bldg. 156 North, 5th Floor, 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank CA 91522 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Printed matter and paper goods, namely, books featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or 
drama features, comic books, children's books, strategy guides, magazines featuring characters from animated, action 
adventure, comedy and/or drama features, coloring books, children's activity books; stationery, writing paper, envelopes, 
notebooks, diaries, journals, newsletters, note cards, greeting cards, trading cards; lithographs; pens, pencils, cases 
therefor, erasers, crayons, markers, colored pencils, painting sets, chalk and chalkboards; decals, heat transfers; posters; 
adhesive plastic film with removable paper for mounting images for decorative purposes; mounted and/or unmounted 
photographs; book covers, book marks, calendars, gift wrapping paper; paper party decorations, namely, paper napkins, 
paper place mats, crepe paper, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations; printed transfers for embroidery or 
fabric appliques; printed patterns for costumes, pajamas, sweatshirts and t-shirts.

5367



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 018059807 ;European Union 

4385214    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503877]
Stora Enso Paper Oy
Kanavaranta 1 FI-00160 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper; bond paper; printed stationery; paper stationery; paper; digital printing paper; sheets for wrapping made of paper; 
pads [stationery]; printing paper; book binding material.

5368



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 16 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/06/2019; Application No. : 018081669 ;European Union 

4386587    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504692]
UPM-Kymmene Corporation
Alvar Aallon katu 1 FI-00100 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper; cardboard; plastic materials for packaging; wrapping paper; packing paper; copying paper; writing papers; coated 
paper; uncoated paper; matt coated paper; newsprint paper; magazine paper; printing paper; special papers for printing; 
label paper; coloured paper; opaque paper; thermal paper; paper bags; folding boxboard; cartons; corrugated board; 
printing papers; packaging materials of paper, cardboard or plastic; wrappings for industry; sack and bag materials of 
paper or plastic; flexible packaging materials; plastic sheets and webs, vacuum laminates for foodstuffs packaging; 
cellular plastics and vacuum pouches; paper sacks and bags; corrugated containers; reel wrappings and reel end-discs 
for paper and packaging industry; aseptic liquid packages; aseptic liquid packages of paper or plastic for foodstuffs; self-
adhesive laminates; air laid paper; stationery products; kraft paper; envelope paper; self-adhesive laminates in the form of 
reels, sheets and labels; paper-based labels and stickers; labels; paper-based label materials; adhesive-backed label 
materials; sheets of paper labels; adhesive-backed paper-based materials for use in the manufacture of labels; adhesive-
backed paper-based materials in the form of reels, sheets and labels.

5369



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 17 
 

4364476    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500807]
JINDAL FILMS AMERICAS LLC
411 Pegasus Parkway LaGrange GA 30240 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plastic film for use in manufacture of wrapping or packaging material.

5370



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 17 
 

Priority claimed from 04/07/2019; Application No. : 01398573 ;Benelux 

4369417    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502248]
SOUDAL, naamloze vennootschap
Everdongenlaan 18 Turnhout B-2300

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Packing and insulating materials, liquid rubber for sealing and protecting materials; mastic compositions for sealing, 
polyurethane foam and sealing products included in this class; sealant compounds for joints; sealing products made of 
polyurethane, sealing products made of silicone, hybrid sealing products.

5371



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 17 
 

4378667    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503372]
Mitsubishi Chemical Advanced Materials AG
Hardstrasse 5 CH-5600 Lenzburg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Products made of semi-processed plastic materials, particularly compression-molded and extruded products in the form 
of rods, blocks, bars, plates and tubes.

5372



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 18 
 

 

4361259    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497733]
DONG JUN
No. 60, Houmeng Village, Dongmaying Town, Gaobeidian City 074004 Hebei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
School bags; bags; backpacks; travelling bags; briefcases; bags for sports; trunks [luggage]; handbags; haversacks.

5373



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 18 
 

 

4369440    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501947]
Natural Fiber Welding, Inc.
6533 N. Galena Rd. Peoria IL 61614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bags for sports; imitation leather; imitation leather sold in bulk; leather and imitation leather; leather and imitation leather 
bags; leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags; purses; purses and wallets; tote bags; all-
purpose athletic bags; athletic bags; belt bags and hip bags; cases of imitation leather; clutch bags; clutches; courier 
bags; duffle bags; flight bags; garment bags for travel; grip bags; gym bags; hard-sided and soft-sided carry-on bags and 
gym bags; hunting bags; leather bags; leather purses; messenger bags; military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote 
bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; overnight bags; small purses; sport bags; sports bags; suit bags; travelling bags; 
weekend bags; weekend bags made of imitation leather solely or imitation leather and fabric; wheeled tote bags; wristlet 
bags.

5374



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 18 
 

 

4377757    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503005]
DONG JUN
No. 60, Houmeng Village, Dongmaying Town, Gaobeidian City 074004 Hebei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
School bags; bags; backpacks; travelling bags; briefcases; bags for sports; trunks [luggage]; handbags; covers [umbrella-
].

5375



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 20 
 

4353949    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1442912]
COMPOSAD S.R.L.
Viale Lombardia, 29 I-46019 VIADANA (MN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; mirrors (silvered glass); rattan; wicker; ivory;whalebone; tortoiseshell; yellow amber; mother-of-
pearl;meerschaum; animal claws; storage units [furniture];cupboards; mirrors for lockers; ice cabinets and 
cupboards;furniture and furnishings; racks [furniture]; tea carts; inflatable furniture; benches [furniture]; beds; wooden 
beds; bed casters not of metal; bedding except linen; picture frames; barrel sand casks, not of metal; barrels not of metal; 
non-metallic faucets for barrels; letter boxes, not of metal or masonry;sideboards; office furniture; tables for computers; 
containers,not of metal [storage, transport]; boxes of wood or plastic;statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic materials; 
free-standing partitions [furniture]; curtain hooks; curtain holders not of textile material; work benches; hat stands; 
kennels for household pets; interior textile window blinds; slatted indoor blinds;couches; index cabinets [furniture]; cases 
not of metal; highchairs for children; cushions; coat stands [coat hangers];coat stands; baskets, not of metal; wickerwork; 
scratching posts for cats; art objects of wood, wax, plaster or plastic;spring mattresses; lecterns; mattresses; furniture; 
furniture of metal; upholstered furniture; winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; typing desks; 
writing desks;school furniture; covers for clothing; dinner wagons [furniture];seats of metal; mirrors (silvered glass); 
steps [ladders], not of metal; display stands; curtain rings; dressing tables; water beds not for medical use; baby changing 
mats; cots for children;magazine racks; divans; beds for storage; extendible sofas;divan bases; massage beds; divans of 
plastic materials; divansof reed; divans of reed; divans of wicker; divans of wood;divans with built-in storage space; built-
in furniture; poufs[furniture]; chairs [seats]; tables [furniture]; writing desks;antique furniture; modular furniture; school 
furniture; corner units [furniture]; chests of drawers [furniture]; stacking furniture;convertible furniture; items of furniture; 
furniture hinges not of metal; kitchen furniture; furniture of wood; furniture for banks; steel furniture; lounge and living 
room furniture; seating furniture; shop furniture; outdoor furniture; garden furniture;furniture of leather; built-in furniture; 
furniture of glass; indoor furniture; furniture for lounges; display cabinets; camping furniture; furniture for motor homes; 
furniture for motor homes;cupboards; furniture panels; cane furniture; patio furniture;living room furniture; doors for 
furniture; kitchen furniture;integrated kitchen furniture; bathroom furniture; furniture for industrial use; household 
furniture; furniture of plastic materials;bedroom furniture; accommodation and beds for animals; Non-metallic containers 
and closures and their supports; mobile steps and ladders, not of metal; screens, stands and signage elements, not of 
metal; statues, figurines, works of art for ornamental and decorative use made of wood, wax, plaster or plastic materials, 
included in this class; furniture panels.

5376



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 20 
 

4367845    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1304223]
SPRING AIR IP HOLDING, LLC
70 Everett Avenue Chelsea MA 02150 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mattresses and box springs.

5377



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 20 
 

4369105    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501124]
Edibles Engineering LLC
1331 Steele Street Denver CO 80206 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plastic shipping and storage boxes.

5378



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 20 
 

4384297    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503722]
CollaboSpace Inc.
217, 10, Yeonmujang 11-gil, Seongdong-gu Seoul 04783 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; furniture parts; tie racks; hat stands; non-metal clothes hooks; clothes hangers; coat hangers; clothes rails; 
clothes rods; clothes hooks, not of metal; costume stands; hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails.

5379



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 20 
 

4385238    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503924]
Horizon Group (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
No. 496-502 Amarin Plaza, Room11-13R, 3rd floor Ploenchit Road, Lumpini Sub-district, Pathumwan District 10330 Bangkok Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mattresses made of foam rubber.

5380



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 20 
 

 

4390992    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505277]
Andreu World, S.A.
C/ Los Sauces, 7, Urb. Olimar E-46370 Chiva (Valencia) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chairs, expressly excluding chairs for children.

5381



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 21 
 

4366401    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1312577]
Vermont Herb and Spice Accessories, Inc.
310 Tudor Road Sandgate VT 05250 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hand-operated grinders.

5382



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 21 
 

4369270    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501411]
BEIJING WHEATON (YUNCHENG) GLASS CO., LTD.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, YUNCHENG COUNTY, HEZE CITY 274700 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Glassware; glass bottles.

5383



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 24 
 

4369152    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501216]
RIOPELE TÊXTEIS, S.A.
AVENIDA RIOPELE, Nº 946 P-4770-405 POUSADA DE SARAMAGOS Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textiles.

5384



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 018023208 ;European Union 

4327412    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491625]
MA
51 avenue du Maréchal Leclerc F-49300 CHOLET France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.

5385



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4350697    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497226]
Quanzhou Newbarlun Sports Goods Co., Ltd.
No. 69 Yanjiang Road, Xibian Village, Chendai Town, Jinjiang, Quanzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; layettes [clothing]; swimsuits; raincoats; masquerade costumes; football boots; shoes; sports shoes; hats; 
hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; leather belt (clothing); wedding dress; singlets; vests; jacket (clothing); children's 
clothing; climbing shoes; soles for footwear.

5386



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4356107    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499654]
Inner Mongolia King Deer Cashmere Co., Ltd.
South of Donghe Bridge, Bayantala Street, Donghe District, Baotou City, Inner Mongolia 014040 Autonomous Region China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Knitted garment; shirt; skirt; overcoat; T-shirt; loose coat; cashmere sweater; cashmere scarf; shawl.

5387



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4367837    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499834]
BINLANG GARMENTS & WEAVING CO., LTD JIN JIANG
Shizhen Jinjing industrial Zone, jinjing Jinjiang 362000 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; knitwear [clothing]; hosiery; wedding dresses.

5388



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4368496    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1394265]
OTCF S.A.
ul. Grottgera 30 PL-32-020 Wieliczka Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; footwear; headgear; flat caps; neckwear; neckerchieves; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; thermal 
underwear; bras; boiler suits; tracksuit tops; boots for sports; sweat suits; cap visors; swimming caps [bathing caps]; 
head scarves; baseball caps; turtleneck pullovers; rain boots; flip-flops; vests; bathing suits; wet suits; balaclavas; sports 
jackets; coats; golf shirts; tank tops; shirts; hats; ear muffs; waterproof outerclothing; shoes; leg-warmers; rain suits; 
clothing of leather; fleeces; undershirts; jackets; waistbands; headbands; head sweatbands; leotards; gloves for apparel; 
sandals; socks; swimming trunks; skirts; casual trousers; over-trousers; scarfs; shorts; jogging tops; tunics; wind 
resistant jackets. 

5389



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

 

4369102    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501113]
VEINZE SOCKS TEKSTIL SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Ulus Mh. Çatalca Yolu Cd. No:469/1 Büyükçekmece Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, including underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose protective clothing, socks, mufflers 
[clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing]; footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals; headgear, hats, caps with 
visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps.

5390



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4380386    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503245]
FORESEES INTERNATIONAL CO.,LTD
UNIT G25 WATERFRONT STUDIOS, 1 DOCK ROAD LONDON E16 1AH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; underwear; shoes; fittings of metal for footwear; heelpieces for footwear; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; 
scarfs; girdles.

5391



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2019; Application No. : 88398798 ;United States of America 

4383667    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504246]
Summersalt, Inc.
911 Washington Avenue, Ste 215 St. Louis MO 63101 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Swimwear.

5392



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4385310    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504499]
NANTONG MINGFU TEXTILES CO.,LTD
EAST INDUSTRY ZONE, XIANFENG TOWN, TONGZHOU CITY 226316 JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; ready-made clothing; trousers; coats; suits; pyjamas; shoes; hats; hosiery; shawls.

5393



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 22/04/2019; Application No. : 88397014 ;United States of America 

4392928    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505504]
Wan, James
c/o Jeffrey Wolman, 4208 Overland Avenue Culver City CA 90230 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear and headwear, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, jackets, tops, bottoms, footwear, swimwear, 
headwear, and all of the foregoing based on characters, themes or genres associated with a motion picture production 
company, producer or director, or appearing in motion pictures, television programs, digital video files, comic books or 
graphic novels, and all of the foregoing clothing, footwear and headwear excluding mountain sports and winter sports; 
costumes in the nature of Halloween costumes and party costumes based on characters appearing in motion pictures.

5394



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

 

4338001    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1354841]
Exploding Kittens, Inc.
7162 Beverly Blvd, P.O. Box 272 Los Angeles CA 90036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Card games.

5395



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

4350723    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497228]
SHENZHEN HUOSHI NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
17TH FLOOR 1703B 1703, XINGHE WORLD B BUILDING, NO. 1 YABAO ROAD, NANKENG COMMUNITY, BANTIAN 
STREET, LONGGANG DISTRICT SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toy drones; gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; toy vehicles; remote-controlled toy vehicles; toys; toy 
boats; games; swimming rings; apparatus for games; twirling batons; baby rattles; toy building blocks; puzzles; chess; 
balls for sports; machines for physical exercises; archery implements; swimming pools [play articles]; Christmas tree 
decorations; fishing tackle.

5396



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

 

4356007    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499310]
Shenzhen Zonda Hobby Co.,Ltd
Room 609, Block A, Building 1, Dachong Business Center, Huarun-City, Shennan Road 9678, Yuehai Sub-district, Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen City 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toy model helicopters (electric); parts or accessories for toy model airplanes; toys; toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy 
vehicles; scale model vehicles; intelligent toys.

5397



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2019; Application No. : 88438820 ;United States of America 

4356446    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498730]
Sport Squad, Inc.
Suite 125 2101 Gaither Road Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Table tennis tables; Table tennis balls; Table tennis nets; Table tennis paddles; Table tennis rackets.

5398



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 2004746 ;Australia 

4367839    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499835]
MMS Trading Company Pty Ltd
2 Linton Road Attadale WA 6156 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toy blocks; toy building components; toys (playthings) made of plastics; toy building blocks; toy construction sets; 
building blocks (toys); building bricks (toys); construction toys; interlocking toy construction pieces; toy building block 
sets; toy building bricks.

5399



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

4368011    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500069]
Dongguan SIBOASI Sports Goods Technology Co.,Ltd.
Building 2 of Plant, Chigang Sanma Industrial Park, Chigang Community, Humen Town, Dongguan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for games; toys; playing cards; balls for games; toy car; body-building equipment; machines for physical 
exercises; fishing tackle; dolls; rackets.

5400



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

4369619    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502024]
TRUST CO.,LTD.
3155-5 Odai, Aza-houeisaku, Shibayama-machi, Sanbu-gun Chiba 289-1605 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys.

5401



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 28 
 

4392579    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506027]
ALPHA GROUP CO., LTD.
Auldey Industrial Area, Wenguan Rd., Chenghai District, Shantou City 515800 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for games; materials for model aircrafts; toys; scale model vehicles; spinning tops [toys]; parlor games; toy 
vehicles; educational toys; chess games; playing cards.

5402



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 29 
 

 

4368134    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500150]
RIZHAO HAIZE FOOD CO., LTD.
WANGJIAZHUANG VILLAGE, BEIKUO TOWN, LANSHAN DISTRICT, RIZHAO CITY 250014 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Meat; seaweed extracts for food; dried clam; shellfish, not live; dried fish; dried shrimps; canned aquatic products; fruit, 
preserved; dried edible mushroom; squid.

5403



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 29 
 

4384220    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503687]
UNDA, SIA
Juras iela 60 Engure, Engures pagasts LV-3113 Engures novads Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seafood preserves; fish, preserved.

5404



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2019; Application No. : 88429732 ;United States of America 

4392883    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505448]
Taali, Inc.
3422 Old Capitol Trail Road Wilmington DE 19808 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seed-based snack foods; Seeds prepared for human consumption, not being seasonings or flavourings; Processed 
edible seeds, not being seasonings or flavorings; Snack mix consisting of processed seeds; Snack mix consisting 
primarily of processed seeds and also including popped and roasted seeds of the water lily plant, Processed water lily 
seeds; Processed pulses; Processed lentils; Pulse-based snack foods; Lentil-based snack foods; Snack mix consisting 
primarily of roasted lentils or fried lentils; Snack mix consisting primarily of roasted pulses or fried pulses.

5405



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 30 
 

4369259    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501380]
Fujian Quanzhou Yuyuan Tea Industry Co., Ltd.
Store No. F8-10, Fengsheng Building, Tian'an Road, Fengze District, Quanzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Molasses for food; rusks; coffee; tea-based beverages; porridge; noodles; wheat flour; popcorn; tea; brown sugar.

5406



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 30 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/04/2019; Application No. : 01394435 ;Benelux 

4375075    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502161]
SOREMARTEC SA
Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves FINDEL L-2632 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2237944

IR DIVISION
Cereal preparations; pastry and confectionery; cereal-based snacks; rice-based snacks; chocolate; cocoa; chocolate-
based confectionery; edible ices.

5407



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 30 
 

4391031    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505528]
SHENZHEN MEIXIXI CATERING MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.
Rm. 602 C, Fl. 6, Bldg. B, Space Science and Technology Square, Yuehai Street (Junction Of Haide Three Street North And Houhaibin 
Road East) Nanshan District China

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3782003

IR DIVISION
Sugar; bread; puddings; chocolate bark containing ground coffee beans; cocoa-based beverages; coffee flavorings; 
coffee; coffee-based beverages; coffee beverages with milk; artificial coffee.

5408



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 30/06/2019; Application No. : UK00003410549 ;United Kingdom 

4393039    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505087]
Autumn Johnson-Healey
9 Laxford Close Birmingham B12 9TA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee; coffee beans; tea; coffee beverages; tea beverages; tea leaves; coffee based beverages; tea based beverages.

5409



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 31 
 

4343880    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497103]
Ruicheng County Jinshunyuan Fruit Industry Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
Liuyuan Village, Guwei Town, Ruicheng County, Yuncheng City 044000 Shanxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nuts [fruits]; grains [cereals]; roots for animal consumption; fruit, fresh; grapes, fresh; vegetables, fresh.

5410



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 31 
 

4364461    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500339]
Yantai Quanyuan Food Co., Ltd.
Qixia Economic Development Zone 100121 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh strawberries; fruit, fresh; fresh dates; fresh apples; cherries, fresh; fresh pears; vegetables, fresh; onions, fresh; 
garlic, fresh; potatoes, fresh.

5411



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 31 
 

Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 40201911604X ;Singapore 

4380036    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502680]
YAPPY PETS PTE LTD
3 Loyang Way 1, 04-01 Singapore 508705 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Animal food; edible chews for domestic animals; foodstuffs and beverages for animals; animal biscuits; digestible 
chewing bones for dogs; and edible dog treats.

5412



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

4337967    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1302092]
HAMADA SYUZOU CO., LTD.
1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based japanese white liquor; shochu, namely, barley-based japanese white liquor; shochu, 
namely, rice-based japanese white liquor; japanese white liquor, shochu; sake made in japan with rice grown in japan; 
distilled rice spirits, namely, awamori made in japan with rice grown in japan; sake substitute made in japan with rice 
grown in japan; japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, shiro-zake made in japan with rice grown in japan; 
japanese liquor, namely, naoshi made in japan with rice grown in japan; japanese shochu-based mixed liquor, namely, 
mirin made in japan with rice grown in japan; western liquors in general; fruit wines; japanese shochu-based beverages, 
chuhai; chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors.

5413



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4337977    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1301914]
HAMADA SYUZOU CO., LTD.
1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based Japanese white liquor; Shochu, namely, barley-based Japanese white liquor; 
Shochu, namely, rice-based Japanese white liquor; Japanese white liquor, Shochu; Sake made in Japan with rice grown 
in Japan; distilled rice spirits, namely, Awamori made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Sake substitute made in Japan 
with rice grown in Japan; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, Shiro-zake made in Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; Japanese liquor, namely, Naoshi made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor, 
namely, Mirin made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; western liquors in general; fruit wines; Japanese Shochu-based 
beverages, Chuhai; Chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors.

5414



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4337978    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1302093]
HAMADA SYUZOU CO., LTD.
1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based japanese white liquor; shochu, namely, barley-based japanese white liquor; shochu, 
namely, rice-based japanese white liquor; japanese white liquor, shochu; sake made in japan with rice grown in japan; 
distilled rice spirits, namely, awamori made in japan with rice grown in japan; sake substitute made in japan with rice 
grown in japan; japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, shiro-zake made in japan with rice grown in japan; 
japanese liquor, namely, naoshi made in japan with rice grown in japan; japanese shochu-based mixed liquor, namely, 
mirin made in japan with rice grown in japan; western liquors in general; fruit wines; japanese shochu-based beverages, 
chuhai; chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors.

5415



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4337981    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1302680]
SASSYU HAMADAYA CO., LTD.
1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based Japanese white liquor; Shochu, namely, barley-based Japanese white liquor; 
Shochu, namely, rice-based Japanese white liquor; Japanese white liquor, Shochu; Sake made in Japan with rice grown 
in Japan; distilled rice spirits, namely, Awamori made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Sake substitute made in Japan 
with rice grown in Japan; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, Shiro-zake made in Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; Japanese liquor, namely, Naoshi made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor, 
namely, Mirin made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; western liquors in general; fruit wines; Japanese Shochu-based 
beverages, Chuhai; Chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors.

5416



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4338421    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1445619]
HAMADA SYUZOU CO., LTD.
1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based Japanese white liquor; Shochu, namely, barley-based Japanese white liquor; 
Shochu, namely, rice-based Japanese white liquor; Japanese white liquor, Shochu; Sake made in Japan with rice grown 
in Japan; distilled rice spirits, namely, awamori made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Sake substitute made in Japan 
with rice grown in Japan; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, Shiro-zake made in Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; Japanese liquor, namely, Naoshi made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor, 
namely, Mirin made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; western liquors in general; fruit wines; Japanese shochu-based 
beverages, Chuhai; Chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors.

5417



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4338445    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1447716]
HAMADA SYUZOU CO., LTD.
1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based Japanese white liquor made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan; Shochu, namely, 
barley-based Japanese white liquor made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan; Shochu, namely, rice-based Japanese white 
liquor made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan; Japanese white liquor, Shochu made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan; 
Sake made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan with rice grown in Japan; distilled rice spirits, namely, awamori made in 
Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan with rice grown in Japan; Sake substitute made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan with 
rice grown in Japan; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, Shiro-zake made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan 
with rice grown in Japan; Japanese liquor, namely, Naoshi made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor, namely, Mirin made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; western liquors in general made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan; fruit wines made in Kagoshima Prefecture of 
Japan; Japanese shochu-based beverages, Chuhai made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan; Chinese liquors in general 
made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan; flavored liquors made in Kagoshima Prefecture of Japan.

5418



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

4344232    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1423575]
Whyte and Mackay Limited
4th Floor St Vincent Plaza, 319 St Vincent Street Glasgow G2 5RG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages; spirits; whisky; liqueurs.

5419



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4346061    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1445646]
HAMADA SYUZOU CO., LTD.
1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based Japanese white liquor; Shochu, namely, barley-based Japanese white liquor; 
Shochu, namely, rice-based Japanese white liquor; Japanese white liquor, Shochu; Sake made in Japan with rice grown 
in Japan; distilled rice spirits, namely, awamori made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Sake substitute made in Japan 
with rice grown in Japan; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, Shiro-zake made in Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; Japanese liquor, namely, Naoshi made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor, 
namely, Mirin made in Japan with rice grown in Japan; western liquors in general; fruit wines; Japanese shochu-based 
beverages, Chuhai; Chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors.

5420



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

4353959    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467778]
M. PRADEL DE LAVAUX Michel
37 rue Washington F-75008 PARIS France
Mme PRADEL DE LAVAUX Isabelle
37 rue Washington F-75008 PARIS France
M. PRADEL DE LAVAUX François
37 rue Washington F-75008 PARIS France
Mme BOISSARIE Inès
37 rue Washington F-75008 PARIS France
M. PRADEL DE LAVAUX Jean Axel
37 rue Washington F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wines with a protected appellation of origin.

5421



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 01/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003396081 ;United Kingdom 

4356466    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498685]
The Lakes Distillery Company Plc
1st Floor Offices Grandstand Garage, Kenton Road, Gosforth Newcastle Upon Tyne NE3 4NB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic essences; alcoholic beverages [except beers]; spirits [beverages]; liqueurs; alcoholic liquor spirit concentrates; 
pre-mixed alcoholic beverages; gift sets comprised of alcoholic beverages.

5422



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 018 053 420 ;European Union 

4367186    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500915]
Tea Venture Limited
98-100 Pilgrim Street Alderman Fenwick's House Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 6SQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic preparations for making beverages; cider.

5423



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 2004422 ;Australia 

4367817    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500942]
KOLUKA PTY LTD ATF KOLUKA TRUST
7 Tibbles Street Beaumaris VIC 3193 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spirits; rum; gin; vodka; whisky; brandy; liqueurs; fortified wines; premixed drinks containing spirits and/or liqueurs.

5424



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 34 
 

 

4385308    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503873]
INNER MONGOLIA KUNMING CIGARETTE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
NO.19 Daerdeng North Road, Saihan District, Huhhot City 010020 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; chewing tobacco; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarettes; electronic 
cigarettes; pipe tobacco; tobacco powder; snuff; cigars; cigarillos.

5425



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003378347 ;United Kingdom 

4321931    23/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491945]
DE BEERS UK LIMITED
20 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y 5AN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Auction services; auction services provided on-line; retail and wholesale services connected with the sale of precious 
metals and their alloys, badges of precious metal, ingots of precious metal, boxes of precious metal, ornaments of 
precious metal, jewellery and imitation jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones, horological and chronometric 
instruments including watches, pocket watches and clocks; advertising; marketing services.

5426



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

4354073    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497612]
SHENZHEN HUAJUCHEN INDUSTRIAL Co., Ltd.
2nd Floor of Swimming Pool West, Sports Center, Yu An West Road, Baoan District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Demonstration of goods; advertising; business management and organization consultancy; business management 
consultancy; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; relocation services 
for businesses; sponsorship search.

5427



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

4366731    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500420]
E.L.F. COSMETICS, INC.
570 10th Street, 3rd Floor Oakland CA 94607 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services and on-line retail store services featuring cosmetics, personal care products and beauty products, 
manicure implements, manicure sets, pedicure sets, eyelash curlers, tweezers, cosmetic brushes, applicator sticks for 
applying make-up.

5428



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

4367032    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500854]
EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Programs, Inc.
2911 Dixwell Avenue, Suite 201 Hamden CT 06518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable services, namely, coordination and organization of humanitarian assistance programs and activities.

5429



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

4368007    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500059]
Anshan Dongxing Trading Limited Company
No.15055, East Side of Huiyuan Street, South Side of the Gas Station, Liuzhong Road, Xiliu Town, Haicheng City, Anshan Municipality 
Liaoning Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Direct mail advertising; outdoor advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; sales promotion for others; business management and organization consultancy, 
personnel management consultancy; office machines and equipment rental; procurement services for others [purchasing 
goods and services for other businesses].

5430



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2019; Application No. : 20190771 ;Armenia 

4380099    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502692]
“Barterier” LLC
Sose St., Building 6/3 0019 Yerevan Armenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bill-posting; commercial information agency services; dissemination of advertising matter; demonstration of goods; 
advertising; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion for others; organization 
of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; search engine optimization for sales promotion; pay per click 
advertising; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; web indexing for 
commercial or advertising purposes.

5431



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-088512 ;Japan 

4385305    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504462]
and wander inc.
4-28-8, Daizawa, Setagaya-ku Tokyo 155-0032 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and bedding; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; 
retail services or wholesale services for footwear; retail services or wholesale services for bags; retail services or 
wholesale services for pouches; retail services or wholesale services for bags for campers; retail services or wholesale 
services for purses; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for 
handkerchiefs; retail services or wholesale services for rings [jewelry]; retail services or wholesale services for pendants; 
retail services or wholesale services for hairbands; retail services or wholesale services for unfitted vanity cases; retail 
services or wholesale services for umbrellas; retail services or wholesale services for food and beverages; retail services 
or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail services or 
wholesale services for furniture; retail services or wholesale services for camping furniture; retail services or wholesale 
services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for jewelry cases; retail services or wholesale services 
for tatami mats; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatus; retail services or wholesale 
services for lighting apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for covers for smartphones; retail services or 
wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools and metal hardware; retail services or wholesale services 

5432



for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or wholesale services for non-electric cooking 
heaters for household purposes; retail services or wholesale services for medical supplies; retail services or wholesale 
services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for agricultural 
machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; retail services or 
wholesale services for fuels; retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services 
for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for 
tents for mountaineering or camping; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; 
retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for 
photographic machines and apparatus and photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for clocks and 
watches; retail services or wholesale services for tobacco and smokers' articles; retail services or wholesale services for 
construction materials; retail services or wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; retail 
services or wholesale services for candles and candlesticks; retail services or wholesale services for life saving 
apparatus and equipment; retail services or wholesale services for gas lanterns, lamp wicks, gas lamps, oil lamps and 
lamp chimneys; retail services or wholesale services for fishing tackle and fishing bait; retail services or wholesale 
services for butterfly nets.

5433



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 06/09/2019; Application No. : 40201919490W ;Singapore 

4386380    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505078]
MILLENNIUM ENTERPRISE PTE. LTD.
1 RAFFLES PLACE, 44-01A ONE RAFFLES PLACE Singapore 048616 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online retail services; online retail store services; department store retailing; wholesale services; wholesale store 
services; online wholesale services; online wholesale store services; wholesale services in relation to toys; wholesale 
services in relation to clothing; online retail services; online wholesale services; online retail store services; online 
wholesale store services; computerised online ordering services; computerized online ordering services; online 
advertising on a computer network; arranging commercial transactions, for others, via online shops; provision of an 
online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; online trading services in which seller posts products to 
be auctioned and bidding is done via the Internet; online trading services in which users post requests for products and 
negotiate transactions via the Internet; providing information, including online, about advertising, business management 
and administration & office functions; retail services; hypermarket retailing; retail store services; supermarket retailing; 
online retail services; department store retailing; convenience store retailing; catalogue retailing services; online retail 
store services; retail clothing shop services; retailing of goods by any means; retail services in relation to toys; retail 
services in relation to games; retail services relating to clothing; retail services in relation to clothing; management of a 
retail enterprise for others; mail order retail services for clothing accessories; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes.

5434



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 36 
 

4365106    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500307]
GOPHER ASSET MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.
NO. 538 SHANGYIN ROAD, HUAQIAO TOWN, KUNSHAN, SUZHOU JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance brokerage; investment of funds; financial services; financial management; financial consultancy; real estate 
management; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; trusteeship.

5435



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 12/10/2019; Application No. : 40201922396U ;Singapore 

4367879    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499953]
KEPPEL LAND PLATFORM SERVICES PTE. LTD.
1 Harbourfront Avenue, 18-01 Keppel Bay Tower Singapore 098632 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leasing of office space; leasing or renting of buildings; rental of office space; charitable fundraising services; rental of 
serviced offices [real estate]; property portfolio management; rental of offices for co-working; insurance relating to 
property; time-share property management; financing of property development; property asset management services.

5436



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 28/08/2019; Application No. : 2033220 ;Australia 

4380184    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502837]
Square Peg Capital Pty Ltd
Level 1, 28 Claremont Street SOUTH YARRA VIC 3141 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services including provision of venture capital finance and funds management services; financial management 
services; financial information services; none of the aforementioned including, offered in connection with or related to 
goods or services for reconciling, processing or providing electronic transmission of credit card, debit card, gift card, 
currency and other payment transactions and transfers and related data.

5437



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 107 606 ;Germany 

4391632    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506220]
Maschinenfabrik Alfing Kessler GmbH
Auguste-Kessler-Str. 20 73433 Aalen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Repair, maintenance and installation of machines, parts of machines, crank shafts, machine tools, induction hardening 
machines, special-purpose machines for metalworking; repair, maintenance and installation of belts for motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and engines for boats and ships; repair, maintenance and 
installation of motors and engines for aircraft and air cushion vehicles; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of connecting rods for machines, motors and engines and of milling and 
drilling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of mechanical tools and manually and numerically controlled 
indexing devices, namely apparatus being parts of machines for adjusting and setting up workpieces to be processed; 
repair, maintenance and installation of individual parts and fittings for the aforesaid machines, namely mechanical tool 
clamping devices, tool changers, tool magazines being parts of machines, mechanical handling apparatus, work piece 
magazines being parts of machines, tool spindles, industrial robots, mechanical conveyors, automatic processing and 
handling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing 
apparatus for machines, parts of machines and crank shafts; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and 
electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for machine tools, induction hardening machines, motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for 
physical, chemical, optical, geodetic, nautical and electrotechnical weighing, signalling, checking (supervision) and 
photographic apparatus, instruments and equipment; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic 
controls and measuring and testing apparatus for measuring instruments.

5438



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 107 616 ;Germany 

4391645    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506264]
Maschinenfabrik Alfing Kessler GmbH
Auguste-Kessler-Str. 20 73433 Aalen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Repair, maintenance and installation of machines, parts of machines, crank shafts, machine tools, induction hardening 
machines, special-purpose machines for metalworking; repair, maintenance and installation of belts for motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and engines for boats and ships; repair, maintenance and 
installation of motors and engines for aircraft and air cushion vehicles; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of connecting rods for machines, motors and engines and of milling and 
drilling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of mechanical tools and manually and numerically controlled 
indexing devices, namely apparatus being parts of machines for adjusting and setting up workpieces to be processed; 
repair, maintenance and installation of individual parts and fittings for the aforesaid machines, namely mechanical tool 
clamping devices, tool changers, tool magazines being parts of machines, mechanical handling apparatus, work piece 
magazines being parts of machines, tool spindles, industrial robots, mechanical conveyors, automatic processing and 
handling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing 
apparatus for machines, parts of machines and crank shafts; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and 
electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for machine tools, induction hardening machines, motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for 

5439



physical, chemical, optical, geodetic, nautical and electrotechnical weighing, signalling, checking (supervision) and 
photographic apparatus, instruments and equipment; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic 
controls and measuring and testing apparatus for measuring instruments.

5440



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 107 617 ;Germany 

4392638    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506179]
Maschinenfabrik Alfing Kessler GmbH
Auguste-Kessler-Str. 20 73433 Aalen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Repair, maintenance and installation of machines, parts of machines, crank shafts, machine tools, induction hardening 
machines, special-purpose machines for metalworking; repair, maintenance and installation of belts for motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and engines for boats and ships; repair, maintenance and 
installation of motors and engines for aircraft and air cushion vehicles; repair, maintenance and installation of motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of connecting rods for machines, motors and engines and of milling and 
drilling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of mechanical tools and manually and numerically controlled 
indexing devices, namely apparatus being parts of machines for adjusting and setting up workpieces to be processed; 
repair, maintenance and installation of individual parts and fittings for the aforesaid machines, namely mechanical tool 
clamping devices, tool changers, tool magazines being parts of machines, mechanical handling apparatus, work piece 
magazines being parts of machines, tool spindles, industrial robots, mechanical conveyors, automatic processing and 
handling machines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing 
apparatus for machines, parts of machines and crank shafts; repair, maintenance arid installation of electric and 
electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for machine tools, induction hardening machines, motors and 
engines; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic controls and measuring and testing apparatus for 

5441



physical, chemical, optical, geodetic, nautical and electrotechnical weighing, signalling, checking (supervision) and 
photographic apparatus, instruments and equipment; repair, maintenance and installation of electric and electronic 
controls and measuring and testing apparatus for measuring instruments.

5442



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 11/10/2019; Application No. : 2019-132260 ;Japan 

4391708    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505718]
ANA Holdings Inc.
1-5-2, Higashi-Shimbashi, Minato-ku 105-7133 Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air transport; loading and unloading of air cargo, mails, passengers' luggage and other cargos; passenger check-in 
services; air ticket reservation services; air ticketing services; transportation services for tourists in tarmac; 
transportation services for tourists in airport; air ticket reservation services and air ticketing services via internet or 
computer terminals; air ticket reservation services and air ticketing services; railway transport; car transport; providing 
road and traffic information; vehicle driving services; vessel transport; providing information on air ticket reservation/air 
ticketing, information relating to air transport and other transportation information (including via internet or computer 
terminals); air freight packaging services and other packaging services; freight brokerage; consigned forwarding 
pertaining to freight forwarding conducted by airline operators; delivery of goods according to reservation via email; 
removal services; shipbrokerage; refloating of ships; piloting; conducting travel tours; travel tour guide services; travel 
arrangement and reservation service (excluding those for lodging) via internet or computer terminals; travel arrangement 
and reservation services (excluding those for lodging); providing information relating to travel (excluding those for 
lodging) via internet or computer terminals; providing information relating to travel (excluding those for lodging); travel 
consultancy (excluding those for lodging); itinerary management services stipulated in the Travel Agency Act and related 

5443



services for traveler's convenience; warehousing services; temporary safekeeping of passengers' luggage and other 
personal belongings; gas supply services [distribution]; electricity distribution; water supplying [distribution]; heat 
supplying [distribution]; providing fuel for aircraft; operating toll roads; providing vessel mooring facilities; rental of 
warehouse space; car park services; airport services; operating parking lots; rental of wheelchairs; rental of bicycles; 
rental of aircraft; brokerage for aircraft operations; rental of containers; rental of pallets; car rental; rental of safety seats 
for babies; arrangement of car rental; rental of vessels; rental of travel goods; rental of mechanical parking systems; 
rental of packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; rental of gasoline station equipment, not for repair and 
maintenance of automobiles.

5444



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 015 390 ;Germany 

4392550    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505925]
Wallem Group Ltd.
9/F Dorset House, Taikoo Place, 979 King's Road, Quarry Bay Hong Kong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shipping services; transport and delivery of goods; organisation of shipping of goods.

5445



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 41 
 

3207167    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266864]
MWR Holdings, LLC
210 Hillsboro Technology Drive Deerfield Beach FL 33441 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education services, namely, providing academic courses of instruction at the preschool and elementary levels in a child 
care center.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE LABELS SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE...

5446



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 41 
 

4353872    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1394414]
Robert Bosch GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Platz 1 70839 Gerlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Services provided by a foundation, namely training, education, entertainment, developing international student exchange 
programmes, health and fitness training services.

5447



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 11/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-095803 ;Japan 

4320859    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491739]
NIPPON SODA CO., LTD.
2-1, Ohtemachi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8165 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Testing, inspection and research services in the fields of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and foodstuffs; testing, inspection 
and research services in the field of chemicals; design and testing for new product development.

5448



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 42 
 

4346078    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1447609]
Demcon Holding B.V.
Institutenweg 25 NL-7521 PH Enschede NL

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Design and creation of industrial designs for products; implementing software for electronic control systems; 
technical advice and planning relating to industrial design projects; technical advice and planning in the field of product 
development; industrial design of products and consultancy services in relation thereto; development of electronic 
operating systems; development of electronics and software.

5449



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 42 
 

4356363    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498829]
Guangzhou Shirui Electronics Co., Ltd.
192 Kezhu Road, Science Park, Economic and Technical Development District, Guangzhou Guangdong Province 510663 China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software design; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; installation of computer 
software; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; internet security consultancy; computer technology 
consultancy; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; 
design and development of computer hardware and software for use in the field of medicine; consumer product safety 
testing; genetic testing for scientific research purposes; toy design; conducting technical project studies; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; rental of computer software; technological research; software as a service [SaaS]; 
data security consultancy; advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software; 
design and development of multimedia products; design of cellular phones; consultancy in the field of software design; 
design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; scientific research and development; maintenance of software 
for Internet access; material testing; computer network configuration services; design of homepages and web sites; 
maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; design of telephones; 
architectural design; updating of web sites; development of operating system software; maintenance of computer 
software; computer programming; updating of computer software; electronic data storage; unlocking of mobile phones; 
data encryption services; design of apparatus and machines for filling purposes; industrial design; information 
technology [IT] consultancy; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site.

5450



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 01/05/2019; Application No. : 88411130 ;United States of America 

4369246    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501364]
Abeona Therapeutics, Inc.
1330 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10019 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Development of pharmaceutical preparations for gene therapy.

5451



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 01/05/2019; Application No. : 88411337 ;United States of America 

4383728    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503799]
Eton Solutions, L.P.
5915 Farrington Road, Suite 201 Chapel Hill NC 275179900 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the management of financial affairs of ultra-high net worth 
individuals, their related entities such as partnerships, trusts, qualified plans, and corporations, and advisory firms 
serving ultra-high net worth individuals and their related entities; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for use as a comprehensive database management system including document management, client relationship 
management, general ledger and transaction processing, investment performance reporting, investment management, 
data aggregation, with integrated reconciliation and verification, utilizing a single, integrated database; providing a 
website featuring non-downloadable software for the management of financial affairs of ultra-high net worth individuals, 
their related entities such as partnerships, trusts, qualified plans, and corporations, and advisory firms serving ultra-high 
net worth individuals and their related entities; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use as a 
comprehensive database management system including document management, client relationship management, general 
ledger and transaction processing, investment performance reporting, investment management, data aggregation, with 
integrated reconciliation and verification, utilizing a single, integrated database.

5452



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 88477516 ;United States of America 

4383780    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504264]
KVH Industries, Inc.
50 Enterprise Center Middleton RI 02842 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for monitoring, controlling, accessing, supporting and 
optimizing the performance and condition of marine vessels, marine equipment, and marine machinery in the Internet of 
Things (IoT).

5453



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 42 
 

4391697    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505771]
IRED THERMAL GROUP LTD.
11330-143 Street Edmonton AB T5M 1V5 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mechanical engineering in the field of fired equipment; inspection services in the field of oil and natural gas production 
equipment and infrastructure, namely, API inspection services; inspection services in the field of industrial gas fired 
equipment and appliances; infrared inspection services; 3D laser imaging services [digitalisation and scanning of 
images]; research services in the field of finite element analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation; 
refractory testing services; refractory design services; design consultation services relating to the design support and 
review for refractory design and installation; testing, analysis, and evaluation of the in-house fire equipment and in-house 
fire equipment parts and components of others to determine conformity with certification standards; testing, analysis, 
and evaluation of process heaters and fire equipment parts and components of others to determine conformity with 
certification standards.

5454



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 43 
 

4323551    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491040]
MAHA IP LIMITED
1244 Spring Street St. Helena CA 94574 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotel and resort hotel services.

5455



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 43 
 

4356435    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499048]
LEE SEOK-HAN
802-1201, 61, Convensia-daero 42beon-gil, Yeonsu-gu Incheon 22001 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea rooms; restaurant services; bar services; buffet restaurants; western style restaurants; self-service restaurant 
services; snack-bar services; restaurant services rendered in the framework of franchising; food and drink catering; 
Japanese restaurants; bakeries; pubs; Chinese restaurants; cafe services; cafeteria services; cocktail lounge services; 
fast-food restaurant services; Korean bars; Korean restaurants; food and drink catering.

5456



Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 43 
 

 

4366239    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500209]
MC GROUP PTE. LTD.
160 Robinson Road, 21-06 Singapore Business Federation Center Singapore 068914 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advice concerning cooking recipes; bar services; bistro services; cafe services; cafes; catering services; club services 
for the provision of food and drink; consultancy services relating to food; consultancy services relating to food 
preparation; consultancy, advisory and information services in relation to the provision of food and drink; consultation 
services relating to food; contract catering services; cooking services; food and drink catering; food cooking services; 
food preparation; preparation of food and drink; preparation of take-away and fast food; providing food and drink; 
provision of information relating to restaurants; provision of information relating to the preparation of food and drink; 
restaurant reservation services; restaurant services; restaurant services for the provision of fast food; restaurants; self-
service cafeteria services; self-service restaurants; snack bars; snack-bars; take away food services; takeaway food and 
drink services; waitressing; wine bar services; wine club services (the provision of drink).
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 88413293 ;United States of America 

4386181    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504797]
Melendez, Daniel
106 1/2 Judge John Aiso Street, pmb330 Los Angeles CA 90012 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Physical rehabilitation services for athletes, clients, patients, professional healthcare therapists and veterans with 
degenerative disc disease, sciatica symptoms, and chronic low back pain issues provided through the use of physical 
therapy, complementary integrative health options, diagnostic equipment, bioscience research, website, email, multiple 
social media apps, in person to person sessions and live group sessions, as deemed necessary.
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2905410    07/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1227665]
ORGANICA BOUTIQUE COMPANY, S.A. DE C.V.
Calzada San Pedro, 102-6, Col. Del Valle San Pedro, Garza García 66220 Nuevo Léon Mexico

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATES
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
TEA & COFFEE APPEARING OVER THE MARK..

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery products, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medical use; dietetic food and substances for 
medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans or animals; plasters, materials for dressings; 
teeth filling and dental impression materials; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
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(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers; software; extinguishers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and dairy products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flours and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, golden syrup; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.32;Beer; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesale services and retail sale 
services in stores, as well as via global computer networks for beer, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic 
beverages, fruit beverages and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages, coffee, tea, cocoa, 
sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery 
products, edible ices, honey, golden syrup, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, 
ice.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; franchising services for restaurants and other 
establishments providing prepared food and drink for consumption.
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3160658    17/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1262397]
MOODLE PTY LTD
Level 2, 18 Richardson Street West Perth WA 6005 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K-4, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi- 100049, New Delhi, India
Used Since :17/02/2006

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software.

Cl.42;Computer software (design of); computer software (installation of); computer software (maintenance of); 
computer software (rental of); computer software (updating of); computer security services (programming and software 
installation); computer software (consultancy in the field of); computer support services (programming and software 
installation); software and peripherals design and technical consultancy; repair of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 10/02/2014; Application No. : 662062 ;Switzerland 

3481347    11/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1219022]
SINCLAIR PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
The Office Village, Chester Business Park Chester CH4 9QZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
376-B (OLD NO.202) AVVAI SHANMUGAM SALAI, GOPALAPURAM, CHENNAI-600 086.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps, creams, gels, moisturisers, lotions and cosmetics for use in connection with and following cosmetic 
procedures; none of the aforesaid for use in relation to the hair and scalp.

Cl.10;Sutures, suture needles and suture threads for cosmetic procedures.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 034 766 ;Germany 

3688281    08/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376917]
HAIMER GMBH
Weiherstraße 21 86568 Hollenbach-Igenhausen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUEST IP
122/104, SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PH-1, GURGAON - 122 002

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; motors, other than for land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components [except for 
land vehicles]; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; 
driving motors, other than for land vehicles; transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; drill chucks [parts of 
machines]; drilling heads [parts of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; drilling machines; lathes [machine tools]; 
torque converters, other than for land vehicles; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; electrical engines, 
other than for land vehicles; springs [parts of machines]; moulding machines; milling machines; guides for machines; 
crankcases for machines, motors and engines; hangers [parts of machines]; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; die-
cutting and tapping machines; threading machines; engraving machines; hammers [parts of machines]; electric hand 
drills; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; notchers 
[machine tools]; clack valves [parts of machines]; blades [parts of machines]; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; 
compressors [machines]; ball-bearings; ball rings for bearings; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; cranks [parts 
of machines]; bearings [parts of machines]; journals [parts of machines]; woodworking machines; metalworking 
machines; machines for processing plastics; housings [parts of machines]; machine wheels; stands for machines; tables 
for machines; axles for machines; chisels for machines; knives [parts of machines]; blade holders [parts of machines]; 
machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; regulators [parts of machines]; valves [parts of machines]; trueing 
machines; grindstones [parts of machines]; cutters [machines]; chucks [parts of machines]; control mechanisms for 
machines, engines or motors; tools [parts of machines]; holding devices for machine tools; parts for engines; parts of 
machine tools, in particular tensioning tools and tensioner as well as their assembly units for machine tools; chucks for 
machine tools, for milling machines, for lathes, for machining centres [machine tools], for rotary index machines, for 
transfer lines [machines] and for drilling machines; expanders, tool holders, shrink chucks, tool holding fixtures, holding 
fixtures as well as hydro-expansion chucks as parts of machine tools; drilling tools, milling tools, reaming tools and 
reamers as well as taps, thread mills, thread formers, countersinking tools, fine drilling heads and drilling rods as parts of 
machine tools; machine tools; clamping tables [parts of machines], drill chucks, tool holding fixtures (parts of machines); 
tool holders for clamping tool shafts as parts of machines; tool holders as parts of machines; tool adaptor sleeves as 
parts of machines; turning tool, drills, milling cutters for machine tools; shrink-fit apparatus; collets for power tools.

Cl.9;Scientific, surveying, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; data processing equipment; computer; computer software; balancing apparatus; machines 
for measuring unbalance; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; measuring apparatus; plane 
tables [surveying instruments]; precision measuring apparatus; commutator; electric apparatus for commutation; remote 
control devices for clamping tables and machine tools; mechanical, electrical, optical and opto-electronical measuring, 
control and monitoring apparatus for machine tools; measuring and monitoring apparatus, in particular for use on 
machine tools; centering apparatus; presetting devices, tool measuring devices; presetting apparatus; parts of all afore-
mentioned goods; 3D-sensors (measuring apparatus) for milling machines and electric discharge machines.

Cl.37;Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance services relating to the aforementioned goods in classes 7 and 9; 
installation, maintenance and repair of machines; maintenance and repair of cutting tools and abrading tools; drilling of 
wells.

Cl.40;Material treatment, namely turning, millworking, grinding, electroerosion treatment of metals, tempering, custom 
manufacturing; custom manufacture of tool storage solutions for third parties; material treatment information; 
millworking; woodworking; processing of plastics; processing of metal; grinding; services relating to cutting, dressing, 
burnishing by abrasion or metal coating; material cutting consultancy services.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2017; Application No. : 87484290 ;United States of America 

3769673    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390349]
CONTROL COMPONENTS INC.
22591 Avenida Empresa Rancho Santa Margarita CA 92688 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K-4, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi- 100049, New Delhi, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction, installation, repair and maintenance services all such services relating to valves, actuators, 
positioners, severe service applications, industrial control apparatus, industrial regulatory apparatus, parts and fittings 
for the aforesaid; information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Industrial design and industrial research services in the field of severe service applications in the power, nuclear, 
oil, gas, petrochemical and chemical processing industries and in the field of critical applications such as safeguarding 
plants, equipment or people and averting emergency shutdowns in the power, nuclear, oil, gas, petrochemical and 
chemical processing industries; scientific and technological services namely flow control analysis and optimization of 
performance in the power, nuclear, oil, gas, petrochemical and chemical processing industries; engineering services for 
others in the field of valves, actuators, silencers, sound absorbers, positioners, and flow control in the power, nuclear, oil, 
gas, petrochemical and chemical processing industries; engineering design services in the field of power, nuclear, oil, 
gas, petrochemical and chemical processing industries; industrial and engineering testing and surveying services for 
valves, actuators, desuperheaters, attemperators and silencers for severe service applications and for critical 
applications such as safeguarding plants, equipment or people and averting emergency shutdowns and parts and fittings 
for the aforesaid to assure compliance with power, nuclear, oil, gas, petrochemical and chemical processing industry 
standards; quality control testing services in the field of valves, actuators, positioners, desuperheaters, attemperators 
and silencers for severe service applications and for critical applications such as safeguarding plants, equipment or 
people and averting emergency shutdowns, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid to assure compliance with industry 
standards; technical testing services of valves, actuators, desuperheaters, attemperators and silencers for severe service 
applications and for critical applications such as safeguarding plants, equipment or people and averting emergency 
shutdowns, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid; testing of apparatus and machinery for use in power, nuclear, oil, gas, 
petrochemical and chemical processing industries namely valves, actuators, desuperheaters, attemperators and silencers 
for severe service applications and for critical applications such as safeguarding plants, equipment or people and 
averting emergency shutdowns, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid; testing of valves, actuators, positioners, severe 
service applications, industrial control apparatus, industrial regulatory apparatus and parts and fittings for the aforesaid; 
industrial and engineering diagnostic testing services in the field of severe service applications in the power, nuclear, oil, 
gas, petrochemical and chemical processing industries and in the field of critical applications such as safeguarding 
plants, equipment or people and averting emergency shutdowns in the power, nuclear, oil, gas, petrochemical and 
chemical processing industries; information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid services.
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4120719    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1455227]
AZ ELECTRIC CO., LTD
Room 6, 21 Floor, Unit 2, No. 38, Chuang Zhi Road South, Pi Tong Town, Pi Du District, Chengdu City Sichuan Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), 
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Cement preservatives, except paints and oils; cement-waterproofing chemicals, except paints.

Cl.6;Clips of metal for cables and pipes; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; rocket launching platforms of 
metal; mouldings of metal for cornices; wire cloth; wrapping or binding bands of metal; washers of metal; screws of 
metal; pegs of metal; eye bolts; machine belt fasteners of metal; transport pallets of metal; containers of metal [storage, 
transport]; works of art of common metal; poles of metal; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; common metals, 
unwrought or semi-wrought; sheets and plates of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; buildings, transportable, of metal; 
ceilings of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for building; fences of metal; railway material of metal; straps of metal for 
load handling; cable joints of metal, non-electric; rings of metal; hardware of metal, small; split rings of common metal for 
keys; safes [metal or non-metal]; winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; signalling panels, non-
luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; cattle chains; wind vanes of metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; traps for 
wild animals; figurines [statuettes] of common metal; fittings of metal for coffins; monuments of metal for tombs; trays of 
metal; water-pipe valves of metal; penstock pipes of metal; frames of metal for building; brackets of metal for building; 
building materials of metal; thread of metal for tying-up purposes; cables of metal, non-electric; rivets of metal; buckles of 
common metal [hardware]; nuts of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; rods of metal 
for brazing and welding; anchors; identification bracelets of metal; iron ores; titanium iron; valves of metal, other than 
parts of machines; drain traps [valves] of metal; branching pipes of metal; fittings of metal for building; gratings of 
metal/grilles of metal; linings of metal for building; roofing tiles of metal; trellis of metal; buildings of metal; wire of 
common metal alloys, except fuse wire; wrapping or binding bands of metal; bindings of metal; binding screws of metal 
for cables; locks of metal, other than electric; rods of metal for welding; ores of metal; steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; 
anti-friction metal; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; pilings of metal; posts of metal; alloys of common metal; water-
pipes of metal; pipe muffs of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; pipework of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for 
pipes.

Cl.9;Films, exposed; data processing apparatus; magnetic data media; computer hardware; weighing machines; signs, 
luminous; telerupters; transmitters [telecommunication]; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; sound recording 
carriers; distance measuring apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; rods [surveying instruments]; diagnostic 
apparatus, not for medical purposes; ammeters; fiber optic cables; conductors, electric; circuit closers; junction boxes 
[electricity]; contacts, electric; regulating apparatus, electric; transformers [electricity]; cell switches [electricity]; control 
panels [electricity]; semi-conductors; optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; light-emitting diodes [LED]; electrical 
adapters; electric apparatus for commutation; fire extinguishers; anti-theft warning apparatus; eyeglasses; computer 
programs, recorded; counters; radios; vehicle radios; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; audio- and video-
receivers; measuring apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; surveying instruments; 
precision measuring apparatus; identification threads for electric wires; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
distribution boxes [electricity]; printed circuits; commutators; switches, electric; current rectifiers; circuit breakers; 
distribution boards [electricity]; ducts [electricity]; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; cash registers; navigational 
instruments; couplings, electric; integrated circuits; light regulators [dimmers], electric; video screens; voltage surge 
protectors; printed circuit boards; step-up transformers; photovoltaic cells; cinematographic cameras; audio interfaces; 
speed checking apparatus for vehicles; audiovisual teaching apparatus; galvanometers; optical lenses; coils, electric; 
amplifiers; terminals [electricity]; switchboxes [electricity]; connectors [electricity]; plugs, sockets and other contacts 
[electric connections]; connections for electric lines; fuses; optical data media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; measures; flashing lights [luminous signals]; light-emitting electronic 
pointers; transmitters of electronic signals; monitoring apparatus, electric; material testing instruments and machines; 
testing apparatus not for medical purposes; measuring devices, electric; probes for scientific purposes; teaching 
apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; sheaths for electric cables; cables, electric; wires, electric; transformers 
[electricity]; capacitors; resistances, electric; rheostats; remote control apparatus; covers for electric outlets; lighting 
ballasts; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; lightning conductors; electrolysers; holders 
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for electric coils; electric discharge tubes, other than for lighting; wire connectors [electricity]; life saving apparatus and 
equipment; electricity conduits; batteries, electric; electrified fences.

Cl.11;Sockets for electric lights; filaments for electric lamps; electric lights for Christmas trees; light bulbs; arc lamps; 
ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; Chinese lanterns; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; pressure 
cookers, electric; desiccating apparatus; heating apparatus; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; discharge tubes, 
electric, for lighting; light diffusers; gas lamps; refrigerating apparatus and machines; refrigerating appliances and 
installations; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; water distribution installations; gas lighters; light bulbs, electric; lights for vehicles; lamp mantles; 
incandescent burners; lighting apparatus and installations; ceiling lights; searchlights; oil lamps; cooking utensils, 
electric; watering installations, automatic; bath fittings; radiators, electric; lamps; electric torches; luminous tubes for 
lighting; mixer taps for water pipes; disinfectant apparatus.

Cl.17;Gaskets; caulking materials; sealant compounds for joints; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; rubber, 
raw or semi-worked; synthetic rubber; fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes; hoses of textile material; balata; stuffing rings; 
rubber stoppers; pipe jackets, not of metal; synthetic resins, semi-processed; cellulose acetate, semi-processed; fittings, 
not of metal, for flexible pipes; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; waterproof packings; stuffing of rubber or 
plastics; acrylic resins, semi-processed; insulating materials; plastic film, other than for wrapping; pipe gaskets/joint 
packings for pipes.

Cl.19;Buildings, not of metal; coatings [building materials]; balustrades, not of metal; framework, not of metal, for 
building; posts, not of metal, for power lines; rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; building glass; works of art of stone, 
concrete or marble; memorial plaques, not of metal; mortar for building; gypsum [building material]; mosaics for building; 
bituminous products for building; mouldings, not of metal, for cornices; foundry moulds, not of metal; laths, not of metal; 
joists, not of metal; penstock pipes, not of metal; binding agents for making briquettes; lumber; wooden floor boards; 
cement; fireproof cement coatings; roof gutters, not of metal; props, not of metal; moldings, not of metal, for building; 
sheet piles, not of metal; building panels, not of metal; concrete building elements; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete; 
roofing tiles, not of metal; tiles, not of metal, for building; refractory construction materials, not of metal; partitions, not of 
metal; water-pipes, not of metal; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic; trellises, not of metal; materials for making and 
coating roads.

Cl.20;Cable, wire plastic slot; identity plates, not of metal; coffin fittings, not of metal; cushions; furniture; loading 
pallets, not of metal; packaging containers of plastic; clips, not of metal, for cables and pipes; water-pipe valves of 
plastic; identification bracelets, not of metal; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; furniture fittings, not of metal; 
containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; silvered glass [mirrors]; plaited straw, except matting; decorations of plastic 
for foodstuffs; nesting boxes for household pets.
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4302162    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1274471]
SCHMUCKZEIT EUROPE GMBH
Nordliche Ringstrasse 6 91126 Schwabach Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery; perfumes; cosmetic preparations; eau de toilette; bath and shower gels and salts (not for medical 
purposes); soaps; toilet soaps; deodorants for personal use; cosmetics, in particular creams, milks, lotions, gels and 
powders for the face, body and hands; sun-tanning milks, gels and oils and after-sun preparations (cosmetics); make-up; 
shampoos; gels, mousses, balms and preparations in aerosol form for hairdressing and for haircare; hair sprays; hair-
colouring and hair-decolorizing preparations; hair lotions; dentifrices; permanent wave preparations and hair waving 
preparations; essential oils; incense sticks; scented and perfume oils; fumigation preparations [perfumes].

Cl.4;Candles; scented candles; scented candles for aromatherapy; tea candles.

Cl.14;Jewellery; horological instruments; key rings; coins; precious stones; semi-precious stones.

Cl.35;Retail services in the fields of jewellery, horological instruments; retail services in relation to perfumery, eau de 
toilet, bath and shower gels and salts (not for medical purposes), toilet soaps, deodorants for personal use, cosmetics, in 
particular creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, body and hands, sun-tanning milks, gels and oils and 
after-sun preparations (cosmetics), make-up; retail services in relation to shampoos, gels, mousses, balms and 
preparations in aerosol form for hairdressing and for haircare, hair sprays, hair-colouring and hair-decolorizing 
preparations, permanent wave preparations and hair waving preparations, essential oils; retail services in relation to 
perfumes, cosmetic preparations, soaps, hair lotions, dentifrices, incense sticks, scented and perfume oils, fumigation 
preparations [perfumes], fumigating resins, fumigation woods, candles, scented candles, scented candles for 
aromatherapy, tea candles, key rings, coins, precious stones, semi-precious stones, minerals.
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4317320    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489796]
BIRMINGHAM ORGANISING COMMITTEE FOR THE 2022 COMMONWEALTH GAMES LIMITED
One Brindley Place Birmingham B1 2JB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; bracelets made of embroidered textile; 
bracelets made of rubber or silicone; charms for jewellery; cuff links; decorative pins; stop watches; apparatus for sports 
timing; apparatus for timing sports events; keyrings; charms for key chains; decorative key rings; key fobs; metal 
keyrings; non-metal keyrings; medals; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed matter; book binding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
artists" materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers" type; printing blocks; paper 
flags; collectable cards; collectable trading cards; paper banners; cardboard banners; art prints; figurines made from 
paper; figurines made from cardboard; graphic drawings; paintings; books; brochures; bunting; calendars; cartoon 
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prints; cartoon strips; catalogues; colouring books; comic books; comic magazines; comic strips; information flyers; 
informational sheets; greetings cards; flyers; event programmes; entry tickets; coupons; magazines; photo prints; picture 
postcards; printed event admission tickets; printed advertisements; score books; score cards; signature books; sports 
trading cards; sticker books; stickers; trading cards; trivia cards.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing, footwear and headgear; wristbands.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; toy whistles; balloons; snow globes; playing cards; cases for playing cards; toy LED light sticks; athletic protective 
sportswear; badminton equipment; badminton nets; badminton rackets; badminton sets; badminton shuttlecocks; bags 
adapted for sporting articles; balls for playing sports; basketball backboards; basketball baskets; basketball nets; 
basketballs; bowling balls; bowling bags; bowling glove; bowling pins; boxing gloves; boxing rings; gymnastic 
apparatus; gymnastic articles; hockey gloves; hockey goals; hockey sticks; netballs; rugby balls; squash balls; squash 
racket covers; swimming equipment, namely, racing lanes, starting blocks, flippers for swimming, swimming belts, 
swimming jackets; table tennis balls; table tennis bats; table tennis nets; volleyball equipment; volley balls; volleyball 
nets; weight lifting belts; weight lifting benches; weight lifting gloves; athletic protective wrist pads for cycling; athletic 
protective arm pads for cycling; athletic protective elbow pads for cycling; athletic protective knee pads for cycling; parts 
and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; advertising and marketing services; advertising and promotional services; advertising and publicity; 
business management; business administration; office functions; retail and wholesale services, retail services, retail 
shop services, mail order services and electronic shopping services all connected to the sale of jewellery, precious 
stones, horological and chronometric instruments, bracelets made of embroidered textile, bracelets made of rubber or 
silicone, wristbands, charms for jewellery, cuff links, decorative pins, stop watches, apparatus for sports timing, 
apparatus for timing sports events, keyrings, charms for key chains, decorative key rings, key fobs, metal keyrings, non-
metal keyrings, medals, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods, leather bags, imitation leather bags, leather 
wallets, imitation leather wallets, leather purses, imitation leather purses, leather credit card cases, imitation leather credit 
card cases, leather credit card holders, imitation leather credit card holders, belts, animal skins, hides, trunks and 
travelling bags, bags and baggage, all-purpose carrying bags, carry-all bags, carrying cases, bags for travel, rucksacks, 
attache cases, backpacks, articles of luggage, luggage, roller suitcases, travel baggage, travelling sets (leatherware), 
toiletry bags, shopping bags, canvas shopping bags, beach bags, reusable shopping bags, textile shopping bags, card 
wallets, purses, wallets, credit card cases, credit card holders, cases for keys, casual bags, cross-body bags, messenger 
bags, waterproof bags, vanity cases, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, ID cases, 
sports bags, articles of clothing, footwear and headgear; dissemination of advertising matter via all media; publicity 
through sponsoring; promoting the goods and services of others by means of contractual agreements, in particular 
sponsoring and licensing; promoting the goods and services of others by means of image transfer; rental of advertising 
space of all kinds and on all carriers, digital or not; business administration of the participation of national teams to an 
athletic competition, and promoting the support to said teams with the public and the concerned circles; distribution of 
advertising, marketing and promotional material; provision of advertising space, time and media; rental of advertising 
space, time and materials; arranging of commercial and business contracts; arranging of contracts for the purchase and 
sale of goods and services, for others; arranging of contracts, for others, for the providing of services; arranging of 
contractual services with third parties; providing consumer information relating to goods and services; business 
management of sports personalities; business management of sports people; promotional management for sports 
personalities; promotion of sports competitions and events; retail services relating to sporting goods; business 
management of sporting venues [for others]; business management of sporting facilities [for others]; retail services in 
relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to 
sporting articles; retail services in relation to sporting articles; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of 
sports events; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of international sports events; promoting the goods 
and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with sports competitions; promoting 
the goods and services of others by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with sporting activities; 
advertising, including promotion of products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements and licence 
agreements relating to international sports" events; promoting sports competitions; advisory, information and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; television broadcasting (live or pre-recorded); cable television broadcasting; radio 
broadcasting; press and information agency services; other message transmission services; broadcasting of a 
commercial site on the Internet; radio and television broadcasting services provided via the Internet; electronic 
messaging; providing access to computer bulletin boards, and real-time chat forums; transmission of messages and 
images via computer; providing access to home and office shopping and ordering services via computer and/or 
interactive communications technologies; telecommunication of information (including web pages), computer programs 
and any other data; electronic mail services; providing user access to the Internet; providing telecommunications 
connections to the Internet or databases; providing access to digital music web sites on the Internet; providing access to 
search engines; providing Internet chat rooms and forums; rental of access time to a central server database; rental of 
access time to a computer database (telecommunications); simultaneous broadcasting of films and of video and sound 
recordals, in particular via electronic interconnexions; satellite broadcasting services relating to sporting events; 
advisory, information and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.41;Educational services; provision of education, instructional and teaching services; sports and physical education 
instruction services; providing of training; entertainment services; sports entertainment services; sports and fitness 
services; provision of recreational facilities; sports officiating, refereeing, training, tuition and coaching; sports activities; 
sporting services; sporting and cultural activities; organisation of conferences, seminars, congresses, workshops, 
exhibitions and competitions; organising of sports and sports events; the production, staging and organisation of 
sporting competitions and events and cultural activities; the production of audio and visual shows, performances, 
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programmes and recordings; tournaments (staging of sports); orchestral, music concert, disco and live performances; 
provision of sporting and recreational services and facilities; ticket agency services; provision, production and 
distribution of radio and television shows and programmes; film production; producing, organising and staging sports 
competitions; radio, film and television coverage of sporting events; publication of printed media and recordings; 
electronic publishing services; publication of books, leaflets and instructional texts; radio and television programming 
provided via the Internet; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.
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4317374    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490626]
JUUL LABS, INC.
560 20th Street, Building 104 San Francisco CA 94107 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for mobile devices for use with an oral vaporizer for smoking purposes, namely, software 
for remotely adjusting and saving vaporizer temperature settings and updating vaporizer firmware; accessories for 
electric vaporizers for the vaporization of herbal and plant matter for household purposes, namely, charging cases, 
electrical adapters, and power cords; batteries and electric accumulators for electric and electronic cigarettes; battery 
chargers for use with electronic and electric cigarettes; USB chargers for electric and electronic cigarettes; car chargers 
for electric and electronic cigarettes; electronic devices and appliances for charging and carrying electronic and electric 
cigarettes; computer software for use in posting, transmitting, retrieving, receiving, reviewing, organizing, searching and 
managing text, audio, visual and multimedia data and content via computers, mobile phones, wired and wireless 
communication devices, and optical and electronic communications networks; computer software for calculating, 
mapping, transmitting and reporting information relating to the location, movement, proximity, departure and arrival of 
individuals and objects via computers, mobile phones, wired and wireless communication devices, and optical and 
electronic communications networks; downloadable software for mobile devices for use with an oral vaporizer for 
smoking purposes, namely, software for tracking usage of electronic cigarettes; downloadable software for mobile 
devices for use with an oral vaporizer for smoking purposes, namely, software for locating a lost oral vaporizer device; 
downloadable software for mobile devices for use with a oral vaporizer for smoking purposes, namely, software for 
allowing or preventing access for use of an oral vaporizer device; accessories for electronic cigarettes, namely charging 
cases, electrical adapters, and power cords.

Cl.34;Nicotine-based liquid, namely, liquid nicotine used to refill electronic cigarettes; cartridges sold filled with liquid 
nicotine for electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarette refill liquids, namely, chemical flavorings in liquid form used to refill 
electronic cigarettes; cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic cigarettes; electronic 
cigarettes; electronic smoking vaporizers, namely, electronic cigarettes; tobacco substitutes in liquid solution form other 
than for medical purposes for electronic cigarettes.
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4322298    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491201]
VINI INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
Jinlonghu Industry Region, Beibei District Chongqing China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Agricultural machines; woodworking machines; printing machines; spinning frames; tea processing machines; 
packaging machines for food; juice extractors, electric; leather-working machines; coffee grinders, other than hand-
operated; machines used in the pharmaceutical industry; pharmaceutical production machines for producing soft gels 
and hard gelatin capsules; road rollers; gasoline engines not for land vehicles; wind-powered installations for generating 
electricity [wind farms]; wind-powered electricity generators; machine tools; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; 
oil pumps for automobiles; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; carburetors; ignition coils for automotive 
engines; ignition magnetos for engines; kick starters for motorcycles; connecting rods for machines, motors and 
engines; piston segments; cylinders for motors and engines; pistons for engines.

Cl.9;Parking meters; time clocks [time recording devices]; signs, luminous; cell phone straps; covers for smartphones; 
cases for smartphones; cameras [photography]; resistance wires; protective helmets for sports; downloadable smart 
phone application (software); protective films adapted for smartphones; computer network adapters; computer network 
switches; computer network routers; computer network hubs; portable media players; measuring apparatus; cell phones; 
aerials; branch boxes [electricity]; wires, electric; clothing for protection against fire; anti-theft warning apparatus; 
accumulator boxes; navigational instruments; eyeglasses; computers; slide calipers; protective helmets.

Cl.12;Motorcycles; shock absorbers for automobiles; clutches for land vehicles; transmission chains for land vehicles; 
tires for vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; bicycles; trolleys [vehicles]; civilian drones; water vehicles; suspension 
shock absorbers for vehicles; wheel hubs for motorcycles; brake pads for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles.
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4323320    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491452]
HAMILTON SUNDSTRAND CORPORATION
2730 West Tyvola Road, Four Coliseum Centre Charlotte NC 28217 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal ball mats and ball mats comprised primarily of metal for use in aerospace vehicles used in cargo loading 
spaces of aerospace vehicles; metal ball mats and ball mats comprised primarily of metal for use in aerospace vehicles 
for storing and controlling cargo movement during flight in aerospace vehicles; metal aligning elements and aligning 
elements comprised primarily of metal, namely, roller tracks, latches and ball mats for loading cargo.

Cl.7;Electric roller devices, namely, roller conveyors used to transport and place portable storage containers; power 
winches; power operated lifts used to transport and place portable storage containers; parts of engines for aerospace 
vehicles, namely, drive shafts and flexible couplings for drive shafts; rescue hoists for aerospace vehicles; cargo winches 
for aerospace vehicles; rocket motors for removing aviation cockpit covers on aerospace vehicles; engine actuators for 
aerospace vehicles, namely, linear actuators, pneumatic actuators, hydraulic actuators; engine components for 
aerospace vehicles, namely, nacelles, thrust reversers, air intake inlets, air compressors, fans, shafts, turbines, 
combustion chambers, afterburners, and nozzles, fuel systems comprising, fuel pumps and fuel injectors, and 
electronics, namely, electronic fuel injection modules; exhaust manifolds for engines in aerospace vehicles; engine fans; 
thrust reversers for aerospace vehicles; engine components for aerospace vehicles, namely, turbine blades; electric 
generators; internal combustion engines for power generation; fuel injectors; fuel pumps; fuel filters; valves for pumps; 
engine components and fuel control components for aerospace vehicles, namely, afterburner spray bars that pass fuel to 
the engine; engine and fuel control components for aerospace vehicles, namely, afterburner nozzle control pumps for 
aerospace vehicles; injectors and fuel injection system components comprising fuel injectors, fuel pumps, fuel filters; 
fuel regulators; aerospace vehicle parts, namely, intake and outtake manifolds; electronic transmissions for aerospace 
vehicles; hydraulic pumps and controls therefor; gearboxes (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); engine fuel pumps and oil pumps; hydraulic and pneumatic valves; centrifugal 
pumps, blowers and compressors; positive displacement pumps; fluid motors; electric power generating systems 
comprised of constant speed drives, generators, and controls therefor; cartridge and pneumatic starters not for land 
vehicles; turbine power systems comprised of a hot gas turbine and a pump for auxiliary and hydraulic power not for land 
vehicles; ram air turbines; torpedo engines; engine start units; and parts for all of the foregoing goods; hydromechanical 
actuators for aircraft flight controls; air cycle machines for aircraft; water separators for aircraft pneumatic systems; fuel 
pumps; electro-mechanical, electro-hydraulic and mechanical actuators for aircraft engines, auxiliary power units in the 
form of gas turbine engines; electrical, electronic and hydromechanical fuel controls, hydromechanical and electrical 
engine air inlet controls; motors, pumps, generators and parts thereof; electric generators for power generation for 
aerospace vehicles; automatic nozzles for water and liquids for use in the manufacturing or processing of goods (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); oxygen supply systems 
comprised of circulating pumps, and parts therefore; electrochemical gas generators, electrochemical gas compressors; 
fuel and oil coolers; aerospace engines and parts thereof, structural parts of aerospace vehicles, namely, drive shafts and 
flexible couplings for drive shafts for aerospace vehicles; structural parts of aerospace vehicles, namely, nacelles and 
inlet cowls for aerospace vehicles; structural airplane parts in the nature of nacelle systems for jet engines comprised of 
an engine inlet cowl, fan cowl, thrust reverser, exhaust cone, pylon/strut and the exhaust nozzle; flight control surface 
actuators for aircraft; metal hydraulic and pneumatic valves, adaptors, couplings and manifolds for aircraft and spacecraft 
construction.

Cl.9;Avionics systems for aircraft and aerospace vehicles; flame detection, pressure and temperature detection, laser 
warning systems comprising laser sensors, life-saving devices, namely, inflatable escape slides, and survival rafts; 
acceleration sensors for aerospace vehicles; oil level sensors for aerospace vehicles; electronic controls for engines for 
aerospace vehicles; electronic engine sensors for aerospace vehicles, namely, air intake sensors, compressor sensors, 
temperature sensors, flame sensors, fuel sensors, pressure sensors, speed sensors, and position sensors; electronic 
sensors with remotely located elements used for sensing flame on aerospace vehicles; electronic sensors with remotely 
located elements used for sensing torque and speed of aerospace vehicles; damage monitoring instruments comprising 
sensors, switches, transmitters, receivers, wiring and data relays for damage monitoring on aerospace vehicles interior; 
electric and electronic control panels for aerospace vehicles comprising flight attendant call buttons, light switches and 
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emergency warning lights; radiation-measuring instruments, namely, electric and electronic instruments for detecting and 
analyzing laser radiation; electric and electronic remote sensing and video surveillance installations; thermal-based 
imaging surveillance sensors, sonar-based imaging surveillance sensors; radar-based imaging surveillance sensors; 
laser-based surveillance sensors; acceleration and deceleration sensors for measuring movement of aerospace vehicles; 
electric power distribution units, power supplies, power switches and power distribution and generation sensors for 
power generation and power distribution for aerospace vehicles; electric and electronic sensors for use with a fuel 
injection system; electronic control panels; electronic throttle controllers; voltage stabilizers; voltage regulators; fuel tank 
safety instruments, namely, electronic sensors and alarms; security systems for aerospace vehicles comprising access 
controls, alarms, visual and electronic monitoring systems, namely, alarms for the detection of inflammable and 
flammable gasses, alarms for the detection of security breaches, motion sensitive security lights and sensors, visual and 
electronic monitoring sensors for detecting motion and security breaches, video-based monitoring sensors for detecting 
motion and security breaches; thermal imaging-based monitoring sensors for detecting motion and security breaches, 
sonar-based monitoring sensors for detecting motion and security breaches and radar-based monitoring sensors for 
detecting motion and security breaches; laser-based surveillance sensors for detecting motion and security breaches; 
reconnaissance instruments and sensors for aerospace vehicles consisting of cameras, radar, video cameras, 
microphones, sonar listening and recording devices and infrared visual scanners and motion detectors; automatic 
nozzles for spraying fuel, water and liquids in the aerospace field (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau 
- Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); touchdown protectors, namely, proximity sensors for aerospace vehicles; 
electronic brake controllers for aerospace vehicles; electronic flight control sensors; electric or electronic sensors for 
engine controls; aerospace vehicle sensors that provide outputs of air data and aircraft attitude; aerospace vehicle 
sensors that provide pitot pressure, static pressure, local angle of attack pressures and angle of sideslip pressures; 
aerospace vehicle sensors that provide brake temperatures; aerospace vehicle sensors that make pilots aware of current-
to-heater system interruptions; mass flow sensors for use on aerospace vehicles; temperature sensors, namely, 
windshield heat control sensors for use on aerospace vehicles; aerospace vehicle sensors for detecting ice; aerospace 
inertial and altitude sensors; aerospace vehicle laser perimeter awareness systems sensors; aerospace vehicle liquid 
level sensors for monitoring potable water levels, liquid waste levels for toilet systems and vacuum systems; aerospace 
vehicle position sensors for monitoring position of flaps, tail proximity; aerospace vehicle sensors for monitoring gas 
path engine pressure; aerospace vehicle sensors for monitoring airspeed; aerospace vehicle sensors for monitoring 
angle of sideslip; aerospace vehicle engine sensors to monitor speed and torque; aerospace vehicle sensors to monitor 
air temperature; aerospace vehicle sensors to monitor engine exhaust temperature; aerospace vehicle sensors to monitor 
engine inlet pressure and engine temperature; aerospace vehicle sensors to monitor fuel and oil temperature; optical 
flame sensors for use on aerospace vehicle engines; aerospace vehicle video sensors to promote flight crew safety and 
flight deck security; electric or electronic sensors for windshield wiper and windshield washer devices on aerospace 
vehicles; automatic nozzles (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common 
Regulations); injectors and fuel injection system components comprising control valves for regulating fuel injection 
controls, namely, control valves for regulating the flow of gases and liquids; electronic brake monitoring controls; 
electronic flight controls for controlling the wing, tail, rudder, aileron, elevators and stabilizers for aerospace vehicles; 
fuel controls for aerospace vehicles; electric control panels for aerospace vehicles comprising controls for air 
conditioners, air purifiers and lights; electric actuators; automatic valves (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); parts of engines for aerospace vehicles, namely, electric actuators; 
internal combustion engine parts, namely, electronic throttle controls; climate control systems for aerospace vehicles 
consisting of thermostats, air conditioning, heating, ventilation and drying control devices; electrical and electronic 
controls, namely, electro-hydraulic transducers and electrical sensors and parts therefor, computer systems comprised of 
computer software and input and output interfaces, test stands, and flight controls for primary and secondary flight 
control surface actuators; built-in test modules and software therefor; modularized electrical power switching apparatus; 
electric power distribution systems comprised of automatic power management systems, solid state power controllers 
and secondary power distribution assemblies, components and controls for aircraft; electromagnetic interference 
suppression apparatus, electronic speed indicators and sensors; electronic stability augmentation systems for aircraft; 
pressure transducers; temperature controls; cabin pressure control systems comprised of cabin pressure controller, 
control panel, pressure relief valve, outflow valve and parts therefor; electronic automatic stabilization equipment for 
aircraft, spacecraft and watercraft (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common 
Regulations); fight controls and flight directors for electronic or electrical navigation for use in aircraft, spacecraft and 
watercraft; gas management assemblies (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the 
Common Regulations); oxygen supply systems comprised of cell stacks, face separators and controls and parts therefore 
(terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); portable life support 
systems comprised of an oxygen supply, contaminant and carbon dioxide removal controls, temperature and humidity 
controls, display and control module, radio, battery and parts therefore for space travel; and space suits; electronic static 
power inverters; electronic static power converters; electrochemical cells, namely, electrochemical gas sensor cells, and 
electrochemical power generating fuel units and parts therefor; automatic fluid control valves and temperature and 
pressure sensors for gas turbine engines; ramjet engine fuel management units to deliver and control the flow of fuel to a 
ramjet engine (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); 
automatic and manual testers for hydromechanical and electronic fuel controls for aircraft engines; fuel controls for 
stationary gas turbine engines; automatic and manual gas turbine aircraft engine diagnostic analyzers; data acquisition 
units for collecting, integrating and recording operating data for aircraft, and for engines used in aircraft, marine and land 
vehicles, stationary land installations, and for vehicle systems, namely, electric and suspension systems; engine fuel 
control test stands; environmental controls for space travel and subsurface travel; computerized condition analyzers for 
life support equipment; rate sensors and gyroscopes sold as part of guidance and/or control systems used in aircraft, 
missiles and space vehicles; electronic operating condition monitors; pneumatic, electrical and electronic testers for 
aircraft propeller hubs, air conditioners, engine fuel controls, engine fuel pumps and aircraft and engine actuators; 
electronic air inlet controls for aircraft; electronic aircraft integrated data acquisition units for collecting, integrating and 
recording data for monitoring, diagnosing and prognosticating aircraft subsystems, overall aircraft performance and 
performance of the aircraft crew; apparatus and instruments for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating 
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or controlling electric current; electrical components in the nature of electric contactors; electronic power supplies for 
driving electric motors; and parts therefor; sensors, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity for use in aircraft and spacecraft; computer systems and components 
thereof; safety equipment; software; controls (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of 
the Common Regulations); batteries; switches; computer software used in oxygen delivery systems for aircraft; oxygen 
delivery systems for aircraft comprised of high pressure components, namely, oxygen cylinder assembly, rupture disc, 
high pressure manifold assembly, pyrotechnic actuator and regulator and low pressure components, namely, low 
pressure manifold assembly, solenoid valve, pressure switch and passenger mask (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); aircraft interior products, namely, emergency oxygen 
systems for aircraft passengers and flight crews comprised of oxygen masks not for medical use, chemical oxygen 
generators, empty oxygen storage vessels, gas pressure regulators, oxygen distribution circuits and controls, and 
protective breathing equipment being oxygen breathing units; computer software used in oxygen delivery systems for 
aircraft; oxygen delivery systems for aircraft comprised of high pressure components, namely, oxygen cylinder assembly, 
rupture disc, high pressure manifold assembly, pyrotechnic actuator and regulator and low pressure components, 
namely, low pressure manifold assembly, solenoid valve, pressure switch and passenger masks; aircraft interior power 
management equipment in the nature of electronic and electromechanical packages comprised of wiring and cabling, 
power supplies and power converters; coaxial cables; control systems for the observation, management, and operation of 
civilian and cargo railroad systems, comprising computers, software, and video display screens; electronic signaling 
mechanism, namely, a train control system used in the railway industry for detecting and controlling trains, ground faults, 
broken rails, power failures, track switches and lights; night vision goggles and other helmet-mounted displays; 
electronic downloadable publications in the nature of booklets, pamphlets and brochures featuring technical standards 
and specifications relating to avionics and aeronautics; image projection systems comprised of projectors and graphic 
image generators for use in flight and air combat simulation, electronic equipment in the field of aviation including aircraft 
cabin service systems, namely video modulators, video tape recorders, media file servers, ethernet hubs, passenger 
entertainment system controllers, primary access terminals, cabin file servers, high quality printers, area distribution 
boxes audio video units, enhanced passenger control units, seat display units, video distribution controllers; 
communications systems namely, receivers, audio distribution units, UHF, VHF, and HF transceivers, jammers, power 
amplifiers, antenna couplers, radio/telephone interface units, satellite communication units; data link communication 
system; auto-pilot systems; mode control panels, sensors, servos, gyroscopes, and backdrive control (terms considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); actuators; flight display systems, 
namely electronic flight displays, heads up displays, electronics horizontal situation indicators, radio magnetic indicators, 
digital indicators; mission management systems, namely central maintenance computers, file servers, multipurpose 
displays and controllers; geophysical sensors-namely, air data computers, attitude heading systems, namely magnetic 
flux detectors, inertial sensors, compensators, displays, and attitude heading computers; magnetic compass systems, 
namely gyroscopes, magnetic flux detectors, remote compensators and controllers; hazard detection systems, namely, 
weather radar systems, namely weather radar receivers, transmitters, mounting brackets, control panels, antenna, and 
antenna mounts; information management systems namely airborne communications addressing and reporting devices; 
integrated systems namely, engine indication and crew alerting devices; navigation and landing systems namely 
automatic direction finders, radio altimeters, distance measuring equipment, global position sensors, navigation 
receivers, multi-mode receivers, VHF omni-directional range /marker beacon receivers; radio controls namely radio tuning 
units; traffic surveillance systems namely, traffic alert and collision avoidance systems, ATC transponders; mode S 
transponders; electronic display interfaces, namely, electronic video informational and entertainment display and 
generation units for the aviation industry; computer modeling device comprising computer hardware and software, for the 
creation, modification, and verification of visual databases; aircraft interior lighting systems comprised of controllers, 
power supplies, electric power filters, wiring and cabling; display panels for aerospace vehicles; electrical lighting 
systems for aircraft consisting wiring and lighting controls; aircraft cabin lighting system and components thereof, 
namely, lighting control panels, lighting control units, electrical cables, and wire harnesses, all sold as a unit; aircraft 
interior lighting systems comprised of controllers, power supplies, electric power filters, wiring and cabling; electronic 
controllers for toilet valves; oxygen masks for aircraft and aerospace vehicles.

Cl.11;Lighting display panels for aircraft; galley products, namely, for commercial use, aircraft interior structures and 
monuments, namely, aircraft interior lighting systems comprised of light fixtures (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); cold plates in the nature of heat sinks for cooling 
electronic equipment (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common 
Regulations); electric heating apparatus for aerospace vehicles; lamps and lights for aerospace vehicles; electric lighting 
fixtures; lighting panels for aerospace vehicles; hot water heaters; gas regulators; dampers, namely, control devices used 
in air ducts to regulate the flow of air; lights for aerospace vehicles, namely, navigation lights, taxi lights, formation lights, 
wing tip lights, cargo bay lights, cockpit lights and cabin lights; refrigeration units for cooling aircraft cabins, heat 
exchangers, fans and blowers for aircraft applications, anti-ice systems and cabin pressurization systems for use on 
aircraft; machines (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); 
air conditioning systems; heating and cooling systems; air conditioning systems; refrigeration systems; lights; water 
purification and softening systems; LED fluorescent light tubes for use in the aviation, transportation and industrial 
markets; flexible steel-reinforced lighting fixtures for use in aircraft for the commercial, industrial and tactical markets; 
electrical lighting systems for aircraft consisting of lamps, electrical lighting fixtures, wiring and lighting controls, all sold 
as a unit; a lighting device for use in tactical vests; LED lighting fixtures for use in the aviation, transportation and 
industrial markets; aircraft cabin lighting system and components thereof, namely, AC wash light assemblies, DC wash 
light assemblies, ceiling light assemblies, sidewall light assemblies, direct light assemblies, reading light assemblies, all 
sold as a unit; aircraft interior lighting systems comprised of light fixtures; aircraft interior products, namely, aircraft 
interior structures and monuments, namely, galleys sold equipped with food preparation apparatus in the nature of 
heating and cooling appliances (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common 
Regulations); aircraft interior products, namely, aircraft food preparation and food maintenance equipment in the nature 
of galley heating and cooling appliances, beverage makers, and galley chillers; electric food and beverage equipment for 
airplane galleys, namely, coffee makers, water boilers, cooking and warming ovens, refrigerators and freezers, hot water 
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dispensers, beverage dispensers, hot beverage makers, and food and beverage heating units; aircraft toilets and 
associated systems and components, namely, toilet bowls, toilet seats, toilet frames, toilet flush valves, toilet rinse 
valves, vacuum generators, wastewater storage tanks, and wastewater pipes and pipe fittings, sold together as a unit; 
aircraft interior products, namely, lavatory compartments sold equipped with sanitary facilities in the nature of toilets and 
sinks; aircraft interior products, namely, aircraft potable water and vacuum waste systems comprised of toilets, sinks, 
plumbing fittings in the nature of valves and couplings and plumbing fixtures in the nature of sinks, sink traps and 
faucets; aircraft vacuum waste system consisting of a lavatory and waste holding tank; aircraft interior products, namely, 
aircraft environmental control equipment in the nature of air cooling apparatus, heat exchangers not being parts of 
machines, cold plates in the nature of heat sinks for cooling electronic equipment (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); oxygen supply systems comprised of deionizer beds, 
and parts therefore; aircraft parts, namely, electrothermal deicers (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); aircraft parts, namely, electrothermal anti-icers (terms considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.12;Aircraft and parts thereof; wheels and brakes for aircraft; seats for aircraft; canopy removal systems for aircraft; 
fuel lines for aerospace vehicles; seats for use on aircraft and aerospace vehicles; brake controls and components 
thereof for aerospace vehicles, namely, brakes, brake control valves, brake cylinders, anti-skid brake system, anti-lock 
brake system; tail cones for aerospace vehicles; structural parts of aerospace vehicles, namely, the moveable parts of 
aerospace vehicles that help control the vehicle comprising the wing, tail, rudder, aileron, elevators and stabilizers; pilot, 
crew and passenger seats for aerospace vehicles; engine bay doors for aerospace vehicles; structural components of 
airplanes, namely, stabilizers; aircraft parts, namely, pneumatic and alcohol-feed deicers; parts for aerospace vehicles, 
namely, water tanks for storing, delivering or disposing potable water or waste liquids for aerospace vehicles; and aircraft 
propeller blades; anti vibration materials (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the 
Common Regulations); aircraft interior components; galley installations and equipment for aircraft and aerospace 
vehicles; structural parts for aircraft interiors, namely, composite floor panels composed of both metal and non-metal 
materials; structural parts for aircraft interiors, namely, composite floor panels composed of both metal and non-metal 
materials; structural parts for aircraft interiors, namely, floor, ceiling, and sidewall composite panels composed primarily 
of metal materials; structural parts for aircraft, namely, interior wall structures for use in an aircraft lavatory, aircraft galley 
and as other interior aircraft walls; aircraft interior structures and components being parts of an aircraft, namely, galleys, 
lavatory compartments, partitions, closets, stowage bins, class dividers, floor panels, ceiling panels, sidewall panels, and 
crew rests; aircraft interior products, namely, chassis and enclosures for use with aircraft environmental control 
equipment and aircraft power management equipment; aircraft structural components, namely, mounting trays for 
attaching avionics and electronic airborne computers to the aircraft primary structure; aircraft interior components, 
namely, passenger seats, aircraft interior structures and monuments, namely, galleys, lavatory compartments, partitions, 
closets, stowage bins, class dividers, floor panels, ceiling panels, sidewall panels, and crew rests; aircraft interior 
products, namely, chassis and enclosures for use with aircraft environmental control equipment and aircraft power 
management equipment; safety restraint device for aircraft passengers; aircraft propellers, parts and attachments 
therefor; ejection seats for aerospace vehicles.

Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, booklets, pamphlets and brochures featuring technical standards and 
specifications relating to avionics and aeronautics.

Cl.17;Expanded closed cell rubber for anti-vibration uses.

Cl.35;Providing databases of information about business aspects of the airline and aircraft industry (terms considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.37;Service, refurbishment, maintenance and repair of aircraft and aircraft systems and components; service and 
repair of pumps, blowers and compressors; maintenance services; services related to the installation, refurbishment and 
maintenance of aircraft cabin interior products; Repair and maintenance of galley insert equipment for aircraft.

Cl.38;Aeronautical communications services via radio and telephone communications and data switched networks, 
namely, providing access to data from private communications networks such as airline reservation systems, hotels, car 
rental agencies, government systems and international civil aviation authorities; teleprocessing, namely, the combining of 
telecommunications and computer operations interacting in the automatic reception and transmission of data and 
information; advanced railroad telecommunications, namely, transmission of voice, data and video via communications 
systems that integrate transportation control systems, field devices and mobile systems to support transportation 
operating environments; satellite communications services, namely, transmission of voice, data and audio; broadcast 
communication services, namely, broadcast and delivery of electronic mail, facsimiles and text messages and telephonic 
voice messages to others via satellite; providing multiple user access for airline passengers to the internet; electronic 
transmission of messages and data; emergency and disaster communications services, namely, radio communication 
services for providing radio connectivity via long range, beyond line of sight technology between radios and radio-to- 
telephone communications when traditional and primary communication systems have failed or are not available, by 
means of either direct connection or operator-assisted connection; aeronautical communications services via radio and 
telephone communications and data switched networks, namely, providing access to data from private communications 
networks such as airline reservation systems, hotels, car rental agencies, government systems and international civil 
aviation authorities; teleprocessing, namely, the combining of telecommunications and computer operations interacting 
in the automatic reception and transmission of data and information; advanced railroad telecommunications, namely, 
transmission of voice, data and video via communications systems that integrate transportation control systems, field 
devices and mobile systems to support transportation operating environments; satellite communications services, 
namely, transmission of voice, data and audio; broadcast communication services, namely, broadcast and delivery of 
electronic mail, facsimiles and text messages and telephonic voice messages to others via satellite; providing multiple 
user access for airline passengers to the internet; electronic transmission of messages and data; emergency and disaster 
communications services, namely, radio communication services for providing radio connectivity via long range, beyond 
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line of sight technology between radios and radio-to- telephone communications when traditional and primary 
communication systems have failed or are not available, by means of either direct connection or operator-assisted 
connection; providing electronic transmission of data communications and message switching services for airline 
industry companies, their trading partners and service providers and government agencies; aeronautical air-ground-air-
radio service; aeronautical communications services.

Cl.39;Providing databases in the field of airline travel information (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); providing flight arrival and departure information; providing a website 
featuring interactive maps (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common 
Regulations); airport services; providing databases in the field of airline travel information (terms considered too vague 
by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); providing flight arrival and departure information; 
providing a website featuring interactive maps (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of 
the Common Regulations); airport services.

Cl.41;Training in the servicing and repair of pumps, blowers, compressors, aircraft and aircraft systems and 
components and distributing related service manuals and video materials therewith (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.42;Engineering and computer services for aircraft and aerospace vehicles, parts and components; product 
development for existing galley insert equipment for aircraft; providing weather and meterological information to airports, 
airport personnel, air traffic controllers, meterological service providers, government agencies and pilots over a private 
network and the national aviation weather service network; integration of computer systems; computerized information 
retrieval services in the nature of search engines for retrieving data in the fields of business, news, weather, games, 
music, movies, travel and topics of general interest, engineering and research services in the fields of electronic, physical 
and organizational systems; consulting and engineering research services, including systems architecture, in the fields of 
electronic, physical, and organizational systems; consulting and engineering research services including systems 
architecture, in the field of electronic, physical and organizational systems; engineering and computer services for 
aircraft and aerospace vehicles, parts and components; product development for existing galley insert equipment for 
aircraft; providing weather and meterological information to airports, airport personnel, air traffic controllers, 
meterological service providers, government agencies and pilots over a private network and the national aviation weather 
service network; integration of computer systems; computerized information retrieval services in the nature of search 
engines for retrieving data in the fields of business, news, weather, games, music, movies, travel and topics of general 
interest, engineering and research services in the fields of electronic, physical and organizational systems; consulting 
and engineering research services, including systems architecture, in the fields of electronic, physical, and organizational 
systems; electronic storage of data in the fields of business, news, weather, games, music, movies, travel and topics of 
general interest; electronic storage of data in the fields of business, news, weather, games, music, movies, travel and 
topics of general interest.

Cl.45;Security services, namely, providing airport security control services for persons and luggage.
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4323343    05/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490889]
SHANGHAI CHUNMI ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Rooms 01-04, First Floor, Building II, Lane 60, Na’xian Road, Pilot Free Trade Zone, Pudong New Area Shanghai China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric juicers; electric mixers for household purposes; electric hand-held mixers for household purposes; food 
preparation machines, electromechanical; juice extractors, electric; dishwashers; beaters, electric; kitchen machines, 
electric; food processors, electric; kitchen grinders, electric.

Cl.11;Cooking utensils, electric; cookers; cooking apparatus and installations; pressure cookers, electric; heaters, 
electric, for feeding bottles; thermo-pots, electric; cooling appliances and installations; heating boilers; filters for drinking 
water; stoves [heating apparatus].
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 88158749 ;United States of America 

4324481    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491113]
Infinite Material Solutions, LLC
1091 Sutherland Avenue River Falls WI 54221 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Soluble chemicals, filaments and materials containing plastic and non-plastic polymers and resins, used in and 
which go to the making of products by 3-D printing.

Cl.17;Plastic-containing materials in extruded form, including filaments, for use in manufacturing by 3-D printing.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 017969172 ;European Union 

4327880    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492267]
HEMTEX AB
P.O. Box 495 SE-501 13 Borås Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated toiletries; non-medicated dentifrices; non-medicated toothpaste; 
perfume; essential oils; bleaching preparations; laundry preparations; cleaning preparations; furbishing preparations; 
scouring substances; abrasives.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors (silvered glass); picture frames; containers, and closures and holders therefor, non-metallic; 
animal bone [unworked or partly worked material]; horn, unworked or semi-worked; whalebone, unworked or semi-
worked; mother-of-pearl, unworked or semi-worked; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber; stuffed animals.

Cl.21;Containers for household or kitchen use; household or kitchen utensils; cookware and tableware, except forks, 
knives and spoons; combs; toilet sponges; brushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; glass, 
unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; pottery; porcelain ware; crystal [glassware]; painted glassware; 
glassware for household purposes; beverage glassware.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household textile articles; curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.26;Lace; embroidery; ribbons; buttons; hooks and eyes; needles; artificial flowers; hair ornaments [not of precious 
metal]; false hair.

Cl.27;Carpeting; matting [for covering existing floors]; linoleum; wall hangings (non-textile).

Cl.28;Games; toys; video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees; artificial 
Christmas trees.

Cl.35;Retailing of non-medicated cosmetics and non-medicated toiletry preparations, non-medicated dentifrices, tooth 
pastes and dentifrices, perfumery, essential oil, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, 
polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, holders and containers, not of metal, for 
storage or transport, unworked or semi-worked bone, of horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl, shell, meerschaum, yellow 
amber, stuffed animals, household or kitchen utensils and containers, kitchen utensils and tableware, other than forks, 
knives and spoons, combs and spongers, brushes (other than paint brushes), brush-making materials, articles for 
cleaning purposes, un-worked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building), glassware, porcelain and 
earthenware, textiles and substitutes for textiles, napery, curtains of textile or plastic, clothing, footwear, headgear, lace 
and embroidery, ties and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, needles, artificial flowers, hair decorations, false hair, mats and 
matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, wallpapers (not textile), games and playthings, video 
game apparatus, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees, artificial Christmas trees.
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4327957    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492824]
DORMAKABA DEUTSCHLAND GMBH
Dorma Platz 1 58256 Ennepetal Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal fittings for door systems, glazed doors, glazed doors and windows; connection profiles for metal walls.

Cl.19;Doors, not of metal; glass doors; all-glass doors; non-metallic windows; moveable glass partitions for buildings 
and glass partitions; glass facades and facade elements; railings and parapet elements made of glass.
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4327971    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492829]
AARDEVO B.V.
Johannes Postweg 8 NL-8308 PB Nagele NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; stationery; writing instruments; fountain pens; ball pens; pencils; writing or drawing 
books; bags made of paper; boxes made of paper; agendas; book markers; block notepads; memo blocks; note books; 
note cards; binders; pocket diaries; sketchbooks; sticky notes; stickers; writing stationery; year planners; address 
books; books; calendars; magazines; photographs; posters; cards.

Cl.21;Glassware, porcelain ware and earthenware not included in other classes.

Cl.25;Clothing, including t-shirts, jackets and overalls; headwear, including hats and baseball caps; footwear; belts 
[clothing].

Cl.31;Cereals, not included in other classes; fresh fruits and vegetables; animal foodstuffs; potatoes; strengthening 
animal forage; agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, included in this class; animal fattening preparations; 
plants; flowers; seeds; seedlings; fodder; malt.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services; agrochemical research services; scientific research; chemical 
technological research; provision of research services relating to the cultivation of plants; conducting of scientific 
studies; preparation of technological research reports; technical research projects and studies; preparation of reports 
relating to scientific research; research and development of new products for others; biotechnological research relating 
to agriculture; research relating to cultivation in agriculture; design and development of computer hardware and software, 
in particular application software for the administration of crops; agricultural research; technological advice relating to 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.44;Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; agricultural consultancy; advisory and information services 
relation to cultivation of plants, use of seeds, fertilization and crop protection; advisory and consultancy services relating 
to the use of non-chemical treatments for sustainable agriculture and horticulture; information services relating to the use 
of manures used in agriculture; information services relating to the use of chemicals used in agriculture; providing 
information relating to agriculture services; providing information relating to the use of fertilizers; providing information 
relating to the cultivation of plants, fertilization and crop protection.
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Priority claimed from 16/11/2018; Application No. : 2018950 ;Leichtenstein 

4327986    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492865]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Career planning and information services for musicians; advertising, marketing, and promotion services in the 
field of music; analysis of advertising response and market research in the field of music; media planning services in the 
field of music; data processing services in the field of music; business monitoring and consulting services, namely, 
tracking web sites and consumer behavior to provide strategy, insight, marketing, sales, and operations advise in the field 
of music; promoting musical concerts and other entertainment events of others.

Cl.41;Arranging, organizing, conducting, and presenting concerts, live performances, entertainment special events, and 
festivals; production, distribution, and presentation of sound recordings; providing information regarding ongoing radio 
and television entertainment and music programming, namely, programming featuring musical artists, musical 
performances, interviews, opinions, commentary, and recommendations via websites; music distribution services; music 
and video production services.
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4328858    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492918]
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BAKING
1213 Bakers Way Manhattan KS 66502 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Food labeling and compliance review, namely, interactive record keeping in the field of food labeling compliance, 
and related consulting.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely conducting classes and seminars in the food industry and the distribution of course 
materials therewith.

Cl.42;Research in the field of food safety, quality nutrition, management and manufacturing, and quality assurance 
services in the field of the baking industry, namely good manufacturing practices audit qualification, hazard analysis and 
critical control points validation and verification, quality systems evaluation, and product testing and analysis; and 
research in the field of food safety, quality, nutrition, management and manufacturing, and quality assurance services in 
the food service and food processing industries, namely, manufacturing practices, audit qualification, hazard analysis 
and critical control points validation and verification, quality systems evaluation, and product testing and analysis; 
testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of others to determine conformity with certification standards; food 
labeling and compliance review, namely, label review in the field of food labeling compliance in the nature of testing, 
analysis and evaluation of goods of others to assure compliance with industry standards, and related consulting.
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4329037    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1493139]
WPP LUXEMBOURG GAMMA SARL
124, Boulevard de la Pétrusse L-2330 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, promotional and marketing services; sales promotion services, namely, promoting the goods and 
services of various industries through the distribution of promotional materials and information, and by rendering sales 
promotion advice; publicity services; public relations services; market research and market analysis; media buying 
services; negotiation of advertising contracts and commercial transactions relating to the purchase of media space and 
time; business assistance in the field of marketing; statistical analysis and compilation; business administration, 
research and marketing services; business assistance and business management services; business advisory and 
business consultancy services; social media strategy and marketing services; advising businesses how to integrate their 
value chain with social media; direct marketing; business research and strategic planning services for others in the field 
of advertising, marketing, communications, social media, promotions and public relations; brand creation, positioning 
and strategy services; on-line advertising and marketing services; search engine marketing services; media research, 
namely, research into the effects of different mass media on consumer opinions and behavior, and the provision of 
consultancy services in connection with the utilisation of the results of media research; word of mouth marketing; 
relationship marketing; customer relationship management; compiling of information into databases; management of 
databases; event marketing; rental of advertising space; production of advertising matter and commercials; advertising 
and marketing services provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, including social media, 
inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and other forms of passive, shareable, or viral 
communications channels; promotion of prize draws, competitions and customer incentives; information, research, 
advisory and consultation services in relation to all of the aforementioned services.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; film, television, radio and video program production services; post-production editing 
services, namely, copy editing, film editing, video editing, written text editing, photo editing; production and post-
production editing services for audio and video communications; editorial consultation; training, and teaching services; 
educational services, namely, organizing and conducting courses, exhibitions, conferences, workshops, symposiums, 
and training in the field of advertising and marketing; providing classes, seminars and workshops in the field of brand 
development and design; event planning services for entertainment and educational events; media program production, 
namely, video, film and audio pre and post production services; publication of printed matter; interactive and digital 
media production, namely, video and audio pre and post production services; art studio services, namely, the provision of 
dancing, acting, singing, miming, calligraphy and photography services; publishing services; providing on-line electronic 
publications; electronic library services for the supply of electronic data, text, audio, graphic images or video and 
archived data; information, advisory and consulting services in relation to all of the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Design services; product design and development; graphic design services; industrial design services; 
packaging design services; web site design; creating, hosting and maintaining web sites; development of software 
solutions for internet providers and internet users; hosting of digital content on the internet; design, development and 
implementation of web pages on the internet for others; internet and website services, namely provision of technological 
information, research and analysis services in connection with the planning, purchasing, placement and optimization of 
online, interactive, television, cable, broadband, mobile and related new media inventory and content; internet and web 
site services, namely technical consultancy and advisory services in relation to technology and software products for the 
planning, purchasing, placement and optimization of online, interactive, television, cable, broadband, mobile and related 
new media inventory and content; technological consulting services relating to the use of digital platforms and media in 
the field of advertising and marketing; technical research; analysis of technical data; database design, database 
development; computer technology consultancy; computer programming and computer software design; computer 
system design and analysis; technological consultancy and information relating to the internet; design and development 
of information and communications technology; providing technological information and advice about computers, 
computer software and computer networks; computer services, namely, hosting a website for an on-line community of 
registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in 
social networking; design of websites and computer programs for use in connection with prize draws, competitions and 
customer incentives; information, research, advisory and consultation services in relation to all of the aforementioned  
services.
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4329157    25/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492449]
LUUVO LIMITED
9 Downes Court London N21 3PT United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Luggage; bags; holdalls; baggage; attaché cases; backpacks; bag covers; bags for toiletry kits; beach bags; belt 
bags; fitted belts for luggage; briefcases; luggage and bags for children; camera bags and cases (other than adapted or 
shaped); computer bags (other than adapted or shaped); golf bags (other than adapted or shaped); instrument cases 
(other than adapted or shaped); cases for travel kits; casual bags; cosmetic bags and cases; duffel bags; flight bags; 
garment bags; handbags; hat bags and boxes; key cases; leather articles not included in other classes; overnight bags 
and cases; rucksacks; shoe bags; travel baggage; airline travel bags; trunks; vanity cases; wallets; credit card cases; 
business card holders; wash bags for carrying toiletries; umbrellas; parasols.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; ride-on toys.
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4338412    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1405401]
ILVI AYAKKABI DERI VE TEKSTIL URUNLERI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Halaskargazi Mh. Vali Konagi, Cd. No:55 Sisli Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Unworked or semi-worked leather and animal skins, imitations of leather, stout leather, leather used for linings; 
goods made of leather, imitations of leather or other materials, designed for carrying items, included in this class, namely, 
bags, wallets, boxes and trunks made of leather or stout leather, keycases, trunks [luggage], suitcases; umbrellas, 
parasols, sun umbrellas, walking sticks; whips, harness, saddlery, stirrups, straps of leather (saddlery).

Cl.25;Clothing, including underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose protective clothing, socks, mufflers 
[clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing]; footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals; headgear, hats, caps with 
visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of 
statistics; rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 
commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export 
agencies; temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of goods, namely, bags, wallets, clothing, including underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose 
protective clothing, socks, mufflers [clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing], footwear, shoes, slippers, 
sandals, headgear, hats, caps with visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps enabling customers to conveniently view 
and purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic 
media or through mail order catalogues.
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4338449    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1451090]
PrimeKey Solutions AB
Sundbybergsvägen 1 A, 8th Floor SE-171 63 SOLNA Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers; recording memory discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines; data processing equipment, 
computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research; 
design and development of computer hardware and software.
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4344202    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1408492]
Pavel Piskarev
30/2 Anafa 89100 Arad Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.44;Psychological coaching, counseling and therapy; medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care 
for human beings or animals.
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4344216    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1414855]
Pro Active Brands
319 Ordsall Lane Manchester M5 3FT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;All-purpose athletic bags; all-purpose carrying bags; sports bags; duffle bags; backpacks; tote bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear; footwear.

Cl.28;Sports equipment.
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4345666    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1215401]
FILAG Schweiz AG
Schweizersbildstrasse 41 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Preparations for the face and body for cosmetic use.

Cl.5;Sanitary products for medicine.

Cl.24;Textile fabrics for body care, particularly face towels of textile made from mesh-woven fabrics, woven fabrics or 
knitted fabrics, products mainly made of microfibers.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2019; Application No. : 38412683 ;China 

4345876    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496059]
Realme Chongqing Mobile Telecommunications Corp., Ltd.
No.2 Building, No.24 Nichang Boulevard, Huixing Block, Yubei District 401120 Chongqing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobilephone application software; computer programs, recorded; smartphones; data processing 
apparatus; headsets; batteries, electric; computer software, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; 
computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable.

Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; message sending; telephone services; providing user access to global computer 
networks; call forwarding services; telephone recording service; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 
providing access to databases; streaming of data; transmission of digital files.

Cl.42;Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; unlocking of mobile phones; electronic data 
storage; updating of computer software; computer software design; updating and maintenance of computer software; 
electronic data backup service; cloud computing; data migration services; rental of web servers.
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4352752    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1263435]
CASALI - INDUSTRIA CHIMICA E BITUMINOSA S.P.A.
Zona Industriale CIAF, Frazione Castelferretti I-60020 FALCONARA MARITTIMA (AN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Waterproof membranes made of polymers; insulating water proofing membranes; waterproof membranes of 
rubber; polymeric membranes; cross-linked polymeric membranes in sheet form; polymeric porous membranes in sheet 
form; non-metallic sealing membranes; waterproofing and moisture proofing articles and materials; plastics in extruded 
form for use in manufacture.

Cl.19;Compound based on distilled bitumen and polymers; waterproofing membranes made of bitumen-polymer-
plastomer compound; damp proof membranes of synthetic plastics materials; bituminous products in the form of 
membranes for damp-proofing; waterproof bituminous membranes reinforced with glass fibre; bituminous sealing 
membranes; roofing membranes; bitumen based compositions; bitumen building materials; bitumen containing materials 
for use in roofing; bituminous sheet materials; asphalt, pitch and bitumen.
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4352821    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1389311]
Rommelsbacher Elektro Hausgeräte Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung
Rudolf-Schmidt-Strasse 18 91550 Dinkelsbühl Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; electric kitchen machines; electric 
food processors; electric tin openers; electric knives; juice extracting machines; power-operated coffee grinders; mixers; 
electric milk frothers; vacuum packaging machines and devices; electric salad drainers; electric fruit squeezers; electric 
fruit juice extractors; electric kneading machines; electric dough kneading machines; machines for making pasta; electric 
kitchen appliances for chopping, mixing, pressing; electric egg beaters.

Cl.8;Hand-operated implements for chopping, dicing and slicing food; kitchen knives and cutting implements, cutlery 
for eating; tin openers (hand-operated); knife sharpeners; turnip cutters; potato peelers; kitchen knives (non-electric); 
non-electric fruit peelers.

Cl.11;Food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling and treatment equipment; cooking and heating apparatus, electric 
cooking utensils; electric food steamers; fruit roasters; electric egg cookers; cooking hobs; ceramic plates sold as parts 
of hobs; inset cooking tops; electric cooktops; non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes; cooking rings for 
travelling; electric ovens; ceramic plates sold as parts of ovens; bakers' ovens; pizza ovens; preserving cooker; electric 
espresso machines; fondues; electric deep fryers; electric broilers; gas fired broilers; electric indoor grills; apparatus for 
keeping hot drinks warm; tea making machines; electric tea makers; hot-drink machines; electric appliances for making 
yogurt; raclette sets; hot sandwich toasters; electric sandwich makers; immersion heaters; electric tea makers; electric 
tea kettles; tea making machines; electric waffle irons; electric warming trays; stoves; infrared lamps; infrared radiators; 
infrared heating panels; bread baking machines; home bread makers; ice cream makers; electric wine coolers; air 
extractor hoods for use with cookers; vapour extractor hoods for kitchen stoves.
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4352983    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497346]
ZHANGZHOU XIANGZHOU LEATHER CO., LTD.
Chihu Industrial Zone, Zhangpu County, Zhangzhou City 362200 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Animal skins; leather, unworked or semi-worked; pocket wallets; cases of leather or leather board; labels of 
leather; leather trimmings for furniture; leather thongs; umbrellas; walking sticks; leather leashes.

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes; clothing for gymnastics; football shoes; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; 
leather belts.
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4354016    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497446]
ZHONG YINGBIAO
No.7, Boye Road, Liuying Village, Zhanlong Town, Puning City 515300 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;School bags; backpacks; attaché cases; briefcases; umbrellas; saddle trees; travelling sets [leatherware].

Cl.25;Clothing; boots; slippers; sandals; shoes; sports shoes; headgear for wear; hosiery.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 2041055 ;Australia 

4356099    27/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499122]
Luis Miranda
PO Box 1561 Melville WA 6956 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; advertising services provided by television; advertising services provided over the internet; 
business administration; business management; market campaigns; organisation, operation and supervision of an 
incentive scheme; organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; opinion polling.

Cl.41;Educational services; providing information, including online, about education, training, entertainment, sporting 
and cultural activities.
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4356101    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499117]
Dream Maker Technologie GmbH
Zimmerbath str.33 74676 Niedernhall Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; condensing installations; dust exhausting installations for cleaning 
purposes; robots [machines]; air condensers; compressed air machines; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; water 
heaters [parts of machines]; vacuum cleaners.

Cl.35;Outdoor advertising; advertising space (rental of -); business management consultancy; import-export agencies; 
sales promotion for others; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on communication 
media; compilation of information into computer databases; advertising; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes.
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4356191    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1244734]
Birkenstock Sales GmbH
Rheinstraße 10 53560 Vettelschoß Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials; massage apparatus; arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus; electric foot warmers for 
medical use; heating blankets and heating cushions for medical purposes; insoles for corrective treatment of conditions 
of the feet; orthopedic soles and orthopedic soles, including orthopaedic inner soles incorporating arch supports; 
orthopaedic foot and shoe supports; foot bandages [supportive]; orthopaedic foot cushions; arch cushions [orthopaedic]; 
supports for flat feet; elasticated supports for the ankle; orthopedic soles; orthopedic soles; orthotic inserts for footwear; 
orthopaedic footwear and such footwear for rehabilitation, foot gymnastics and therapy, and for other medical purposes; 
parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, in particular fitting components, wedges, pads, insoles, foam padding, 
foam pads and moulded shoe soles, including in the form of orthopaedic fully plastic inserts; elastic stockings [for 
medical purposes]; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather goods made thereof, namely bags, hand bags, gym bags, purse, coin purses, key 
bags, key bags, briefcases, rucksacks, business card holders, travel garment covers, toiletry bags, toiletry cases (sold 
empty); animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and 
saddlery; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; parts and fittings for footwear, namely shoe uppers, heels, outsoles, inner soles, 
insoles, parts for shoe bottoms, foot supports, arch supports and shoe inserts; inner soles; soles for footwear.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesaling and retailing in 
relation to paints, varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rusts and against deterioration of wood, colorants, 
mordants, raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists, printing ink, 
food dyes, colorants for beverages, shoe dyes, mordants for leather, ink for leather, protective preparations for metals, 
thinners for paints and lacquers, undercoating for vehicle chassis, silvering powders, gildings, distempers, bleaching 
preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, 
perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, air fragrancing preparations, breath freshening sprays, 
sachets for perfuming linen, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, tissues impregnated with cleaning preparations, 
perfumed tissues, preparations for cleaning and polishing leather and shoes, creams for leather, preservatives for leather, 
leather polish, cleaning preparations for shoes, shoe cream, shoe polish, shoe spray, shoe wax, pharmaceutical and 
veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or 
veterinary use, food for babies, dietary supplements for humans and animals, plasters, materials for dressings, material 
for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions, air deodorising preparations, first-
aid boxes and first-aid cushions, filled, first-aid kits, filled, foot impression materials and foot impression foams, hand 
tools and implements (hand-operated), cutlery, side arms, razors, hair clippers for personal use (hand instruments) and 
nail clippers, files, electric or non-electric fingernail polishers, manicure sets and pedicure sets, shaving cases, non-
electric hand implements for hair curling, electric and non-electric depilation appliances, cuticle nippers, pincers, razor 
blades, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, dvds and other digital data carriers, 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, 
computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, spectacles, sunglasses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, contact 
lenses, containers for contact lenses, headphones, bathroom scales, fat measuring scales, digital photo frames, light 
dimmers (regulators), electronic publications (downloadable), electronic agendas, ergometers, time switches, laptop 
bags, bags for tablet computers and for mobile telephones, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, surgical, 
medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopaedic articles, suture 
materials, massage apparatus, pulse meters, electric footwarmers for medical purposes, electric blankets and heating 
cushions for medical purposes, inner soles for corrective treatment for foot conditions, orthopaedic shoe inserts and 
inserts for orthopaedic footwear, including orthopaedic inner soles incorporating arch supports, orthopaedic supports for 
feet and shoes, foot bandages (supportive), orthopaedic foot pads, arch cushions (orthopaedic), supports for flat feet, 
elasticised supports for the ankle, foot supports, soles for shoes (orthopaedic), orthotic inserts for footwear, orthopaedic 
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footwear and the like for rehabilitation, foot gymnastics and therapy, and for other medical purposes, parts and fittings for 
all the aforesaid goods, in particular fitting components, wedges, pads, insoles, foam padding, foam pads and moulded 
shoe soles, including in the form of orthopaedic fully plastic inserts, elastic stockings for medical purposes, parts and 
fittings for all of the aforesaid goods, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, 
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, water filters, air deodorising apparatus, air humidifiers, electric blankets 
and heating cushions, other than for medical purposes, massage bath installations, barbecues, tanning apparatus (sun 
beds), ornamental fountains, domestic fireplaces, whirlpools, sauna bath installations, parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, 
watch cases and jewellery cases, paper, cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paintbrushes, typewriters and office requisites (except 
furniture), instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging (not included in other 
classes), printers' type, printing blocks, stationery, tissues of paper for removing make-up, disposable articles of paper, 
filtering materials of paper, paper materials for packaging, works of art and figurines of paper or cardboard and 
architectural models, bags, pouches and goods for packaging, wrapping and storage purposes of paper, cardboard or 
plastic, posters, leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely bags, handbags, sports 
bags, purses, wallets, key cases, key holders, attaché cases, backpacks, business card holders, garment bags, toiletry 
bags, toiletry cases, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, 
harness and saddlery, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, building materials (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid 
pipes for building, asphalt, pitch and bitumen, non-metallic transportable buildings, monuments, not of metal, clay, rock 
crystal, letter boxes of masonry, building glass, safety glass, paint spraying booths, not of metal, insect screens, not of 
metal, geotextiles, granite, cork (compressed), marble, mosaics for building, schists, bird baths (not of metal), wall and 
ceiling panels of wood, plastic and foamed material, covering and cladding panels, not of metal, strips, not of metal, 
included in class 19, wall and facade plasters, floor coverings of wood or stone, windows and doors, wall and ceiling 
panelling of wood, parquet, laminate, tiles, not of metal, wood, porches, not of metal, for building, jalousies, not of metal, 
transportable buildings (non-metallic) in the form of summerhouses and gazebos, garden pavilions, greenhouses, 
conservatories, transportable tool sheds, not of metal, building materials of wood, plastic, clay or glass for use in 
gardening and landscaping, works of art and figurines (statuettes) of stone, concrete, marble, swimming pools 
(structures, not of metal), furniture, mirrors, picture frames, furnishings, display boards, bamboo curtains, statues, 
figurines, works of art and ornaments and decorations, included in this class, containers and closures and holders 
therefor, dowels, not of metal, non-electric fans for personal use, coathooks, not of metal, non-luminous house numbers, 
not of metal, fixed towel dispensers, not of metal, baskets, not of metal, garment covers (storage), mattresses, massage 
tables, sleeping bags for camping, slatted bed frames, inflatable publicity objects, air mattresses, not for medical 
purposes, air cushions, not for medical purposes, tent pegs, not of metal, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, 
roller blinds of textile or of plastic, household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes (except 
paint brushes), brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steelwool, unworked or semi-worked glass 
(except glass used in building), glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes, cosmetic utensils, 
fitted picnic baskets, comb cases, shaving brush stands, perfume burners, shoe horns, non-electric wax-polishing 
appliances for shoes, shoe trees, boot trees, fitted vanity cases, non-electric portable coldboxes, toothbrushes, parts and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods, textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes, bed covers, table covers, 
household textiles, shower curtains of textile, sanitary flannel, wall hangings of textile, clothing, footwear, headgear, parts 
and fittings for footwear, namely shoe uppers, heels, outsoles, inner soles, insoles, parts for shoe bottoms, foot supports, 
arch supports and shoe inserts, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, 
artificial flowers, fruits and plants, badges for wear, not of precious metal, ornamental novelty badges (buttons), sew-on 
badges, brooches (clothing accessories), haberdashery, except thread, hair ornaments, hair curlers, other than hand 
implements, false hair, shoe ornaments, not of precious metal, numerals or letters for marking linen, carpets, rugs, mats 
and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), games and playthings, 
gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, decorations for christmas trees, mobiles, video game 
machines, game consoles, controllers for game consoles, parts and fittings for gymnastic and sporting articles, meat, 
fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, 
eggs, milk and milk products, edible oils and fats, milk beverages, milk predominating, prepared meals, consisting 
predominantly of meat, fish, poultry, game, vegetables, eggs, milk or milk products, coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, 
rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, sugar, honey, 
treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, prepared meals, consisting 
predominantly of pasta, rice, pizza, grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other 
classes, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt, beers, 
mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit beverages and fruit juices, syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages; business consulting services; business consultancy services relating to marketing.
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4359694    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1443371]
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
4001 Lexington Avenue North Arden Hills MN 55126 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for improving transparency throughout supply chains; computer software for tracking and 
certifying agricultural crops for compliance with sustainability goals; computer software for land, water and air data 
management; computer software for natural resource data management; computer software for creating agronomic 
technology workflows for meeting sustainability business objectives.

Cl.35;Business consulting services in the field of sustainability provided to growers in agricultural, crop protection, 
crop nutrients, farming, seed, dairy and animal feed industries; business consulting services in the field of meeting 
sustainability business objectives.

Cl.41;Agricultural training and educational services, namely, providing training regarding sustainability practices in the 
areas of animal nutrition, crop nutrients, crop protection, dairy, farming, and agriculture; educational services, namely, 
training in the stewardship of land, water and air.

Cl.42;Software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for tracking and certifying 
agricultural crops for compliance with sustainability goals; software as a service (saas) services, namely, hosting 
software for use by others for land, water and air data management; software as a service (saas) services, namely, 
hosting software for use by others for natural resource data management; software as a service (saas) services, namely, 
hosting software for use by others for creating agronomic technology workflows for meeting sustainability business 
objectives.

Cl.44;Agronomic consulting services; providing agricultural information, namely, information regarding soil, water and 
air sustainability in agricultural practices; agricultural advice, namely, providing advice and information regarding 
compliance with sustainability goals to growers in agricultural, crop protection, crop nutrients, farming, seed, dairy and 
animal feed industries.
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Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 737591 ;Switzerland 

4365048    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500757]
Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie
Rue André-De-Garrini 4 CH-1217 Meyrin Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Fine jewelry; jewelry; cuff links; tie clips; rings (jewelry); bracelets (jewelry); earrings (jewelry); necklaces 
(jewelry); brooches (jewelry); key rings of precious metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; 
chronometers; pendulum clocks; watch cases; dials (clock and watch making); movements for timepieces; alarm clocks; 
watch bands; boxes of precious metal.

Cl.35;Design and organization of exhibitions, fairs, trade shows and events for commercial and advertising purposes; 
business information; distribution of advertising matter; dissemination of advertising material, updating of advertising 
documentation; publication of advertising texts, public relations; opinion polling.

Cl.41;Design and organization of exhibitions, fairs, shows, events, congresses, conferences, training workshops for 
cultural or educational purposes; party planning; publication of books; publication of texts (other than advertising texts); 
provision of non-downloadable videos online; online publication of specialized electronic books and journals; provision 
of non-downloadable online electronic publications; organization of competitions (education and entertainment).
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Priority claimed from 06/06/2019; Application No. : 38723153 ;China 

4365082    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500483]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD., BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN CITY 
GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Hand-held electronic dictionaries; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, 
recorded; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; downloadable applications for use with mobile 
devices; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; computer operating programs, recorded; large-screen liquid crystal 
displays; electronic diaries; liquid crystal displays; electronic pens; video printers; computer styluses; computer 
programs, downloadable; pedometers; scales; weighing scales; scales with body mass analyzers; portable digital 
electronic scales; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; fingerprint identifiers; human face 
recognition devices; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; transponders; network 
communication equipment; modems; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets 
[telecommunication]; programme-controlled telephone exchange equipment; radios; telecommunication apparatus in the 
form of jewelry; selfie sticks for use with smartphones; holders for cell phones; intercoms; wrist-mounted smartphones; 
digital photo frames; microphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; headsets; virtual reality headsets; video 
recorders for cars; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; 
monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; video monitors; audio interfaces; electric and electronic effects 
units for musical instruments; equalizers [audio apparatus]; security surveillance robots; wearable video display 
monitors; television apparatus; car televisions; ultra high definition televisions; liquid crystal display televisions; selfie 
sticks [hand-held monopods]; cameras [photography]; thermal imaging cameras; selfie lenses; connected bracelets 
[measuring instruments]; gas testing instruments; digital weather stations; laboratory robots; teaching robots; optical 
lenses; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables; USB cables for mobile phones; electronic key fobs 
being remote control apparatus; video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chip cards; biochips; infrared detectors; air 
analysis apparatus; touch screens; electric plugs; electrical outlets; transducers; digital door locks; central alarm; 
batteries, electric; chargers for electric batteries; rechargeable batteries; cards encoded with security features for 
identification purposes; digital signal processors; chips [integrated circuits]; printed circuit boards; short range radios; 
electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; electronic publications, downloadable; printed circuits; central 
processing units for processing information, data, sound or images; processors [central processing units]; electronic 
sheet music, downloadable; smartglasses; smartwatches; computer hardware; computer memory devices; integrated 
circuit cards [smart cards]; sleeves for laptops; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands adapted for tablet 
computers; flat panel displays; flexible flat panel displays for computers; portable computers; notebook computers; bags 
adapted for laptops; computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; computer programmes, recorded; computer 
software applications, downloadable; black boxes [data recorders]; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots 
with artificial intelligence; smart rings; security tokens [encryption devices]; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers.

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; conducting 
technical project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software 
design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance 
of computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; conversion of computer programs and data, 
other than physical conversion; computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the 
internet; web site design consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; developing of driver and operating system software.
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4366211    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1404976]
Gujarat Fluorochemicals GmbH
6th Floor, Regus Business Centre, Am Kaiserkai 1 20457 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; 
unprocessed fluoropolymer resins; polymer solutions; fluorinated polymers; reinforced polymers; polymers for industrial 
use; polymeric intermediates; polymerization plastics; unprocessed synthetic polymers; stabilizers for plastic polymers; 
chemical additives to polymers; polymer based compounds for use in manufacture; plastics in the form of powders or 
pellets; unprocessed plastic materials in powder, liquid or paste form; polymer dispersions; polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE) resins, compounds and aqueous dispersions; perfluoroalkoxy alkanes (PFA) resins, compounds and aqueous 
dispersions; fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) resins, compounds and aqueous dispersions; polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF); polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE); ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE); ethylene chlorotrifluoroethylene 
(ECTFE); polyvinyl fluoride (PVF).

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; coatings and resins.

Cl.17;Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these 
materials; plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal; 
fluorinated synthetic rubber; fluoro rubber; fluoroelastomer; fluoropolymer; plastic and plastic substances; vulcanized 
fiber and vulcanite; plastics for use in manufacture; semi-worked polymer resins; rubber powder; synthetic rubber in the 
form of powders.
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4366213    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500245]
HANGZHOU LANGUO CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD
ROOM 405, BUILDING C, NO.10 XIYUAN ROAD, SANDUN TOWN,WESTLAKE DISTRICT, HANGZHOU 310000 ZHEJIANG 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper; handkerchiefs of paper; printed matter; printed publications; pictures; covers of the book, for the purpose 
of protection of the book; pencil sharpener; stationery; writing instruments; gummed tape [stationery].

Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; leather straps; travelling sets [leatherware]; covering made from the fur; 
backpacks; shopping bags; umbrellas; walking sticks; whips.
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4366237    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500210]
Bichamp Cutting Technology (Hunan) Co., Ltd
No. 68 Taijia Road, Economic and Technological Development Zone, Wangcheng Changsha City, Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel alloys; laths of metal; sheets and plates of metal; pipes of metal; building materials of metal; railway material 
of metal; steel wire; ironmongery; flanges of metal [collars]; stretchers for metal bands [tension links].

Cl.7;Saw blades [parts of machines]; saws [machines]; machine tools; band saws; reciprocating saw; clippers 
[machines]; tools [parts of machines]; circular saw blades being parts of machines; chain saws; cutting saw (machine 
parts).

Cl.8;Tube cutters [hand tools]; saw holders; shearers [hand instruments]; cutting tools [hand tools]; scraping tools 
[hand tools]; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; garden tools, hand-operated; scrapers [hand tools]; saw blades 
[parts of hand tools]; reamers.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services 
for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses].

Cl.40;Material treatment information; metal casting; abrasion; burnishing by abrasion; flour milling; woodworking; 
stripping finishes; metal treating; grinding; timber felling and processing.
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4366354    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480530]
Mr. Alexander Mouselli
5 XiangYue Road 361100 Xiamen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Motorcyclist helmets; motorcycle helmets; protective helmets for motorcyclists.

Cl.18;Leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips; saddlery; wallets; 
purses (coin purses); credit card cases [wallets]; bags; vanity cases.

Cl.25;Caps (headwear); caps with visors; baseball caps; golf caps; sports caps; sports hats and caps; flat caps; sports 
headgear other than helmets; slips; waterproof suits for motorcyclists; combinations [clothing]; cap peaks; clothing; 
footwear; headgear; shirts; clothing of leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties; 
hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach footwear; ski boots; footwear for sports; underwear.
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4366385    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489901]
Kekkilä Oy
Äyritie 8 D FI-01510 Vantaa Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; fertilizers; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; soil for growing; peat fertilizer; peat pots for horticulture; peat.

Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; fresh fruits and 
vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; natural turf.
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4366521    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1380777]
Gnubiotics Sciences SA
Route de la Corniche 5, StartLab / Biopôle, Bâtiment SE-B CH-1066 Epalinges Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations; dietetic food and substances for medical or 
veterinary use; dietary supplements for animals for veterinary use; nutritional supplements for veterinary use; dietary 
fibers; dietary supplements for pets in the form of powdered drink mixes; dietetic substances, beverages and foodstuffs 
for medical and clinical use; food and food substances for babies; foodstuffs and food substances for medical use for 
children and patients; nutritional and dietetic supplements for medical use; nutritional supplements; vitamin preparations, 
mineral-based preparations; probiotic preparations for medical use to help maintain a natural balance of the intestinal 
flora; beverages used as dietary supplements; food supplements for humans and animals; medicated animal foodstuffs; 
chemical preparations for pharmaceutical use; chemical preparations for medical use; chemical preparations for 
veterinary use; preparations of microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; freeze-dried food for medical use; 
homogenized food for medical use; nutritive substances for microorganisms; preparations of trace elements for human 
and animal consumption; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical products; nutritional supplements for medical use 
for animals.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and dairy products; edible oils and fats; beverages and food products based on dairy 
products enriched with nutritional and/or dietetic elements; food products based on vegetables, meat or fish enriched 
with nutritional and/or dietetic elements.

Cl.31;Unprocessed and non-transformed agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; unprocessed 
and raw grains and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh aromatic herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings 
and seeds; live animals; food products and beverages for animals; malt; animal foodstuffs; food products for animals; 
animal fattening products; meal for animals; grains for animal consumption; pet food; roots for animal consumption.
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4366765    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500389]
ZKTECO CO., LTD.
No. 26, Pingshan 188 Industry zone, Tangxia Town, Dongguan city Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; identity cards, magnetic; bar code readers; computers; computer software, recorded; 
computer programs, downloadable; computer peripheral devices; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; monitors 
[computer hardware]; magnetic encoders; fingerprint scanners; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; attendance 
registering machines; time clocks [time recording devices]; computer network adapters, switches, routers and hubs; 
mirrors [optics]; optical apparatus and instruments; switches, electric; control panels [electricity]; igniting apparatus, 
electric, for igniting at a distance; locks, electric; theft prevention installations, electric; protection devices for personal 
use against accidents.

Cl.42;Technological research; industrial design; computer programming; consultancy in the design and development 
of computer hardware; computer system design; installation of computer software; software as a service [saas]; 
providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; cloud computing; cartography services.
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4367212    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1177462]
Velinor AG
c/o Dr.iur. Adrian von Segesser, Kapellplatz 1 CH-6004 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
765840

IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for prevention, diagnosis, treatment 
and relief relating to gastrointestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of 
gastrointestinal diseases; laxatives, preparations for enemas; preparations for diagnosis, prevention, relief and treatment 
of gastrointestinal diseases and disorders; diagnostic preparations for medical use; dietetic substances for medical use.

Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; diagnostic apparatus for medical use; enema apparatus for 
medical use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, as well as research and design relating thereto; scientific and medical 
research and development.
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Priority claimed from 12/04/2019; Application No. : 77446 ;Jamaica 

4367222    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501069]
Warner Chappell Music, Inc.
777 S. Santa Fe Ave. Los Angeles CA 90021 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Prerecorded audio discs, audio tapes and phonograph records featuring music and entertainment; downloadable 
audio and video recordings featuring music and entertainment.

Cl.35;Commercial administration of the licensing of music of others.

Cl.36;Collection of royalties; collecting license fees on behalf of writers and publishers and making payments to the 
copyright owners of the music.

Cl.41;Music publishing services; entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable audio recordings 
featuring music and entertainment.

Cl.45;Music licensing services; copyright management services; licensing of intellectual property rights.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2019; Application No. : 736974 ;Switzerland 

4367882    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499972]
F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG
Grenzacherstrasse 124 CH-4070 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3857522, 3969364

IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology.

Cl.41;Education and training in the medical field.

Cl.44;Medical services in the field of oncology.
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4367885    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499975]
Smartpolymer GmbH
Breitscheidstrasse 97 07407 Rudolstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Hemp fibers; chemical fibers for textile use; raw fibrous textile.

Cl.24;Hemp yarn fabrics; chemical fiber fabrics; chemical fibre mixed fabrics; chemical fibre loop knit fabrics; textiles 
and substitutes for textiles.

Cl.25;Clothing.
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4368021    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500087]
Zhejiang Aladdin Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd.
315 Floor, Building 3, South Bank, Middle Block, Xianghu Finance Town Phase II, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City Zhejiang Province 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; monitors 
[computer programs]; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; computer programs [downloadable softwares]; 
downloadable image files; computer game software; computer game software, downloadable; electronic agendas.

Cl.35;Advertising; publicity; advertising agency services; online advertising on a computer network; outdoor 
advertising; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; sales promotion for others; 
marketing; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing business 
information via a web site.
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4368047    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500131]
Nanji E-commerce (Shanghai) Ltd.
Room 102, No. 1362, Huqingping Road, Qingpu District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Chargers for electric batteries; eyeglasses; batteries, electric; weighing machines; measures; navigational 
instruments; compact discs [audio-video]; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; computers; 
pedometers.

Cl.18;Slings for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers; garment bags for travel; business card cases; rucksacks; hat 
boxes of leather; handbags; furniture coverings of leather; leather cushion; fur-skins.

Cl.24;Blankets; non-woven textile fabrics; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; towels of textile; bed linen; tablecloths, not of 
paper; tapestry [wall hangings], of textile; bedspreads; fabric; mosquito nets.

Cl.25;Leather belts [for clothing]; footwear; clothing; scarves; raincoats; down jackets; gloves [clothing]; caps 
[wearing]; layettes [clothing]; hosiery.

Cl.35;Online advertising on a computer network; systemization of information into computer databases; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; marketing; provision of an online marketplace for 
buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing business information via a web site; advertising design; rental of 
advertising space; retail or wholesale services for medical supplies; sales promotion for others.
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4368062    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500148]
Guangdong Gobao Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
No. 3, Industrial West Road, Songshan Lake High-tech Industrial Development Zone, Dongguan Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; magnetic materials and devices; power controllers; semi-conductors; coils, electric; regulating apparatus, 
electric; control panels [electricity]; remote control apparatus; microcontrollers; electronic control apparatus; batteries, 
electric, for vehicles; charging stations for electric vehicles; battery jars; rechargeable batteries for powering electric 
vehicles; chargers for electric batteries.

Cl.12;Electric vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; 
motorcycles; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; land vehicles; electric motorcycles; electric cars; motors for land 
vehicles; engines for land vehicles; motorcycle engines; motors, electric, for land vehicles; motors, electric, for cars; 
bicycle motors; push scooters [vehicles]; electric tricycles.
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4368436    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502307]
Edge Systems LLC
2277 REDONDO AVE SIGNAL HILL CA 90755 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning preparations for microdermabrasion machines; non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, lotions 
and serums.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for use in peeling, resurfacing and nourishing skin tissue procedures.

Cl.44;Medical spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies.
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4368562    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1471905]
Mr Jeff Labs. S.L.
Calle Cronista Carreres, 13, entresuelo Local 2 E-46003 Valencia Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software applications for dyeing services.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; assistance in 
connection with the operation of commercial companies as franchises.

Cl.37;Provision of laundering services.

Cl.40;Dyeing services; dyeing services (for textiles and skins).
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Priority claimed from 17/04/2019; Application No. : 018052601 ;European Union 

4369091    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501766]
DSM IP Assets B.V.
Het Overloon 1 NL-6411 TE Heerlen Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industrial use for the manufacture of cosmetics, hair care products, beauty and skin care 
products and sun-screen products for the absorption of ultraviolet rays; chemical and biochemical preparations for use in 
cosmetics, hair care products, beauty and skin care products and sun-screen products for the absorption of ultraviolet 
rays.

Cl.3;Cosmetics, also for beauty and skin care; cosmetics, scalp and skin care products for the prevention of sunburn; 
sun-tan and sun-screening preparations; preparations and substances for the conditioning, care and appearance of the 
skin, body, face and hair.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, in particular medicinal preparations for the cleaning, care, protection and treatment 
of the scalp and hair, medicinal preparations for hair fortification and repair, antidandruff, hair loss and sun damage 
control for the scalp and hair.
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4369254    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501367]
Tailgate Clothing Company, Corp.
2805 SW Snyder Blvd., Suite 530 Ankeny IA 50023 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Suits, sweaters, jeans, knits, namely, sweaters, thermal tops, long sleeve tees, sweatshirts, fleece sweatshirts 
and jackets, scarves, and ties.

Cl.35;Retail and online retail store services in the fields of clothing, bags, footwear, jewelry and eyewear.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2019; Application No. : 88381728 ;United States of America 

4369333    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501547]
Madison Logic, Inc.
257 Park Ave, 5th Floor New York NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising services; business consultation services; marketing services; providing demand creation and lead 
generation activities and services.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing temporary use of an interactive website for use in advertising services, ad-
serving services, lead generation services, business consultation services, marketing services, advertising optimization 
services, advertising campaign management and support services, and information and data tracking, monitoring, 
compilation, analysis, and reporting relating to all of the foregoing services; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring an 
interactive website-based platform for use in advertising services, ad-serving services, lead generation services, business 
consultation services, marketing services, advertising optimization services, advertising campaign management and 
support services, and information and data tracking, monitoring, compilation, analysis, and reporting relating to all of the 
foregoing services.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : 88413828 ;United States of America 

4369339    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501548]
Viking River Cruises (Bermuda) Ltd.
Clarendon House, 2 Church Street Hamilton HM 11

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3903695

IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport of passengers and of goods; cruise ship services; travel agency services, namely, making reservations 
and taking bookings for transportation of passengers and goods; travel tour operating services, namely, providing 
transport for guided and sightseeing tours; arranging of cruises; reservation services for transportation; cruise and 
cruise ship reservation services; providing transport for excursions; provision of information and advice relating to all the 
aforesaid services; all of the foregoing related to cruise ship and travel services for leisure, recreation, tourism, holiday, 
and vacation travel.

Cl.41;Arranging, organizing and hosting social entertainment events; entertainment and education services in the 
nature of live dance and musical performances; entertainment information; entertainment services, namely, organizing 
and conducting parties, contests, stage shows, nightclub shows, variety and comedy shows, and theatrical productions 
and musicals; entertainment services, namely, casino gaming; educational services, namely, conducting lectures and 
seminars in the fields of music, theatre, and film; video arcade services; libraries; in-cabin interactive television 
programming; health club services, namely, providing instruction, classes, and equipment in the field of physical 
exercise; organizing and hosting cultural and arts events; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; arranging of excursions, namely, conducting guided outdoor expeditions; travel tour operating services, 
namely, organization of excursions in the nature of organizing and conducting guided tours of museums, galleries, 
historical and cultural sites, wineries, art exhibits, bars, restaurants, farms, concert halls, farmer's markets, residential 
homes, festivals, parks, landmarks and local attractions and businesses.
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Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; providing temporary accommodations; hotel services; restaurant services; 
travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for hotels, restaurants and temporary 
accommodations; reservation and booking services for hotels, restaurants and temporary accommodations; consultancy 
and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid.
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4369400    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502265]
Chongqing Haifu Medical Technology Co., Ltd.
1 Qingsong Road, Renhe Town, Yubei District 401121 Chongqing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying instruments; measuring apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; quantity indicators; 
manometers; measuring instruments; pressure measuring apparatus; dynamometers; high-frequency apparatus; 
inductors (electricity); electrical testing and collating equipments (sets).

Cl.10;Knives for surgical purposes; beds, specially made for medical purposes; surgical apparatus and instruments; 
cutlery (surgical); medical apparatus and instruments; testing apparatus for medical purposes; radiological apparatus for 
medical purposes; radiotherapy apparatus; physiotherapy apparatus; ultrasonic instruments and their parts for medical 
purposes; isotope apparatus and instruments for diagnosis and therapy purposes; esthetic massage apparatus; scalpels.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2019; Application No. : 4546119 ;France 

4369714    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502181]
ALSOKH
Fief Martin F-17520 SAINT-CIERS-CHAMPAGNE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers; non-alcoholic beverages; premixed beer-based beverages and cocktails; non-alcoholic cocktails; fruit 
beverages and fruit juices; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; syrups for preparing non-alcoholic 
beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages except beers; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based beverages; ciders; 
cocktails; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; eaux-de-vie; liqueurs; spirits [beverages].

Cl.35;Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial project management 
and administration; market analysis, research and development; analysis of commercial data; assistance regarding 
commercial administration; demonstration of goods; development of advertising and marketing strategies; distribution of 
samples; commercial surveys, evaluations, expert appraisals, information and research; information relating to 
commercial and business contacts; rental of sales stands; marketing; provision of sales areas online for sellers and 
buyers of goods and services; arranging and conducting of promotional events; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs 
and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; promotional sponsorship of entertainment events; 
presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail purposes; provision of advice in connection with sales 
techniques and methods; provision of advice in connection with sales promotion; promotion of goods and services by 
means of sponsorship of sports events; sales promotion for others; public relations; incentive and loyalty program 
administration services; alcoholic beverage supply services [purchase of goods on behalf of other companies]; 
management services and services provided by consultants relating to marketing activities and new product launches; 
retail or wholesale services, including online, for alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, alcohol and spirits; commercial 
intermediary services.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 39158165 ;China 

4377413    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502920]
Yu Xiaohui
No. 66, District 3, Yulinzhuang Village, Kuoxian Town, Tongzhou District Beijing City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Ticket dispensers; computer software, recorded; electronic notice boards; electronic publications, downloadable; 
cell phones; computer software applications, downloadable; electronic book readers; computer programs, downloadable; 
downloadable mobile applications.

Cl.41;Instruction services; publication of books; arranging and conducting of conferences; online publication of 
electronic books and journals; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; entertainment services; 
publication of texts, other than publicity texts; book publishing; online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; 
publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a global computer network; providing online non-downloadable 
comic books and graphic novels.
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Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 88404793 ;United States of America 

4377747    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502970]
Summersalt, Inc.
911 Washington Avenue, Ste 215 St. Louis MO 63101 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Traveling bags.

Cl.25;Bodysuits; bras; dresses; jackets; jumpsuits; leggings; loungewear; nightwear; pajamas; pants; scarfs; shirts; 
shorts; skirts; sleepwear; sweaters; swimwear; t-shirts; tank tops; tops as clothing; undergarments; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2019; Application No. : 2019/63257 ;Turkey 

4378642    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502876]
TURKIYE SISE VE CAM FABRIKALAR ANONIM SIRKETI
Icmeler Mah. D-100 Karayolu Cad. No. 44A Tuzla TR-34947 Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Windows for vehicles, vehicle windshields, mirrors for use in vehicles.

Cl.19;Building glass, glass doors; safety glass; window glass, other than vehicle window glass; building materials of 
glass; colored sheet glass for building; colored window glass for building; common sheet glass for building; decorative 
glass for building; enamelled glass, for building; glass granules for marking roads; glass rods for building; glass roofing 
tiles; insulating glass for building; laminated flat glass for building; modified sheet glass for building; reinforced glass for 
building; tempered glass for building; glass mosaics for use in building; glass powder for use in building.

Cl.20;Mirrors [looking glasses]; silvered glass, glass handles and knobs used in furniture; mirrors used in furniture.

Cl.21;Unworked, or semi-worked glass except building glass, opal glass; opaline glass; enamelled glass not for 
building; plate glass (raw material); boxes of glass; powdered glass for decoration; signboards of glass; mosaics of 
glass, not for building; glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]; worked or semi-worked glass used in 
household appliances, cooling boxes, furniture.

Cl.35;The bringing together for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods namely Windows for vehicles, vehicle 
windshields, mirrors for use in vehicles, building glass, glass doors, safety glass, window glass, other than vehicle 
window glass, building materials of glass, colored sheet glass for building, colored window glass for building, common 
sheet glass for building, decorative glass for building, enameled glass, for building, glass granules for marking roads, 
glass rods for building, glass roofing tiles, insulating glass for building, laminated flat glass for building, modified sheet 
glass for building, reinforced glass for building, tempered glass for building, glass mosaics for use in building, glass 
powder for use in building, mirrors [looking glasses], silvered glass, glass handles and knobs used in furniture, mirrors 
used in furniture, unworked, or semi-worked glass except building glass, opal glass, opaline glass-enamelled glass not 
for building, plate glass (raw material), boxes of glass, powdered glass for decoration, signboards of glass, mosaics of 
glass, not for building, glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product], worked or semi-worked glass used in 
household appliances, cooling boxes, furniture enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; 
such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, through vending machines, mail order catalogues or by 
means of electronic media, for example, through web sites or television shopping programmes.
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4378666    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503369]
STUCCHI S.p.A.
Via Galileo Galilei 1 I-24053 BRIGNANO GERA D'ADDA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Junctions of metal for pipes; rapid coupling junctions of metal for pipes; rotary joints of metal for pipes; valves of 
metal for conducting fluids; multiple connection plates of metal for various fluids.

Cl.17;Junctions, not of metal, for pipes; rapid coupling junctions, not of metal, for pipes; rotary joints, not of metal, for 
pipes; multiple connection plates, not of metal, for various fluids.

Cl.20;Valves, not of metal, for conducting fluids.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2019; Application No. : 88387889 ;United States of America 

4379092    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503423]
FENICS SOFTWARE, INC.
55 WATER STREET New York NY 10041 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3354982

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for calculating and analyzing prices of financial instruments; downloadable 
computer financial software for calculating the theoretical fair price of options on foreign exchange contracts and other 
financial instruments; downloadable computer software for price discovery of financial instruments; downloadable 
computer financial software for processing of securities transactions, managing financial data, and creating financial 
reports; downloadable computer software for use in connection with capital investment services, securities brokerage 
services, namely, transacting and trading of financial instruments; downloadable computer software for financial trade 
execution, trade allocation, confirmation, clearing and settlement transactions; downloadable computer software for 
accessing an electronic marketplace for trading of financial instruments; downloadable computer software for accessing 
financial information, namely, information in the fields of futures, commodities, securities, currencies, financial 
instruments, brokerage, trading, investments, companies and financial markets and stock pricing and financial indices; 
downloadable electronic publications, in the nature of electronic newsletters in the fields of business, finance and 
investing; downloadable computer software for electronically trading securities; customizable application programming 
interfaces, namely, downloadable software development tools for the creation of client interfaces; downloadable 
computer software that enables trading in financial instruments, provides trade execution, allocation, settlement and 
confirmation capabilities, and provides access to financial information and financial market information, real time and 
otherwise; downloadable computer software used to calculate the theoretical fair price of options on foreign exchange 
contracts and other financial instruments.

Cl.36;Financial analysis, management and consulting; financial portfolio management; capital investments services; 
financial securities exchange services; securities brokerage services; financial services, namely, transacting and trading 
of financial instruments; financial services, namely, aggregation of financial data; providing an electronic marketplace for 
trading of financial instruments; providing financial information; providing financial information, namely, information in 
the fields of futures, commodities, securities, currencies, financial instruments, brokerage, trading, investments, 
companies, financial markets, stock pricing and financial indices; financial services, namely, providing financial market 
data, financial securities data, and financial pricing data in the nature of financial instrument price information; financial 
portfolio management services; financial services in the field of securities analytics, namely, reporting securities prices 
and indicative prices for use in analyzing and assessing securities portfolios; financial, securities and commodities 
exchange services; financial trade execution, allocation, confirmation, clearing and settlement services; investment 
brokerage; financial analysis and research services; analyzing and compiling data for measuring the performance of 
financial markets; providing information and links to other websites in the field of finance.

Cl.38;Communication of financial information through an online global computer network; electronic transmission for 
others of securities and financial information via computer linking services, namely, communicating and routing trade 
information involving orders, entry and execution services, to others via a global computer network; consultancy and 
provision of information relating to communication of financial information through an online global computer network; 
leasing of telecommunications equipment.

Cl.42;Research, design and development of computer software; installation and maintenance of computer software; 
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computer software consulting; updating of computer software for others; customization of computer software; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for accessing a financial exchange; providing temporary use of on-
line non-downloadable software for accessing financial information and trading of financial instruments; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for financial trade allocation, confirmation, clearing and settlement 
transactions; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for calculating and analyzing prices of 
financial instruments and accessing financial securities pricing data; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable computer software for accessing financial securities pricing data; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable computer software for managing financial data and creating financial reports; technical support services, 
namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; customized software development services; application service 
provider featuring customizable application programming interfaces for use in building software applications; computer 
consulting services in connection with software for facilitating interactive communication and information sharing over a 
global computer network and other networks in the field of finance; computer software as a service (SAAS) featuring 
computer software for accessing, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing and maintaining scalable computer hardware, 
computer software, computer applications, websites, and databases for others accessible via private and global computer 
networks; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for accessing, hosting, managing, 
developing, analyzing and maintaining scalable computer hardware, computer software, computer applications, websites, 
and databases for others accessible via private and global computer networks; infrastructure as a service (IAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for accessing, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing and maintaining scalable 
cloud computing infrastructure services accessible via private and global computer networks; providing virtual computer 
systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; infrastructure as a service (IAAS) for financial 
exchange services, application service provider (ASP) and software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software 
matching engines for routing, allocating and processing trades on a financial exchange; matching engine as a service, 
namely, software for matching, routing, allocating and processing bids and offers on a financial exchange; cloud 
computing services, namely, cloud hosting in the nature of a scalable computer software for providing access to an 
electronic financial exchange; computer hardware and software design and development; design, deployment, support, 
management, and maintenance of cloud computing infrastructure software for others; consultation services in the fields 
of selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; computer consultation 
services in the field of infrastructure as a service (IAAS), software as a service (SAAS), and platform as a service (PAAS); 
computer network design for others; technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management 
services for monitoring, administration and management of public and private cloud computing IT and application 
systems; technical support services, namely, technical administration of servers for others and troubleshooting in the 
nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; rental of computer hardware, computer software and 
web servers.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2019; Application No. : 2019 1655 ;Lithuania 

4379166    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503064]
ZYRO INC, UAB
Jonavos g. 60C LT-44192 Kaunas Lithuania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs, recorded; computer operating 
programs, recorded.

Cl.35;Web site traffic optimisation; search engine optimisation for sales promotion.

Cl.42;Rental of web servers; web site design consultancy; creating and maintaining web sites for others; creating and 
designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; server hosting; software 
development in the framework of software publishing; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; off-site 
data backup; hosting computer sites [web sites]; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of 
computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems to detect 
breakdowns; computer system design; computer system analysis; computer programming; rental of computer software; 
conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; duplication of computer programs; computer 
software design; maintenance of computer software; development of computer platforms; computer software 
consultancy; updating of computer software; recovery of computer data; computer security consultancy; installation of 
computer software; computer technology consultancy; providing information on computer technology and programming 
via a web site; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; information technology [IT] 
consultancy; cloud computing.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2019; Application No. : 4549389 ;France 

4379613    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503097]
LYNRED
Avenue de la Vauve F-91120 PALAISEAU France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, optoelectronic, measuring, signaling apparatus and instruments; security surveillance and 
monitoring apparatus; devices for safety, security, protection and signaling; measuring, detection and monitoring 
instruments, indicators and controllers; apparatus and instruments for the detection and analysis of human activity not 
for medical use; cameras; sensors; detectors; photosensors; optical detectors and sensors; infrared detectors and 
sensors; thermal detectors and sensors; heat detectors and sensors; photovoltaic detectors; smart sensors and 
detectors, i.e., which include integrated software and electronic functions; thermostats; infrared imaging retinas not for 
medical use; software for monitoring the environment, access and security of buildings; components, namely, 
semiconductor or optoelectronic components for the aforesaid apparatus and instruments; Electronic apparatus, devices 
and parts, namely, electronic components, electronic integrated circuits, microprocessors, electronic cards built into 
optical and optoelectronic apparatus; thermostats and apparatus for temperature control and regulation for vehicles and 
vehicle engines; video cameras for vehicles; sensors and detectors of objects or persons for vehicles; radar equipment 
for vehicles; driver assistance systems for automobiles.

Cl.10;Detection apparatus for medical use; diagnostic, testing and monitoring equipment for medical use; medical 
apparatus for patient monitoring comprising an alarm; temperature measuring instruments for medical use; detectors for 
medical application; sensors used for medical diagnosis; temperature monitors, sensors and scanners for medical use; 
precision sensors for medical use; sensors for medical use for monitoring patients' vital signs.
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4379619    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503111]
BEI’AN YEEPER DAIRY CO.,LTD
lndustrial Park, Tiexi District, Bei’An City, Heihe City 164000 Heilongjiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Powdered milk for babies; lacteal flour for babies; food for babies; infant formula; nutritional supplements; protein 
dietary supplements; babies' diapers; babies' diaper-pants; vitamin preparations; depuratives.

Cl.29;Milk; yogurt; powdered milk; milk products; soya milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; fruit jellies.
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Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : 01398380 ;Benelux 

4379791    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503489]
Garcia B.V.
Van Hennaertweg 8 NL-2952 CA Alblasserdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2292930

IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; clerical services; retail and wholesale services in 
relation to leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, luggage and carrier bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking 
sticks, whips, harness and saddlery wares, collars, belts and clothing for animals, clothing, footwear, headgear; import 
and export services with regard to leather and imitation leather, animal skins, luggage and carrier bags, umbrellas and 
parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddle makers, collars, belts and clothing for animals, clothing, footwear, 
headgear.
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Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 88403475 ;United States of America 

4379810    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502520]
ITT MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES LLC
1105 North Market Street, Suite 1300 Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Linear actuator for flow regulator; pneumatic linear actuator for flow regulator.

Cl.9;Flow regulator for commercial use for hygienic processes.
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Priority claimed from 14/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-083991 ;Japan 

4380185    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502375]
Cross Compass Ltd.
9-11, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0033 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer firmware; computer hardware; application software.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research 
or analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; compilation of information into computer databases; 
providing business assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus namely, computers, typewriters, 
telex machines and other similar office machines.

Cl.42;Design and development of artificial intelligence computer systems, information processing equipment, 
computers and computer software; designing, other than for advertising purposes; technological advice relating to 
computers, automobiles and industrial machines; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments.
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4383690    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504055]
Shenzhen Cmoon Technology Co., Ltd.
Qianhai Complex A201, Qianwan Road 1, Qianhai Shenzhen-HongKong Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software applications for mobile phones; battery chargers; rechargeable batteries; batteries, 
electric; chargers for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic cigarettes; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; 
computer software applications, downloadable; flue gas analyzers; USB cables.

Cl.34;Cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; cigarette tips; tobacco pipes; 
oral vaporizers for smokers; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; electronic cigarettes for 
use as an alternative to traditional cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; flavourings, other 
than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes.

Cl.35;Advertising; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; marketing; demonstration of goods; television 
advertising; providing business information via a web site; online advertising on a computer network; import-export 
agency service; outdoor advertising.
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4383722    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503591]
EMDR Humanitarian Assistance Programs, Inc.
2911 Dixwell Avenue, Suite 201 Hamden CT 06518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Charitable services, namely, coordination and organization of humanitarian assistance programs and activities 
related to man-made and natural disasters; all the aforesaid expressly excluding healthcare services.

Cl.36;Charitable foundation services, namely, providing fundraising activities to support humanitarian assistance 
programs related to man-made and natural disasters; all the aforesaid expressly excluding healthcare services.
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4383769    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504252]
TERRAMAR d.o.o.
Maistrova 16 SI-1241 KAMNIK Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Shaft couplings [machines]; converters for steelworks; adhesive tape dispensers [machines]; aerocondensers; 
agitators; agricultural machines; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; air condensers; carburetter feeders; igniting 
devices for internal combustion engines; alternators; valves [parts of machines]; axles for machines; crank shafts; 
transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; lifts, other than ski-lifts; elevators [lifts]; mixing machines; self-oiling 
bearings; ploughs; aeroplane engines; whitewashing machines; colour-washing machines; grease rings [parts of 
machines]; piston segments; piston rings; dynamo brushes; road sweeping machines, self-propelled; saw benches [parts 
of machines]; belts for conveyors; belt conveyors; drums [parts of machines]; concrete mixers [machines]; bicycle 
dynamos; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; ball-bearings; harvesting machines; glow plugs for Diesel 
engines; brushes [parts of machines]; bulldozers; shovels, mechanical; paring machines; capstans; belts for machines; 
cowlings [parts of machines]; guards [parts of machines]; hoods [parts of machines]; type-setting machines [printing]; 
injectors for engines; carburetters; card clothing [parts of carding machines]; knives [parts of machines]; cinder sifters 
[machines]; lubricators [parts of machines]; centrifugal machines; centrifuges [machines]; centrifugal pumps; bearing 
brackets for machines; hangers [parts of machines]; carbon brushes [electricity]; hoists; lathes [machine tools]; pulleys; 
ploughshares; fittings for engine boilers; clack valves [parts of machines]; scale collectors for machine boilers; 
compressors [machines]; turbocompressors; steam condensers [parts of machines]; condensing installations; pulleys 
[parts of machines]; joints [parts of engines]; sealing joints [parts of engines]; clippers [machines]; current generators; 
dynamo belts; air cushion devices for moving loads; bearings [parts of machines]; rack and pinion jacks; jacks 
[machines]; cylinder heads for engines; cultivators [machines]; cylinders for machines; rolling mill cylinders; hoppers 
[mechanical discharging]; de-aerators for feedwater; turf removing ploughs; degreasers [machines]; starters for motors 
and engines; steam/oil separators; disintegrators; pressure reducers [parts of machines]; reeling apparatus, mechanical; 
dynamos; apparatus for aerating water; water heaters [parts of machines]; die-cutting and tapping machines; generators 
of electricity; elevating apparatus; clutches, other than for land vehicles; feeders [parts of machines]; moving staircases 
[escalators]; escalators; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; blades [parts of machines]; spinning wheels; 
filtering machines; chucks [parts of machines]; foundry machines; pistons for cylinders; stuffing boxes [parts of 
machines]; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; lawnmowers [machines]; fans for 
the compression, sucking and carrying of grain; grease boxes [parts of machines]; lubricating pumps; atomisers 
[machines]; spraying machines; hydraulic turbines; saw blades [parts of machines]; blade holders [parts of machines]; 
thermic lances [machines]; cranks [parts of machines]; dishwashers; washing apparatus; washing machines [laundry]; 
washing installations for vehicles; vehicle washing installations; lifting apparatus; driving motors, other than for land 
vehicles; machine tools; igniting magnetos; hammers [parts of machines]; power hammers; pneumatic hammers; 
propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; regulators [parts of 
machines]; pump diaphragms; jet engines, other than for land vehicles; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; 
pistons for engines; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; moulds [parts of machines]; moulding 
machines; freewheels, other than for land vehicles; shuttles [parts of machines]; machines and apparatus for cleaning, 
electric; suction machines for industrial purposes; tools [parts of machines]; holding devices for machine tools; bearings 
for transmission shafts; calenders; kneading machines; painting machines; spray guns for paint; drilling machines; 
electric hand drills; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; pneumatic transporters; punches for punching machines; 
punching machines; machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; pumps [machines]; air pumps [garage installations]; 
pumps for heating installations; vacuum pumps [machines]; roller bridges; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; 
pressure valves [parts of machines]; steam traps; rail-laying machines; ironing machines; springs [parts of machines]; 
riveting machines; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; faucets [parts of machines, engines or motors]; machine 
fly-wheels; roller bearings; ball rings for bearings; saws [machines]; belts for motors and engines; weeding machines; 
sowers [machines]; welding machines, electric; bellows [parts of machines]; stators [parts of machines]; superheaters; 
superchargers; slide rests [parts of machines]; journals [parts of machines]; transmissions for machines; pneumatic tube 
conveyors; tube conveyors, pneumatic; conveyors [machines]; winches; turbines, other than for land vehicles; reels, 
mechanical, for flexible hoses; engines for air cushion vehicles; fans for motors and engines; railroad constructing 
machines; vulcanization apparatus; couplings, other than for land vehicles; aeronautical engines; agricultural 
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implements, other than hand-operated; grindstones [parts of machines]; sharpening wheels [parts of machines]; 
compressed air engines; compressed air machines; compressed air pumps; sparking plugs for internal combustion 
engines; shock absorber plungers [parts of machines]; plunger pistons; anti-friction bearings for machines; anti-friction 
pads for machines; diggers [machines]; air suction machines; fuel economisers for motors and engines; engines for 
boats; motors for boats; rams [machines]; brake linings, other than for vehicles; brake shoes, other than for vehicles; 
brake segments, other than for vehicles; reels [parts of machines]; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; brushes, 
electrically operated [parts of machines]; waste disposal units; garbage disposal units; coffee grinders, other than hand-
operated; flues for engine boilers; shredders [machines] for industrial use; potters' wheels; handling machines, automatic 
[manipulators]; industrial robots; cartridges for filtering machines; driving chains, other than for land vehicles; torque 
converters, other than for land vehicles; transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; drill chucks [parts of 
machines]; feeding apparatus for engine boilers; motors, other than for land vehicles; engines, other than for land 
vehicles; control cables for machines, engines or motors; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; 
compressors for refrigerators; water separators; drain cocks; fan belts for motors and engines; gears, other than for land 
vehicles; cylinders for motors and engines; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; drilling bits [parts of machines]; 
heat exchangers [parts of machines]; exhausts for motors and engines; motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; 
cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics; filters being parts of machines 
or engines; ditchers [ploughs]; whisks, electric, for household purposes; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; 
hydraulic engines and motors; drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion 
engines; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic 
controls for machines; motors and engines; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; glue guns, electric; guns 
[tools using explosives]; net hauling machines [fishing]; universal joints [Cardan joints]; rotary steam presses, portable, 
for fabrics; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; catalytic converters; central vacuum cleaning 
installations; chain saws; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; cutting blow pipes, gas-operated; dust exhausting 
installations for cleaning purposes; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; electric hammers; 
electromechanical machines for chemical industry; elevator chains [parts of machines]; emergency power generators; 
expansion tanks [parts of machines]; high pressure washers; exhaust manifold for engines; oil refining machines; 
packaging machines; snow ploughs; soldering apparatus, gas-operated; welding apparatus, gas-operated; vacuum 
cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; vacuum cleaner hoses; vacuum cleaners; machines 
and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; racket stringing machines; bicycle assembling machines; motorized 
cultivators; air brushes for applying colour; kick starters for motorcycles; mechanized livestock feeders; mufflers for 
motors and engines; silencers for motors and engines; door openers, pneumatic; vacuum cleaner bags; wind turbines; 
brake pads, other than for vehicles; electrodes for welding machines; electric welding apparatus; soldering apparatus, 
electric; soldering irons, electric; electric arc welding apparatus; electric arc cutting apparatus; soldering lamps; 
galvanizing machines; elevator operating apparatus; lift operating apparatus; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics 
[packaging]; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; self-regulating fuel pumps; pneumatic jacks; 3D printers; engine 
mounts, other than for land vehicles; brushes for vacuum cleaners; rammers [machines]; suction nozzles for vacuum 
cleaners; screwdrivers, electric; joysticks being parts of machines, other than for game machines; camshafts for vehicle 
engines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on construction machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on agricultural machines; rubber tracks 
being parts of crawlers on mining machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on snow ploughs; pneumatic waste oil 
drainers; pumps for counter-current swimming; 3D printing pens; hydrogen dispensing pumps for service stations; steam 
mops; robotic exoskeleton suits, other than for medical purposes; mobile cranes.

Cl.9;Coils, electric; particle accelerators; batteries, electric, for vehicles; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; battery 
jars; accumulator jars; battery boxes; accumulator boxes; acidimeters for batteries; hydrometers; plates for batteries; 
acoustic alarms; sound alarms; acoustic conduits; phonograph records; sound recording discs; speaking tubes; 
actinometers; adding machines; aerometers; enlarging apparatus [photography]; electro-dynamic apparatus for the 
remote control of railway points; magnets; electromagnetic coils; air analysis apparatus; alarms; alcoholmeters; igniting 
apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; electric apparatus for remote ignition; batteries for lighting; altimeters; 
amplifiers; amplifying tubes; amplifying valves; anemometers; calibrating rings; fire extinguishers; anodes; anode 
batteries; high tension batteries; aerials; antennas; anti-glare glasses; visors for helmets; anti-interference devices 
[electricity]; transformers [electricity]; apertometers [optics]; distribution boxes [electricity]; lenses for astrophotography; 
thermionic valves; thermionic tubes; audiovisual teaching apparatus; calipers; fire alarms; automatic indicators of low 
pressure in vehicle tyres; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; rods for water diviners; scales; 
meteorological balloons; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; tape recorders; magnetic tapes; barometers; fire 
beaters; chargers for electric batteries; betatrons; terminals [electricity]; pressure indicator plugs for valves; 
galvanometers; branch boxes [electricity]; tone arms for record players; sheaths for electric cables; frames for 
photographic transparencies; circular slide rules; slide-rules; calculating machines; slide calipers; jigs [measuring 
instruments]; blueprint apparatus; cinematographic cameras; capillary tubes; sound recording carriers; spectacle chains; 
eyeglass chains; heat regulating apparatus; boiler control instruments; drying racks [photography]; apparatus for editing 
cinematographic film; printed circuits; containers for microscope slides; collectors, electric; electric installations for the 
remote control of industrial operations; switchboxes [electricity]; commutators; eyepieces; thread counters; pedometers; 
counters; meters; metronomes; condensers [capacitors]; capacitors; conductors, electric; electricity conduits; circuit 
closers; connectors [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; contacts, electric; regulating apparatus, electric; monitoring 
apparatus, other than for medical purposes; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; converters, electric; photocopiers 
[photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; spectacle cords; objectives [lenses] [optics]; cosmographic instruments; diving 
suits; electric apparatus for commutation; switches, electric; limiters [electricity]; electric plugs; current rectifiers; cell 
switches [electricity]; reducers [electricity]; dressmakers' measures; crucibles [laboratory]; cupels [laboratory]; 
appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; cyclotrons; counterfeit coin detectors; shutter releases [photography]; 
densimeters; animated cartoons; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; detectors; shutters [photography]; 
diaphragms [acoustics]; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; cameras [photography]; transparencies 
[photography]; slides [photography]; slide projectors; transparency projection apparatus; distance measuring apparatus; 
dictating machines; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; loudspeakers; circuit breakers; record players; microscopes; 
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distance recording apparatus; apparatus for recording distance; range finders; telemeters; distribution boards 
[electricity]; distribution consoles [electricity]; compasses for measuring; measures; measuring apparatus; 
dynamometers; water level indicators; flash-bulbs [photography]; telephone receivers; fluorescent screens; projection 
screens; workmen's protective face-shields; screens [photography]; drainers for use in photography; photographic racks; 
electric loss indicators; measuring devices, electric; cables, electric; ducts [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; 
galvanic cells; connections for electric lines; couplings, electric; connections, electric; relays, electric; electrolysers; 
transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; sound recording strips; mileage recorders for 
vehicles; kilometer recorders for vehicles; spools [photography]; mechanical signs; epidiascopes; balancing apparatus; 
thermostats; ergometers; material testing instruments and machines; gauges; petrol gauges; gasoline gauges; spark-
guards; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; 
refractometers; exposure meters [light meters]; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; wires, electric; 
magnetic wires; nets for protection against accidents; safety nets; life nets; life nets; safety tarpaulins; film cutting 
apparatus; battery chargers; high-frequency apparatus; frequency meters; fuses; radios; galvanic batteries; gasometers 
[measuring instruments]; surveying apparatus and instruments; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; drying apparatus 
for photographic prints; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; rulers [measuring instruments]; measuring glassware; 
graduated glassware; screens for photoengraving; grids for batteries; audio- and video-receivers; heliographic apparatus; 
holograms; hygrometers; identification threads for electric wires; identification sheaths for electric wires; life saving 
apparatus and equipment; fire hose nozzles; fire engines; fire pumps; slope indicators; clinometers; gradient indicators; 
inclinometers; quantity indicators; vacuum gauges; speed indicators; inductors [electricity]; armatures [electricity]; data 
processing apparatus; mirrors for inspecting work; intercommunication apparatus; carriers for dark plates [photography]; 
inverters [electricity]; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; 
hemline markers; optical lanterns; optical lamps; signal lanterns; lasers, not for medical purposes; optical lenses; letter 
scales; logs [measuring instruments]; sounding lines; magnifying glasses [optics]; signs, luminous; spectacles; 
eyeglasses; surveyors' levels; spectacle lenses; eyeglass lenses; eyewear; pressure gauges; manometers; periscopes; 
protective masks; megaphones; computer memory devices; mercury levels; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; 
precision measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; micrometer screws for optical instruments; microphones; 
microtomes; time switches, automatic; mirrors [optics]; navigational instruments; batteries, electric; accumulators, 
electric; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; levelling instruments; prisms [optics]; observation 
instruments; octants; ohmmeters; wavemeters; optical apparatus and instruments; optical glass; computers; computer 
programs, recorded; oscillographs; ozonisers [ozonators]; micrometers; micrometer gauges; signalling panels, luminous 
or mechanical; lightning conductors; lightning arresters; lightning rods; parking meters; apparatus and instruments for 
astronomy; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; acid hydrometers; weighing apparatus and instruments; 
salinometers; washing trays [photography]; stands for photographic apparatus; viewfinders, photographic; photometers; 
phototelegraphy apparatus; apparatus and instruments for physics; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; pince-
nez; laboratory pipettes; plane tables [surveying instruments]; planimeters; ear plugs for divers; bells [warning devices]; 
weights; polarimeters; radiotelephony sets; radiotelegraphy sets; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; 
projection apparatus; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; teeth protectors; pyrometers; radar apparatus; vehicle radios; 
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protractors [measuring instruments]; telephone apparatus; refractors; 
spectroscopes; resistances, electric; thermometers, not for medical purposes; respirators for filtering air; breathing 
apparatus, except for artificial respiration; rheostats; balances [steelyards]; lever scales [steelyards]; steelyards [lever 
scales]; signals, luminous or mechanical; saccharometers; probes for scientific purposes; satellites for scientific 
purposes; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; teaching apparatus; choking coils [impedance]; wire connectors 
[electricity]; locks, electric; sextants; signalling whistles; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of signals; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sirens; sound transmitting 
apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; sounding apparatus and machines; sounding 
leads; sound locating instruments; spectrograph apparatus; spherometers; stereoscopes; stereoscopic apparatus; 
needles for record players; styli for record players; sulfitometers; teleprinters; teletypewriters; tachometers; screw-
tapping gauges; telegraphs [apparatus]; television apparatus; telegraph wires; remote control apparatus; masts for 
wireless aerials; teleprompters; telephone transmitters; telerupters; binoculars; telescopes; temperature indicators; time 
recording apparatus; theodolites; thermostats for vehicles; totalizators; revolution counters; speed regulators for record 
players; transmitters [telecommunication]; precision balances; marking gauges [joinery]; vacuum tubes [radio]; 
urinometers; variometers; verniers; videotapes; viscosimeters; theft prevention installations, electric; voltage regulators 
for vehicles; voting machines; voltmeters; apparatus for changing record player needles; fuse wire; anticathodes; anti-
theft warning apparatus; beacons, luminous; holders for electric coils; films, exposed; road signs, luminous or 
mechanical; directional compasses; radiology screens for industrial purposes; photovoltaic cells; densitometers; disks, 
magnetic; head cleaning tapes [recording]; video recorders; computer keyboards; integrated circuits; semi-conductors; 
chips [integrated circuits]; cathodes; chemistry apparatus and instruments; cinematographic film, exposed; materials for 
electricity mains [wires, cables]; solar batteries; copper wire, insulated; discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; 
electric discharge tubes, other than for lighting; diaphragms [photography]; dosimeters; electric door bells; spectacle 
cases; eyeglass cases; X-ray films, exposed; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; horns for loudspeakers; tripods 
for cameras; bar code readers; wafers for integrated circuits; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; 
chronographs [time recording apparatus]; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral devices; 
computer software, recorded; acoustic couplers; couplers [data processing equipment]; plotters; electronic pens [visual 
display units]; interfaces for computers; juke boxes for computers; knee-pads for workers; light dimmers [regulators], 
electric; light regulators [dimmers], electric; magnetic data media; magnetic encoders; magnetic tape units for computers; 
microprocessors; modems; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; mouse [computer peripheral]; 
optical character readers; optical data media; optical discs; printers for use with computers; processors [central 
processing units]; central processing units [processors]; readers [data processing equipment]; safety restraints, other 
than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; scanners [data processing equipment]; smoke detectors; electronic 
agendas; camcorders; compact disc players; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; disk drives for computers; 
electrified rails for mounting spot lights; flashlights [photography]; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; smart cards 
[integrated circuit cards]; measuring spoons; notebook computers; electronic notice boards; sprinkler systems for fire 
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protection; starter cables for motors; sunglasses; time clocks [time recording devices]; electronic publications, 
downloadable; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; cordless telephones; personal stereos; wrist 
rests for use with computers; coaxial cables; covers for electric outlets; computer game software, recorded; headphones; 
lighting ballasts; radio pagers; satellite navigational apparatus; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; voltage surge 
protectors; walkie-talkies; wind socks for indicating wind direction; light-emitting electronic pointers; resuscitation 
mannequins [teaching apparatus]; stage lighting regulators; hourglasses; DVD players; automated teller machines [ATM]; 
traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; hands-free kits for telephones; riding helmets; encoded identification 
bracelets, magnetic; transponders; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; crash test dummies; printed circuit 
boards; USB flash drives; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; portable media players; cell phone straps; light-
emitting diodes [LED]; triodes; step-up transformers; laptop computers; bags adapted for laptops; sleeves for laptops; 
digital photo frames; Pitot tubes; stroboscopes; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; computer 
software applications, downloadable; electronic book readers; smartphones; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and 
photocopiers; lens hoods; tablet computers; encoded key cards; 3D spectacles; memory cards for video game machines; 
accelerometers; electrical adapters; computer hardware; solar panels for the production of electricity; mobile telephones; 
cell phones; cellular phones; telescopic sights for artillery; digital signs; wearable activity trackers; connected bracelets 
[measuring instruments]; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; 
calorimeters; flowmeters; reflective safety vests; electronic collars to train animals; joysticks for use with computers, 
other than for video games; smartglasses; smartwatches; fire extinguishing apparatus; protective films adapted for 
computer screens; infrared detectors; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; electronic access control systems for 
interlocking doors; thermal imaging cameras; scales with body mass analysers; scales with body mass analyzers; covers 
for tablet computers; digital weather stations; charging stations for electric vehicles; interactive touch screen terminals; 
smart rings; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; audio interfaces; equalizers [audio apparatus]; 
subwoofers; bathroom scales; thermo-hygrometers; biochips; protective films adapted for smartphones; virtual reality 
headsets; electronic interactive whiteboards; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; audio mixers; batteries for 
electronic cigarettes; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; electronic sheet music, downloadable; T-
squares for measuring; squares for measuring; square rulers for measuring; electronic numeric displays; laboratory 
robots; teaching robots; security surveillance robots; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, 
recorded or downloadable; satellite finder meters; thin client computers; rearview cameras for vehicles; hand-held 
electronic dictionaries; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; computer screen saver software, recorded or 
downloadable; selfie lenses; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; wearable video display 
monitors; wah-wah pedals; hairdressing training heads [teaching apparatus]; devices for the projection of virtual 
keyboards; lifeboats; nanoparticle size analyzers; nanoparticle size analyzers; ear pads for headphones; data gloves; 
trackballs [computer peripherals]; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; telepresence robots; climate control 
digital thermostats; piezoelectric sensors; organic light-emitting diodes [OLED]; quantum dot light-emitting diodes 
[QLED]; droppers for measuring, other than for medical or household purposes; electric sockets; computer game 
software, downloadable; rescue flares, non-explosive and non-pyrotechnic; stands adapted for laptops; headgear being 
protective helmets.

Cl.12;Forklift trucks; railway couplings; couplings for land vehicles; aerial conveyors; air vehicles; hot air balloons; 
inner tubes for pneumatic tyres; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; air pumps [vehicle 
accessories]; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; amphibious airplanes; 
non-skid devices for vehicle tyres; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; anti-skid chains; head-rests for vehicle seats; 
sprinkling trucks; trailer hitches for vehicles; motor buses; motor coaches; boats; lorries; trucks; automobile hoods; 
automobile chains; automobile chassis; reversing alarms for vehicles; aeroplanes; ferry boats; luggage carriers for 
vehicles; airships; dirigible balloons; tyres for vehicle wheels; tires for vehicle wheels; valves for vehicle tyres; valves for 
vehicle tires; flanges for railway wheel tyres; flanges for railway wheel tires; torsion bars for vehicles; ship hulls; boat 
hooks; steering gears for ships; disengaging gear for boats; inclined ways for boats; screw-propellers for boats; tipping 
bodies for lorries; tipping bodies for trucks; mine cart wheels; bicycles; bicycle kickstands; bogies for railway cars; davits 
for boats; mudguards; two-wheeled trolleys; luggage trucks; cars for cable transport installations; caissons [vehicles]; 
vehicle wheels; hoods for vehicle engines; hoods for vehicles; caravans; trailers [vehicles]; crankcases for land vehicle 
components, other than for engines; safety belts for vehicle seats; hubs for vehicle wheels; vehicle wheel hubs; bicycle 
chains; wheelchairs; launches; handling carts; casting carriages; casting cars; golf carts [vehicles]; golf cars [vehicles]; 
vehicle chassis; rudders; rolling stock for funicular railways; rolling stock for railways; funnels for ships; treads for 
vehicles [tractor type]; treads for vehicles [roller belts]; tractors; vehicle bumpers; buffers for railway rolling stock; 
hydraulic circuits for vehicles; bicycle handlebars; sleeping berths for vehicles; timbers [frames] for ships; bicycle tyres; 
bicycle tires; gears for bicycles; bicycle brakes; bicycle mudguards; rims for bicycle wheels; bicycle wheel rims; bicycle 
cranks; bicycle motors; hubs for bicycle wheels; bicycle wheel hubs; bicycle pedals; pumps for bicycle tyres; pumps for 
bicycle tires; spokes for bicycle wheels; bicycle wheel spokes; bicycle wheels; bicycle saddles; motorcycle kickstands; 
gearing for land vehicles; dredgers [boats]; trolleys; hand cars; motors, electric, for land vehicles; electric vehicles; 
clutches for land vehicles; safety seats for children, for vehicles; casings for pneumatic tyres; casings for pneumatic 
tires; balance weights for vehicle wheels; space vehicles; spars for ships; axles for vehicles; axle journals; windshield 
wipers; windscreen wipers; dress guards for bicycles; luggage nets for vehicles; hub caps; vans [vehicles]; brakes for 
vehicles; bands for wheel hubs; refrigerated vehicles; refrigerated railway wagons; engines for land vehicles; motors for 
land vehicles; stern oars; seat covers for vehicles; portholes; seaplanes; hydroplanes; sleeping cars; locomotives; 
driving motors for land vehicles; railway carriages; vehicle running boards; transmissions for land vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for land vehicles; military vehicles for transport; jet engines for land vehicles; motorcycles; freewheels for 
land vehicles; water vehicles; ships; screws [propellers] for ships; omnibuses; paddles for canoes; windscreens; 
windshields; spikes for tyres; spikes for tires; treads for retreading tyres; treads for retreading tires; pneumatic tyres; 
pneumatic tires; pontoons; doors for vehicles; ski carriers for cars; delivery tricycles; carrier tricycles; pushchairs; 
strollers; pushchair covers; stroller covers; pushchair hoods; stroller hoods; screw-propellers; vehicle wheel spokes; 
spoke clips for wheels; ski lifts; vehicle suspension springs; dining carriages; dining cars; rearview mirrors; rims for 
vehicle wheels; vehicle wheel rims; motorcycle saddles; side cars; vehicle seats; sports cars; cleats [nautical]; chairlifts; 
rowlocks; tilting-carts; aircraft; undercarriages for vehicles; sleighs [vehicles]; tramcars; cable transport apparatus and 
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installations; funiculars; telpher railways [cable cars]; cable cars; tricycles; turbines for land vehicles; vehicles for 
locomotion by land, air, water or rail; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; upholstery for vehicles; mopeds; 
windows for vehicles; cars; automobiles; motor cars; anti-theft devices for vehicles; tipping apparatus [parts of railway 
wagons]; yachts; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; anti-glare devices for vehicles; anti-dazzle devices 
for vehicles; automobile tyres; automobile bodies; bumpers for automobiles; shock absorbers for automobiles; anti-theft 
alarms for vehicles; horns for vehicles; concrete mixing vehicles; inner tubes for bicycle tyres; inner tubes for bicycle 
tires; brake linings for vehicles; brake shoes for vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; carts; bicycle frames; bodies for 
vehicles; ejector seats for aircraft; vehicle covers [shaped]; driving chains for land vehicles; transmission chains for land 
vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; signal arms for vehicles; funnels for locomotives; steering wheels for 
vehicles; saddle covers for bicycles; ambulances; tubeless tyres for bicycles; tubeless tires for bicycles; reduction gears 
for land vehicles; brake segments for vehicles; air cushion vehicles; caps for vehicle fuel tanks; connecting rods for land 
vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; tailboard lifts [parts of land vehicles]; elevating tailgates [parts of land 
vehicles]; power tailgates [parts of land vehicles]; security harness for vehicle seats; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; 
transmission shafts for land vehicles; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; baskets adapted for bicycles; camping 
cars; motor homes; casters for trolleys [vehicles]; casters for carts [vehicles]; fenders for ships; kick sledges; panniers 
adapted for bicycles; snowmobiles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; push scooters [vehicles]; masts for boats; 
covers for vehicle steering wheels; spoilers for vehicles; headlight wipers; brake pads for automobiles; spare wheel 
covers; spare tire covers; spare tyre covers; tilt trucks; cigar lighters for automobiles; brake discs for vehicles; armoured 
vehicles; armored vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles; military drones; canoes; civilian drones; side view mirrors 
for vehicles; fitted pushchair mosquito nets; fitted stroller mosquito nets; vehicle joysticks; driverless cars [autonomous 
cars]; self-driving cars; motor scooters; mobility scooters; ashtrays for automobiles; motorcycle chains; motorcycle 
frames; motorcycle handlebars; motorcycle engines; panniers adapted for motorcycles; solid tyres for vehicle wheels; 
solid tires for vehicle wheels; prams; baby carriages; fitted footmuffs for prams; fitted footmuffs for baby carriages; fitted 
footmuffs for pushchairs; fitted footmuffs for strollers; tyre mousse inserts; tire mousse inserts; bags adapted for 
strollers; remotely operated vehicles for underwater inspections; autonomous underwater vehicles for seabed 
inspections; electric bicycles; saddle covers for motorcycles; motor racing cars; robotic cars; camera drones; 
photography drones; fishing trolleys; roll cage trolleys; lug nuts for vehicle wheels; clips adapted for fastening 
automobile parts to automobile bodies; tow trucks; wreckers for transport; rubbish trucks; garbage trucks; trailers for 
transporting bicycles; trucks with a crane feature incorporated; delivery drones; helicams; gyrocopters; helicopters; self-
balancing scooters; self-balancing boards; self-balancing electric unicycles; vehicle bonnet pins; vehicle hood pins.

Cl.37;Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; heating equipment 
installation and repair; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; building construction supervision; 
rustproofing; painting or repair of signs; warehouse construction and repair; film projector repair and maintenance; 
vehicle greasing; vehicle lubrication; factory construction; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; painting, 
interior and exterior; vehicle polishing; retreading of tyres; retreading of tires; freezing equipment installation and repair; 
anti-rust treatment for vehicles; vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; vehicle maintenance; varnishing; 
vehicle breakdown repair services; rental of cleaning machines; vulcanization of tyres [repair]; installation, maintenance 
and repair of computer hardware; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; rebuilding engines that have been 
worn or partially destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; vehicle battery charging; tyre 
balancing; tire balancing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : UK00003410765 ;United Kingdom 

4383870    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503616]
Pioneer Labs Ltd
2nd Floor, Berkeley Square House, Berkeley Square London W1J 6BD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Recruitment services; recruitment consultancy services; testing and assessment services to determine 
professional competency; testing to determine employment skills; interviewing services for personnel recruitment and 
selection; human resources management services; human resource analysis and consulting services; human resources 
management services, namely, developing profiles of skills and attributes required for specific job roles; benchmarking 
services; benchmarking services for business management purposes; benchmarking services for the purposes of 
developing training plans for employees; consulting services in the field of human resources development, namely, 
utilising technology to understand the skills and competencies of employees and candidate and to identify skills gaps, 
training needs and recruitment requirements; business data analysis; analysis and dissemination of data relating to 
business, particularly in relation to employee and candidate skills; information, advisory, support and consultancy 
services relating to all of the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Providing on-line, non-downloadable, Internet-based software applications relating to personnel recruitment, 
management of recruitment processes, human resources management, training of employees, benchmarking, and testing 
and assessment services; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software relating to personnel recruitment, 
management of recruitment processes, human resources management, training of employees, benchmarking, and testing 
and assessment services; platform as a service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for use by others 
relating to personnel recruitment, management of recruitment processes, human resources management, training of 
employees, benchmarking, and testing and assessment services; information, advisory, support and consultancy 
services relating to all of the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 25/04/2019; Application No. : 018055709 ;European Union 

4384198    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503856]
Siemag Tecberg Group GmbH
Kalteiche-Ring 28-32 35708 Haiger Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Shaft hoists for mines; belt conveyors; belt conveyors; belt conveyors; roller tracks for use in belt conveyor 
apparatus; conveyors, in particular belt conveyors and roller conveyors; mineworking machines; agricultural, 
earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining equipment; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on mining 
machines; extractors for mines; drives for conveyors; belts for conveyors; conveyors and conveyors belts; conveying 
chains; conveyers; conveyors; loaders [conveyors]; hydraulic conveyors; fixed belt conveyors; automatic conveyor 
installations; robotic mechanisms for conveying; conveyor belts of metal; conveyor belts made of wire; mechanical and 
pneumatic hoisting apparatus; staged and segmented conveyors; machines for conveying solids; belt conveyors for 
handling loose granular goods; belt conveyors having a partially curved axis; belt conveyors having a totally curved axis; 
conveyors for use in mines.

Cl.42;Engineering consultancy services; engineering project studies; preparation of technical reports; engineering 
feasibility studies; engineering services for the analysis of machinery; engineering services for the design of machinery; 
mechanical engineering; engineering consultancy services; engineering and computer-aided engineering services; 
technical engineering; technical project planning in the field of engineering.
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4384218    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503683]
Sungrow Power Supply Co., Ltd.
No.1699 Xiyou Road, New & High Technology Industrial Development Zone, Hefei Anhui China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Inclined ways for boats; pontoon bridge of rubber.

Cl.17;Rubber, raw or semi-worked; joint packings; reservoir bag; plastics sheets; plastic rods and bars; floating anti-
pollution barriers; waterproof packings; padding materials of rubber or plastics; stuffing of rubber or plastics.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2019; Application No. : 018050106 ;European Union 

4384290    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503696]
Ursapharm Arzneimittel GmbH
Industriestr. 35 66129 Saarbrücken Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical preparations; veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
foodstuffs and dietetic substances for medical or veterinary purposes; infant formula; dietary supplements for humans 
and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; dressings, medical; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; contact lens cleaning preparations; solutions for contact 
lenses; solutions for rinsing contact lenses; disinfectants for contact lenses; contact lens wetting solutions; solutions for 
neutralizing contact lenses; medicated creams; pharmaceutical creams; ophthalmological ointments; eye drops; 
ophthalmologic preparations.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, 
devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles; containers with dosing devices 
for dispensing pharmaceutical products.
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Priority claimed from 06/09/2019; Application No. : 40201919497X ;Singapore 

4385195    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504212]
CODA PAYMENTS PTE. LTD.
4B CRAIG ROAD, 03-01 Singapore 089664 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Sales promotion for others; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses); administrative processing of purchase orders; business administration; business assistance, management 
and administrative services; marketing the goods and services of others; marketing; administration relating to marketing; 
commercial intermediation services; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
retail services in relation to game credits; retail services in relation to credit vouchers; retail services in relation to store 
gift cards; presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; retail services.

Cl.36;Electronic payment services; electronic processing of payments; payment processing services; collection of 
payments; financial analysis services via an online computerized network; financial analysis; financial consultancy 
services via an online computerized network; financial consultancy; provision of financial information via online 
computerized network; financial information; financial management services via an online computerized network; 
financial management; financial affairs; financial services; money exchange services; monetary affairs; banking services 
via an online computerized network; bill payment services via an online computerized network; bill payment services; 
financial payment services via an online computerized network; financial payment services; financial transactions 
services via an online computerized network; online financial transactions; money transferring via an online 
computerized network; financial data analysis services using computer software; financial data analysis.

Cl.42;Development of software for electronic payment for use via the internet; design and development of computer 
software; financial computer software maintenance services; computer software installation and maintenance; computer 
software technical support services; troubleshooting of computer software problems; creating, maintaining and updating 
computer software; hosting of software that manages or directs the flow of data; hosting of software as a service [SaaS]; 
software as a service [SaaS]; providing temporary use of non-downloadable business and financial software; provision of 
online non-downloadable software; computer software consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 88408998 ;United States of America 

4385257    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504714]
Mirati Therapeutics, Inc.
9393 Towne Centre Drive, Suite 200 San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bladder cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of lung cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of renal cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for 
the treatment of renal cell carcinoma; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules; pharmaceuticals comprising small 
molecules for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of bladder cancer; 
pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of lung cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small 
molecules for the treatment of renal cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of renal cell 
carcinoma; pharmaceuticals comprising compounds; pharmaceuticals comprising compounds for the treatment of 
cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising inhibitors; pharmaceuticals comprising inhibitors for the treatment of cancer; 
pharmaceuticals for the treatment of solid tumors.

Cl.42;Research and development of pharmaceuticals in the field of oncology; providing information in the field of 
scientific and medical research related to oncology; research and development of pharmaceuticals; providing information 
in the field of scientific and medical research related to pharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2019; Application No. : 018061659 ;European Union 

4385261    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503954]
Carpetvista AB
Ringugnsgatan 11 SE-211 16 Limhamn Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.27;Matting [for covering existing floors]; hand made woollen carpets; matting; cork mats; carpets [textile]; oriental 
non-woven rugs (mosen); door mats; textile floor mats for use in the home; fur rugs; carpeting; moquettes [carpets]; bath 
mats; runners (mats).

Cl.35;Online wholesaling in relation to carpets, rugs and mats; retail services in relation to carpeting; online retail 
services in relation to carpeting; wholesale services in relation to carpeting.

Cl.42;Design of carpets; textile design services; online textile design; online design of carpets, rugs and mats.
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4385263    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503928]
GALAXY POWER VENTURES LIMITED
Vistra Corporate Services Centre, Wickhams Cay II, Road Town Tortola VG1110

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes.

Cl.41;Publication of texts (other than publicity texts), namely publication of sport, competition and game instructions, 
educational materials; user instructions, education, providing of training; sporting and cultural activities, arranging and 
conducting of events in the fields of gaming, gaming competitions, recreation and entertainment; provision of the 
aforesaid services in electronic or computerised form; production and rental of television programmes, interactive 
entertainment, video recordings, television entertainment, radio entertainment; provision of interactive entertainment; 
videotaping; video-tape film production; provision of information relating to sports, accessible via a global computer 
network; lotteries or bookmaking services, namely conducting credit card-based prize games; information, consultancy 
and assistance with regard to the aforesaid services, included in this class; publication of articles relating to sports and 
other statistics, including odds.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 2019-131327 ;Japan 

4385274    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504461]
NIPPON A&L INC.
5-33, Kitahama 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-8550 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unprocessed plastics; plastics (raw materials) for industrial purposes; unprocessed plastics in the form of powder, 
granule or paste; plastics (raw materials) for industrial purposes in the form of powder, granule or paste; unprocessed 
artificial resins for industrial purposes; unprocessed artificial resins for industrial purposes as raw materials in the form 
of powder, liquid, paste or pellet; unprocessed acrylonitrile butadiene styrene resins; unprocessed AS (acrylonitrile 
styrene) resins; unprocessed polypropylene resins; unprocessed polyethylene resins; polymer beads for use in 
manufacturing processes; unprocessed polymer resins; acrylic polymer powder; unprocessed AES (acrylonitrile ethylene 
propylene dien styrene) resins in the form of pellet; unprocessed ASA (acrylonitrile styrene acrylate) resins in the form of 
pellet; unprocessed ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) resins in the form of pellet; unprocessed polymer alloy in the 
form of pellet; unprocessed AS (acrylonitrile styrene) resins in the form of pellet; plastic adhesives for industrial 
purposes; latex glue for industrial purposes; synthetic resin adhesives for industrial purposes; unprocessed acrylic 
resins; dispersing agents; dispersions of plastics; antioxidants for use in manufacture; antioxidants for use in the 
manufacture of cosmetics; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; antioxidants for use in the 
manufacture of food supplements; detergents for use in manufacturing processes; detergents for industrial use.

Cl.2;Coatings (paints); synthetic resin paints; acrylic paints; dyes; synthetic dyes; pigments; organic pigments; 
inorganic pigments; lacquers; binding preparations for paints; unprocessed natural resins.

Cl.3;Cleaning agents and preparations, other than for industrial and medical purposes; detergents prepared from 
petroleum for household purposes; silicon detergent, other than for use in manufacturing processes and for medical 
purposes.
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Cl.17;Plastic semi-worked products; semi-processed plastic substances; plastic semi-worked products in the form of 
boards; plastic semi-worked products in the form of bars; plastic semi-worked products in the form of tapes; plastic films, 
other than for wrapping; semi-processed resins; semi-processed synthetic resins; semi-processed acrylic resins; semi-
processed ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) resins in pellet form for use in further manufacture; semi-processed AES 
(acrylonitrile ethylene propylene dien styrene) resins in pellet form for use in further manufacture; semi-processed ASA 
(acrylonitrile styrene acrylate) resins in pellet form for use in further manufacture; semi-processed AS (acrylonitrile 
styrene) resins in pellet form for use in further manufacture; rubber, semi-worked; rubber, raw; natural rubber; synthetic 
rubber; latex for industrial use; rings of rubber; rubber seals for jars; cords of rubber; rubber sheets; semi-worked rubber; 
hoses of rubber for agricultural purposes; expanded closed cell rubber for sound deadening; electrical insulating rubber 
products; padding materials or stuffing of rubber; bags (envelopes, pouches) of rubber, for packaging; latex (rubber); 
synthetic rubber latex.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 018073535 ;European Union 

4385343    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504562]
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; seed preserving substances; plant growth regulating 
preparations; genes of seeds for agricultural production; fertilizers.

Cl.5;Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : 018070364 ;European Union 

4385353    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504590]
Revonte Oy
Erkkilänkatu 11 B FI-33100 Tampere Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors.

Cl.9;Navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; wearable computers; computer software, recorded; 
computer programs, recorded; battery chargers; bicycle speedometers; batteries, electric, for vehicles; computer 
software applications, downloadable; computers for use with bicycles; computer programs, downloadable; global 
positioning systems for use with bicycles; locks (electric) for bicycles.

Cl.12;Folding electric bicycles; engines for bicycles; drivetrains for bicycles; bicycles; bicycle motors; motors for 
bicycles; electric bicycles; mountain bicycles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; motorised bicycles; motors, electric, for 
land vehicles; delivery bicycles; driving motors for land vehicles.

Cl.39;Arranging of passenger transportation services for others via an online application; bicycle sharing services; 
vehicle rental.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : 37306692 ;China 

4385403    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504723]
Tencent Music Entertainment Technology (Shenzhen) Ltd.
c/o Shenzhen Qianhai Business Secretary Ltd., Suite 201, Building A, No.1 Qian Wan Yi Road, Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong 
Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs (downloadable software); downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image 
files; smartwatches (data processing); downloadable music files; application software for cellular phones, downloadable; 
USB flash drives; cases for smartphones; loudspeakers; headsets; microphones; sound recording carriers; head-
mounted video display apparatus; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; slide projectors; 3D spectacles; power 
bank [rechargeable batteries]; animated cartoons.

Cl.41;Ticket agency services [entertainment]; party planning [entertainment]; teaching; providing online music, not 
downloadable; organization of shows [impresario services]; arranging and conducting of concerts; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; production of radio and television programmes; film production, other than 
advertising films; production of music; providing online videos, not downloadable; songwriting; entertainer services; 
presentation of variety shows; entertainment information; presentation of live performances; karaoke services; disc 
jockey services; game services provided online from a computer network.
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Priority claimed from 18/09/2019; Application No. : 018125925 ;European Union 

4386170    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504623]
EDEL Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 7 72124 Pliezhausen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools, components for machine tools, milling heads, milling machines, milling cutters [machine tool], 
rotary milling cutters being machine parts or machines, milling tools.

Cl.8;Hand-operated milling cutters, tube reamers.

Cl.9;Electronic controllers.

Cl.37;Servicing, repair and maintenance of machines and machine parts.

Cl.42;Development and technical construction of machine tools and components thereof, in particular milling machines 
and millworking.
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4386222    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504874]
Nils Uwe Karstensen Nils Uwe
Knakkergaardsvej 29, Skyum DK-7752 Snedsted Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Water meters and apparatus for regulating heat and electricity.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generation, cooking, refrigeration, drying, ventilating, water supply, 
including water distribution installations, regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2019; Application No. : 018138662 ;European Union 

4386276    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504930]
Röder HTS Höcker GmbH
Hinter der Schlagmühle 1 63699 Kefenrod Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Transportable buildings of metal; metal containers for storage or transport.

Cl.19;Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; non-metallic pipes, for buildings; non-metallic transportable 
buildings; wooden flooring; floor panelling and heavy-duty floors for marquees.

Cl.22;Cordage; nets; tents; tarpaulins; awnings of plastic or textile; sails; sacks for the transport and storage of 
materials in bulk.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair, all of the aforesaid services relating to tents, tent furniture, flooring systems for 
large tents and toilet blocks; installation services and erection and disassembly of tents and tent furnishings, and of 
flooring systems for marquee tents and toilet blocks.

Cl.43;Providing of food and drink and temporary accommodation; rental of marquees, furniture for marquees, flooring 
systems for large marquees.
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4386288    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504953]
Hanan S. Mohammed
858 N. Franklin Street, Unite 302 Chicago IL 60610 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for computers and mobile devices, namely, software for calendaring events, 
sending electronic message alerts and reminders via the Internet, performing electronic business transactions via a 
global computer network, transmitting orders, sending and receiving electronic messages via the Internet, sending gifts 
to others, communication and collaboration between Internet users, and for sharing of data, images and files.

Cl.38;Providing multiple-user access to the Internet for purposes of accessing online software for calendaring events, 
sending electronic message alerts and reminders via the Internet, performing electronic business transactions via a 
global computer network, transmitting orders, sending and receiving electronic messages via the Internet, sending gifts 
to others, communication and collaboration between Internet users, and for sharing of data, images and files.

Cl.42;Providing on-line non-downloadable software for calendaring events, sending electronic message alerts and 
reminders via the Internet, performing electronic business transactions via a global computer network, transmitting 
orders, sending and receiving electronic messages via the Internet, sending gifts to others, communication and 
collaboration between Internet users, and for sharing of data, images and files.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2019; Application No. : 88550326 ;United States of America 

4386333    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505020]
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Inc.
450 Brookline Avenue Boston MA 02215 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Medical and scientific research services; providing information in the fields of medical and scientific research.

Cl.44;Providing information in the fields of treatment and care for cancer and autoimmune diseases and disorders; 
medical treatment services in the field of cancer and autoimmune diseases and disorders; hospital services.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 88409002 ;United States of America 

4386512    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504763]
Mirati Therapeutics, Inc.
9393 Towne Centre Drive, Suite 200 San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bladder cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of lung cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of renal cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for 
the treatment of renal cell carcinoma; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules; pharmaceuticals comprising small 
molecules for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of bladder cancer; 
pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of lung cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small 
molecules for the treatment of renal cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of renal cell 
carcinoma; pharmaceuticals comprising compounds; pharmaceuticals comprising compounds for the treatment of 
cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising inhibitors; pharmaceuticals comprising inhibitors for the treatment of cancer; 
pharmaceuticals for the treatment of solid tumors.

Cl.42;Research and development of pharmaceuticals in the field of oncology; providing information in the field of 
scientific and medical research related to oncology; research and development of pharmaceuticals; providing information 
in the field of scientific and medical research related to pharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 88408993 ;United States of America 

4386532    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504721]
Mirati Therapeutics, Inc.
9393 Towne Centre Drive, Suite 200 San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bladder cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of lung cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of renal cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for 
the treatment of renal cell carcinoma; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules; pharmaceuticals comprising small 
molecules for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of bladder cancer; 
pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of lung cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small 
molecules for the treatment of renal cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising small molecules for the treatment of renal cell 
carcinoma; pharmaceuticals comprising compounds; pharmaceuticals comprising compounds for the treatment of 
cancer; pharmaceuticals comprising inhibitors; pharmaceuticals comprising inhibitors for the treatment of cancer; 
pharmaceuticals for the treatment of solid tumors.

Cl.42;Research and development of pharmaceuticals in the field of oncology; providing information in the field of 
scientific and medical research related to oncology; research and development of pharmaceuticals; providing information 
in the field of scientific and medical research related to pharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2019; Application No. : 18061423 ;European Union 

4386606    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504745]
BYR International (Italy) S.r.l.
Via Beato Angelico 23/2 I-20133 Milan Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Hemp bands; cord; raw cotton; cotton tow; jute; kapok; linen (raw -) [flax]; ramie fibre; raffia; textile fibers; sisal; 
plastic fibers [fibres] for textile use; plastic fibers [fibres] for textile use; glass fibers [fibres] for textile use.

Cl.23;Yarn; cotton yarn; embroidery thread and yarn; worsted; true hemp thread and yarn; coir thread and yarn; spun 
cotton; sewing thread and yarn; spun thread and yarn; jute thread and yarn; worsted yarn; linen thread and yarn; rayon 
thread and yarn; spun silk; fiberglass thread for textile use; rubber thread for textile use; elastic thread and yarn for textile 
use; threads of plastic materials for textile use; chenille yarn; thread of metal for embroidery.

Cl.24;Fabric of imitation animal skins; upholstery fabrics; bath linen, except clothing; banners of textile or plastic; 
fabrics; brocades; textile material; textile material; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; hemp fabric; hemp cloth; hat 
linings, of textile, in the piece; lining fabric for footwear; fabric for footwear; cheviots [cloth]; velvet; fabrics made from 
cotton; quilts; bed covers; bed throws; mattress covers; travelling rugs [lap robes]; plaids; crepe [fabric]; damask; 
lingerie fabric; linings [textile]; bed sheets; shrouds; drugget; elastic woven material; curtain holders of textile material; 
traced cloths for embroidery; cloths for embroidery; flannel [fabric]; frieze [cloth]; gauze [cloth]; jersey [fabric]; jute 
fabric; woollen fabric; flax fabrics; bed linen; diapered linen; table linen, not of paper; linens; towels of textile; marabouts 
[cloth]; ticks [mattress covers]; textile napkins; moleskin [fabric]; handkerchiefs of textile; ramie fabric; rayon fabric; face 
towels [made of textile materials]; silk cloth; tulle; esparto fabric; taffeta [cloth]; knitted fabric; curtains; zephyr [cloth]; 
calico; tablemats of textile; non-woven textile fabrics; sleeping bag liners; labels of textile; fiberglass fabrics, for textile 
use; filtering materials of textile; printers' blankets of textile; chenille fabric; shams; place mats of textile; cushion covers; 
fabrics for textile use; furniture coverings of textile; diaper changing cloths for babies; sleeping bags for babies; baby 
buntings; sleeping bags; bed skirts; muslin; worsted fabrics.
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4386614    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504776]
PayPal, Inc.
2211 North First Street San Jose CA 95131 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for facilitating money transfer services, electronic funds transfer services, bill 
payment remittance services, electronic processing, transmission of payments and payment data and mobile device 
reload.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for facilitating the electronic transfer of money, 
electronic bill payments and payments for mobile device reload, bill payment remittances and electronic processing and 
transmission of bill payment data.
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4386641    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505119]
GALAXY POWER VENTURES LIMITED
Vistra Corporate Services Centre, Wickhams Cay II, Road Town Tortola VG1110

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes.

Cl.41;Publication of texts (other than publicity texts), namely publication of sport, competition and game instructions, 
educational materials; user instructions, education, providing of training; sporting and cultural activities, arranging and 
conducting of events in the fields of gaming, gaming competitions, recreation and entertainment; provision of the 
aforesaid services in electronic or computerised form; production and rental of television programmes, interactive 
entertainment, video recordings, television entertainment, radio entertainment; provision of interactive entertainment; 
videotaping; video-tape film production; provision of information relating to sports, accessible via a global computer 
network; lotteries or bookmaking services, namely conducting credit card-based prize games; information, consultancy 
and assistance with regard to the aforesaid services, included in this class; publication of articles relating to sports and 
other statistics, including odds.
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4390993    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505555]
LAR Process Analysers AG
Neuköllnische Allee 134 12057 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and parts therefor; measuring apparatus for 
process monitoring, in particular processing of liquids, and parts therefor.

Cl.42;Rental of apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and parts therefor, measuring 
apparatus for process monitoring, in particular processing of liquids, and parts therefor; engineering, in particular 
development and operation of apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and parts therefor, 
measuring apparatus for process monitoring, in particular processing of liquids, and parts therefor, and development of 
applications for the aforesaid apparatus, being engineering services; development of computer operating programs for 
apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and measuring apparatus for process monitoring, in 
particular processing of liquids.
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4391137    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505342]
GreenCycle Lizenz GmbH
Stiftsbergstraße 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Containers, and transportation and packaging articles, of metal; waste bins [skips] of metal for industrial use; 
refuse skips of metal; waste paper bins of metal for industrial use; packaging, wrapping and bundling articles, of metal; 
storage pallets of metal; straps of metal; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; bands of metal for tying-up purposes; 
structures and transportable buildings of metal; building and construction materials and elements of metal; metal pallets; 
non-electric cables and wires of common metal; common metals and their alloys; small items of metal hardware; vaults 
and safes.

Cl.7;Machine tools; motors, other than for land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components (except for 
land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated hand tools; bailing machines; waste management and 
recycling machines; waste and trash separator machines; filtering machines, separators and centrifuges; machines for 
separating recyclable materials; incubators for eggs; vending machines.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements [hand-operated]; cutting, drilling, grinding, sharpening and surface treatment hand 
tools; scrapers; cutlery; razors; side arms, other than firearms.

Cl.9;Sound transmitting apparatus; apparatus for the transmission of images; apparatus for the reproduction of images; 
sound reproduction apparatus; apparatus for recording images; sound recording apparatus; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; cash registers; calculators; computers; data processing equipment; fire extinguishers; peripherals 
adapted for use with computers; diving suits; divers' masks; gloves for divers; breathing apparatus for underwater 
swimming; recorded content; databases; media content; data storage devices; USB flash drives; downloadable electronic 
maps; printed cards [magnetic]; electronic card readers; audio visual recordings; display devices, television receivers 
and film and video devices; electronic publications, downloadable; e-books; downloadable educational media; instruction 
manuals in electronic format; training manuals in the form of a computer program; information technology and audio-
visual, multimedia and photographic devices; communications equipment; computer networking and data 
communications equipment; laptop computers; tablet computers; smartphones; smart card readers; digital tablets; file 
servers; palmtop computers; internet servers; intranet servers; car navigation computers; computer systems; data 
communications apparatus; video streaming devices; local area networks; mobile data apparatus; mobile data 
communications apparatus; network boards; point-to-point communications equipment; replicating apparatus; 
photocopiers; printers; image scanners; 3D scanners; rapid scan cameras; data processing equipment and accessories 
(electrical and mechanical); ticket dispensers; payment terminals, money dispensing and sorting devices; hardware for 
processing electronic payments to and from others; secure terminals for electronic transactions; point of sale [pos] 
systems; stands adapted for tablet computers; interactive terminals; data protection backup units; audio/visual and 
photographic devices; audio devices and radio receivers; image capturing and developing devices; displays for vehicles; 
cameras for vehicles; software; web server software; mobile software; enterprise software; industrial software; business 
intelligence software; business performance management [BPM] software; business process management [BPM] 
software; authentication software; accounting software; computer communication software to allow customers to access 
bank account information and transact bank business; data processing programs; intelligent gateways for real-time data 
analysis; mobile apps; photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical 
apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; measuring 
apparatus and instruments; checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; signalling apparatus and instruments; 
life-saving apparatus and instruments; scientific apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; charging stations for electric vehicles; apparatus and instruments 
for accumulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for 
transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for conducting 
electricity; photovoltaic apparatus for generating electricity; electrical and electronic components; optical devices, 
enhancers and correctors; optical enhancers; lasers; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; 
apparatus and instruments for geolocation; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; 
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sensors and detectors; testing and quality control devices; measuring, counting, alignment and calibrating instruments; 
data loggers and recorders; weight measuring instruments; distance and dimension measuring instruments; speed 
measuring instruments; temperature measuring instruments; time measuring instruments (not including clocks and 
watches); electricity measuring instruments; controllers (regulators); contents gauges; level meters; level indicators; 
level sensors; filling level detectors; measuring sensors; infrared scanners; laser detectors; load indicators; diagnostic 
apparatus, not for medical purposes; instrumentation simulators; coin-operated mechanisms; protective and safety 
equipment; signalling apparatus; alarms and warning equipment; electrical access control apparatus.

Cl.12;Vehicles; parts and fittings for vehicles; powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; gas 
engines for land vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by water; apparatus for locomotion by air; apparatus for locomotion 
by land.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; copying paper [stationery]; cardboard containers; packaging materials made of cardboard; 
bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; garbage bags of paper or of 
plastics; plastic film for packaging; printed matter; posters; banners of paper; display banners made of cardboard; 
teaching materials [except apparatus]; books; booklets; manuals for instructional purposes; pamphlets; professional 
magazines; leaflets; flyers; journals; catalogues; instruction sheets; stamps [seals]; cards; christmas cards; printed 
patterns; name cards; clips for name badge holders [office requisites]; bookbinding material; photographs [printed]; 
printing blocks; stationery; ball pens; photo albums and collectors' albums; autograph books; gums [adhesives] for 
stationery or household purposes; plastic materials for packaging; recycled bond paper; artists' materials; paintbrushes.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; fur; trunks and suitcases; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; gym bags; 
umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; saddlery; whips; harnesses; collars for animals; covers for animals.

Cl.20;Containers, and closures and holders therefor, non-metallic; crates and pallets, non-metallic; mobile pallets made 
of non-metallic materials; mirrors (silvered glass); picture frames; furniture; bench tables; benches [furniture]; tables; 
table tops; seating furniture; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; meerschaum; shells; yellow amber; animal 
bone [unworked or partly worked material]; horn, unworked or semi-worked; whalebone, unworked or semi-worked; ivory, 
unworked or semi-worked; mother-of-pearl, unworked or semi-worked.

Cl.21;Containers for household or kitchen use; household or kitchen utensils; cookware and tableware, except forks, 
knives and spoons; dusters; eyeglass cleaning cloths; cup holders; cups and mugs; coasters (tableware); combs; 
sponges; brushes; material for brush-making; cleaning articles; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; 
earthenware.

Cl.22;Bags and sacks for packaging, storage and transport; textile bags for merchandise packaging [envelopes, 
pouches]; sacks for transporting waste; ropes and strings; nets; tarpaulins, awnings, tents, and unfitted coverings; sails; 
sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding and stuffing materials (except of paper, cardboard, 
rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; linens; curtain fabric; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; leisurewear; neckwear; loungewear; shirts; trousers; jackets [clothing]; short trousers; short-sleeve 
shirts; long jackets; underwear; nighties; outerclothing; combinations [clothing]; neck scarves [mufflers]; skirts; shorts; 
gym suits; tee-shirts; sweat shorts; hosiery; stockings; uniforms; footwear; work shoes; slippers; leather shoes; canvas 
shoes; inner socks for footwear; boots; shoe soles; footwear for men and women; headgear; hats; hoods [clothing]; head 
scarves; caps [headwear].

Cl.26;Lace; embroidery; ribbons; braids; buttons; needles; hooks and eyes; pins; accessories for apparel, sewing 
articles and decorative textile articles; ornamental novelty badges [buttons]; ribbons of textile materials; charms, other 
than for jewellery, key rings or key chains.

Cl.28;Toys, games, playthings and novelties; skill and action games; action toys; tables for table tennis; video game 
apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; sporting articles and equipment; decorations for Christmas trees.

Cl.31;Raw and unprocessed grains; raw and unprocessed seeds; fresh fruits, nuts, vegetables and herbs; natural 
plants; flowers; onions; seedlings; animal foodstuffs; beverages for pets; bird food; live animals; malt.

Cl.32;Beer; soft drinks; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic 
beverages; fruit drinks; juices; fruit juice concentrates; syrups for making non-alcoholic beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beer); preparations for making alcoholic beverages; spirits and liquors; brandy; 
aperitifs.

Cl.35;Business analysis, research and information services; business assistance, management and administrative 
services; cost price analysis regarding waste disposal, removal, handling and recycling; consultancy services relating to 
the procurement of goods and services; goods or services price quotations; providing consumer information relating to 
goods and services; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; business 
administration; clerical services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising, marketing and 
promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; marketing studies; market analysis; collection and 
systematization of business data; business consultancy and advisory services; professional business consultancy; 
auctioneering services; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; business 
management of wholesale and retail outlets; public relations services; product demonstrations and product display 
services; trade show and commercial exhibition services; loyalty, incentive and bonus program services; retail services in 
relation to disposable paper products; retail services in relation to clothing; retail services in relation to furniture; retail 
services connected with stationery; retail services relating to food; retail store services in the field of clothing; retail 
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services in relation to computer hardware; retail services in relation to computer software; retail services in relation to 
cleaning articles; retail services in relation to sporting equipment; retail services in relation to fabrics; retail services in 
relation to headgear; retail services in relation to foodstuffs; retail services in relation to printed matter; retail services in 
relation to footwear; retail services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to sporting articles; retail services in 
relation to construction equipment; retail services in relation to building materials; retail services in relation to clothing 
accessories; retail services in relation to gardening products; retail services in relation to wearable computers; retail 
services relating to horticultural equipment; retail services in relation to horticulture products; retail services in relation to 
recorded content; retail services in relation to information technology equipment; wholesale services in relation to 
disposable paper products; wholesale services in relation to clothing; business management of wholesale outlets; 
wholesale services in relation to furniture; wholesale services in relation to stationery supplies; wholesale services in 
relation to foodstuffs; wholesale services in relation to computer hardware; wholesale services in relation to computer 
software; wholesale services in relation to cleaning articles; wholesale services in relation to sporting equipment; 
wholesale services in relation to fabrics; wholesale services in relation to headgear; wholesale services in relation to 
printed matter; wholesale services in relation to footwear; wholesale services in relation to bags; wholesale services in 
relation to sporting articles; wholesale services in relation to construction equipment; wholesale services in relation to 
horticulture equipment; wholesale services in relation to horticulture products; wholesale services in relation to 
information technology equipment; compilation of environmental information.

Cl.37;Trash collection [refuse clean-up]; repair of transport containers; repair information; repair of ironmongery; 
maintenance and repair of storage tanks; repair of industrial waste treatment machines; repair of machines for treating 
organic waste; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of loading-
unloading machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of containers, and transportation and packaging articles, of 
metal; repair and maintenance of waste bins [skips] of metal for industrial use; repair and maintenance of refuse skips of 
metal; repair and maintenance of waste paper bins of metal for industrial use; repair and maintenance of storage pallets 
of metal; repair and maintenance of structures and transportable buildings of metal; repair and maintenance of metal 
pallets; repair and maintenance of containers, and closures and holders therefor, non-metallic; repair and maintenance of 
crates and pallets, non-metallic; repair and maintenance of mobile pallets made of non-metallic materials; construction 
services; building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
extraction of natural resources; extermination, disinfection and pest control; furniture maintenance and repair; lift and 
elevator installation, maintenance and repair; cleaning and care of fabric, textile, leather, fur and goods made thereof; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; waste removal 
[cleaning]; repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus; installation of solar powered systems; 
maintenance and repair of solar power installations; installation of wind power systems; repair services for electric 
generators and wind turbines; electric appliance installation and repair; repair of electrical equipment and 
electrotechnical installations; repair of biogas plants and machines.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; storage of goods; storage of waste; transportation of waste; waste 
disposal [transporation]; Removal of waste (transportation); rental of waste storage containers; collection of commercial 
waste; collection and transport of electronic scrap; tracking and tracing of shipments; paper and cardboard collection for 
recycling; information services relating to methods of transport; consultancy services relating to transportation; services 
for the arranging of transportation; dumping [transportation] of waste; transport and storage of waste; bulk storage; 
transportation and storage; hire of pallet cages; providing information relating to warehousing services; providing 
information relating to the rental of warehouse space; transportation information; storage information; navigation 
services; transportation and delivery of goods; rental of means of transportation; rescue, towing and salvage services; 
filling of machines and containers; loading and unloading of vehicles; rental of recycling containers; refuse collection 
services; collection of containers for waste materials; vehicle parking and storage; arranging of transportation for travel 
tours.

Cl.40;Recycling and waste treatment; treatment and recycling of packaging; textile, leather and fur treatment; 
consultancy relating to the recycling of waste and trash; providing information relating to the recycling of waste; waste 
management services [recycling]; information, advice and consultancy services relating to the recycling of waste and 
trash; recycling services; sorting of waste and recyclable material; recycling of waste and trash; destruction of waste and 
trash; incineration of waste and trash; consultancy relating to the incineration of waste and trash; consultancy relating to 
the destruction of waste and trash; sorting of waste and recyclable material [transformation]; treatment of waste; 
treatment [reclamation] of material from waste; waste treatment [transformation]; treatment [recycling] of waste; recycling 
of valuable materials; air and water conditioning and purification; food and beverage treatment; energy production; 
printing, and photographic and cinematographic development; duplication of audio and video recordings; treatment of 
waste materials in the field of environmental pollution control; treatment of waste materials; treatment [reclamation] of 
industrial waste; providing information relating to the rental of waste crushing machines and apparatus; providing 
information relating to the rental of waste compacting machines and apparatus; recycling of plastics; recycling of paper; 
reclamation of material from waste; rental of waste compacting machines and apparatus; destruction of trash; recycling 
of clothing.

Cl.41;Teaching; academic mentoring of school age children; training; development of educational courses and 
examinations; consultancy services relating to the development of training courses; provision of training courses; 
exercise instruction; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; coaching services for sporting activities; 
provision of educational entertainment services for children in after school centers; cultural services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; industrial analysis and research services; technological research; scientific 
services and design relating thereto; technological services and design relating thereto; scientific research; industrial 
analysis services; industrial research; software design and development; design and development of computer hardware; 
research relating to waste analysis; design of equipment for the transportation of waste; environmental monitoring of 
waste treatment areas; design and development of regenerative energy generation systems; technological consultancy; 
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design and development of engineering products; development of industrial machinery; engineering services in the field 
of environmental technology; engineering services in the field of building technology; engineering services relating to 
robotics; design of storage systems; programming of software for inventory management; energy auditing; providing 
technical advice relating to energy-saving measures; engineering services in the field of energy technology; research in 
the field of energy; designing of packaging and wrapping materials; provision of information, advice and consultancy in 
relation to carbon offsetting; research in the field of environmental protection; environmental testing and inspection 
services; technical consultancy in the field of environmental science; design services relating to plant for the 
biotechnology industry; research in the field of ecology; biological development services; IT programming services; 
hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; natural science services.

Cl.44;Medical services; animal healthcare services; human hygiene and beauty care; hygienic and beauty care for 
animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; farming (crops); tree planting for carbon offsetting purposes; 
providing online information about agriculture, horticulture, and forestry services; advisory and consultancy services 
relating to the use of non-chemical treatments for sustainable agriculture and horticulture.
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4391152    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505344]
ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI S.p.A.
Piazza Duca degli Abruzzi 2 I-34132 Trieste (TS) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; stationery; greeting cards; envelopes [stationery]; pads 
[stationery]; calendars; books; pencils; pamphlets; pens [office requisites]; pencil holders; pencil lead holders; 
penholders; pen cases; writing or drawing books; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastic, for packaging; conical 
paper bags; table napkins of paper; gift wrap paper; diaries; personal organizers.

Cl.18;Umbrella rings; purses; umbrella sticks; school satchels; card cases [notecases]; leatherboard; leather laces; 
sling bags for carrying infants; umbrella covers; rucksacks; walking stick handles; moleskin [imitation of leather]; 
handbag frames; parasols; umbrella handles; pocket wallets; wheeled shopping bags; shopping bags; attaché cases; 
handbags; travelling bags; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; briefcases; travelling sets [leatherware]; 
suitcases; boxes of leather or leatherboard; chain mesh purses; cases of leather or leatherboard; vanity cases, not fitted; 
bags for sports; slings for carrying infants; pouch baby carriers; bags; credit card cases [wallets]; business card cases; 
randsels [Japanese school satchels]; luggage tags; labels of leather; suitcases with wheels; reins for guiding children.

Cl.25;Clothing for gymnastics except for shorts and trousers; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; hats; stuff jackets [clothing]; 
tee-shirts; gloves [clothing]; neckties; sweat shirts.

Cl.35;Administration of employee welfare benefit plans; personnel management and employment consultancy; 
providing information relating to employment recruitment; employment recruiting consultation; providing employment 
information; matching skilled volunteers with non-profit organizations; developing and coordinating volunteer projects for 
charitable organizations.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; rental of apartments; rental of farms; real estate 
management; apartment house management; financial management; financial analysis; providing rebates at participating 
establishments of others through use of a membership card; brokerage; securities brokerage; insurance consultancy; 
financial consultancy; mutual funds; deposits of valuables; safe deposit services; issuance of travelers' checks; issuance 
of tokens of value; issuance of credit cards; issuance of travellers' cheques; factoring; financing of loans against 
security; investment of funds; providing funding for non-profit entities; surety services; financial management of 
reimbursement payments for others; financial information; providing financial information via a web site; insurance 
information; stocks and bonds brokerage; brokerage of carbon credits; capital investment; lease-purchase financing; 
rental of real estate; rental of offices (real estate); insurance brokerage; real estate brokerage; online banking; exchanging 
money; clearing, financial; organization of collections; instalment loans; loans (financing); lending against security; 
pawnbrokerage; arranging finance for construction projects; stock exchange quotations; rent collection; actuarial 
services; banking; credit bureau services; accommodation bureau services (apartments); debt collection agency 
services; real estate agency services; savings bank services; bail bonding; debt advisory services; financing services; 
provident fund services; business liquidation services, financial; stock brokerage services; retirement payment services; 
mortgage banking; fiscal valuation; trusteeship; financial customs brokerage services; insurance underwriting; fire 
insurance underwriting; accident insurance underwriting; health insurance underwriting; marine insurance underwriting; 
life insurance underwriting; financial sponsorship; financial evaluation of standing timber; real estate appraisal; stamp 
appraisal; jewellery appraisal; art appraisal; antique appraisal; numismatic appraisal; financial evaluation (insurance, 
banking, real estate); repair costs evaluation (financial appraisal); financial evaluation of wool; electronic funds transfer; 
processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; financial valuation of wool; check verification; 
charitable fund raising; collection of monetary donations for charitable purposes; providing information relating to 
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charitable fundraising; investment of funds for charitable purposes; organization of charitable collections; charitable fund 
raising in view of disaster precautions and prevention; charitable fundraising by means of entertainment events; 
charitable fundraising services for underprivileged children; charitable fundraising through the sale of charity stamps; 
providing fundraising activities to support medical research and procedures for those in need; provision of charitable 
fundraising services in relation to carbon offsetting; fund raising services via crowdfunding website; benevolent fund 
services; charitable services, namely financial services; providing monetary grants to charities; collection of charitable 
donations and charitable fund raising, for others; charitable fundraising services to support medical research; providing 
financial assistance to social, charitable and religious organizations; charitable fundraising services for sending children 
and young adults with disabilities to a summer camp; charitable fund raising services to promote awareness of tree and 
environmental conservation.

Cl.41;Academies (education); coaching (training); music composition services; conducting guided tours; teaching; 
religious education; practical training (demonstration); providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing on-line 
videos, not downloadable; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; education information; recreation 
information; gymnastic instruction; boarding school education; correspondence courses; sign language interpretation; 
educational services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; providing sports facilities; microfilming; 
organization of balls; organization of sports competitions; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of lotteries; organization of fashion shows 
for entertainment purposes; organization of shows (impresario services); arranging and conducting of in person 
educational forums; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and 
conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging 
and conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops (training); vocational guidance (education or 
training advice); party planning (entertainment); booking of seats for shows; film production, other than advertising films; 
production of music; production of shows; cinema presentations; publication of books; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; electronic desktop publishing; presentation of live 
performances; presentation of circus performances; presentation of variety shows; theatre productions; scriptwriting, 
other than for advertising purposes; writing of texts; videotaping; photographic reporting; vocational retraining; 
screenplay writing; nursery schools; lending library services; mobile library services; holiday camp services 
(entertainment); sport camp services; health club services (health and fitness training); club services (entertainment or 
education); songwriting; entertainment services; physical education; providing recreation facilities; photography; 
language interpreter services; karaoke services; providing museum facilities (presentation, exhibitions); orchestra 
services; amusement park services; personal trainer services (fitness training); services of schools (education); tutoring; 
organization of cultural events for charitable purposes; organization of music concerts for charitable purposes; 
organization of sporting events for charitable purposes.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2019; Application No. : 736735 ;Switzerland 

4391174    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506075]
Schmid Rhyner AG
Soodring 29 CH-8134 Adliswil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for industrial, scientific and photographic use, in particular chemicals for use in manufacturing of 
graphical products, packaging and food packaging; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, agents for 
hardening and soldering of metals; adhesives for industrial use, particularly adhesive film; biological products for 
industrial and scientific use; catalysts for chemical and biochemical processes.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers, particularly primers; anti-rust agents, wood preservatives; coating materials, especially 
paints and varnishes; colorants, dyes; dyes for painters, decorators, printers and artists; inks for printing, marking and 
engraving; foils of metal and metals in powder form for painting, decorating and printing as well as for artistic work.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 18032478 ;European Union 

4391205    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505671]
BREDAQUARANTA S.r.l.
Via E. Breda, 40, Sesto San Giovanni I-20099 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes.

Cl.20;Furniture and parts therefor, mirrors, picture frames, mattresses, beds, bed bases, pillows, armchairs, divans, 
seats, tables, wardrobes, tea trolleys, statues, statuettes, works of art, ornaments and decorations, baskets, furniture and 
non-metallic furniture fittings, containers, and closures and holders therefor, point of purchase displays [furniture], 
display stands and signboards, unprocessed and semi-processed materials, included in this class, not being intended for 
a specific use, of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum, and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; furniture; mobile stools [furniture]; mobile storage 
racks [furniture]; furniture units; pedestal storage units [furniture]; mobile bar units [furniture]; upholstered furniture; 
benches [furniture]; integrated furniture; sales counters [furniture]; furniture of metal; writing desks; filing cabinets; index 
cabinets; showcases; display racks; credenzas [furniture]; cupboards; bedside cabinets; bedside cabinets; bedside 
cabinets; bathroom vanities; bathroom vanity units incorporating basins being furniture; bathroom vanity units 
incorporating basins; vitrines; display stands for shop windows; corner units [furniture]; divans; divan beds; extendible 
sofas; divan bases; divans incorporating storage space; armchairs; bed chairs; reclining armchairs; office armchairs; 
hairdressers' chairs; hairdressers' chairs; lounge chairs for cosmetic treatments; air bed lounger; low armless fireside 
chairs; seats; sideboards; tea carts; console tables; paper racks; library shelves; shelf brackets (non-metallic -); chests, 
not of metal; chests, not of metal; bookcases; dining room tables; dining room tables; coffee tables; trolleys for 
computers [furniture]; coffee tables; table leaves; bedside tables; trestles for use as table supports; dressers; beds; 
mirrors [furniture]; picture frames; wooden picture mouldings; picture and photograph frames, mattresses; mattress 
cushions; mattress toppers; mattresses [other than child birth mattresses]; mattress bases.

Cl.24;Comforters; bed skirts; bed pads; bed canopies; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of beds; textile piece 
goods for making bedding covers; mattress covers; pillowcases; pillowcases; sofa blankets; woven fabrics for armchairs; 
fabrics for use in covering armchairs; chair covers; chair backs [textile articles]; fabrics for use in the manufacture of 
exterior coverings for chairs; coverings for furniture; coverings for furniture; woven fabrics for furniture.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (not of 
textile).

Cl.35;Online ordering services; computerized on-line ordering services; publication of publicity materials on-line; 
online business networking services; provision of online price comparison services; on-line advertising and marketing 
services; online sale and retailing in relation to furnishings, lamps and bathroom accessories therefor, beds and fabrics; 
advertising; business management; administration of the business affairs of franchises; office functions; wholesale 
services in relation to furniture; retail services in relation to furniture; retail services connected with the sale of furniture; 
retail services in relation to fabrics; wholesale services in relation to fabrics.

Cl.37;Maintenance, installation and repair services.

Cl.42;Technical research; conducting technical project studies; design services for furniture; interior decoration 
consultation; design services relating to interior decorating for homes; product design; interior design; shop interior 
design; design services for furniture; design services for furniture; research, planning and design of display stands 
(furniture); scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto.
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Priority claimed from 29/07/2019; Application No. : 01399840 ;Benelux 

4391209    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506053]
Signify Holding B.V.
High Tech Campus 48 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Finance services; arranging of financing; facilitating financing [financing services]; financing of investments; 
financing of purchases; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Legal services; intellectual property services; licensing of intellectual property.
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Priority claimed from 29/04/2019; Application No. : 88407323 ;United States of America 

4391222    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506283]
Summersalt, Inc.
911 Washington Avenue, Ste 215 St. Louis MO 63101 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4186226, 4202599

IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Traveling bags.

Cl.25;Bodysuits; bras; dresses; jackets; jumpsuits; leggings; loungewear; nightwear; pajamas; pants; scarfs; shirts; 
shorts; skirts; sleepwear; sweaters; swimwear; t-shirts; tank tops; tops as clothing; undergarments; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : UK00003431899 ;United Kingdom 

4391224    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505590]
Cantab Research Ltd.
Speechmatics, Unit C Brookmount Court, Kirkwood Road Cambridge CB4 2QH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and programmes; computer software for voice, speech and facial recognition services; 
computer software for voice, speech and facial recognition services, namely, processing, analysis, and conversion of 
audio or video data files into text; natural language processing software; natural language understanding software; 
software embedded in electronic apparatus and instruments; voice, speech and facial recognition software embedded in 
electronic apparatus and instruments; computer software for voice, speech and facial recognition within transcription 
services and language assessment; applications using voice, speech and facial recognition technology; computer 
software for speaker identification and recognition; voice control software; computer software for language translation; 
computer software to enhance the audio capabilities of multimedia applications; electronic word processors; word 
processing apparatus; data processing software; speech recognisers; speech processors; audio and audio-visual 
recordings; digital recording media; audio-visual teaching apparatus; podcasts; vodcasts (video podcasts); voice, speech 
and facial recognition apparatus; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable teaching, instructional and 
educational material; electronic databases.

Cl.35;Business advice and assistance; business research and analysis; computerised word processing; word 
processing services; transcription services; compilation of data into computer databases and data processing services; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; including all of the aforesaid services 
provided on-line from a computer database and/or intranets and/or extranets and/or the Internet.

Cl.41;Educational, instruction and training services; translation and interpretation services; language translation; audio 
transcription services; production of audio/visual presentations; publication in both electronic and paper format of 
instruction and training materials; provision of non-downloadable electronic publications; arranging and conducting of 
seminars and workshops; publication of printed matter; production of videos; providing on-line videos, not 
downloadable; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; including all of the aforesaid 
services provided on-line from a computer database and/or intranets and/or extranets and/or the Internet.

Cl.42;Software as a service; providing on-line non-downloadable software for voice, speech and facial recognition 
services; providing on-line non-downloadable software for language translation; providing on-line non-downloadable 
natural language processing software; providing on-line non-downloadable natural language understanding software; 
providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for speaker identification and recognition; providing on-line non-
downloadable voice control software; computer software design; development of and updating of computer software; 
computer programming; computer design and development; installation of computer software; computer systems design 
and development; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; electronic data storage; 
installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; computer software technical support services; research and 
development services; research relating to the development of computer programs and software; research and 
development of new products; design and testing of new products; preparation of reports relating to computers and 
software; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; including all of the aforesaid 
services provided on-line from a computer database and/or intranets and/or extranets and/or the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 25/07/2019; Application No. : 88537681 ;United States of America 

4391628    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505748]
GM CRUISE HOLDINGS LLC
1201 Bryant Street San Francisco CA 94103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for the autonomous driving of motor vehicles; computer software for autonomous vehicle 
navigation, steering, calibration, and management; computer software for providing and managing transportation 
services, namely, software for scheduling and dispatching autonomous vehicles to passengers; computer software for 
management of transportation rideshare and ride hailing services; computer software for providing and managing 
delivery services; computer software for providing and managing delivery of consumer goods, food, and groceries; 
downloadable mobile applications for scheduling and booking transportation and delivery services; downloadable mobile 
applications for scheduling and booking delivery of consumer goods, food, and groceries; computer software for 
visualization, manipulation, and integration of digital graphics and images; computer software for artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, and deep learning; computer software for vehicle fleet management and operations; computer software 
for use in operating and calibrating LiDAR; downloadable open source software for use in data management; LiDAR 
apparatus; laser object detectors for use on vehicles; laser device for sensing distance to objects; laser measuring 
systems; lasers for measuring purposes; vehicle sensors in the nature of sensors for measuring the presence of objects 
in the environment and the speed, trajectory, and heading of objects; sensors for determining position, velocity, direction, 
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and acceleration of land vehicles; navigation apparatus for vehicles; navigational instruments for vehicles; vehicle 
detection equipment in the nature of monitoring devices for vehicles, namely, global positioning system (GPS) receivers 
and devices for monitoring vehicle functions, the presence of objects in the environment, and the speed, trajectory, and 
heading of objects.

Cl.12;Autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles and structural parts thereof.

Cl.35;Business data analysis; business data analysis services in the field of transportation, energy, utilities and 
insurance; compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other sources of information for business purposes; business 
analysis and business strategic planning services in the technology industry; statistical analysis and reporting services 
for business purposes; providing business intelligence services; business advisory and consulting services relating to 
data analytics; fleet management services in the nature of tracking, locating, and monitoring of fleet vehicles for 
commercial purposes.

Cl.39;Providing transportation, ride sharing, ride hailing, and delivery services by autonomous vehicles; providing data 
for use in the fields of transportation, energy, and utilities; transportation services and bookings for transportation 
services, transportation by autonomous vehicles; transportation of passengers by autonomous vehicles; delivery of 
goods; delivery of goods by autonomous vehicles; food, grocery, and package delivery services; supply chain logistics 
and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation, and delivery of goods for others; car rental.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable software for the autonomous driving of motor vehicles; providing online non-
downloadable software for autonomous vehicle navigation, steering, calibration, and management; providing online non-
downloadable software for providing and managing transportation services, namely, software for scheduling and 
dispatching autonomous vehicles to passengers; providing online non-downloadable software for management of 
transportation rideshare and ride hailing services; providing online non-downloadable software for providing and 
managing delivery services; providing online non-downloadable software for providing and managing delivery of 
consumer goods, food, and groceries; providing online non-downloadable software for visualization, manipulation, and 
integration of digital graphics and images; providing online non-downloadable software for artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, and deep learning; providing online non-downloadable software for vehicle fleet management and operations; 
providing online non-downloadable software for use in operating and calibrating LiDAR; providing online non-
downloadable software used for data analytics in the fields of transportation, energy, utilities and insurance; providing 
online non-downloadable software used for data analytics in the field of transportation fleet management; providing 
online non-downloadable open source software for use in data management; land and road surveying; surveying data 
collection and analysis in connection therewith; mapping services; research and development into autonomous vehicles.
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4391638    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505783]
Roeckl Handschuhe & Accessoires GmbH & Co. KG
Isartalstr. 49 80469 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4208220

IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics and beauty care preparations; hair lotions.

Cl.9;Sunglasses; optical glasses; spectacle cases; spectacle frames; safety gloves for protection against accident or 
injury; protective work gloves; covers and cases for smartphones, touchscreens and tablet computers.

Cl.14;Jewellery; gemstones; semi-precious stones; clocks; time instruments.

Cl.18;Bags; handbags; leather and imitations of leather and goods made of them, namely bags, handbags, travel bags, 
suitcases, travel cases; furniture coverings of leather; small leather goods, namely, purses, wallets; cases, namely for 
cards, credit cards, driving licenses, ties, keys; cosmetic purses; pouches; packaging bags of leather, pouches, of 
leather, for packaging; briefcases; shopping bags; covers for luggage; umbrellas; cases of leather; animal skins; fur; 
luggage; carrying bags; rucksacks; trunks and suitcases; straps, shoulder straps and cords for handbags, rucksacks and 
luggage; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips; harnesses; collars, leads and covers for animals.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage and transport; goods of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebones, tortoiseshell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and their substitutes or 
of plastics, namely boxes, identification bracelets, trays, statues, figurines, works of art, ornaments, decorations, included 
in this class, packaging containers of plastic material, non-metal closures for containers, furniture fittings, not of metal, 
boxes, of wood or plastic, baskets, not of metal; wickerwork.

Cl.24;Cloths, insofar as included in this class; woven fabrics and textile goods, insofar as they are included in class 24; 
bed linen; bed blankets; table linen; table cloths of textile; blankets, insofar as included in class 24; pillow covers.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; gloves (not being sportswear), in particular all kinds of gloves made of leather, 
gloves made of textile cloth, gloves made of fur, gloves made of cotton, gloves made of satin, gloves made of lace, gloves 
made of silk, gloves made of natural fibres, gloves made of artificial fibres; gloves, suitable for operating electronic 
devices with touch screen technology; headgear made from fur; muffs [clothing]; collars [clothing], in particular fur 
collars; scarves; stoles; shawls; scarfs; pocket squares; scarves made from textile materials; sashes; mantillas; ponchos; 
pareos; swimwear and beachwear; belts [clothing].

Cl.26;Lace; embroidery; ribbons; laces; buttons; hooks and eyes; needles; artificial flowers; buckles [clothing 
accessories]; belt clasps.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services also via the internet, retail services via teleshopping and mail order selling, each 
concerning soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics and beauty care preparations, hair lotions, sunglasses, optical 
glasses, spectacle cases, spectacle frames, safety gloves for protection against accident or injury, protective work 
gloves, covers and cases for smart phones, touchscreens and tablet computers, jewellery, gemstones, semi-precious 
stones, clocks, time instruments, bags, handbags, leather and imitations of leather and goods made of them, namely 
bags, handbags, travel bags, suitcases, travel cases, furniture coverings of leather, small leather goods, namely, purses, 
wallets, cases, namely for cards, credit cards, driving licenses, ties, keys, cosmetic purses, pouches, packaging bags of 
leather, pouches, of leather, briefcases, shopping bags, covers for luggage, umbrellas and/or cases of leather, animal 
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skins, fur, luggage, carrying bags, rucksacks, trunks and suitcases, straps, shoulder straps and cords for handbags, 
rucksacks and luggage, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harnesses, furs, collars, leads and covers for 
animals, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, containers, not of metal, for storage and transport, goods of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebones, tortoiseshell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and their substitutes or 
of plastics, namely boxes, identification bracelets, trays, statues, figurines, works of art, ornaments, decorations, 
packaging containers of plastic material, non-metal closures for containers, furniture fittings, not of metal, boxes, of wood 
or plastic, baskets, not of metal, wickerwork, cloths, woven fabrics and textile goods, bed linen, bed blankets, table linen, 
table cloths of textile, blankets, pillow covers, clothing, footwear, headgear, gloves (not being sportswear), in particular all 
kinds of gloves made of leather, gloves made of textile cloth, gloves made of fur, gloves made of cotton, gloves made of 
satin, gloves made of lace, gloves made of silk, gloves made of natural fibres, gloves made of artificial fibres, gloves 
suitable for operating electronic devices with touch screen technology, headgear made from fur, muffs [clothing], collars 
[clothing], in particular fur collars, scarves, stoles, shawls, scarfs, pocket squares, scarves made from textile materials, 
sashes, mantillas, ponchos, pareos, swimwear and beachwear, belts [clothing], lace, embroidery, ribbons, laces, buttons, 
hooks and eyes, needles, artificial flowers, buckles [clothing accessories], belt clasps.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 009 456 ;Germany 

4391640    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506309]
PROFIBUS Nutzerorganisation e.V.
Haid-und-Neu-Straße 7 76131 Karlsruhe Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrotechnical and electric apparatus, equipment and instruments [including in this class], namely measuring, 
signaling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments, as well as apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electric signaling, measuring, counting, 
recording, monitoring, regulating and switching devices; parts of the aforementioned appliances, devices and 
instruments; electric data processing equipment, in particular apparatus for the input, transmission, storage, and output 
of data; parts of the aforementioned appliances, devices and instruments; data processing programs [as included in this 
class].

Cl.16;Printed matter in the field of information and data technology.

Cl.42;Development, design and rental of data processing systems, as well as programs for data processing systems.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2019; Application No. : 302019000074930 ;Italy 

4391651    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506270]
Giorgio Collection Società Unipersonale S.r.l.
Via Einstein 6 I-20831 Seregno (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Chandeliers; electric lights.

Cl.20;Furniture; wardrobes; armchairs; reclining armchairs; seats; standing desks; dining room tables; beds; chests of 
drawers; bedside cabinets; benches; bookcases; screens, furniture; mirrors, silvered glass; picture frames; shelving 
units.
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Priority claimed from 14/05/2019; Application No. : 018064748 ;European Union 

4391658    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506267]
Michael Prager Michael
Aaraustraße 11 72762 Reutlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Body cleaning and beauty care preparations, in particular make-up, skin, eye and nail care preparations; facial 
cleanser; skin cleanser; facial peel preparations for cosmetic use; cosmetic oils; serums for cosmetic purposes; 
moisturizers; make-up primers.

Cl.44;Cosmetic medicine; injectable treatments; advanced skincare; advanced facial therapy; medi facial; cosmetic 
dermatology; face and body treatments; body contouring; beauty therapy treatments; advice relating to cosmetics; advice 
relating to hair care; advice relating to nutrition; advisory services relating to beauty; advisory services relating to beauty 
care; advisory services relating to beauty treatment; advisory services relating to cosmetics; advisory services relating to 
health; advisory services relating to medical problems; advisory services relating to medical services; advisory services 
relating to nutrition; advisory services relating to pharmaceuticals; advisory services relating to slimming; advisory 
services relating to weight control; alternative medicine services; application of cosmetic products to the body; 
application of cosmetic products to the face; aromatherapy services; arranging of medical treatment; ayurveda therapy; 
beautician services; beauticians (services of -); beauty advisory services; beauty care; beauty care for human beings; 
beauty care services; beauty care services provided by a health spa; beauty consultancy; beauty consultancy services; 
beauty consultation; beauty consultation services; beauty counselling; beauty information services; beauty salon 
services; beauty salons; beauty spa services; beauty therapy services; beauty treatment; beauty treatment services; 
beauty treatment services especially for eyelashes; cellulite treatment services; clinic (medical -) services; clinic services 
(medical -); clinics.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2019; Application No. : 302019000061491 ;Italy 

4391660    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506269]
FPS S.R.L.
VIA MORANDI 172 I-40060 TOSCANELLA Dl DOZZA (BOLOGNA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial robots; robotic arms for industrial purposes; components and pneumatic components for industrial 
automation, namely: grippers, actuators, dividing tables for machinery, linear slides, belt conveyors and handling 
mechanisms.

Cl.9;Electric fittings for industrial automation, namely: electric connectors, sensors and optical sensors to detect the 
presence of products on assembly lines.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale and on-line services for: industrial robots, robotic arms for industrial purposes, components 
and pneumatic components for industrial automation, namely: grippers, actuators, dividing tables for machinery, linear 
slides, belt conveyors and handling mechanisms, electric fittings for industrial automation, namely: electric connectors, 
sensors and optical sensors to detect the presence of products on assembly lines.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance services for: industrial robots, robotic arms for industrial purposes, components 
and pneumatic components for industrial automation, namely: grippers, actuators, dividing tables for machinery, linear 
slides, belt conveyors and handling mechanisms, electric fittings for industrial automation, namely: electric connectors, 
sensors and optical sensors to detect the presence of products on assembly lines.

Cl.42;Design and development services for: industrial robots, robotic arms for industrial purposes, components and 
pneumatic components for industrial automation, namely: grippers, actuators, dividing tables for machinery, linear slides, 
belt conveyors and handling mechanisms, electric fittings for industrial automation, namely: electric connectors, sensors 
and optical sensors to detect the presence of products on assembly lines.
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4391674    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505791]
Shenzhen Neku Commercial Co., Ltd.
17C, West Yihai Square, No.18 Chuangye Road, Nanguang Community, Nanshan Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather leads; muzzles; collars for animals; covers for animals; clothing for pets; bags; leather leashes; straps of 
leather [saddlery]; harness for animals; umbrellas.

Cl.20;Beds for household pets; nesting boxes for household pets; kennels for household pets; dog kennels; fodder 
racks; scratching posts for cats; pet cushions; dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, not of metal; birdhouses.

Cl.21;Drinking troughs; feeding troughs; birdcages; mangers for animals; cages for household pets; litter boxes for 
pets; indoor aquaria.

Cl.28;Toys; dolls; toy vehicles; playing balls; rods for fishing; body-building apparatus; knee guards [sports articles].

Cl.31;Animal foodstuffs; dog biscuits; bird food; fodder; grains for animal consumption; stall food for animals; fishing 
bait, live; pet food; litter for animals; aromatic sand [litter] for pets.

Cl.35;Advertising; publicity; online advertising on a computer network; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; providing business information via a web site; commercial administration of the licensing of 
the goods and services of others; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; marketing; provision of an 
online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services.
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4391687    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505525]
Neumeister Hydraulik GmbH
Otto-Neumeister-Straße 9 74196 Neuenstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drive units, other than for land vehicles; driving machines, other than for land vehicles; driving motors, other than 
for land vehicles; sealing joints [parts of engines]; electric motors; electrical pumps; hydraulic transmissions, other than 
for land vehicles; hydraulic engines and motors; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic valves; hydraulically operated switches; 
hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic lifting gear; hydraulic lift tables; process controllers 
[hydraulic]; hydraulic actuators; hydraulic controls for machines; hydraulic controls for motors; hydraulic valve 
actuators; hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; hydrostatic drives, other than for land vehicles; hydrostatic 
drives for machines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; piston rings; piston rods; clutch cylinders, other than for 
land vehicles; steering linkages for machines; elevators [lifts]; elevator operating apparatus; control mechanisms for 
machines, motors and engines; engines, powertrains, and generic parts for machines; motors and engines except for 
land vehicles; pumps [machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; regulators for engines; actuators for dampers; 
actuators for mechanisms; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; thrusters for machinery; valves for 
machines; valves for engines; valves for pumps; cylinders being parts of machines; cylinder blocks [parts of machines]; 
cylinder covers [parts of machines]; cylinders for vehicles other than land vehicles; cylinders for machines; cylinders for 
motors and engines; pistons for cylinders; cylinder liners.
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Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; electric control panels; electrical switch cabinets; electrical 
controls; control installations (electric -); electric control apparatus; electric control valves; electric control apparatus; 
electronic controllers; switches, electric; radio control apparatus; remote control apparatus; sensors and detectors; 
controllers (regulators); thermostats.

Cl.12;Powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; drive gears [land vehicle parts]; drive units for land 
vehicles; gear cases for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; motor drive units for land vehicles; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances; main brake cylinders; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; hydraulic servo valves being 
parts of vehicle braking systems; hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle hydraulic systems; hydraulic control 
systems for vehicles; hydraulic power transmission units for land vehicles; clutch cylinders for land vehicles; mechanical 
power transmitting mechanisms for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; wheel cylinders for vehicles; actuating drives 
for land vehicles; steering units for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 24/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-087978 ;Japan 

4391688    23/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505603]
Science Arts, Inc.
Ozawa Bld. 7F, 4-1-1, Kagurazaka, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 162-0825 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication machines and apparatus; radio communication machines and apparatus; portable radio 
communication machines and apparatus; microphones for telecommunication apparatus; Global Positioning System 
[GPS] navigation devices; videocameras [camcorders]; personal digital assistants; smartphones; tablet computers; 
computer hardware; computers and computer peripheral devices; computer programs; computer software; computer 
software applications, downloadable; communications software; computer programs for personal digital assistants; 
computer software used for transmitting sounds and datas via Internet; computer programs having communication 
functions, namely e-mail or chat; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable image files, 
downloadable editing images, downloadable music files and downloadable text datas via communication networks.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; communications by computer terminals; providing access to communications network 
which enable users to receive positional information; providing telephone conferencing services; providing on-line 
electronic bulletin boards and on-line chatrooms for transmission of messages among computer users; information about 
telecommunication; rental of telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus; rental of 
Global positioning system [GPS] receivers; rental of antennas for Global positioning system [GPS]; rental of 
smartphones; electronic bulletin board services; providing access to bulletin boards; providing internet chatrooms.

Cl.41;Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; educational services 
relating to computers, computer programs, computer systems or computer networks; arranging, conducting and 
organization of seminars; providing videos including moving and still images via the Internet, mobile telephone 
communication or other communication means; providing music or sound via the Internet, mobile telephone 
communication or other communication means; rental of video cameras; rental of cameras; rental of loudspeakers or 
microphones; language interpretation; translation; providing information about language interpretation and translation.

Cl.42;Programming of software for Internet portals, chatrooms, chat lines and Internet forums; computer programming; 
configuration of computer software; updating of computer software; data migration services; technological advice 
relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; cloud computing; providing computer programs for personal 
digital assistants; providing computer programs on data networks; design, creation or maintenance of computer systems; 
rental of computers; information technology [IT] consultancy; design and development of computer hardware; advisory 
and consultancy services relating to the design and development of computer hardware.

Cl.45;Providing positional information regarding persons, objects or animals using communication terminals; 
providing map information via mobile telephone communication; providing information via Internet in the field of friend 
searching and introduction.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2019; Application No. : 018086519 ;European Union 

4391698    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505757]
Beiersdorf AG
Unnastr. 48 20253 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2442357

IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated soaps; non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated skincare preparations; deodorants and anti-
perspirants for personal use; foot deodorant sprays; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; plasters, 
wound plasters, heat plasters; wound sprays, anti-insect sprays; compresses; healing ointments for medical purposes; 
medicated skin creams, lotions and gels; first aid kits.

Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; orthopaedic articles; orthopaedic braces and supports; ear 
plugs, fever thermometers, cooling pads for first aid purposes; compresses for supporting the body.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2019; Application No. : 018075838 ;European Union 

4391716    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505550]
Messe München GmbH
Am Messesee 2 81829 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2686192

IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; providing 
consumer product and service advice.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via internet platforms and portals; providing access to platforms and 
portals on the internet; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the internet.

Cl.41;Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of congresses and 
conferences.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 018065227 ;European Union 

4391717    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505544]
Röder HTS Höcker GmbH
Hinter der Schlagmühle 1 63699 Kefenrod Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Transportable buildings of metal; metal containers for storage or transport.

Cl.19;Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; non-metallic pipes, for buildings; non-metallic transportable 
buildings; wooden flooring; floor panelling and heavy-duty floors for marquees.

Cl.22;Cordage; nets; tents; tarpaulins; awnings of plastic or textile; sails; sacks for the transport and storage of 
materials in bulk.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair, all of the aforesaid services relating to tents, tent furniture, flooring systems for 
large tents and toilet blocks; installation services and erection and disassembly of tents and tent furnishings, and of 
flooring systems for marquee tents and toilet blocks.

Cl.43;Providing of food and drink and temporary accommodation; rental of marquees, furniture for marquees, flooring 
systems for large marquees.
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4392534    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506244]
Schaaff & Meurer GmbH
Ripshorster Straße 368 45357 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Coolants and cooling lubricants; industrial cleaning agents; solvents.

Cl.4;Technical lubricants and oils, in particular lubricants and oils for industrial purposes.

Cl.7;Lubrication equipment and systems; ultra-fine lubricators and systems; oil spraying systems.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2019; Application No. : 4570927 ;France 

4392542    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506018]
PROVEPHARM LIFE SOLUTIONS
22 rue Marc Donadille F-13013 Marseille France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, in science; methylene blue; chemical products for use in manufacture of 
medicines; raw proteins; proteins used in manufacturing processes; chemical products, emulsifiers, vitamins, 
antioxidants, additives, emollients and proteins for manufacture of cosmetics; plant hormones [phytohormones].

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and sanitary products and preparations for medical purposes, for human and animal health; 
methylene blue for medical use; methylene blue solutions for medical use; medicines; clinical medical reagents; synthetic 
peptides for pharmaceutical use; medicines for animals; vitamins for animals; foams, oils, lotions, creams, balms, lotions, 
ointments, gels and milks for pharmaceutical, medical or veterinary use; phytotherapy preparations for medical use.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2018; Application No. : 017949058 ;European Union 

4392546    09/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1506171]
SANDVIK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AB
SE-811 81 Sandviken Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals, chemical additives, binding agents, coolants, chemical fluids, detergents and cleaning solvents for use 
within materials technology, mining, construction and metal working industry; carbide and ceramic compositions 
(granules and powders); carbide powder; soldering fluxes; fire extinguishing and fire suppression compositions; 
tempering preparations; engineered ceramic and composite materials for heat transfer or thermal management 
applications.

Cl.4;Lubricants, lubricating and cutting fluids, industrial oils and greases; lubricating oils; non-chemical additives for 
fuels, lubricants and greases; dust absorbing compositions; dust binding compositions; dust controlling and removing 
compositions.

Cl.6;Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of common metal; irons and steels; strip steel springs; 
casting alloys, wire, ores of metal, barrels of metal, barrel hoops of metal, pipes and tubes of metal, pipe muffs of metal, 
metal pipe fittings, cables of metal, non-electric, clamping sleeves, metal pipe collars, elbows of metal for pipes, nozzles 
of metal, steel strip, iron strip, rods of metal, plates of metal, sheets of metal, metal bars for further manufacture, metal 
billets, blooms [metallurgy]; common metals in powder form [semi-wrought], ring-shaped fittings of metal, metal shims, 
housings, packages, modules, tubs, holders, wafers and wire bonders being metal modular hardware of metal; brazing 
alloys, solder pastes; common metal powders used in manufacturing; centralizers and centralizer locks (metal hardware); 
casing shoes; guide shoes for oilfield tubular goods; cement shoes for oilfield tubular goods.

Cl.7;Anti-friction bearings for machines; anti-friction pads for machines; machines and machine tools for the cutting 
and forming of materials; conveyers; conveyer belts; power operated metal machine tools, namely, wire drawing tools, 
pressing tools, grinding tools, threading tools, sharpening tools, chiseling tools, shearing tools, punching tools, piercing 
tools, broaching tools, reaming tools, drilling tools, milling tools, cutting and turning tools; inserts for power-operated 
chiseling tools, shearing tools, punching tools, piercing tools, broaching tools, reaming tools, cutting and turning tools; 
machine tool holders; machines parts, namely, blades and blade holders, wear plates and strips, bearings, as parts of 
machines; rock bolting rigs; cargo handling machines; cranes; casting machines; double belt presses; machine parts, 
namely, mandrels; mechanical diggers; mechanical disintegrators; earth moving machines, namely, excavators, loaders, 
scrapers; loading and unloading machines; mechanical and hydraulic lifts hoists; forging machines; foundation work 
machines; granulating machines for chemical processes; hauling apparatus, used in the mining industry; lathes; lathe 
tools for metalworking; earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining machines; mine working machines; 
fuel pumps for land vehicles; pneumatic transporters; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic 
and pneumatic hammers; pulleys being parts of machines; rolls for rolling mills; rolling mills; sifting machines; power-
operated sprayers; sieves being machines; sieves being machine parts; gravel and dirt sorting and screening machines; 
mechanical spreaders; mechanical separators; motors and engines except for land vehicles; machine couplings and 
transmission components except for land vehicles; automatic vending machines; automated dispensing machines for 
tools and metal cutting tools; grinding machines for metal cutting; power-operated grinding wheels; grinding tools for 
grinding machines; earth moving machines, namely graders, grading tools; mine carbide tip tools, truck boards drilling 
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pipes, hammer lifting bails, foot valve rods, drill tubes, shank adapters, drill bits, hand held rock drilling tools, integral 
drill steels, tapered and threaded rods, guide and drill tubes, drilling and bolting tools, shank adaptors, raise boring tools, 
reaming heads, continuous miner cutting tools, drilling accessories for the installation of strata support products, casing 
accessories and completion tools, reamers and reaming apparatus, drills, drill rigs and drilling equipment and apparatus, 
hydraulic rock drills, mining and tunneling jumbos, screw boosters, raise boring machines and reaming heads, bolters, 
excavators, hydraulic rotation heads, cone splitters, blast hole splitters, miners, bolter miners, borer miners, road 
headers, drill rods, extension rods, spanners for installing rock bolts and drill chuck extension spanners, pullers and 
extractors, pliers, mineral ground tools, blocks and sleeves, crushers and crushing apparatus, crushing chambers, 
mantels and jaw plates, crusher wear parts, screens [parts of machines], scalpers, breakers, chisel and compacting tools, 
filters and filtration cartridges, hydraulic cylinders, blocks and valves, hydraulic pumps, drive shafts, radiators [cooling] 
for motors and engines, oil coolers, axles, hydraulic hoses, pipes, fittings and adapters, air compressors, hydraulic oil 
filtering units, exhaust systems, pressure accumulators, liners for crushing and screening equipment, wear plates, impact 
bars, ground engaging tools, including buckets, shrouds, lips, adaptors and teeth; all the aforesaid goods being 
machines or power tools, or parts of machines and power tools included in this class.

Cl.9;Registered computer programs, registered operating programs, registered computer software, computers, 
computer peripheral equipment, simulators for steering and control of vehicles and crafts, remote control apparatus, 
electric installations for remote control apparatus of industrial functions, telerupters, parts and components of the 
aforesaid goods; apparatus and instruments for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling 
electric current; controlling devices and apparatus, regulating apparatus; measuring, detecting and monitoring 
instruments and apparatus, level indicators, temperature indicators, pressure indicators, performance indicators, wear 
indicators, load indicators, service indicators and controllers; electronic control units and systems; electric installations 
for the remote control of industrial operations; electronic apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations; 
simulation apparatus and instruments; simulators; chargers; electrical cables; electric resistors; integrated circuits; semi-
conductors; capacitors; electric resistances; fuel cells; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound 
or images; blank magnetic data carriers, blank recording discs; communication equipment, namely, digital media, namely, 
CDs and DVDs; mobile apps; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; calculating machines, data processing apparatus, 
computers; computer operating systems; computer peripheral equipment; software for the calculation of data for machine 
tools, mine automation systems; measuring instruments and apparatus, namely, pressure measuring apparatus, 
temperature measuring apparatus, resistance measuring instruments; software for storage and calculation of 
temperature, strain and vibration information; temperature sensors, strain sensors, pressure sensors, vibration sensors 
and acceleration sensors; apparatus, instruments, software, sensors and computer programs for measurement of 
temperature, controlling temperature performance and working capacity of tube systems; measuring instruments, 
sensors, software or computer systems incorporated in tubes and pipes of metal; software applications; downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of handbooks, manuals, instructional and teaching material in the field of metal-
cutting tools and tooling systems, mining equipment and tools, construction equipment and tools, stainless steels, 
special alloys and titanium, furnace products and heating systems, hard and super-hard materials; protective and safety 
equipment, namely, fire-extinguishing systems and sprinkler systems for fire protection; thermocouples; global 
positioning system (GPS) consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, and network interface 
devices; computer programs for use in production planning of the manufacture of industrial products; sensors.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, namely, motor vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, 
vans, sport utility vehicles and structural parts therefor; vehicles incorporating bucket loaders; bulk hauling vehicles; 
apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; trailers; gearboxes; structural parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail store services of products within materials technology, mining, construction and rock 
technology and metal working industry; business management consultancy and advisory services; inventory control; 
database management; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; commercial and industrial 
management assistance; advisory services for business management; business management and organization 
consultancy.

Cl.36;Insurance and financial information and consultancy services; insurance services, namely, underwriting 
extended warranty contracts; financing, lease-purchase financing and loan services; credit, lease-purchase financing and 
loan services; insurance services.

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance, assembly relating to installation and installation of products within materials technology, 
mining, construction and rock technology and metal working industry; construction and upgrade (installation) of products 
within materials technology, mining, construction and rock technology and metal working industry.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials in the nature of common metals and their alloys; coating, treatment and regrinding of 
metal surfaces, tools and machines; gold and silver plating; metal casting and tempering; custom manufacture of metal 
working products and machines; assembly of products for others; fuel processing; treatment of materials in the nature of 
common metals and their alloys by mechanical or chemical processing; grinding; providing material treatment 
information; recycling and waste management services; recycling of steel and other materials and products; material 
treatment information; regrinding and recoating of tools and machines.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of tools and tooling systems for 
industrial metal cutting, equipment and tools, service and technical solutions for the mining and construction industries, 
advanced stainless steels and special alloys as well as products for industrial heating; industrial research in the field of 
tools and tooling systems for industrial metal cutting; computer hardware and software design; computer software 
development; testing, analysis, and evaluation of the goods of others to assure compliance with industry standards; 
consulting services in the field of design and development of engineering processes; consumer product safety testing 
consultation; measurement services; chemical research and analysis; platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer 
software platforms for a tool library; operational support services, namely, research, analysis and customization of 
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mining and rock excavation equipment and apparatus for improved performance and results; consulting services in the 
field of cloud computing; custom engineering services of products within materials technology, mining, construction and 
rock technology and metal working industry.
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4392548    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505937]
TONGFANG HEALTH TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CO., LTD.
ROOM 501, 5TH FLOOR, BUILDING 24, NO.68 COURTYARD, BEIQING ROAD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT 100044 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Identity cards, magnetic; quantity indicators; sound locating instruments; digital photo frames; video baby 
monitors; baby monitors; dosage dispensers; pressure measuring apparatus; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; filters 
for respiratory masks; scales; automatic measuring instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; balances 
[steelyards]; steelyards [lever scales]; precision balances; weighing machines; weighbridges; electronic tags for goods; 
body fat scales for household use; electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; baby scales; letter scales.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; body composition 
analyzer for medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes; body fat monitors; esthetic massage apparatus; 
dental apparatus, electric; physiotherapy apparatus; surgical mask; dummies for babies; X-ray apparatus for medical 
purposes; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for 
medical purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for 
nursing infants; fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; body composition monitors; radiology screens for medical 
purposes.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 018060016 ;European Union 

4392549    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505987]
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaften e.V.
Hofgartenstraße 8 80539 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals.

Cl.12;Vehicles, for land, air and sea.

Cl.14;Parts for jewellery of synthetic material.

Cl.15;Parts for musical instruments of synthetic material.

Cl.20;Parts for furniture of synthetic material.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 153893 ;Bulgaria 

4392552    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505466]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.
4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for mainframe computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines (slot machines).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaining machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gaming services.
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4392555    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506180]
GALAXY POWER VENTURES LIMITED
Vistra Corporate Services Centre, Wickhams Cay II, Road Town Tortola VG1110

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes.

Cl.41;Publication of texts (other than publicity texts), namely publication of sport, competition and game instructions, 
educational materials; education, providing of training; sporting and cultural activities, arranging and conducting of 
events in the fields of gaming, gaming competitions, recreation and entertainment; production and rental of television 
programmes, interactive entertainment programmes, video recordings, television entertainment programmes, radio 
entertainment programmes; provision of interactive entertainment; videotaping; video-tape film production; provision of 
information relating to sports, accessible via a global computer network; lotteries or bookmaking services, namely 
conducting credit card-based prize games; information, consultancy and assistance with regard to the aforesaid services, 
included in this class; publication of articles relating to sports and other statistics, including odds.
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Priority claimed from 09/04/2019; Application No. : 88377769 ;United States of America 

4392565    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505899]
Link Engineering Company
43855 Plymouth Oaks Boulevard Plymouth MI 48170 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Testing and measuring equipment, namely, calorimeters, climate simulation equipment in the nature of systems 
comprising sensors and a programmable controller for regulating temperature and humidity in environmental test 
chambers.

Cl.11;Environmental control room apparatus, namely, temperature and humidity installations for environmentally 
controlled rooms, freezers, air and water conditioning chambers, including mobile air and water conditioning chambers.

Cl.20;Shelving systems, namely, sliding track shelving, shelving units, solid shelf units and shelving posts.

Cl.37;Construction and installation services consisting of constructing and installing environmental control rooms, 
including temperature and humidity control rooms, psychrometric test rooms, freezers and conditioning chambers, and 
associated shelving.

Cl.42;Room design for environmental control rooms, consisting of designing environmental control rooms, including 
temperature and humidity control rooms, psychrometric test rooms, freezers and conditioning chambers, and associated 
shelving.
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Priority claimed from 19/07/2019; Application No. : 88523727 ;United States of America 

4392567    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506206]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software, computer software; headsets for use with computers; mousepads; night vision goggles; 
computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; prerecorded media, namely, digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, DVDs, and 
blue-ray discs all featuring films, movies and/or television programs in the field of action, animation and adventure; 
downloadable movies; prerecorded digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, and DVDs, all featuring music; 
downloadable music files; records; tablet cases; decorative magnets; digital trading cards; digital action figures; 
downloadable software featuring emoji sets; digital stickers; blank USB flash drives; chargers for cell phones, tablets, 
laptops, and other USB-enabled portable devices; computer docking stations; phone cases; mouse pads; external hard 
drives; headsets; ear buds; headphones; wireless speakers; charging stations for video controllers; sunglasses; 
keyboards.

Cl.28;Game controllers for computer games; gaming headsets adapted for use in playing video games.

Cl.41;Providing entertainment information in the field of computer games, games and home entertainment via a web 
site; providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; entertainment 
services, namely: providing on-line computer games; online entertainment in the nature of computer game tournaments; 
conducting contests online; arranging and conducting competitions via the Internet in the field of video games; 
organizing of sporting events, competitions and sporting tournaments in the field of video games; organizing 
tournaments and exhibitions for computer video gaming contests for entertainment purposes; providing online 
interactive multi-player computer games via the Internet and electronic communication networks; arranging and 
conducting exhibitions and special events between computer game players and interest groups for entertainment 
purposes; professional video game tournaments and exhibitions featuring exhibits composed of interactive displays, 
participatory activities, and contests centered around video gaming rendered live at indoor and outdoor venues and 
recorded for the purpose of distribution through the media of radio, television and the Internet; providing online news, 
non-downloadable articles, blogs, webcasts, podcasts, information, commentary, and information in the nature of gaming 
strategies, all related to games, electronic, computer, and video games, and computer game tournaments; providing non-
downloadable films and movies via video-on-demand services; providing non-downloadable music and music-on-demand 
services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software technology that enables users to create, 
upload, and share user-generated videos based on computer game play, via a website; computer and video games 
development; computer game design; design and development services in relation to computer and video games and 
interactive entertainment products; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer game software; providing 
software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated 
videos based on computer game play.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-69361 ;Japan 

4392569    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506107]
BIG DAISHOWA CO., LTD.
3-3-39 Nishi-Ishikiri-cho, Higashi-Osaka-shi Osaka 579-8013 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Cutting tools being parts of machines; tool bits being parts of machines; milling cutters being parts of machines; 
boring heads being parts of machines; drilling heads being parts of machines; drilling bits being parts of machines; 
deburring tools for metalworking; cleaning tools for cutting swarf and oil (metalworking machine tools); toolholders for 
metalworking machines, being machine parts.

Cl.9;Gages; sensors for detecting cutting work piece references and cutting edges; level; computer software, recorded; 
computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; data processing apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2019; Application No. : 4020190088534 ;Republic of Korea 

4392588    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506143]
Beauren Korea, Inc.
202, 146, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Nail enamel removers; lipsticks; mascara; make-up; hair colorants; beauty creams; body lotion; bathing lotions; 
blush; shampoos; sun-block lotions; skin lotions; eye liner; liquid bath soaps; liquid perfumes; lip neutralizers; facial 
lotions; hand lotions; cosmetic soaps; cosmetics.

Cl.35;Wholesale services for cosmetics; retail services for cosmetics; retail and wholesale services through a 
comprehensive shopping mall by internet; business intermediary services relating to mail order by telecommunications; 
wholesale services for cosmetic soaps; retail services for cosmetic soaps; wholesale services for facial soaps; retail 
services for facial soaps; wholesale services for body wash; retail services for body wash.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2018; Application No. : 017895345 ;European Union 

4392600    29/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1506255]
SANDVIK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AB
SE-811 81 Sandviken Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals, chemical additives, binding agents, coolants, chemical fluids, detergents and cleaning solvents for use 
within materials technology, mining, construction and metal working industry; carbide and ceramic compositions 
(granules and powders); carbide powder; soldering fluxes; fire extinguishing and fire suppression compositions; 
tempering preparations; engineered ceramic and composite materials for heat transfer or thermal management 
applications.

Cl.4;Lubricants, lubricating and cutting fluids, industrial oils and greases; lubricating oils; non-chemical additives for 
fuels, lubricants and greases; dust absorbing compositions; dust binding compositions; dust controlling and removing 
compositions.

Cl.6;Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of common metal; irons and steels; strip steel springs; 
casting alloys, wire, ores of metal, barrels of metal, barrel hoops of metal, pipes and tubes of metal, pipe muffs of metal, 
metal pipe fittings, cables of metal, non-electric, clamping sleeves, metal pipe collars, elbows of metal for pipes, nozzles 
of metal, steel strip, iron strip, rods of metal, plates of metal, sheets of metal, metal bars for further manufacture, metal 
billets, blooms [metallurgy]; common metals in powder form [semi-wrought], ring-shaped fittings of metal, metal shims, 
housings, packages, modules, tubs, holders, wafers and wire bonders being metal modular hardware of metal; brazing 
alloys, solder pastes; common metal powders used in manufacturing; centralizers and centralizer locks (metal hardware); 
casing shoes; guide shoes for oilfield tubular goods; cement shoes for oilfield tubular goods.

Cl.7;Anti-friction bearings for machines; anti-friction pads for machines; machines and machine tools for the cutting 
and forming of materials; conveyers; conveyer belts; power operated metal machine tools, namely, wire drawing tools, 
pressing tools, grinding tools, threading tools, sharpening tools, chiseling tools, shearing tools, punching tools, piercing 
tools, broaching tools, reaming tools, drilling tools, milling tools, cutting and turning tools; inserts for power-operated 
chiseling tools, shearing tools, punching tools, piercing tools, broaching tools, reaming tools, cutting and turning tools; 
machine tool holders; machines parts, namely, blades and blade holders, wear plates and strips, bearings, as parts of 
machines; rock bolting rigs; cargo handling machines; cranes; casting machines; double belt presses; machine parts, 
namely, mandrels; mechanical diggers; mechanical disintegrators; earth moving machines, namely, excavators, loaders, 
scrapers; loading and unloading machines; mechanical and hydraulic lifts hoists; forging machines; foundation work 
machines; granulating machines for chemical processes; hauling apparatus, used in the mining industry; lathes; lathe 
tools for metalworking; earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining machines; mine working machines; 
fuel pumps for land vehicles; pneumatic transporters; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic 
and pneumatic hammers; pulleys being parts of machines; rolls for rolling mills; rolling mills; sifting machines; power-
operated sprayers; sieves being machines; sieves being machine parts; gravel and dirt sorting and screening machines; 
mechanical spreaders; mechanical separators; motors and engines except for land vehicles; machine couplings and 
transmission components except for land vehicles; automatic vending machines; automated dispensing machines for 
tools and metal cutting tools; grinding machines for metal cutting; power-operated grinding wheels; grinding tools for 
grinding machines; earth moving machines, namely graders, grading tools; mine carbide tip tools, truck boards drilling 
pipes, hammer lifting bails, foot valve rods, drill tubes, shank adapters, drill bits, hand held rock drilling tools, integral 
drill steels, tapered and threaded rods, guide and drill tubes, drilling and bolting tools, shank adaptors, raise boring tools, 
reaming heads, continuous miner cutting tools, drilling accessories for the installation of strata support products, casing 
accessories and completion tools, reamers and reaming apparatus, drills, drill rigs and drilling equipment and apparatus, 
hydraulic rock drills, mining and tunneling jumbos, screw boosters, raise boring machines and reaming heads, bolters, 
excavators, hydraulic rotation heads, cone splitters, blast hole splitters, miners, bolter miners, borer miners, road 
headers, drill rods, extension rods, spanners for installing rock bolts and drill chuck extension spanners, pullers and 
extractors, pliers, mineral ground tools, blocks and sleeves, crushers and crushing apparatus, crushing chambers, 
mantels and jaw plates, crusher wear parts, screens [parts of machines], scalpers, breakers, chisel and compacting tools, 
filters and filtration cartridges, hydraulic cylinders, blocks and valves, hydraulic pumps, drive shafts, radiators [cooling] 
for motors and engines, oil coolers, axles, hydraulic hoses, pipes, fittings and adapters, air compressors, hydraulic oil 
filtering units, exhaust systems, pressure accumulators, liners for crushing and screening equipment, wear plates, impact 
bars, ground engaging tools, including buckets, shrouds, lips, adaptors and teeth; all the aforesaid goods being 
machines or power tools, or parts of machines and power tools included in this class.
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Cl.9;Registered computer programs, registered operating programs, registered computer software, computers, 
computer peripheral equipment, simulators for steering and control of vehicles and crafts, remote control apparatus, 
electric installations for remote control apparatus of industrial functions, telerupters, parts and components of the 
aforesaid goods; apparatus and instruments for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling 
electric current; controlling devices and apparatus, regulating apparatus; measuring, detecting and monitoring 
instruments and apparatus, level indicators, temperature indicators, pressure indicators, performance indicators, wear 
indicators, load indicators, service indicators and controllers; electronic control units and systems; electric installations 
for the remote control of industrial operations; electronic apparatus for the remote control of industrial operations; 
simulation apparatus and instruments; simulators; chargers; electrical cables; electric resistors; integrated circuits; semi-
conductors; capacitors; electric resistances; fuel cells; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound 
or images; blank magnetic data carriers, blank recording discs; communication equipment, namely, digital media, namely, 
CDs and DVDs; mobile apps; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; calculating machines, data processing apparatus, 
computers; computer operating systems; computer peripheral equipment; software for the calculation of data for machine 
tools, mine automation systems; measuring instruments and apparatus, namely, pressure measuring apparatus, 
temperature measuring apparatus, resistance measuring instruments; software for storage and calculation of 
temperature, strain and vibration information; temperature sensors, strain sensors, pressure sensors, vibration sensors 
and acceleration sensors; apparatus, instruments, software, sensors and computer programs for measurement of 
temperature, controlling temperature performance and working capacity of tube systems; measuring instruments, 
sensors, software or computer systems incorporated in tubes and pipes of metal; software applications; downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of handbooks, manuals, instructional and teaching material in the field of metal-
cutting tools and tooling systems, mining equipment and tools, construction equipment and tools, stainless steels, 
special alloys and titanium, furnace products and heating systems, hard and super-hard materials; protective and safety 
equipment, namely, fire-extinguishing systems and sprinkler systems for fire protection; thermocouples; global 
positioning system (GPS) consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, and network interface 
devices; computer programs for use in production planning of the manufacture of industrial products; sensors.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, namely, motor vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, 
vans, sport utility vehicles and structural parts therefor; vehicles incorporating bucket loaders; bulk hauling vehicles; 
apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; trailers; gearboxes; structural parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail store services of products within materials technology, mining, construction and rock 
technology and metal working industry; business management consultancy and advisory services; inventory control; 
database management; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; commercial and industrial 
management assistance; advisory services for business management; business management and organization 
consultancy.

Cl.36;Insurance and financial information and consultancy services; insurance services, namely, underwriting 
extended warranty contracts; financing, lease-purchase financing and loan services; credit, lease-purchase financing and 
loan services; insurance services.

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance, assembly relating to installation and installation of products within materials technology, 
mining, construction and rock technology and metal working industry; construction and upgrade (installation) of products 
within materials technology, mining, construction and rock technology and metal working industry.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials in the nature of common metals and their alloys; coating, treatment and regrinding of 
metal surfaces, tools and machines; gold and silver plating; metal casting and tempering; custom manufacture of metal 
working products and machines; assembly of products for others; fuel processing; treatment of materials in the nature of 
common metals and their alloys by mechanical or chemical processing; grinding; providing material treatment 
information; recycling and waste management services; recycling of steel and other materials and products; material 
treatment information; regrinding and recoating of tools and machines.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of tools and tooling systems for 
industrial metal cutting, equipment and tools, service and technical solutions for the mining and construction industries, 
advanced stainless steels and special alloys as well as products for industrial heating; industrial research in the field of 
tools and tooling systems for industrial metal cutting; computer hardware and software design; computer software 
development; testing, analysis, and evaluation of the goods of others to assure compliance with industry standards; 
consulting services in the field of design and development of engineering processes; consumer product safety testing 
consultation; measurement services; chemical research and analysis; platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer 
software platforms for a tool library; operational support services, namely, research, analysis and customization of 
mining and rock excavation equipment and apparatus for improved performance and results; consulting services in the 
field of cloud computing; custom engineering services of products within materials technology, mining, construction and 
rock technology and metal working industry.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-085902 ;Japan 

4392605    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506250]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA, also trading as Toshiba Corporation
1-1, Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-8001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication machines and apparatus; computer software used for processing database; computer software 
for creating searchable database; computer software for collecting and distributing data within computer networks, 
including the internet, and enabling data communication among application programs, consumer devices and industrial 
devices; computer software for information management, data collection and data analysis in the fields of asset 
optimization, industrial automation, machine diagnostics, and optimization of industrial, mining, healthcare, 
manufacturing and infrastructure management processes including in relation to energy, transportation and water 
purification infrastructure; computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; computer software for application and 
database integration; computer software for use in data management; cloud computing software; electronic databases 
recorded on computer media; computer software; artificial intelligence computer programs; computer programs recorded 
with data analysis and its learning memory; computer programs; electronic media recorded with artificial intelligence 
computer programs; software platforms for use in asset optimization, industrial automation, machine diagnostics, and 
optimization of industrial, mining, healthcare, manufacturing and infrastructure management processes including in 
relation to energy, transportation and water purification infrastructure; computer software platforms; computer servers; 
computer network servers; computer software and computer hardware for the operation of industrial installations, 
infrastructure installations, in particular for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; 
computer software and computer hardware; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts.

Cl.35;Database marketing; business management analysis or business consultancy; management of business for 
giving others use of database through the Internet; management of business; marketing research or analysis; providing 
information concerning commercial sales; business consulting; business data analysis; business consultancy and 
analysis of data relating to the planning and operation of industrial installations, infrastructure installations, in particular 
for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; compilation of information into computer 
databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; systemization of information into computer 
databases; consulting in relation to systemization and compilation of information of computer database; collection, 
systematization, compilation and analysis of business data and information stored in computer databases; management 
and compilation of artificial intelligence computer databases; management and compilation of computerized databases; 
retrieval services via computer databases using artificial intelligence computer programs; computer database search 
services.

Cl.42;Design services of artificial intelligence computer program-typed products; designing, other than for advertising 
purposes; design, programming, or maintenance of computer software for data retrieval; design, programming and 
maintenance of software for database management; design, programming and maintenance of software for information 
platforms on the Internet; design, programming and maintenance of software for e-commerce platforms; design, 
programming and maintenance of artificial intelligence computer programs; computer software design, computer 
programming, or maintenance of computer software; copying of computer programs; design and development of 
electronic databases; collection, analysis, or storage of big data; installation and maintenance of database software; 
installation and maintenance of computer software; design, programming, configuration, maintenance, installation, 
function enhancement, function change, function addition and other optimization of computer programs and research, 
advice, consulting and providing information relating to aforementioned services; fault diagnosis and virus check of 
computer programs and research, advice, consulting and providing information relating to aforementioned services; 
monitoring of computer systems and computer programs; design, programming and maintenance of computer systems, 
communications network systems and information processing systems and research, advice, consulting and providing 
information relating to aforementioned services; configuration, installation, function enhancement, function change, 
function addition and other optimization of computers and research, advice, consulting and providing information relating 
to aforementioned services; computer system analysis and providing information relating thereto; collection and 
technical analysis of data for planning and operation of industrial installations, infrastructure installations, in particular 
for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; rental of computers; rental of computer 
programs; providing computer programs on data networks; cloud computing; software as a service (SaaS) featuring 
software for use in asset optimization, industrial automation, machine diagnostics, and optimization of industrial, mining, 
healthcare, manufacturing and infrastructure management processes including in relation to energy, transportation and 
water purification infrastructure; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in processing and analyzing 
multiple sources of business and business operational data for business management and business operational 
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purposes; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for use in big data processing and analysis; software as a 
service (SaaS) featuring software for use in cloud service brokerage and management; software as a service (SaaS); 
platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for use in asset optimization, industrial automation, 
machine diagnostics, and optimization of industrial, mining, healthcare, manufacturing and infrastructure management 
processes including in relation to energy, transportation and water purification infrastructure; platform as a service 
(PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for use in processing and analyzing multiple sources of business and 
business operational data for business management and business operational purposes; platform as a service (PaaS) 
featuring computer software platforms for cloud service brokerage and management; platform as a service (PaaS); 
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in asset optimization, industrial 
automation, machine diagnostics, and optimization of industrial, mining, healthcare, manufacturing and infrastructure 
management processes including in relation to energy, transportation and water purification infrastructure; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for remote 
monitoring and analysis; providing artificial intelligence computer programs; hosting platforms on the Internet; hosting of 
computer websites by means of cloud computing; hosting of web sites; rental of memory space on computer servers on 
the Internet; rental of memory space of computers; providing of computer software and computer hardware for collection 
and analysis of data for planning and operation of industrial installations, infrastructure installations, in particular for 
health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; providing computer hardware and online non-
downloadable computer software; cloud computing and technical consultancy for the operation of industrial installations, 
infrastructure installations, in particular for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; 
technological services for optimizing the operation of industrial installations, infrastructure installations, in particular for 
health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; computer-aided industrial analysis services; 
computer-aided scientific analysis services; consulting services in the field of software as a service (SaaS); consulting 
services in the field of design and development of engineering processes; consultancy services in the field of design, 
selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems; consultancy services in the field of cloud 
computing; computer technology consultancy; consultancy relating to computer security; collection and analysis of 
information on processing information using a computer and providing information thereof.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-024900 ;Japan 

4392609    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506190]
Haso Ltd.
Gotanda Dai-ichi Seimei Bldg. 6F, 2-19-3, Nishi-gotanda, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141-0031 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Lids of paper; packaging containers of paper; garbage bags of paper; garbage bags of plastic; hygienic hand 
towels of paper; towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; paper and 
cardboard.

Cl.21;Lids of paper for paper cups.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2019; Application No. : 2019-018932 ;Japan 

4392639    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506161]
Sony Corporation
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; glue and adhesives for industrial purposes; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; ceramic 
glazings; oil cement [putty]; higher fatty acids; non-metallic minerals for industrial use; chemical compositions for 
developing photographs; reagent paper [not for medical purposes]; artificial sweeteners; flour and starch for industrial 
purposes; unprocessed plastics [plastics in primary form]; cellulose pulp, paper pulp, wood pulp.

Cl.3;Antistatic preparations for household purposes; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing 
preparations; stain removing benzine; laundry fabric conditioner; laundry bleach; adhesives for affixing false hair; 
laundry starch; seaweed gelatine for laundry use (funori); adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; breath freshening 
preparations; deodorants for animals; shoe cream; shoe black [shoe polish]; polishing preparations; soaps and 
detergents; shampoos; cleaning preparations for scalp; shaving soap; facial washes; soaps for body care; body soap; 
non-medicated pet shampoos; soaps for pets; dentifrices; dentifrices for pets; cosmetics; hair rinses; hair styling 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for hair styling; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; cosmetic preparations 
for shaving; cosmetic preparations for body care; deodorants for body care; cosmetics for animals; deodorants for 
personal use; perfumes and fragrances; perfumes; flavourings in the nature of essential oils; incense; air fragrancing 
preparations; abrasive paper; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice stone; polishing paper; false nails; false 
eyelashes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical 
preparations; reagent paper for medical purposes; fumigants, other than for agricultural purposes; fungicides, other than 
for agricultural purposes; rodenticides, other than for agricultural purposes; insecticides, other than for agricultural 
purposes; herbicides [weedkillers]; insect-repellents, other than for agricultural purposes; antiseptics, other than for 
agricultural purposes; oiled paper for medical purposes; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; drug delivery agents in the 
form of edible wafers for wrapping powdered pharmaceuticals; gauze for dressings; empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; 
eyepatches for medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; 
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sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; liquid bandages; breast-nursing pads; 
cotton swabs for medical use; dental materials; diapers; diaper covers; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper; lacteal 
flour for babies; dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted 
for medical purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals; semen for artificial 
insemination.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; chemical processing machines and apparatus; filtering machines for chemical 
processing; cartridges for filtering machines; filtering machines; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; cartridges 
type filters for filtering machines; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; machines for making textile articles; 
food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working machines and 
apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; plastic 
processing machines; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles, other than water mills and wind mills; parts of 
non-electric prime movers, other than water mills and wind mills; electric washing machines; dishwashers; electric 
vacuum cleaners and parts and fittings therefor; vacuum cleaners for commercial use; 3D printers.

Cl.9;Blueprinting machines; photo-copying machines; game programs for arcade video game machines; cameras; 
photographic equipment; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; measuring or 
testing machines and instruments; electrical cells and batteries; electric wires and cables; digital cameras; mobile 
telephones; telecommunication machines and apparatus; loudspeakers; headphones; earphones; smartphones; personal 
digital assistants in the shape of a watch; computers; computer software; computer mice; semi-conductors; semi-
conductor elements; computer programs; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; spectacles [eyeglasses and 
goggles]; contact lenses; game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with 
programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with 
automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; phonograph records; downloadable music files; 
downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic publications, downloadable; exposed 
cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; 3D spectacles.

Cl.10;Sanitary masks.

Cl.11;Toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; prefabricated sanitary installations for use in bathrooms; drying apparatus 
for chemical processing; gas scrubbing installations; air sterilizers; water filters; water filtering apparatus; nuclear 
reactors [atomic piles]; air conditioners for industrial purposes; dehumidifiers; filters for air conditioning; air humidifiers; 
refrigerators; air conditioners; air deodorising apparatus; air purifying apparatus; ventilation [air-conditioning] 
installations and apparatus; laundry dryers, electric, for industrial purposes; cooking apparatus and installations for 
commercial use; industrial dishdrying machines; dish disinfectant apparatus for industrial purposes; kitchen sinks sold 
integrated into kitchen worktops, for commercial use; kitchen sinks for commercial use; waste water treatment tanks for 
industrial purposes; purification installations for sewage; water purifying apparatus for industrial purposes; filters for 
drinking water; water purification apparatus; household electrothermic appliances; household tap-water filters, non-
electric; bath fittings; showers; stoves for household purposes, non-electric.

Cl.23;Threads and yarns; threads and yarns, other than degreased waste threads and yarns; carbon fiber thread and 
yarn for textile use; thread and yarn for textile use made of carbon fiber; degreased waste thread and yarn.

Cl.24;Woven fabrics; woven fabrics, other than edging ribbons for Tatami mats; cloth for edging tatami mats; tick 
[linen]; knitted fabrics; textile material; felt and non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated 
cloth; rubberized cloth; woven textile goods for personal use; handkerchiefs; mosquito nets; bedsheets; futon quilts; 
covers for futon quilts; futon ticks [unstuffed futon]; pillowcases [pillow slips]; blankets; table napkins of textile; dish 
towels for drying; shower curtains; banners and flags, not of paper; toilet seat covers of textile; seat covers of textile; wall 
hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper; draperies [thick drop curtains]; shrouds; shrouds for dressing a 
corpse for funeral [Kyokatabira kimono]; red-and-white striped curtains; black-and-white striped curtains; billiard cloth 
[baize]; sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; non-Japanese style outer clothing; coats; sweaters; shirts; nightwear; underwear [underclothing]; 
swimwear [bathing suits]; swimming caps [bathing caps]; camisoles; T-shirts; Japanese traditional clothing; sleep 
masks; aprons [clothing]; collar liners for protecting clothing collars; collar guards for protecting clothing collars; socks 
and stockings other than special sportswear; gaiters; fur stoles; shawls; scarves [scarfs]; gloves as clothing; neckties; 
kerchiefs [clothing]; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; thermal supporters [clothing]; mufflers; earbands [clothing]; nightcaps; 
headgear for wear; garters; waistbands; belts for clothing; footwear not for sports; shoes and boots; masquerade 
costumes; special footwear for sports; clothes for sports.

Cl.27;Bath mats for wash places; Tatami mats; floor coverings; non-textile wall hangings; artificial turf; gymnastic 
mats; wallpaper.

Cl.28;Amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks; toys for domestic pets; toys; dolls; Go board 
games; shogi games [Japanese chess]; uta-garuta [Japanese playing cards]; dice games; sugoroku board games; dice 
cups; Chinese checkers [games]; chess games; checkers games; apparatus for performing magic tricks; dominoes; 
playing cards; hanafuda [Japanese playing cards]; mah-jong; game machines and apparatus; billiard equipment; sports 
equipment; climbers' harness; sports equipment for surfing, water-skiing and scuba diving; fishing tackle.
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4392662    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506078]
CHRYSO
19 place de la Résistance F-92440 Issy-les-Moulineaux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for the building industry, namely, polymers and polymer compounds for use in preparation and 
manufacturing of admixtures for concretes, cements, mortars and plasters; chemical admixtures, agents and additives for 
concretes, cements and mortars and plasters including polymers; multi-dosage admixtures including plasticizing and 
water-reducing polymers for cements, concretes, mortars, plasters and crushed aggregates; viscosity modifier 
admixtures for cements, cement pastes and plasters; water-reducing multi-dosage admixtures and modifiers of the 
rheological properties of concretes and cements.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials, excluding building glass and wood; polymer concretes, cements and mortars or 
including admixtures made of polymers; concretes, cements, mortars, pre-mixed compounds and crushed aggregates 
including water-reducing plasticizing admixtures made with polymer compounds; concretes, cements, mortars, pre-mixed 
compounds and crushed aggregates including admixtures made with polymer compounds modifying rheological 
properties.
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4392673    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506324]
Immatics Biotechnologies GmbH
Paul-Ehrlich-Strasse 15 72076 Tübingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Medical and pharmaceutical products; diagnostic reagents for medical purposes; peptides, proteins and cells for 
medical, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, in particular for cancer therapy.

Cl.42;Medical and pharmacological research services; conducting research and clinical trials relating to the use and 
the engineering of t-cells and cancer treatment and therapy; scientific research in the field of chemistry, biochemistry and 
biology; services of a biological, biochemical or chemical laboratory; performing of biological, biochemical or chemical 
analysis; cancer diagnostics for scientific purposes; services of a biological or biochemical laboratory; biological and 
biochemical examination services.

Cl.44;Medical and pharmaceutical services, providing medical supply for therapy, in particular supply of peptides, 
proteins or cells for cancer therapy; cancer diagnostics for medical purposes.
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4392685    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506163]
Evonik Degussa GmbH
Rellinghauser Straße 1-11 45128 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, in particular 1,2-cyclohexane dicarboxylic acid diisononyl ester (DINCH), diisopentyl 
terephthalate, 1,3-butadiene, 1,2-butadiene, 1-butene, 2-propylheptanol (2-PH), ditsobutene, diisononyl phthalate (DINP), 
di-n-butene, ethyl tert.-butyl ether (ETBE), liquid gases, liquid gas mixtures (consisting of propane, n-butane and 
isobutane), isobutene, isobutane, aerosols, isononanol (INA) (alcohol), isononyl benzoate (IN A, isotridecanol (ITDA), 
methyl tert.-butyl ether (MTBE and MTBS and 1V1TBE S and MITRE T) (chemical additives to motor fuels, carburants, 
lubricants and fuels), n-butane, oxo oils obtained from the production of 2-PH (chemical), oxo oils obtained from the 
production of INA (chemical), oxo oils obtained from the production of 1TDA (chemical), propane for use in industry, 
raftinates (chemicals), namely mixtures of C4-containing raw material flows or hydrocarbons, anhydrous and azeotropie 
tert.-butanol (IBA), tetrabutane, tetrabutene, tributene for use in industry, trimethylhexanal (TMH), hydrogen (at various 
pressure levels), 2,2'-bis [(1,1'-biphenyl-2,2'-diyl)phosphite]-3,3'-di-tert.-butyl-5,5'-dimethoxy- (phosphorus ligand, co-
catalyst); chemicals, in particular plasticizers, for use in the manufacture and processing of plastics; plasticizers; 
plasticizer alcohols, in particular for use in plastics, in particular soft PVC.

Cl.4;Oils, greases, lubricants and fuels (including motor fuel), in particular diisobutenes (butane gases being fuel), ethyl 
tert.-butyl ether (ETBE) (butane gases being fuel), liquid gases, liquid gas mixtures, fuels or non-chemical additives to 
fuels, in particular oxo oils obtained from the production of INA, oxo oils obtained from the production of ITDA, oxo oils 
obtained from the production of 2-PH, raw butane (butane gases being fuel), tetrabutane (butane gases being fuel), 
tetrabutene (butane gases being fuel), tri-n-butene (butane gases being fuel), hydrogen (at various pressure levels) (fuels, 
non-chemical additives for oils, greases, lubricants and fuels).
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4392696    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505775]
SKF Motion Technologies AB
Rullagergatan Cfo-2 SE-415 50 Gothenburg Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Lifting machines and machine tools; actuators, linear actuators and rotary actuators, linear actuators for use as 
lifting columns, linear actuators for use as drive units for lifting columns, mechanical actuators; electromechanical and 
electric mechanical lifting columns; lifting robotic mechanisms; servo motors and stepping motors; driving controls for 
industrial automation machines; parts of machines as guides for linear motion and turns; gears (except for land vehicles), 
transmissions and transmission components (except for land vehicles); ball, needle and roller bearings, bearings for 
machines and motors and engines; rolling bearings [parts of machines]; bearing supports for ball bearings, needle 
bearings; sleeve-like linear ball bearings for linear displacement; thrust ball bearings; ball and roller screws [parts of 
machines], linear rails, tables, and linear modules; linear bearings and self blocking nuts; drive mechanisms (except for 
land vehicles), in particular controls for screws, ball screws for machine tools; ball rings for bearings; housings for ball 
sleeves; sleeves in the nature of parts of machines; track rollers for roller conveyors (parts of machines); tool tips (parts 
of machines); plain bearings; thrust bearings; hydrostatic bearings; ball bearings; bearings for machines; bearings for 
transmission shafts; bearings and bushings (parts of machines); pulleys with integrated bearings (parts of machines); 
jacks (machines); screw jacks; operable jacks, electric flexible jacks; guides for machines; guides for machines on roller, 
ball and needle rails; guides on roller, ball and needle rails; precision roller, ball and needle guide rails.

Cl.9;Electric and electronic components; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, computers; electric and electronic linear actuators; electric and 
electronic control apparatus, microprocessor controls, control boxes; electrical, electronic and computer regulating and 
control equipment, especially for electric motors, actuators and lifting columns; automatic positioning devices; electric 
and electronic power supply systems, power supply systems based on rechargeable batteries or accumulators, 
transformers and rectifiers; software, software for control, monitoring and checking equipment, interfaces (for 
computers); control panels; remote control apparatus; electric, electronic and optical remote controls, hand controls and 
foot controls; electronic sensors; electronic pressure measuring sensors; extension cables and wires, electric plugs and 
sockets, and couplers and junction boxes; telescopic apparatus; parts and accessories (not included in other classes) for 
the aforesaid goods; electric actuators, electro-mechanical actuators; components of electro-mechanical actuators, 
namely screw stem cylinders, actuators without screw stem and with a belt and integrated servo motors for industrial 
automation machines.

Cl.35;Import-export agency services; business management of companies; company management and company 
administration services; company management and services provided by consultants in connection with commercial 
affairs; business management and organization consultancy; business management assistance; commercial business 
management; assistance for commercial or industrial company management; provision of advice relating to company 
management and commercial activities; provision of advice relating to business organization and management; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; retail sales services and grouping 
services for the benefit of others [excluding the transport thereof], namely actuators, linear and rotary actuators, 
mechanical actuators, electric actuators, electromechanical actuators, mechanical, electromechanical and electric lifting 
columns, electromechanical actuator components, namely screw stem cylinders, transmissions and transmission 
components [except for land vehicles], ball, needle, rolling and roller bearings, bearings for machines, motors and 
engines, rolling bearings [parts of machines], support bearings for ball bearings, needle bearings, linear sleeve-like ball 
bearings for linear displacement, ball stops, ball and roller screws, linear rails, tables, and linear modules, linear bearings 
and self blocking nuts, ball rings for bearings, housings for ball sleeves, sleeves in the form of parts of machines, track 
rollers, tool inserts [parts of machines], plain bearings, thrust bearings, hydrostatic bearings, ball bearings, bearings for 
machines, shaft bearings, bearings and bushings [parts of machines], pulleys with integrated bearings, jacks [parts of 
machines], screw jacks, operable jacks, electric flexible jacks, guides for machines, guides for machines on roller, ball 
and needle rails, guides on roller, ball and needle rails, precision roller, ball and needle guide rails, electric and electronic 
control apparatus, microprocessor controls, control boxes, regulating and electric, electronic and computer control 
equipment, especially for electric motors, actuators and lifting columns, automatic positioning devices, electric and 
electronic power supply systems, power supply systems based on rechargeable batteries or accumulators, transformers 
and rectifiers, software, software for control, monitoring and checking equipment, computers and interfaces for 
computers, control panels and remote control apparatus, remote controls, electric, electronic and optical hand controls 
and foot controls, electronic sensors, electronic pressure measuring sensors, extension cables and wires, electric plugs 
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and sockets, and couplers and junction boxes, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase the goods on a 
Website or any other form of telecommunications electronic media; sales promotion for others; presentation of goods on 
all communication media, for retail purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, in the framework of retail 
sale thereof; advertising; online advertising on a computer network; dissemination of advertising material [leaflets, 
prospectuses, printed matter, samples]; distribution of samples; updating of advertising material; computer file 
management; collection of data in a central file; systematization of data in a central file; compilation of data in computer 
databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; management and compilation of computerized 
databases; Administrative processing of purchase ordering; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : 1395099 ;Benelux 

4392702    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506238]
Priva Holding B.V.
Zijlweg 3 NL-2678 LC De Lier Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for use in agriculture, forestry, horticulture and viticulture, including robotic machines and equipment for 
sowing, planting, feeding, fertilizing, tying, pruning, cutting, treating, processing and caring for crops, as well as 
harvesting and picking crops and parts for these goods.

Cl.9;Integrated automated systems for the management and optimization of environmental conditions, air treatment, 
lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use in buildings and environments, 
including buildings and environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses as well as for water and energy 
management in agriculture and horticulture and their components consisting of inter alia optical, electronic, weighing, 
measuring, regulating, dosing, signaling, checking [supervision], and monitoring equipment, devices and instruments, as 
well as computer hardware, software, including apps, data carriers and storage media; sensors, detectors, cameras, 
switches, control panels, warning systems and temperature alarms; fire extinguishing equipment and installations; 
computer hardware and software, including apps, operating software and apps; software, including apps, for smart 
buildings, including software for process optimization in buildings, environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses, 
as well as for intelligent working environments; building automation systems and building control systems; equipment, 
computer hardware and software, including apps, for building automation systems and building control systems, for 
lighting, heating, cooling, security and safety, access, logistics, humidification, dehumidification, CO2 dosing, water 
disinfection and air treatment, with or without floor plans or navigation aids; equipment, computer hardware and software, 
including apps, for use in management information and registration systems and for recording and optimizing of labor 
productivity and for controlling crop quality, with or without floor plans or navigation aids; equipment, computer hardware 
and software, including apps, for measuring, monitoring, dosing, mixing and controlling water and fertilizers; the 
aforementioned systems, installations and equipment in this class, also supplied in a container or other movable 
construction; downloadable or locally stored electronic publications also in the field of management and optimization of 
environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use 
in buildings and environments for indoor cultivation including greenhouses as well as for water and energy management 
in agriculture and horticulture and for registration and optimization of labor productivity.

Cl.11;Lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, cooling, drying, ventilating and water supply equipment and 
sanitary installations, also to be used for managing and optimizing environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and 
indoor climate and for managing water use and energy use in buildings and environments, including buildings and 
environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses, as well as for water and energy management in agriculture and 
horticulture and parts for these goods; apparatus and instruments for distributing, purifying, disinfecting water and parts 
for these goods; apparatus and instruments for dosing and mixing water and fertilizers and parts for these goods; 
humidifiers, dehumidifiers, CO2 dosing and air conditioners and parts for these goods; the aforementioned equipment, 
installations and instruments in this class also supplied in a container or other movable construction.

Cl.35;Compilation and systemization of information in computer databases; compilation of statistical information; 
statistical analysis and reporting; business process management and business process management consultancy; 
assistance and advice relating to business organization and management; wholesale and retail, also online, for systems, 
equipment, devices and instruments for the management and optimization of environmental conditions, air treatment, 
lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use in buildings and environments, 
including buildings and environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses as well as for water and energy 
management in agriculture and horticulture and their components; wholesale and retail, also online, for equipment, 
computer hardware and software for use in process management systems, management information and registration 
systems; wholesale and retail of agricultural and horticultural equipment, including systems for managing and optimizing 
environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use 
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in buildings and environments, including buildings and environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses, as well as 
for water and energy management in agriculture and horticulture and their components; wholesale and retail of machines 
for use in agriculture, forestry and horticulture, including robotic machines and equipment for sowing, planting, feeding, 
fertilizing, tying, pruning, cutting, treating, processing and caring for crops and for harvesting and picking crops and 
parts for these goods.

Cl.37;Construction, repair and installation of systems, apparatus, devices and instruments for the management and 
optimization of environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use 
and energy use in buildings and environments, including buildings and environments for indoor cultivation and 
greenhouses as well as for water and energy management in agriculture and horticulture and their components, as well 
as providing information and consultancy on this; construction, repair and installation of systems, equipment, devices 
and instruments for measuring, monitoring, dosing, mixing and controlling water and fertilizers; construction, repair and 
installation of equipment and computer hardware for use in process management systems, management information and 
registration systems, as well as the provision of information and advice thereon.

Cl.40;Rental of systems, installations, equipment and instruments, whether or not contained in a container or other 
movable construction, for the management and optimization of environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and 
indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use in buildings and environments, including buildings 
and environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses as well as for water and energy management in agriculture and 
horticulture and their components; rental of systems, installations, equipment and instruments, contained in a container 
or other movable construction, for lighting, heating, cooling, security and safety, humidification, dehumidification, CO2 
dosing, water disinfection and air treatment, as well as for measuring, monitoring, dosing mixing and regulating water and 
fertilizers and for distributing, purifying, disinfecting water.

Cl.41;Services in the field of education, training and tuition and organizing workshops, lessons, seminars and webinars 
also in the field of management and optimization of environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor climate 
and for the management of water use and energy use in buildings and environments, including buildings and 
environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses as well as for water and energy management in agriculture and 
horticulture, in the field of building automation systems and building control systems, management information and 
registration systems, systems for recording and optimizing labor productivity and harvest quality, including education, 
training and tuition and organizing workshops, lessons, seminars and webinars in the field of operating and working with 
systems, equipment, computer hardware and software for such purposes.

Cl.42;Consultancy, research, design, development and analysis of systems, computer hardware and computer 
software, also for the management and optimization of environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor 
climate and for the management of water use and energy use in buildings and environments, including buildings and 
environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses and for water and energy management in agriculture and 
horticulture and their components; consultancy, research, design, development and analysis of building automation 
systems and building control systems; consultancy, research, design, development and analysis of equipment, computer 
hardware and software for lighting, heating, cooling, security and safety, humidification, dehumidification, co2 dosing, 
water disinfection and air treatment; consultancy, research, design, development and analysis of equipment, computer 
hardware and software for use in management information and registration systems and for recording and optimizing 
labor productivity and for controlling harvest quality; consultancy, research, design, development and analysis of 
equipment, computer hardware and software for measuring, monitoring, dosing, mixing and controlling water and 
fertilizers; consultancy, research, design and planning in the field of urban planning, food supply, utilities and 
infrastructure, information and transport facilities; installation and repair of computer software, including for the 
management and optimization of environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for the 
management of water use and energy use in buildings and environments, including buildings and environments for 
indoor cultivation and greenhouses as well as for water and energy management in agriculture and horticulture, for 
building automation systems, for use in management information and registration systems and for recording and 
optimizing labor productivity and harvest quality, and for measuring, monitoring, dosing, mixing and controlling water 
and fertilizers; rental of equipment, computer hardware and software, as well as SaaS [software as a service] and PaaS 
[platform as a service] services, also in the context of systems for managing and optimizing environmental conditions, air 
treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for management of water use and energy use in buildings and environments, 
including buildings and environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses as well as for water and energy 
management in agriculture and horticulture, in the context of building automation systems, in the context of management 
information and registration systems and systems for registration and optimization of labor productivity and harvest 
quality and systems for measuring, monitoring, dosing, mixing and controlling water and fertilizers, whether or not 
provided with floor plans or navigation aids; technical advice in the field of management and optimization of 
environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use 
in buildings and environments, including buildings and environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses, as well as 
for water and energy management in agriculture and horticulture, building automation systems, management information 
and registration systems; technical consultancy in the field of recording and optimizing labor productivity and harvest 
quality and in the field of measuring, monitoring, dosing, mixing and controlling of water and fertilizers; cloud computing 
services; cloud computing with software for database management and web hosting services for cloud computing; 
consultancy in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; data automation and collection service using 
proprietary software to analyze big data.

Cl.44;Supply [rental] of agricultural and horticultural equipment, including systems for managing and optimizing 
environmental conditions, air treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use 
in buildings and environments, including buildings and environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses, as well as 
for water and energy management in agriculture and horticulture and their components; supply [rental] of machines for 
use in agriculture, forestry and horticulture, including robotic machines and equipment for sowing, planting, feeding, 
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fertilizing, tying, pruning, cutting, treating, processing and caring for crops and for harvesting and picking crops and 
parts for these goods; consultancy with regard to the management and optimization of environmental conditions, air 
treatment, lighting and indoor climate and for the management of water use and energy use in buildings and 
environments for indoor cultivation and greenhouses as well as for water and energy management in agriculture and 
horticulture; consultancy with regard to agriculture, horticulture and forestry, including with regard to the cultivation of 
plants and crops, including indoor cultivation; providing information about agricultural, horticultural and forestry 
services; consultancy and consultancy with regard to sustainable agriculture and horticulture.
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Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 018054040 ;European Union 

4392743    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506335]
Immatics Biotechnologies GmbH
Paul-Ehrlich-Strasse 15 72076 Tübingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Medical and pharmaceutical products; diagnostic reagents for medical purposes; peptides, proteins and cells for 
medical, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, in particular for cancer therapy.

Cl.42;Medical and pharmacological research services; conducting research and clinical trials relating to the use and 
the engineering of t-cells and cancer treatment and therapy; scientific research in the field of chemistry, biochemistry and 
biology; services of a biological, biochemical or chemical laboratory; performing of biological, biochemical or chemical 
analysis; cancer diagnostics for scientific purposes; services of a biological or biochemical laboratory; biological and 
biochemical examination services.

Cl.44;Medical and pharmaceutical services, providing medical supply for therapy, in particular supply of peptides, 
proteins or cells for cancer therapy; cancer diagnostics for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2019; Application No. : 1981329 ;Australia 

4392872    12/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505584]
WEIR MINERALS AUSTRALIA LTD
1 Marden Street Artarmon NSW 2064 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Dewatering apparatus, namely, industrial machines; dewatering screens, namely, industrial machines; dewatering 
slides, namely, industrial machines; thickeners, namely, industrial machines; centrifuges; engine driven water pumps; 
electric pumps; submersible electric pumps; slurry pumps; centrifugal pumps; motor powered liquid pumps; agitators; 
agitators being parts of machines; discharging hoppers; thickening and dewatering machines for use in treatment 
material in the minerals industry; apparatus for separating materials; hydrocyclones; cyclone separators; single and twin 
shaft mixers.

Cl.37;Installing, servicing, rental and rebuilding of pumps, centrifuges, cyclones, dewatering screens, thickeners, 
holding tanks, agitators and mixers; aforesaid services are not relating to water treatment industry.

Cl.42;Commissioning of pumps, centrifuges, cyclones, dewatering screens, thickeners, holding tanks, agitators and 
mixers; assessing slurry (mixtures of particulate solids and water) and water handling and pumping needs around a site 
including the possible pumping requirements for the uses of that water or slurry, for machinery arrangement, 
commissioning and installation purposes, arranging machinery to do the job, installation and commissioning of that 
machinery, and on-going service and maintenance of that machinery.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 018032767 ;European Union 

4392884    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505493]
Trerè Innovation S.r.l.
Via Modena 18 I-46041 Asola (Mantova) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; waterproof textile fabrics; elastic woven material; breathable waterproof 
fabrics; apparel fabrics; knitted fabric; mixed fiber fabrics; elastic fabrics for clothing; structured fabrics for the 
manufacture of technical sportswear; fabrics for textile use; knitted elastic fabrics for sportswear; textiles impervious to 
water but permeable to moisture; covered fabrics for waterproof clothing; breathable fabrics; technical textiles for 
sportswear; heat-regulating textiles; protective fabric; seamless fabric; textiles of fibre for manufacturing technical 
sportswear.

Cl.25;Socks for men, women and children; socks; sports socks for men, women and children; underwear; sportswear; 
rainproof clothing; casualwear; clothing for men, women, and children; articles of sports clothing; clothing for use when 
skiing; technical performance clothing for sports; articles of leisure clothing; coats; jackets [clothing]; heavy jackets; 
trousers; short trousers; sweat shirts; jumpers; sweaters; undershirts; tee-shirts; sashes for wear; gloves [clothing]; 
berets; bonnets; hats; waist belts; shoes; footwear for men and women; children's footwear; footwear.
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4392891    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505760]
JLQ Technology Co., Ltd.
Chengdu IC Valley Industry Park, Dongsheng Street, Shuangliu District, Chengdu Sichuan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying apparatus and instruments; wafers for integrated circuits; computer chips; electric batteries; cellular 
phones; encoded magnetic cards; tablet computers; semiconductor devices; downloadable telephone software 
applications; materials for electricity mains, namely wires, cables; chips, namely integrated circuits; recorded computer 
operating programs; data processing apparatus; semi-conductors; electronic control panels; downloadable computer 
software applications; integrated circuit cards; telephone apparatus; electronic monitoring apparatus.

Cl.38;Communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; teleconferencing services; 
providing online forums; rental of telecommunication equipment; providing access to databases; providing user access 
to global computer networks; rental of remote information processing equipment and device (term considered too vague 
by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); streaming of data; radio communications; rental 
of access time to global computer networks.
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Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 018089493 ;European Union 

4392894    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505517]
Enapter S.r.l.
Via Lavoria 56/G I-56040 Crespina Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; chemistry apparatus and instruments; electrolysers; 
apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; monitoring 
instruments; sensors and detectors; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; 
recorded content; data loggers and recorders; databases (electronic); software; downloadable mobile applications.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communication of information by electronic means; communication services for the 
electronic transmission of data; data transmission services over telecommunication networks; electronic and 
telecommunication transmission services; data transmission and reception services via telecommunication means.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy in the fields of energy production and use; research in the field of energy; technical 
data analysis services; data mining; software development, programming and implementation; hosting services and 
software as a service and rental of software; IT consultancy, advisory and information services; chemical research; 
chemical analysis; software design; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; energy auditing; monitoring of computer  
systems by remote access; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; research in the field of physics; research 
in the field to telecommunications technology; scientific research; software as a service.
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Priority claimed from 04/10/2019; Application No. : 018132647 ;European Union 

4392935    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505289]
HÄSTENS SÄNGAR AB
Nya Hamnvägen 7 SE-731 36 Köping Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; mattress toppers; box 
springs; bed frames; bed bases; bed heads; coverings (fitted -) for furniture.

Cl.24;Textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; linens; bed clothes and blankets; bed linen; towels of textile; 
coverings for furniture; duvets; bed covers; baby blankets.
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4392977    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505499]
Neumeister Hydraulik GmbH
Otto-Neumeister-Straße 9 74196 Neuenstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drive units, other than for land vehicles; driving machines, other than for land vehicles; driving motors, other than 
for land vehicles; sealing joints [parts of engines]; electric motors; electrical pumps; hydraulic transmissions, other than 
for land vehicles; hydraulic engines and motors; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic valves; hydraulically operated switches; 
hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic lifting gear; hydraulic lift tables; process controllers 
[hydraulic]; hydraulic actuators; hydraulic controls for machines; hydraulic controls for motors; hydraulic valve 
actuators; hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; hydrostatic drives, other than for land vehicles; hydrostatic 
drives for machines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; piston rings; piston rods; clutch cylinders, other than for 
land vehicles; steering linkages for machines; elevators [lifts]; elevator operating apparatus; control mechanisms for 
machines, motors and engines; engines, powertrains, and generic parts for machines; motors and engines except for 
land vehicles; pumps [machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; regulators for engines; actuators for dampers; 
actuators for mechanisms; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; thrusters for machinery; valves for 
machines; valves for engines; valves for pumps; cylinders being parts of machines; cylinder blocks [parts of machines]; 
cylinder covers [parts of machines]; cylinders for vehicles other than land vehicles; cylinders for machines; cylinders for 
motors and engines; pistons for cylinders; cylinder liners.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; electric control panels; electrical switch cabinets; electrical 
controls; control installations (electric -); electric control apparatus; electric control valves; electric control apparatus; 
electronic controllers; switches, electric; radio control apparatus; remote control apparatus; sensors and detectors; 
controllers (regulators); thermostats.

Cl.12;Powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; drive gears [land vehicle parts]; drive units for land 
vehicles; gear cases for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; motor drive units for land vehicles; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances; main brake cylinders; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; hydraulic servo valves being 
parts of vehicle braking systems; hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle hydraulic systems; hydraulic control 
systems for vehicles; hydraulic power transmission units for land vehicles; clutch cylinders for land vehicles; mechanical 
power transmitting mechanisms for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; wheel cylinders for vehicles; actuating drives 
for land vehicles; steering units for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 27/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-064828 ;Japan 

4392985    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505247]
IMAC CO., LTD
1551 Sazukawa-cho, Moriyama-shi Shiga 524-0215 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sports training simulators; photographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; measuring or 
testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; electrical power supplies; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; image processors; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.11;Electric lamps and other lighting apparatus.

Cl.40;Metal treating; processing of plastics; ceramic processing; custom assembling of electronic circuit boards.

Cl.42;Designing of electronic machines and telecommunication apparatus; programming of application software; 
technological advice relating to machines; testing or research on electricity; testing or research on machines, apparatus 
and instruments.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

3180041 3180041 - (1763-0) Opposition No. BOM-875835. As per the order of D.R. dated 31.12.2019 
the goods are amended to read as “Cocoa, Sugar, Rice, Tapioca, Sago, Artificial Coffee, 
Flour and Preparations made from Cereals, Bread, Pastry and Confectionary, Ices; Honey, 
Treacle; Yeast, Baking Powder; Salt, Mustard; Vinegar, Sauces, (Condiments); Spices; 
Ice.” 

4322245 4322245 - (1927-0) Goods amended and to be read as Pharmaceuticals, medical and 
veterinary preparations; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; nutraceutical preparations for 
therapeutic or medical purposes; nutritional supplements excluding pharmaceutical and 
medical preparations in relation to cancer treatment. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
461304 583413 621593 631119 657697
683351 728290 771694 808977 883045
903901 927749 1003757 1092304 1270638
1325836 1393044 1455989 1639904 1639905
1702747 1708221 1806049 1857736 2039608
2071944 2071954 2123633 2175343 2233977
2280372 2313794 2330033 2330637 2351103
2366226 2369848 2371328 2387236 2389454
2390748 2391643 2399152 2410809 2416992
2425831 2438093 2453288 2463580 2463584
2467491 2480593 2482636 2492707 2511497
2517487 2517804 2517974 2519332 2525641
2526919 2528097 2529811 2532164 2538216
2540346 2543960 2547007 2551154 2553998
2554140 2565536 2569524 2578527 2584536
2585397 2585905 2591714 2594168 2600752
2602178 2602853 2605133 2609224 2612824
2615085 2615667 2618694 2650868 2655642
2657676 2657941 2667737 2674228 2675505
2686231 2688137 2688406 2689280 2689282
2691732 2691872 2695658 2698099 2708486
2717090 2718374 2718376 2718734 2720302
2720980 2729006 2730912 2737573 2742205
2746374 2749766 2757421 2767416 2767890
2776537 2778296 2779079 2785364 2790228
2792347 2799077 2800571 2804668 2806500
2807946 2807947 2815481 2825447 2830637
2832700 2834234 2835804 2838116 2838208
2838877 2839262 2839598 2841756 2843708
2846480 2847482 2848279 2848293 2848636
2849842 2852540 2859137 2861452 2862164
2863453 2863794 2863981 2864227 2864637
2865520 2865521 2865856 2867699 2867783
2868925 2869845 2869918 2870205 2873024
2873373 2877444 2877623 2878938 2881134
2885180 2887077 2887563 2889718 2890714
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
2892243 2892925 2893918 2894628 2897852
2897853 2899431 2899881 2899904 2902512
2903053 2903538 2905251 2910435 2914495
2915026 2916082 2922625 2922675 2925309
2927483 2937675 2944807 2946889 2947490
2947491 2948539 2948770 2951245 2951791
2952059 2955858 2956441 2957538 2958363
2962928 2966203 2966979 2967256 2968399
2971186 2974121 2974483 2974670 2974915
2978269 2978886 2982406 2985770 2986074
2986508 2986830 2987513 2988047 2988196
2991359 2992739 2994811 2998966 3000981
3002491 3008752 3009018 3009625 3009853
3009935 3010460 3011555 3016978 3019276
3019543 3021416 3021980 3021996 3022593
3022594 3023040 3024131 3027071 3027988
3028633 3028721 3030528 3030729 3030732
3033601 3035102 3035910 3035916 3035922
3037172 3040351 3042008 3042011 3043580
3044206 3044853 3045772 3047684 3047755
3048586 3048785 3049344 3049659 3050756
3051896 3052812 3057130 3059119 3060012
3060799 3060813 3061030 3061486 3062987
3064487 3064751 3065142 3066484 3068647
3072027 3072554 3072905 3074002 3074134
3074136 3074139 3075389 3075534 3075535
3075537 3076252 3076477 3076817 3077347
3078182 3078186 3079109 3080800 3081362
3083303 3083553 3084466 3085583 3085984
3086033 3086248 3086823 3087576 3087712
3089532 3089975 3090471 3090615 3091207
3091860 3092148 3093630 3094934 3095022
3095060 3097729 3098053 3098137 3099193
3099265 3099961 3100451 3102006 3102108
3102374 3103346 3103379 3103476 3104337
3105515 3105601 3106725 3106770 3108383
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3108384 3109040 3109042 3109043 3109044
3110668 3111041 3112024 3112214 3112668
3112994 3113265 3113392 3113894 3113991
3114526 3114576 3114726 3115192 3115721
3115722 3115877 3115979 3116055 3116061
3117622 3118067 3118069 3118070 3118071
3118819 3118838 3122510 3123649 3124405
3124406 3124407 3124819 3127659 3127823
3129097 3129435 3129632 3129635 3129636
3129637 3129638 3129869 3130467 3130470
3130477 3130479 3130568 3130799 3131902
3131936 3133701 3136503 3137453 3138716
3138718 3140005 3140083 3140085 3140432
3141146 3141147 3141367 3142082 3143416
3144137 3145194 3146602 3146644 3147509
3147531 3148737 3148739 3148763 3148839
3148984 3150459 3154217 3154293 3154294
3154860 3154911 3154912 3154915 3155823
3157157 3158057 3158058 3158299 3163991
3165716 3165741 3167031 3171901 3174680
3174736 3175367 3176000 3176250 3176674
3178008 3178211 3178578 3178686 3180041
3180172 3180591 3182402 3182407 3182412
3183145 3183146 3183432 3186399 3186409
3186548 3187355 3187358 3187852 3188016
3189224 3189506 3189797 3191631 3192534
3192536 3192537 3193242 3193717 3194574
3196162 3196209 3197415 3197416 3198398
3198399 3198512 3198730 3198731 3198738
3198740 3198741 3198746 3198747 3198748
3198749 3198750 3198751 3198752 3200150
3200571 3200935 3201167 3201664 3201767
3202447 3202553 3203664 3204033 3204071
3205002 3205045 3205067 3205068 3205497
3206150 3206418 3206623 3207128 3207139
3207235 3209336 3209777 3209964 3210141
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3210657 3211042 3211119 3211393 3211625
3212291 3212318 3212322 3213851 3213884
3214495 3215742 3215743 3215748 3215826
3215828 3216350 3216457 3217182 3217230
3217272 3217631 3218388 3220560 3220564
3221312 3222533 3223713 3223830 3224185
3224495 3224536 3224607 3225372 3225376
3225423 3226220 3226625 3227177 3227748
3227749 3228322 3229143 3229855 3230195
3230796 3230803 3233436 3233442 3233768
3234022 3235153 3235485 3235565 3236105
3236108 3236246 3236753 3237315 3237710
3238993 3238999 3239686 3239986 3240070
3241735 3242997 3244474 3246485 3248044
3248301 3248555 3249020 3249846 3251141
3251428 3251777 3251778 3252028 3253751
3253795 3256128 3256923 3257272 3257580
3257590 3257811 3257867 3258899 3259774
3259777 3259884 3260616 3261410 3263218
3263917 3263918 3263930 3265172 3265665
3267932 3269015 3270933 3271058 3271249
3271705 3271782 3271786 3273423 3274301
3274945 3275236 3275238 3275241 3275865
3275866 3276506 3276643 3276645 3277814
3278270 3278572 3278573 3278579 3278580
3278619 3278755 3278760 3278783 3278822
3279045 3279747 3281844 3282634 3282754
3283607 3283915 3283916 3284588 3284589
3284672 3285180 3285738 3285970 3286084
3286131 3287026 3287081 3287283 3287287
3287693 3287771 3287772 3287773 3287774
3287775 3288013 3288108 3288226 3288453
3288458 3288463 3288464 3288503 3288677
3288678 3288692 3289596 3289667 3289668
3289669 3290207 3290258 3290259 3290260
3290262 3290379 3290604 3290696 3290699
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3290890 3291061 3291062 3291483 3292156
3292204 3292439 3292640 3292646 3292647
3292651 3292663 3293566 3293724 3294139
3294276 3294475 3294485 3295018 3295181
3295183 3295565 3296310 3296314 3296318
3296320 3296607 3297207 3297231 3297557
3297562 3298185 3298789 3298790 3299054
3299059 3299064 3299102 3299667 3299958
3299959 3300792 3300796 3300801 3301064
3301913 3301924 3302244 3302247 3303316
3303317 3303436 3303545 3304113 3304333
3304334 3304528 3304590 3304649 3305155
3305179 3305226 3305229 3305230 3305686
3305883 3306001 3306021 3306051 3306156
3306162 3307423 3307546 3307547 3307647
3307908 3307951 3307954 3308269 3308274
3308275 3308276 3308277 3308288 3308421
3308431 3308470 3308471 3308473 3308487
3308634 3308635 3308636 3308680 3308710
3308794 3308855 3308903 3308904 3309257
3309292 3309312 3309327 3309512 3309887
3310512 3310571 3310573 3310574 3310597
3310598 3310867 3311423 3311955 3312080
3312082 3312083 3312088 3312090 3312261
3312272 3312805 3313259 3313568 3313688
3314313 3315301 3315432 3315587 3316156
3316411 3316415 3316573 3316631 3316968
3317014 3317107 3317116 3318831 3319137
3319227 3319506 3319575 3320246 3320249
3320512 3320808 3321065 3321390 3321531
3322188 3322211 3322379 3322533 3322559
3322560 3322561 3322566 3322568 3322573
3322632 3322930 3323053 3323266 3323279
3323280 3323281 3323283 3323284 3323285
3323286 3323314 3323318 3323819 3324172
3325094 3325672 3325798 3326338 3326853
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3326857 3326954 3326962 3327177 3327178
3327180 3327181 3327182 3327184 3327364
3327788 3327984 3328190 3328283 3328284
3328290 3328443 3328476 3328635 3328638
3328940 3328945 3329501 3329504 3329506
3329507 3330197 3330198 3330212 3330296
3330298 3330636 3330819 3330820 3330927
3330938 3330940 3331927 3332853 3332859
3332860 3333059 3333061 3333182 3333349
3334254 3334456 3334470 3334567 3334765
3335272 3335369 3335409 3335458 3335918
3336002 3336428 3337095 3337139 3337205
3337249 3337585 3337976 3337981 3338054
3338155 3338332 3338333 3338351 3338718
3338721 3338955 3338956 3339397 3339459
3339622 3339753 3340007 3340010 3340211
3340218 3340246 3340529 3340530 3340566
3340569 3341155 3341167 3341500 3341503
3341555 3341568 3342378 3342748 3342785
3342786 3342812 3342903 3343285 3343318
3343331 3343529 3343558 3343576 3343725
3343961 3344608 3344619 3344729 3345415
3345739 3345926 3346148 3346748 3346814
3347121 3347399 3347656 3347967 3348107
3348194 3348203 3348299 3348627 3348630
3348631 3348923 3349025 3349238 3349462
3349479 3349480 3349510 3349597 3349623
3350092 3350739 3350830 3350910 3350912
3350916 3350946 3351106 3351657 3352160
3352389 3352746 3352999 3353290 3354532
3354731 3354732 3354735 3355366 3355407
3356014 3356023 3356845 3357053 3357286
3357437 3357687 3357716 3358290 3358294
3358343 3358344 3358814 3359488 3359489
3360131 3360273 3360511 3360512 3360665
3360845 3361207 3361475 3361858 3361870
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3362232 3362774 3362775 3362776 3363316
3363318 3363708 3364144 3364154 3364216
3364509 3364575 3364576 3364810 3364868
3365572 3365574 3366489 3366554 3366556
3368299 3368771 3371286 3371855 3374133
3378298 3378940 3382081 3383363 3383924
3385321 3386498 3386873 3390536 3393450
3394579 3400325 3406143 3406144 3406145
3409353 3410626 3416049 3417457 3425336
3425616 3426062 3428307 3431156 3435431
3437866 3437921 3438284 3440570 3441218
3443996 3446215 3446441 3447105 3447117
3447750 3447758 3448777 3452549 3452722
3454428 3455293 3455850 3456533 3456928
3456930 3458314 3458315 3458693 3459574
3460365 3460505 3460579 3467184 3467403
3469558 3470237 3471869 3472531 3474257
3475670 3475747 3477827 3479402 3479504
3481566 3482151 3484373 3484668 3485081
3485082 3485972 3486097 3486098 3486216
3486564 3490999 3493702 3495450 3496282
3498138 3498963 3500095 3501784 3502701
3503331 3503844 3506260 3514002 3514420
3516709 3517131 3519805 3522401 3522415
3524723 3526761 3527058 3527111 3527112
3527447 3528918 3530241 3533644 3534128
3538237 3538332 3541049 3545394 3548302
3550310 3551021 3552148 3552149 3556698
3558700 3565105 3567462 3569122 3572970
3573149 3573448 3575620 3579687 3582098
3582566 3583702 3587637 3587686 3588133
3588152 3588894 3589453 3596648 3597013
3597935 3609155 3612344 3612889 3612974
3614807 3615395 3617657 3618668 3622351
3624859 3633223 3634651 3634675 3636490
3636977 3637357 3637462 3637800 3637808
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3638138 3638809 3639375 3639431 3639764
3639884 3639905 3641313 3641757 3642008
3642275 3643450 3643541 3644348 3647899
3648361 3649593 3651123 3654861 3656403
3656404 3657150 3657151 3657494 3658811
3658822 3658826 3658830 3658952 3659344
3660208 3660532 3660536 3661408 3661501
3661748 3662121 3665832 3666155 3666572
3667166 3667287 3667907 3667940 3669660
3673824 3675264 3675570 3677811 3678035
3678441 3678473 3678772 3678860 3680171
3681498 3683798 3684210 3684938 3686003
3686009 3686015 3686026 3686034 3687636
3688417 3689729 3689743 3690280 3690312
3690395 3692006 3692007 3692237 3692334
3692801 3692879 3693006 3694637 3695391
3696132 3696949 3696962 3696963 3696964
3696967 3697148 3697149 3697962 3697963
3698142 3698549 3699235 3699509 3699669
3699863 3699918 3700518 3701500 3701686
3702069 3702230 3702265 3702350 3702736
3703135 3703236 3703314 3703973 3704120
3705050 3705602 3706668 3706812 3706930
3707425 3707459 3708106 3708108 3708112
3708260 3708920 3709219 3709289 3709422
3710188 3710189 3710650 3711152 3712156
3712246 3712422 3712591 3712621 3713064
3713346 3713531 3714130 3714762 3716089
3716406 3716611 3716968 3717072 3717094
3717361 3718017 3718206 3718575 3718586
3719213 3719364 3719697 3719758 3719935
3719939 3720064 3720065 3720359 3720765
3720846 3721045 3721052 3723763 3723771
3723955 3723962 3723988 3724579 3724869
3725689 3725695 3725877 3725880 3727651
3727724 3729272 3729843 3730094 3730272
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3732048 3732432 3732447 3733363 3733406
3733427 3734956 3735410 3736758 3737002
3737072 3738197 3738557 3739324 3739483
3739758 3740129 3740195 3741552 3741644
3741819 3741856 3741857 3741859 3741861
3741863 3742067 3743162 3744193 3744660
3744835 3744918 3745063 3745426 3746589
3746948 3746950 3747767 3748000 3749158
3749161 3749163 3749348 3749371 3750082
3750975 3751006 3751123 3751282 3752360
3752481 3752649 3752946 3754277 3755801
3756888 3757035 3757437 3757667 3758418
3758521 3760017 3760175 3761258 3761647
3762082 3762145 3762221 3762333 3762531
3763667 3764175 3764232 3764326 3764329
3764751 3765026 3765143 3765347 3766213
3767633 3768057 3768220 3768763 3769860
3770175 3770179 3770267 3771009 3771010
3771249 3772072 3772073 3772868 3774151
3774596 3775345 3775346 3775349 3775448
3775463 3776588 3776787 3776860 3777040
3777089 3777133 3778325 3778441 3779264
3779976 3780176 3780229 3780407 3780428
3780668 3780873 3785734 3785893 3786534
3787084 3787884 3787926 3788431 3788438
3789115 3789117 3789716 3790378 3790623
3791730 3792103 3793291 3793350 3793425
3793433 3793795 3794635 3794773 3795230
3795515 3795773 3796120 3796133 3797230
3797549 3797550 3797551 3797552 3797565
3799394 3800256 3801207 3801257 3801768
3802464 3802820 3802924 3803147 3803256
3803657 3803781 3804508 3804550 3805075
3805170 3805648 3805652 3805882 3805974
3806103 3806145 3806728 3807023 3807637
3807835 3807932 3809449 3810268 3810499
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3810779 3811792 3812779 3812905 3812983
3813098 3813334 3813718 3813880 3814092
3814271 3814281 3815184 3815200 3815398
3815400 3815477 3815833 3815836 3815837
3815969 3816103 3816306 3816307 3818594
3819221 3819796 3820305 3820462 3820473
3820500 3820963 3821674 3821678 3821704
3821757 3821761 3821890 3822150 3824149
3824227 3824230 3824231 3824481 3824979
3824982 3825471 3825604 3825694 3826032
3826467 3826473 3827000 3827288 3828473
3829598 3830569 3830579 3830771 3830783
3831652 3832455 3832869 3833281 3833473
3833575 3834169 3835209 3835214 3835227
3835384 3835526 3836724 3836950 3837154
3838320 3838793 3838967 3839277 3839661
3839681 3840301 3840916 3841835 3842941
3842964 3843095 3843096 3843099 3843334
3843723 3844162 3844491 3844704 3844782
3844936 3844989 3845041 3845109 3845231
3845283 3846136 3847304 3847317 3847777
3847929 3847991 3848170 3848388 3848412
3848875 3848930 3849261 3850604 3850615
3852508 3853359 3853814 3854256 3854756
3854929 3855328 3855360 3856184 3856235
3856375 3857079 3857234 3857992 3858013
3858628 3858630 3858685 3858852 3858865
3858987 3859787 3860627 3860959 3860967
3861080 3861305 3861467 3862030 3862107
3862315 3862474 3862722 3862723 3863000
3863009 3863338 3863340 3863342 3863438
3863713 3863900 3864048 3864051 3864053
3864054 3864165 3864354 3864357 3864360
3865031 3865054 3865119 3865207 3865387
3865908 3865957 3865963 3866021 3866022
3866030 3866033 3866039 3866040 3866052
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3866157 3866478 3866480 3866566 3866576
3867041 3867052 3867054 3867058 3867060
3867297 3867757 3867758 3867777 3867947
3868235 3868245 3868246 3868249 3868250
3868253 3868257 3868266 3868335 3868402
3869834 3869836 3869837 3870468 3870717
3870744 3871448 3871541 3871649 3871652
3871815 3871911 3871915 3871974 3871976
3871978 3872032 3872146 3872542 3872593
3872737 3872739 3872844 3872887 3872890
3872909 3873000 3873003 3873070 3873076
3873254 3873255 3873561 3873580 3873860
3874026 3874054 3874093 3874114 3874178
3874266 3874525 3874526 3874564 3874695
3874740 3874952 3875041 3875202 3875216
3875281 3875558 3875559 3875859 3875905
3875978 3876008 3876109 3876110 3876112
3876308 3876548 3876601 3876612 3876628
3876699 3876708 3877390 3877429 3877434
3877468 3877568 3877944 3877945 3878060
3878196 3878695 3878919 3879268 3880202
3880550 3880574 3880735 3880976 3881006
3881124 3881162 3881654 3882145 3882185
3882247 3882290 3882434 3882437 3882500
3882577 3882609 3882616 3882617 3882650
3882997 3883313 3883576 3883940 3883949
3883954 3884001 3884247 3884261 3884329
3884341 3884346 3884353 3884663 3884890
3884925 3884998 3885131 3885224 3885333
3885334 3885549 3885923 3886284 3886793
3886902 3887242 3887480 3887989 3888363
3888575 3888577 3888622 3888794 3888796
3888819 3889142 3889671 3890245 3890576
3890586 3890587 3890597 3890668 3890676
3890700 3890802 3890817 3890873 3890903
3890904 3890963 3891037 3891434 3891576
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3891577 3891715 3891741 3891883 3892012
3892544 3892593 3892648 3892745 3892842
3893049 3893061 3893072 3893081 3893217
3893261 3893351 3894077 3894079 3894080
3894246 3894248 3894588 3894590 3894591
3894594 3894597 3894930 3895013 3895059
3895074 3896018 3896098 3896153 3896164
3896185 3896190 3896195 3896205 3896210
3896213 3896214 3896335 3896345 3896521
3896852 3896866 3897394 3897612 3897616
3897638 3897869 3898277 3898901 3898903
3898904 3898907 3899021 3899030 3899082
3899359 3899600 3899601 3899632 3899726
3900001 3900004 3900066 3900438 3900501
3900759 3900792 3900922 3901299 3901302
3901433 3901484 3901485 3901820 3901928
3901977 3902271 3902273 3903380 3903567
3903877 3903878 3903879 3903880 3904260
3904461 3904632 3904916 3905067 3905173
3905178 3905237 3905251 3905253 3905254
3905669 3905863 3905895 3906264 3906363
3906377 3906378 3906719 3907214 3907245
3907455 3907542 3907722 3907805 3907869
3907954 3908077 3908096 3908463 3908552
3908553 3908933 3909200 3909202 3909359
3909360 3909634 3909638 3909960 3909968
3910212 3910221 3910227 3910281 3910285
3910510 3910514 3910518 3910519 3910520
3910528 3910537 3910850 3911060 3911741
3911860 3911969 3912192 3912193 3912195
3912993 3913541 3913544 3913628 3913629
3913861 3914172 3914346 3914347 3914627
3914630 3914634 3914647 3914649 3914669
3914740 3914897 3914965 3914999 3915034
3915103 3915163 3915619 3915621 3915818
3915820 3915895 3915922 3916004 3916263
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3916369 3916384 3916394 3916395 3916499
3916541 3916542 3916653 3916990 3916991
3916992 3917773 3918172 3918175 3918177
3918178 3919054 3919283 3919284 3919286
3919287 3919294 3919296 3919297 3919298
3919326 3919422 3919459 3919612 3919682
3919683 3919693 3919694 3919695 3920485
3920615 3921028 3921351 3921352 3921358
3921360 3921377 3921388 3921638 3921705
3921711 3921712 3921861 3921862 3921865
3921952 3922091 3922316 3922463 3922502
3922526 3923114 3923208 3923552 3923594
3923595 3923665 3923856 3923877 3923884
3924653 3924965 3924974 3925021 3925023
3925024 3925072 3925089 3925104 3925140
3925463 3926148 3926151 3926228 3926515
3926563 3926919 3927677 3928014 3928328
3928581 3928620 3928660 3928674 3928843
3929245 3929395 3929397 3929398 3929412
3929520 3929655 3929656 3929660 3929830
3929831 3929921 3930080 3930554 3930984
3931038 3931169 3931170 3931171 3931182
3931287 3931450 3931593 3931722 3931726
3931730 3931834 3932056 3932137 3932211
3932529 3932787 3932859 3932938 3933453
3933544 3933546 3933547 3933554 3933557
3933558 3933587 3933588 3933647 3933729
3933828 3934001 3934003 3934004 3934005
3934006 3934007 3934301 3934377 3934510
3934728 3935010 3935406 3935529 3935530
3935550 3935590 3935778 3935842 3935854
3936122 3936387 3936537 3936538 3936631
3936648 3936937 3937029 3937032 3937040
3937100 3937131 3937132 3937133 3938070
3938086 3938122 3938818 3938863 3938976
3939286 3939602 3939996 3940473 3940477
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3940479 3940533 3940741 3941198 3941201
3941349 3941351 3941687 3941743 3941794
3942186 3942209 3942516 3942777 3943359
3943550 3943551 3943555 3943556 3943557
3943558 3943560 3943561 3943562 3943563
3943564 3943566 3943837 3945058 3945096
3945702 3945717 3945757 3945871 3946142
3946595 3946634 3946639 3946767 3946768
3946952 3946955 3947796 3948053 3948059
3948166 3948294 3948439 3948525 3948526
3948599 3948985 3949050 3949053 3949061
3949204 3949889 3949891 3950465 3950992
3950995 3950996 3951352 3951446 3951509
3951574 3951575 3951686 3951710 3951765
3951817 3951977 3951989 3952479 3952571
3952579 3952580 3952860 3953219 3953222
3953226 3953227 3953229 3953303 3953509
3953515 3953593 3953749 3954072 3954772
3954784 3954953 3955027 3955405 3955876
3955877 3956041 3956148 3956238 3956240
3956343 3956388 3956825 3956826 3956893
3957081 3957193 3957274 3957301 3957313
3957328 3957392 3957517 3957550 3957655
3957667 3957678 3957960 3958578 3958599
3958802 3958803 3958812 3959007 3959902
3959909 3959912 3960024 3960025 3960556
3960559 3960903 3960954 3961120 3961121
3961122 3961392 3961687 3961829 3961834
3962009 3962084 3962280 3962455 3962461
3962768 3962770 3963069 3963076 3963130
3963131 3963330 3963332 3964175 3964178
3964560 3964574 3964575 3964592 3964698
3965088 3965125 3965219 3965379 3965450
3965714 3965779 3965810 3965880 3965881
3965883 3966117 3966118 3966127 3966271
3966429 3966521 3967054 3967131 3967632
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3967689 3967691 3968038 3968061 3968065
3968172 3968200 3968814 3968848 3968854
3968924 3968926 3969026 3969053 3969312
3969314 3969316 3969317 3969413 3970022
3970200 3970354 3970463 3970538 3970545
3971078 3971190 3971196 3971197 3971240
3971250 3971265 3971443 3971954 3972166
3972227 3972489 3972766 3973475 3973528
3973552 3973553 3973554 3973555 3973558
3973559 3973562 3973616 3973621 3973839
3973842 3973845 3973864 3973930 3973982
3974176 3974280 3974285 3974535 3974547
3974548 3974673 3974810 3974811 3974947
3974992 3974993 3975181 3975555 3975779
3975966 3976038 3976149 3976150 3976371
3976395 3977006 3977551 3977573 3977622
3977624 3977673 3977675 3977887 3977948
3977990 3978237 3978254 3978537 3978538
3978539 3978753 3978754 3978755 3978767
3978769 3979427 3979428 3979429 3979431
3979435 3979521 3979538 3979566 3979567
3979570 3979571 3979596 3979598 3980136
3980383 3980385 3980386 3980484 3980488
3980525 3980607 3980608 3980689 3980946
3981007 3981075 3981090 3981091 3981092
3981093 3981094 3981096 3981100 3981142
3981177 3981661 3982192 3982499 3982507
3982741 3982864 3983092 3983237 3983393
3983421 3983448 3983449 3983580 3983696
3983726 3983803 3983814 3984009 3984185
3984203 3984204 3984452 3984530 3984532
3984533 3984624 3984964 3985508 3985554
3985592 3985659 3985718 3986053 3986054
3986506 3987039 3987146 3987154 3987206
3987216 3987217 3987218 3987832 3987984
3987986 3987987 3987991 3988110 3988294
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3988373 3988374 3988853 3989172 3989202
3989203 3989204 3989303 3989325 3989416
3989417 3989452 3989771 3990020 3990066
3990101 3990270 3990331 3990539 3991973
3992065 3992085 3992104 3992117 3992379
3992435 3992604 3992963 3992964 3993032
3993058 3993104 3993105 3993106 3993170
3993185 3993690 3993691 3993755 3993784
3993907 3994064 3994835 3994838 3994931
3995111 3995996 3997683 3997687 3998164
3998830 3999118 3999275 3999555 4000308
4000614 4001406 4001407 4001689 4002066
4002068 4002073 4002137 4002156 4002158
4002211 4003352 4003353 4003354 4003356
4003357 4004347 4004359 4004399 4005352
4006148 4006173 4007506 4008425 4008426
4009431 4009523 4009792 4011433 4011459
4011460 4011591 4011592 4012225 4012227
4013100 4014238 4015535 4015544 4015545
4015546 4015553 4015554 4015558 4015561
4015563 4015565 4015570 4015743 4016265
4016910 4016914 4017008 4017009 4017011
4017016 4017018 4017311 4017817 4017889
4018654 4019197 4020947 4020948 4021112
4021431 4021432 4021433 4021437 4021899
4022188 4022585 4022587 4023521 4024070
4024072 4024073 4025061 4025264 4025414
4026089 4026600 4026605 4026809 4027858
4028270 4028825 4029648 4030050 4030464
4030521 4031193 4031366 4031412 4032112
4032285 4032286 4032288 4032290 4032316
4032363 4032407 4032555 4032673 4032676
4033340 4033505 4033963 4034210 4036265
4036605 4036875 4036970 4037136 4037161
4037475 4039012 4039369 4039370 4040114
4043059 4043416 4043976 4044046 4044272
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4044614 4044686 4044789 4044859 4045361
4045368 4045708 4045710 4045711 4045795
4045822 4046086 4046166 4046404 4046523
4046577 4046742 4046796 4046827 4046837
4046847 4046946 4046947 4047008 4047093
4047589 4048036 4048098 4048162 4048177
4048183 4048184 4048185 4048186 4048187
4048368 4048504 4048590 4048615 4048653
4048723 4048731 4048735 4048862 4048905
4049026 4049333 4049759 4049816 4049833
4049961 4050030 4050042 4050209 4050303
4050322 4050354 4050381 4050431 4050575
4050586 4050591 4050680 4050920 4051099
4051120 4051196 4051287 4051295 4051316
4051436 4051445 4051526 4051530 4051531
4051564 4051661 4051663 4051691 4051764
4051950 4052026 4052031 4052041 4052078
4052098 4052106 4052128 4052134 4052183
4052270 4052309 4052381 4052408 4052413
4052434 4052551 4052552 4052591 4052594
4052595 4052629 4052665 4052694 4052717
4052748 4052806 4052825 4052826 4052827
4052856 4052871 4052996 4053086 4053087
4053088 4053089 4053269 4053313 4053342
4053348 4053438 4053479 4053519 4053713
4053771 4053775 4053783 4053806 4053836
4053918 4054146 4054177 4054201 4054219
4054242 4054350 4054368 4054417 4054472
4054512 4054520 4054702 4054775 4054945
4054946 4054985 4054987 4055067 4055188
4055206 4055444 4055536 4055559 4055561
4055620 4055621 4055666 4055678 4055725
4056081 4056195 4056251 4056342 4056369
4056467 4056480 4057020 4057021 4057192
4057211 4057288 4057296 4057390 4057440
4057634 4057636 4057638 4057676 4057685
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4057691 4057697 4058033 4058034 4058035
4058036 4058037 4058038 4058041 4058102
4058106 4058107 4058109 4058147 4058154
4058199 4058204 4058209 4058211 4058213
4058224 4058228 4058248 4058265 4058291
4058296 4058457 4058499 4058500 4058511
4058513 4058546 4058582 4058584 4058602
4058638 4058641 4058642 4058919 4058957
4058977 4059017 4059144 4059360 4059401
4059439 4059473 4059513 4059515 4059547
4059566 4059600 4059632 4059638 4059668
4059676 4059677 4059729 4059737 4059762
4059773 4059801 4059807 4059829 4059846
4059944 4060001 4060011 4060053 4060055
4060323 4060400 4060436 4060438 4060439
4060440 4060443 4060444 4060445 4060446
4060517 4060518 4060566 4060604 4060613
4060681 4060730 4060784 4060828 4060833
4060842 4060930 4060941 4060979 4061135
4061325 4061357 4061384 4061403 4061432
4061529 4061566 4061583 4061599 4061604
4061748 4061815 4061816 4061936 4061940
4061953 4061997 4062133 4062165 4062166
4062189 4062324 4062337 4062356 4062360
4062396 4062434 4062462 4062495 4062632
4062633 4062894 4063004 4063047 4063052
4063095 4063105 4063116 4063170 4063205
4063325 4063346 4063503 4063508 4063530
4063874 4063878 4063884 4063896 4064024
4064198 4064199 4064395 4064564 4064593
4064594 4064724 4064734 4064807 4064824
4064830 4064839 4064914 4064915 4064976
4065114 4065130 4065189 4065261 4065371
4065372 4065387 4065421 4065467 4065469
4065558 4065581 4065683 4065743 4065899
4065966 4065993 4065995 4066021 4066022
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4066069 4066211 4066234 4066318 4066342
4066400 4066418 4066448 4066465 4066487
4066561 4066590 4066598 4066816 4066827
4067138 4067165 4067232 4067250 4067492
4067989 4068350 4068420 4068576 4068602
4068625 4068627 4069117 4069152 4069320
4069321 4069322 4069531 4070560 4070845
4071369 4071408 4074471 4076222 4076268
4076507 4081279 4088514 4090029 4091727
4097552 4097586 4097587 4103140 4108536
4109371 4111993 4113305 4116337 4117982
4118401 4118420 4118543 4120934 4122384
4123632 4123779 4124859 4125197 4126235
4126236 4126238 4126239 4126242 4126245
4126634 4127231 4127824 4127834 4129056
4129386 4129789 4130382 4130778 4131712
4131798 4131807 4132408 4132571 4132875
4132937 4133786 4133789 4134668 4134670
4135254 4135800 4135888 4136182 4137276
4137436 4137449 4138983 4139555 4139660
4139722 4140138 4140153 4142525 4143638
4145587 4147171 4147794 4148404 4148483
4148572 4148811 4148817 4148908 4149795
4149987 4149988 4150061 4150565 4150954
4151226 4152105 4152304 4152333 4152630
4153639 4153897 4153945 4154211 4154213
4154554 4154591 4154592 4154630 4154789
4155187 4155191 4155318 4155656 4155714
4155747 4155748 4155979 4156520 4156878
4157248 4158239 4158811 4159052 4159295
4159296 4160055 4160550 4160759 4160899
4161072 4161090 4161123 4161141 4161600
4162039 4162711 4163010 4163284 4163543
4163590 4163619 4163842 4163931 4164062
4164089 4165100 4165217 4165324 4165588
4165862 4165993 4166284 4166296 4166419
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4166514 4166694 4167241 4167461 4168208
4168226 4168468 4168613 4168922 4169232
4169413 4169968 4170307 4170651 4170705
4170740 4170799 4171461 4171493 4171871
4172155 4172181 4172291 4172572 4172798
4172841 4172842 4173445 4173997 4174308
4174345 4174367 4174539 4174540 4174634
4174723 4174779 4174865 4175202 4175699
4175706 4176001 4176100 4176115 4176179
4176181 4176737 4176896 4176919 4177043
4177068 4177165 4177455 4177753 4178133
4178201 4178366 4178385 4178410 4179042
4179345 4179699 4179799 4179801 4180247
4180461 4180520 4180722 4181173 4181700
4182593 4183199 4183353 4183882 4183883
4183884 4183885 4183886 4183985 4183996
4184041 4184202 4184206 4184207 4184209
4184244 4184300 4184482 4185040 4185178
4185337 4185366 4185439 4185440 4185818
4185847 4186138 4186258 4186383 4186384
4186385 4186471 4186477 4186599 4186613
4186734 4186764 4186824 4186826 4186827
4186832 4186833 4187289 4187827 4187974
4187975 4187992 4188116 4188140 4188215
4188243 4188393 4188625 4188865 4189067
4189260 4189284 4189512 4189562 4189563
4189570 4189623 4189947 4190529 4190535
4190647 4190856 4190908 4190918 4190953
4191074 4191083 4191084 4191086 4191225
4191330 4191332 4191388 4191441 4191442
4191539 4191726 4191731 4191733 4191746
4191748 4191808 4191809 4191842 4191976
4192002 4192029 4192180 4192255 4192264
4192271 4192277 4192280 4192441 4192442
4192444 4192445 4192446 4192447 4192448
4192449 4192476 4192620 4192621 4192622
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4192623 4192625 4192626 4192627 4192645
4192752 4192754 4193027 4193062 4193081
4193082 4193084 4193087 4193089 4193090
4193091 4193097 4193110 4193271 4193275
4193277 4193383 4193427 4193441 4193443
4193445 4193543 4193581 4193587 4193589
4193595 4193596 4193719 4193812 4193814
4193827 4193830 4193831 4193832 4193834
4194087 4194088 4194143 4194250 4194268
4194336 4194351 4194352 4194353 4194354
4194411 4194414 4194418 4194435 4194436
4194437 4194438 4194453 4194505 4194511
4194536 4194538 4194879 4194892 4194894
4194895 4194906 4194947 4194949 4194996
4195075 4195092 4195112 4195262 4195375
4195388 4195393 4195395 4195396 4195400
4195401 4195407 4195509 4195510 4195628
4195670 4195676 4195678 4195743 4195747
4195757 4195760 4195889 4195890 4195948
4195970 4195990 4196077 4196079 4196083
4196096 4196097 4196137 4196177 4196178
4196179 4196180 4196192 4196358 4196360
4196361 4196611 4196619 4196764 4196768
4196769 4196770 4196771 4196845 4196937
4197086 4197176 4197460 4197715 4197868
4198047 4198048 4198049 4198050 4198051
4198055 4198089 4198123 4198214 4198252
4198435 4198453 4198496 4198686 4198742
4198743 4198746 4198748 4198774 4198785
4198835 4198837 4198919 4198925 4199075
4199081 4199186 4199225 4199308 4199568
4199570 4199576 4199578 4199589 4199618
4199722 4199803 4199804 4199892 4199993
4200114 4200117 4200179 4200182 4200216
4200408 4200440 4200506 4200538 4200539
4200697 4200907 4200951 4200957 4201238
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4201239 4201240 4201728 4201729 4201731
4201735 4201737 4201748 4201909 4201955
4202021 4202027 4202101 4202159 4202212
4202217 4202223 4202269 4202312 4202319
4202321 4202473 4202511 4202653 4202656
4202659 4202664 4202665 4202668 4202671
4202721 4202725 4203004 4203008 4203016
4203019 4203020 4203047 4203050 4203105
4203106 4203147 4203250 4203288 4203336
4203338 4203344 4203345 4203350 4203426
4203571 4203575 4203579 4203595 4203619
4203669 4203675 4203724 4203739 4203743
4203744 4203749 4203752 4203753 4203759
4203760 4203761 4203762 4203770 4203830
4203832 4203833 4203843 4203845 4203848
4203852 4203853 4203918 4204033 4204038
4204039 4204040 4204065 4204066 4204118
4204143 4204144 4204149 4204150 4204170
4204185 4204253 4204363 4204364 4204377
4204379 4204440 4204477 4204478 4204481
4204492 4204494 4204503 4204504 4204509
4204517 4204623 4204625 4204627 4204628
4204629 4204653 4204662 4204719 4204724
4204741 4204742 4204833 4204843 4204860
4204862 4204951 4204955 4204960 4204963
4204971 4204972 4204992 4204995 4205109
4205110 4205142 4205146 4205148 4205158
4205162 4205165 4205234 4205235 4205236
4205237 4205241 4205247 4205249 4205258
4205296 4205298 4205309 4205352 4205384
4205388 4205421 4205424 4205426 4205429
4205432 4205433 4205435 4205574 4205579
4205580 4205581 4205593 4205595 4205639
4205641 4205642 4205729 4205738 4205755
4205763 4205778 4205838 4205839 4205840
4205844 4205849 4205856 4205940 4205941
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4205943 4206023 4206037 4206046 4206080
4206084 4206085 4206102 4206120 4206132
4206133 4206134 4206136 4206140 4206141
4206142 4206143 4206147 4206148 4206149
4206152 4206165 4206166 4206179 4206213
4206236 4206240 4206241 4206257 4206277
4206278 4206282 4206285 4206286 4206296
4206299 4206305 4206309 4206314 4206332
4206421 4206497 4206498 4206502 4206511
4206512 4206513 4206516 4206517 4206535
4206543 4206557 4206559 4206560 4206562
4206564 4206565 4206595 4206596 4206597
4206601 4206627 4206641 4206642 4206650
4206662 4206663 4206665 4206691 4206723
4206724 4206727 4206749 4206750 4206756
4206794 4206798 4206800 4206804 4206806
4206846 4206847 4206852 4206853 4206857
4206878 4206893 4206894 4206917 4206932
4206943 4206946 4206954 4206956 4206957
4206958 4206960 4206961 4206962 4206971
4206973 4206974 4206975 4207015 4207016
4207018 4207019 4207020 4207026 4207055
4207057 4207058 4207070 4207071 4207091
4207102 4207104 4207121 4207166 4207188
4207190 4207193 4207270 4207271 4207272
4207273 4207278 4207280 4207281 4207286
4207288 4207292 4207293 4207301 4207311
4207317 4207357 4207360 4207363 4207367
4207370 4207375 4207405 4207441 4207445
4207451 4207452 4207489 4207495 4207500
4207550 4207573 4207575 4207578 4207580
4207581 4207582 4207584 4207601 4207614
4207615 4207629 4207694 4207701 4207707
4207724 4207730 4207734 4207753 4207758
4207778 4207832 4207840 4207841 4207843
4207845 4207849 4207853 4207856 4207866
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4207867 4207875 4207909 4207928 4207930
4207931 4207933 4207934 4207957 4207961
4207967 4207968 4207977 4208003 4208010
4208037 4208040 4208043 4208046 4208049
4208050 4208051 4208055 4208067 4208120
4208127 4208128 4208137 4208150 4208162
4208170 4208171 4208172 4208176 4208247
4208248 4208249 4208268 4208293 4208298
4208316 4208328 4208334 4208347 4208355
4208357 4208404 4208423 4208428 4208473
4208499 4208505 4208507 4208510 4208515
4208516 4208517 4208518 4208520 4208521
4208528 4208529 4208530 4208535 4208536
4208549 4208560 4208563 4208573 4208585
4208642 4208645 4208646 4208656 4208658
4208661 4208688 4208740 4208747 4208750
4208754 4208766 4208768 4208792 4208794
4208796 4208798 4208801 4208802 4208808
4208814 4208816 4208818 4208819 4208820
4208821 4208825 4208835 4208864 4208867
4208883 4208892 4208893 4208941 4208953
4208956 4208957 4208958 4208959 4208962
4208965 4208967 4208972 4209005 4209008
4209068 4209071 4209077 4209089 4209106
4209107 4209108 4209109 4209133 4209134
4209155 4209162 4209172 4209234 4209263
4209283 4209340 4209346 4209347 4209363
4209366 4209368 4209394 4209396 4209398
4209400 4209422 4209424 4209428 4209429
4209435 4209439 4209440 4209443 4209455
4209465 4209467 4209470 4209471 4209472
4209473 4209474 4209475 4209478 4209490
4209576 4209578 4209579 4209589 4209592
4209630 4209632 4209633 4209634 4209635
4209637 4209641 4209642 4209644 4209670
4209672 4209673 4209680 4209690 4209694
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4209706 4209715 4209724 4209726 4209728
4209729 4209742 4209762 4209764 4209766
4209781 4209788 4209790 4209801 4209803
4209808 4209821 4209824 4209827 4209828
4209830 4209857 4209893 4209894 4209896
4209897 4209906 4209908 4209911 4209937
4209939 4209942 4209950 4209960 4209961
4209962 4209963 4209965 4209966 4209967
4210010 4210019 4210021 4210032 4210033
4210035 4210036 4210037 4210044 4210046
4210062 4210066 4210069 4210073 4210074
4210080 4210082 4210086 4210087 4210088
4210090 4210091 4210092 4210096 4210099
4210101 4210108 4210122 4210126 4210127
4210137 4210139 4210143 4210144 4210145
4210179 4210183 4210185 4210188 4210191
4210193 4210233 4210235 4210238 4210255
4210257 4210261 4210262 4210263 4210264
4210265 4210266 4210267 4210268 4210314
4210330 4210331 4210336 4210337 4210349
4210390 4210420 4210424 4210427 4210434
4210439 4210440 4210441 4210443 4210445
4210446 4210450 4210515 4210516 4210529
4210531 4210533 4210536 4210538 4210554
4210556 4210560 4210579 4210580 4210583
4210594 4210597 4210607 4210609 4210610
4210611 4210613 4210666 4210669 4210698
4210727 4210728 4210735 4210739 4210740
4210745 4210747 4210754 4210755 4210796
4210798 4210803 4210810 4210821 4210826
4210841 4210843 4210848 4210895 4210896
4210897 4210899 4210902 4210907 4210912
4210914 4210915 4210920 4210930 4210968
4210969 4210970 4210975 4210978 4210988
4211001 4211003 4211004 4211005 4211006
4211007 4211033 4211036 4211038 4211040
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4211055 4211057 4211065 4211066 4211067
4211081 4211092 4211093 4211095 4211098
4211099 4211128 4211132 4211133 4211138
4211139 4211154 4211171 4211173 4211175
4211183 4211224 4211230 4211231 4211232
4211237 4211241 4211243 4211264 4211266
4211273 4211286 4211321 4211324 4211328
4211333 4211364 4211376 4211391 4211396
4211399 4211417 4211419 4211427 4211433
4211435 4211436 4211438 4211441 4211451
4211464 4211467 4211542 4211548 4211564
4211587 4211588 4211597 4211598 4211604
4211607 4211609 4211612 4211613 4211615
4211616 4211626 4211636 4211637 4211638
4211640 4211645 4211647 4211650 4211651
4211662 4211666 4211668 4211674 4211677
4211683 4211684 4211685 4211689 4211690
4211691 4211694 4211695 4211698 4211707
4211725 4211727 4211728 4211730 4211733
4211737 4211745 4211746 4211747 4211755
4211757 4211759 4211769 4211777 4211790
4211791 4211792 4211795 4211825 4211830
4211831 4211877 4211879 4211882 4211888
4211892 4211894 4211895 4211945 4211966
4211967 4211969 4211971 4211974 4211975
4211978 4211981 4211983 4211984 4212009
4212019 4212021 4212023 4212032 4212044
4212056 4212061 4212069 4212071 4212077
4212078 4212079 4212080 4212082 4212083
4212084 4212085 4212086 4212160 4212167
4212181 4212182 4212205 4212207 4212211
4212217 4212218 4212219 4212223 4212225
4212231 4212237 4212239 4212244 4212245
4212249 4212251 4212260 4212266 4212273
4212274 4212275 4212276 4212280 4212282
4212285 4212286 4212321 4212322 4212323
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4212324 4212325 4212333 4212336 4212339
4212341 4212344 4212347 4212354 4212355
4212357 4212358 4212362 4212366 4212367
4212368 4212369 4212377 4212389 4212390
4212400 4212401 4212422 4212449 4212460
4212466 4212499 4212500 4212502 4212504
4212521 4212524 4212525 4212526 4212527
4212545 4212546 4212554 4212555 4212562
4212565 4212569 4212574 4212596 4212598
4212642 4212662 4212671 4212672 4212675
4212677 4212678 4212681 4212682 4212689
4212691 4212692 4212693 4212715 4212720
4212722 4212723 4212724 4212725 4212726
4212727 4212729 4212730 4212753 4212758
4212766 4212769 4212772 4212792 4212793
4212805 4212806 4212820 4212821 4212823
4212836 4212845 4212861 4212868 4212869
4212875 4212876 4212879 4212887 4212889
4212892 4212898 4212900 4212902 4212911
4212921 4212922 4212923 4212937 4212939
4212942 4212953 4212955 4212968 4212969
4212970 4212980 4212983 4212992 4213003
4213004 4213005 4213024 4213025 4213026
4213027 4213028 4213031 4213032 4213037
4213040 4213054 4213116 4213137 4213139
4213141 4213142 4213147 4213156 4213173
4213174 4213175 4213177 4213178 4213180
4213186 4213189 4213190 4213191 4213192
4213197 4213225 4213230 4213267 4213268
4213276 4213277 4213278 4213292 4213295
4213296 4213304 4213305 4213307 4213311
4213342 4213343 4213346 4213349 4213350
4213355 4213359 4213362 4213363 4213367
4213368 4213378 4213379 4213381 4213399
4213400 4213409 4213410 4213420 4213423
4213425 4213454 4213462 4213465 4213466
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4213472 4213482 4213487 4213499 4213500
4213502 4213508 4213522 4213523 4213528
4213531 4213534 4213536 4213541 4213542
4213544 4213583 4213587 4213594 4213599
4213602 4213621 4213622 4213624 4213625
4213628 4213646 4213652 4213653 4213659
4213678 4213681 4213688 4213738 4213749
4213772 4213773 4213774 4213775 4213778
4213786 4213787 4213788 4213789 4213790
4213815 4213819 4213821 4213824 4213825
4213827 4213828 4213832 4213885 4213888
4213918 4213923 4213952 4213968 4213969
4213989 4214010 4214026 4214030 4214032
4214034 4214039 4214040 4214042 4214045
4214059 4214061 4214078 4214101 4214119
4214121 4214122 4214144 4214146 4214177
4214182 4214192 4214200 4214212 4214215
4214217 4214221 4214224 4214233 4214237
4214238 4214239 4214245 4214263 4214266
4214280 4214286 4214300 4214301 4214303
4214304 4214315 4214317 4214326 4214360
4214363 4214366 4214369 4214371 4214373
4214375 4214386 4214387 4214390 4214409
4214410 4214411 4214433 4214434 4214456
4214469 4214471 4214472 4214473 4214474
4214476 4214477 4214487 4214489 4214490
4214491 4214503 4214515 4214516 4214517
4214520 4214521 4214525 4214526 4214529
4214535 4214536 4214540 4214541 4214543
4214548 4214549 4214550 4214555 4214571
4214598 4214609 4214618 4214621 4214624
4214636 4214677 4214683 4214684 4214694
4214697 4214705 4214709 4214713 4214716
4214731 4214743 4214756 4214759 4214766
4214767 4214768 4214769 4214770 4214772
4214783 4214784 4214788 4214790 4214799
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4214800 4214801 4214804 4214806 4214808
4214809 4214813 4214820 4214823 4214825
4214836 4214844 4214857 4214858 4214863
4214865 4214870 4214871 4214872 4214879
4214887 4214888 4214890 4214893 4214898
4214899 4214932 4214933 4214938 4214941
4214942 4214943 4214950 4214953 4214954
4214959 4214974 4214979 4214985 4214992
4215011 4215033 4215085 4215087 4215092
4215094 4215110 4215113 4215114 4215123
4215135 4215137 4215155 4215158 4215175
4215178 4215180 4215182 4215188 4215191
4215203 4215204 4215205 4215212 4215213
4215215 4215218 4215242 4215244 4215252
4215253 4215254 4215269 4215273 4215278
4215284 4215291 4215298 4215300 4215302
4215303 4215304 4215305 4215322 4215329
4215335 4215356 4215357 4215358 4215359
4215360 4215361 4215367 4215371 4215373
4215374 4215376 4215377 4215380 4215383
4215387 4215388 4215405 4215414 4215415
4215416 4215418 4215419 4215425 4215448
4215449 4215466 4215467 4215476 4215477
4215491 4215496 4215497 4215498 4215499
4215500 4215538 4215551 4215552 4215553
4215554 4215557 4215558 4215561 4215577
4215580 4215589 4215612 4215613 4215614
4215615 4215617 4215618 4215624 4215629
4215630 4215631 4215633 4215642 4215645
4215647 4215648 4215649 4215651 4215654
4215677 4215680 4215713 4215714 4215715
4215725 4215727 4215728 4215740 4215746
4215758 4215759 4215762 4215764 4215765
4215792 4215797 4215815 4215816 4215829
4215843 4215848 4215849 4215858 4215866
4215867 4215874 4215889 4215890 4215894
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4215895 4215896 4215897 4215902 4215924
4215931 4215936 4215960 4215982 4215990
4215995 4216010 4216011 4216012 4216014
4216028 4216032 4216070 4216086 4216098
4216099 4216103 4216105 4216107 4216115
4216118 4216132 4216150 4216164 4216165
4216176 4216185 4216188 4216192 4216197
4216199 4216204 4216206 4216207 4216211
4216218 4216223 4216227 4216234 4216245
4216249 4216250 4216251 4216255 4216256
4216257 4216274 4216280 4216281 4216282
4216311 4216314 4216316 4216327 4216331
4216333 4216334 4216343 4216363 4216371
4216375 4216380 4216385 4216391 4216400
4216402 4216403 4216421 4216424 4216427
4216430 4216432 4216434 4216435 4216437
4216438 4216439 4216447 4216452 4216465
4216469 4216470 4216472 4216477 4216478
4216482 4216483 4216497 4216498 4216504
4216506 4216507 4216509 4216514 4216524
4216526 4216540 4216550 4216577 4216583
4216615 4216617 4216658 4216672 4216687
4216694 4216715 4216759 4216764 4216765
4216766 4216776 4216780 4216781 4216808
4216815 4216818 4216833 4216842 4216851
4216861 4216871 4216883 4216888 4216892
4216903 4216905 4216908 4216911 4216912
4216913 4216916 4216917 4216918 4216944
4216961 4216962 4216963 4216969 4216978
4216984 4216995 4217009 4217032 4217038
4217046 4217047 4217055 4217059 4217065
4217071 4217076 4217079 4217080 4217089
4217091 4217108 4217133 4217136 4217145
4217147 4217148 4217167 4217168 4217169
4217171 4217176 4217185 4217199 4217203
4217225 4217227 4217248 4217254 4217255
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4217260 4217267 4217268 4217276 4217285
4217286 4217287 4217302 4217305 4217331
4217332 4217343 4217358 4217366 4217368
4217369 4217371 4217373 4217375 4217376
4217377 4217381 4217388 4217397 4217399
4217408 4217492 4217493 4217494 4217509
4217510 4217511 4217513 4217559 4217561
4217565 4217568 4217569 4217570 4217571
4217572 4217573 4217575 4217583 4217585
4217586 4217590 4217602 4217611 4217614
4217639 4217651 4217653 4217661 4217668
4217671 4217672 4217686 4217687 4217705
4217706 4217708 4217726 4217748 4217787
4217795 4217797 4217809 4217810 4217823
4217831 4217832 4217840 4217844 4217845
4217846 4217847 4217854 4217860 4217877
4217890 4217896 4217903 4217904 4217905
4217906 4217907 4217908 4217909 4217910
4217911 4217912 4217917 4217918 4217922
4217924 4217927 4217928 4217961 4217966
4217977 4217980 4217981 4217984 4217985
4217988 4217989 4217995 4217996 4218009
4218014 4218016 4218018 4218019 4218022
4218024 4218029 4218034 4218040 4218043
4218046 4218048 4218051 4218058 4218094
4218095 4218097 4218106 4218107 4218118
4218125 4218131 4218147 4218151 4218160
4218163 4218166 4218169 4218170 4218175
4218181 4218194 4218202 4218203 4218204
4218208 4218209 4218213 4218216 4218219
4218220 4218222 4218223 4218225 4218231
4218250 4218251 4218256 4218260 4218261
4218268 4218272 4218280 4218283 4218285
4218302 4218307 4218310 4218317 4218318
4218324 4218325 4218326 4218343 4218354
4218382 4218383 4218386 4218387 4218389
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4218401 4218409 4218412 4218439 4218445
4218471 4218472 4218489 4218490 4218498
4218509 4218516 4218517 4218520 4218524
4218529 4218532 4218536 4218541 4218542
4218543 4218546 4218547 4218549 4218550
4218551 4218553 4218556 4218557 4218558
4218563 4218565 4218567 4218569 4218570
4218571 4218576 4218581 4218582 4218584
4218585 4218587 4218601 4218605 4218609
4218635 4218643 4218674 4218677 4218678
4218706 4218707 4218709 4218714 4218715
4218720 4218731 4218734 4218740 4218757
4218769 4218770 4218771 4218772 4218774
4218775 4218777 4218782 4218783 4218784
4218785 4218786 4218787 4218788 4218792
4218793 4218795 4218800 4218818 4218819
4218820 4218821 4218824 4218825 4218849
4218852 4218858 4218870 4218900 4218902
4218904 4218905 4218911 4218940 4218948
4218955 4218968 4218970 4218972 4218973
4218975 4218976 4218997 4218998 4219007
4219020 4219024 4219028 4219032 4219035
4219048 4219050 4219054 4219059 4219060
4219061 4219067 4219068 4219070 4219071
4219072 4219081 4219087 4219094 4219098
4219100 4219102 4219103 4219106 4219107
4219110 4219126 4219127 4219136 4219137
4219142 4219149 4219165 4219169 4219171
4219179 4219183 4219186 4219187 4219188
4219189 4219205 4219216 4219222 4219251
4219269 4219277 4219279 4219285 4219287
4219288 4219292 4219296 4219304 4219311
4219312 4219319 4219322 4219331 4219335
4219345 4219346 4219350 4219354 4219355
4219379 4219387 4219404 4219407 4219408
4219409 4219416 4219417 4219427 4219428
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4219431 4219435 4219457 4219458 4219459
4219466 4219467 4219471 4219472 4219474
4219475 4219479 4219480 4219482 4219489
4219519 4219524 4219525 4219529 4219533
4219534 4219542 4219548 4219551 4219552
4219555 4219569 4219582 4219588 4219605
4219611 4219612 4219613 4219614 4219615
4219617 4219619 4219624 4219626 4219637
4219654 4219655 4219665 4219694 4219713
4219720 4219724 4219725 4219726 4219730
4219737 4219739 4219741 4219742 4219748
4219749 4219752 4219754 4219755 4219757
4219758 4219779 4219786 4219791 4219796
4219797 4219806 4219807 4219826 4219830
4219840 4219842 4219850 4219851 4219854
4219860 4219869 4219872 4219873 4219875
4219889 4219894 4219896 4219904 4219907
4219910 4219911 4219915 4219916 4219917
4219923 4219924 4219925 4219934 4219957
4219961 4219970 4220020 4220021 4220022
4220032 4220038 4220058 4220067 4220072
4220075 4220086 4220087 4220088 4220089
4220090 4220138 4220145 4220147 4220154
4220174 4220195 4220196 4220201 4220207
4220212 4220222 4220237 4220250 4220251
4220252 4220258 4220259 4220260 4220267
4220269 4220270 4220271 4220272 4220275
4220280 4220284 4220285 4220302 4220303
4220309 4220322 4220327 4220368 4220386
4220391 4220407 4220408 4220412 4220416
4220420 4220421 4220446 4220447 4220449
4220450 4220452 4220454 4220474 4220475
4220476 4220483 4220489 4220530 4220566
4220572 4220581 4220591 4220594 4220597
4220598 4220619 4220620 4220625 4220631
4220637 4220638 4220639 4220641 4220642
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4220645 4220647 4220660 4220669 4220671
4220675 4220687 4220702 4220703 4220706
4220710 4220718 4220721 4220725 4220743
4220745 4220746 4220750 4220767 4220768
4220771 4220778 4220781 4220782 4220786
4220793 4220863 4220869 4220875 4220885
4220887 4220888 4220892 4220898 4220909
4220928 4220930 4220932 4220937 4220942
4220950 4220959 4220966 4220967 4220971
4220976 4220978 4220986 4221010 4221016
4221033 4221035 4221041 4221051 4221064
4221065 4221066 4221067 4221069 4221073
4221075 4221081 4221090 4221093 4221097
4221098 4221106 4221108 4221111 4221115
4221120 4221121 4221144 4221145 4221147
4221151 4221154 4221155 4221161 4221168
4221169 4221173 4221174 4221176 4221182
4221186 4221204 4221214 4221215 4221217
4221233 4221236 4221238 4221240 4221241
4221242 4221265 4221275 4221276 4221278
4221280 4221281 4221291 4221292 4221299
4221300 4221303 4221314 4221315 4221317
4221331 4221364 4221374 4221378 4221383
4221385 4221386 4221394 4221396 4221414
4221416 4221417 4221419 4221424 4221425
4221426 4221428 4221429 4221430 4221431
4221436 4221442 4221446 4221448 4221450
4221453 4221456 4221459 4221463 4221468
4221469 4221472 4221473 4221475 4221485
4221501 4221502 4221503 4221504 4221508
4221510 4221516 4221518 4221538 4221539
4221546 4221547 4221552 4221553 4221559
4221564 4221569 4221579 4221581 4221583
4221588 4221590 4221593 4221603 4221616
4221619 4221623 4221627 4221629 4221633
4221634 4221635 4221639 4221644 4221648
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4221655 4221668 4221677 4221681 4221685
4221696 4221698 4221701 4221716 4221719
4221725 4221732 4221737 4221741 4221743
4221744 4221746 4221747 4221748 4221752
4221775 4221779 4221785 4221789 4221790
4221800 4221812 4221814 4221818 4221819
4221821 4221828 4221829 4221838 4221844
4221849 4221854 4221855 4221862 4221881
4221897 4221900 4221901 4221902 4221903
4221905 4221906 4221907 4221910 4221913
4221915 4221933 4221940 4221947 4221951
4221952 4221953 4221964 4221970 4221971
4221972 4221974 4221977 4221980 4221988
4221989 4222031 4222037 4222040 4222043
4222046 4222050 4222051 4222056 4222062
4222064 4222073 4222076 4222084 4222098
4222118 4222123 4222124 4222125 4222126
4222127 4222128 4222129 4222141 4222142
4222151 4222160 4222161 4222163 4222169
4222171 4222174 4222177 4222182 4222183
4222184 4222185 4222187 4222194 4222195
4222196 4222216 4222217 4222218 4222223
4222228 4222244 4222248 4222261 4222263
4222265 4222266 4222268 4222270 4222272
4222275 4222286 4222289 4222298 4222301
4222308 4222310 4222312 4222314 4222328
4222342 4222345 4222357 4222370 4222378
4222385 4222387 4222397 4222400 4222413
4222414 4222415 4222416 4222417 4222418
4222419 4222420 4222425 4222448 4222454
4222455 4222470 4222472 4222481 4222496
4222498 4222508 4222515 4222521 4222527
4222532 4222533 4222539 4222540 4222547
4222548 4222549 4222554 4222557 4222570
4222575 4222577 4222589 4222590 4222598
4222599 4222604 4222615 4222621 4222622
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4222624 4222628 4222631 4222634 4222637
4222645 4222646 4222648 4222650 4222652
4222657 4222659 4222660 4222662 4222665
4222666 4222669 4222670 4222676 4222677
4222678 4222679 4222683 4222693 4222702
4222719 4222720 4222722 4222742 4222745
4222751 4222752 4222754 4222755 4222791
4222802 4222807 4222808 4222809 4222810
4222811 4222812 4222824 4222827 4222843
4222844 4222848 4222852 4222856 4222857
4222863 4222865 4222875 4222879 4222880
4222895 4222896 4222897 4222904 4222909
4222928 4222931 4222935 4222936 4222937
4222940 4222941 4222945 4222956 4222960
4222961 4222965 4222967 4222969 4222971
4222972 4222977 4222999 4223000 4223008
4223010 4223019 4223024 4223030 4223033
4223035 4223050 4223052 4223053 4223062
4223068 4223082 4223083 4223091 4223093
4223104 4223111 4223112 4223113 4223114
4223116 4223121 4223123 4223125 4223127
4223170 4223172 4223197 4223198 4223205
4223207 4223221 4223225 4223229 4223244
4223252 4223256 4223259 4223260 4223283
4223284 4223285 4223304 4223310 4223319
4223323 4223329 4223330 4223331 4223335
4223336 4223346 4223348 4223350 4223352
4223362 4223364 4223368 4223369 4223381
4223389 4223392 4223395 4223398 4223400
4223409 4223412 4223413 4223414 4223419
4223431 4223434 4223439 4223440 4223445
4223466 4223468 4223470 4223473 4223490
4223491 4223494 4223497 4223500 4223504
4223505 4223506 4223509 4223527 4223535
4223537 4223540 4223546 4223548 4223550
4223578 4223583 4223590 4223592 4223594
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4223599 4223635 4223647 4223648 4223649
4223655 4223657 4223662 4223665 4223669
4223670 4223671 4223674 4223684 4223689
4223695 4223698 4223704 4223706 4223708
4223709 4223710 4223713 4223729 4223730
4223735 4223736 4223739 4223740 4223746
4223755 4223768 4223770 4223788 4223811
4223825 4223826 4223855 4223856 4223860
4223864 4223874 4223877 4223881 4223891
4223895 4223897 4223899 4223901 4223909
4223923 4223932 4223936 4223942 4223949
4223968 4223969 4223976 4223987 4223989
4223990 4224012 4224023 4224024 4224026
4224027 4224028 4224035 4224036 4224037
4224061 4224064 4224072 4224073 4224078
4224088 4224090 4224102 4224122 4224133
4224140 4224142 4224152 4224159 4224167
4224174 4224183 4224209 4224210 4224221
4224227 4224230 4224238 4224239 4224240
4224268 4224274 4224278 4224281 4224291
4224292 4224298 4224306 4224307 4224317
4224321 4224323 4224324 4224325 4224328
4224329 4224346 4224347 4224348 4224349
4224350 4224353 4224356 4224361 4224364
4224377 4224382 4224383 4224386 4224389
4224397 4224399 4224400 4224402 4224411
4224414 4224422 4224424 4224431 4224436
4224437 4224438 4224441 4224442 4224443
4224452 4224468 4224478 4224480 4224483
4224484 4224485 4224492 4224494 4224505
4224512 4224513 4224520 4224527 4224528
4224530 4224532 4224533 4224538 4224555
4224556 4224557 4224564 4224567 4224577
4224578 4224598 4224605 4224606 4224609
4224612 4224620 4224621 4224682 4224696
4224700 4224705 4224706 4224714 4224715
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4224716 4224717 4224718 4224733 4224744
4224746 4224747 4224752 4224753 4224754
4224755 4224756 4224758 4224759 4224760
4224763 4224765 4224772 4224774 4224775
4224779 4224782 4224783 4224801 4224817
4224819 4224825 4224826 4224827 4224828
4224829 4224830 4224831 4224832 4224833
4224834 4224835 4224836 4224842 4224843
4224869 4224870 4224891 4224895 4224896
4224897 4224899 4224942 4224945 4224948
4224949 4224952 4224971 4224979 4224993
4224996 4224998 4225003 4225010 4225015
4225016 4225022 4225026 4225028 4225031
4225032 4225040 4225041 4225045 4225047
4225048 4225049 4225065 4225068 4225073
4225080 4225085 4225088 4225105 4225115
4225117 4225119 4225120 4225121 4225122
4225123 4225138 4225156 4225161 4225163
4225165 4225166 4225167 4225169 4225177
4225179 4225181 4225233 4225255 4225256
4225258 4225259 4225265 4225268 4225269
4225270 4225294 4225301 4225302 4225306
4225313 4225318 4225322 4225324 4225329
4225353 4225357 4225359 4225363 4225364
4225365 4225366 4225367 4225368 4225370
4225371 4225372 4225373 4225374 4225375
4225376 4225377 4225379 4225380 4225382
4225385 4225390 4225397 4225434 4225448
4225453 4225458 4225461 4225476 4225482
4225484 4225485 4225486 4225491 4225493
4225505 4225530 4225533 4225535 4225537
4225539 4225543 4225553 4225568 4225569
4225573 4225584 4225588 4225589 4225595
4225607 4225608 4225610 4225624 4225628
4225656 4225678 4225681 4225693 4225697
4225708 4225721 4225730 4225732 4225734
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4225742 4225746 4225756 4225759 4225765
4225766 4225775 4225776 4225777 4225782
4225783 4225786 4225789 4225790 4225791
4225808 4225810 4225827 4225848 4225850
4225865 4225923 4225924 4225925 4225926
4225928 4225929 4225953 4225955 4225957
4225970 4225972 4225973 4225976 4225979
4225986 4225997 4225998 4225999 4226007
4226013 4226016 4226019 4226020 4226023
4226036 4226037 4226038 4226039 4226057
4226067 4226073 4226074 4226075 4226080
4226102 4226125 4226126 4226128 4226129
4226133 4226137 4226155 4226156 4226161
4226172 4226211 4226215 4226216 4226219
4226226 4226227 4226228 4226229 4226230
4226231 4226240 4226263 4226264 4226272
4226275 4226310 4226311 4226312 4226316
4226321 4226325 4226357 4226358 4226367
4226368 4226399 4226404 4226405 4226407
4226416 4226420 4226436 4226447 4226460
4226464 4226467 4226490 4226492 4226495
4226499 4226500 4226501 4226502 4226512
4226513 4226516 4226517 4226542 4226543
4226545 4226548 4226553 4226554 4226555
4226558 4226560 4226562 4226564 4226570
4226573 4226578 4226591 4226593 4226598
4226603 4226605 4226607 4226615 4226617
4226618 4226623 4226626 4226630 4226636
4226637 4226677 4226680 4226681 4226683
4226687 4226689 4226708 4226738 4226742
4226743 4226769 4226783 4226808 4226811
4226817 4226830 4226845 4226847 4226849
4226850 4226851 4226852 4226853 4226854
4226858 4226861 4226866 4226875 4226876
4226883 4226891 4226892 4226898 4226900
4226915 4226920 4226925 4226926 4226927
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4226928 4226929 4226930 4226962 4226963
4226971 4227006 4227007 4227011 4227012
4227015 4227020 4227032 4227033 4227034
4227035 4227042 4227053 4227060 4227064
4227065 4227066 4227067 4227068 4227069
4227070 4227071 4227074 4227075 4227079
4227102 4227103 4227104 4227120 4227124
4227132 4227133 4227155 4227158 4227176
4227203 4227223 4227231 4227233 4227243
4227247 4227264 4227266 4227289 4227306
4227308 4227320 4227321 4227325 4227326
4227329 4227350 4227358 4227359 4227360
4227367 4227377 4227384 4227416 4227423
4227427 4227431 4227450 4227451 4227456
4227460 4227494 4227496 4227497 4227498
4227518 4227528 4227534 4227543 4227552
4227564 4227565 4227568 4227600 4227603
4227607 4227608 4227616 4227634 4227653
4227685 4227688 4227698 4227744 4227756
4227759 4227763 4227816 4227825 4227865
4227868 4227872 4227873 4227875 4227880
4227881 4227884 4227887 4227891 4227895
4227900 4227906 4227917 4227940 4227944
4227949 4227951 4227952 4227953 4227954
4227960 4227967 4227973 4227987 4227991
4227997 4228000 4228002 4228050 4228057
4228062 4228063 4228069 4228070 4228072
4228082 4228104 4228105 4228106 4228107
4228112 4228150 4228154 4228164 4228165
4228168 4228173 4228174 4228180 4228191
4228194 4228198 4228223 4228238 4228239
4228241 4228250 4228262 4228268 4228272
4228276 4228310 4228317 4228356 4228357
4228370 4228392 4228411 4228422 4228436
4228438 4228444 4228447 4228453 4228455
4228481 4228483 4228491 4228522 4228528
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4228558 4228563 4228566 4228570 4228581
4228582 4228584 4228587 4228611 4228616
4228617 4228623 4228624 4228625 4228627
4228628 4228629 4228634 4228639 4228640
4228656 4228673 4228675 4228678 4228679
4228692 4228693 4228697 4228736 4228738
4228739 4228743 4228761 4228762 4228763
4228766 4228776 4228778 4228779 4228781
4228784 4228819 4228821 4228838 4228856
4228902 4228903 4228904 4228913 4228914
4228917 4228945 4228960 4228981 4228984
4228988 4228993 4228996 4228997 4228999
4229003 4229004 4229008 4229009 4229015
4229026 4229040 4229044 4229052 4229055
4229066 4229067 4229074 4229105 4229111
4229112 4229113 4229114 4229115 4229116
4229119 4229126 4229127 4229128 4229129
4229130 4229139 4229145 4229212 4229214
4229216 4229230 4229235 4229243 4229244
4229245 4229246 4229249 4229260 4229298
4229299 4229311 4229315 4229316 4229320
4229321 4229322 4229323 4229324 4229329
4229367 4229368 4229369 4229370 4229371
4229372 4229376 4229392 4229393 4229395
4229440 4229444 4229447 4229453 4229460
4229503 4229507 4229508 4229510 4229514
4229520 4229521 4229523 4229525 4229526
4229530 4229553 4229568 4229570 4229583
4229589 4229590 4229615 4229652 4229692
4229702 4229710 4229713 4229716 4229728
4229737 4229751 4229783 4229791 4229813
4229830 4229832 4229882 4229891 4229894
4229895 4229896 4229898 4229899 4229908
4229914 4229915 4229917 4229918 4229925
4229943 4229944 4229951 4229956 4229991
4229993 4229995 4229996 4229997 4230015
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4230019 4230020 4230021 4230023 4230026
4230044 4230053 4230054 4230055 4230060
4230064 4230082 4230090 4230092 4230107
4230154 4230158 4230178 4230189 4230204
4230205 4230208 4230222 4230223 4230228
4230229 4230233 4230235 4230241 4230242
4230245 4230247 4230250 4230261 4230262
4230273 4230284 4230287 4230292 4230293
4230294 4230295 4230322 4230323 4230324
4230350 4230368 4230369 4230379 4230380
4230382 4230417 4230420 4230421 4230437
4230438 4230439 4230475 4230477 4230478
4230494 4230496 4230499 4230501 4230502
4230503 4230509 4230512 4230513 4230515
4230516 4230517 4230520 4230521 4230522
4230524 4230540 4230541 4230545 4230559
4230606 4230607 4230608 4230616 4230630
4230655 4230658 4230659 4230660 4230661
4230684 4230752 4230756 4230761 4230778
4230782 4230786 4230787 4230789 4230790
4230794 4230806 4230807 4230848 4230850
4230851 4230854 4230865 4230867 4230887
4230888 4230889 4230891 4230893 4230894
4230895 4230921 4230924 4230940 4230959
4230961 4230963 4230965 4230966 4230980
4230994 4231039 4231040 4231041 4231042
4231043 4231045 4231060 4231063 4231071
4231094 4231132 4231133 4231136 4231139
4231145 4231146 4231147 4231148 4231149
4231174 4231176 4231177 4231182 4231211
4231238 4231260 4231275 4231280 4231282
4231283 4231334 4231350 4231373 4231379
4231381 4231383 4231384 4231387 4231389
4231391 4231399 4231402 4231403 4231405
4231420 4231433 4231437 4231439 4231443
4231445 4231446 4231447 4231454 4231455
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4231458 4231477 4231479 4231482 4231488
4231489 4231491 4231505 4231508 4231512
4231513 4231514 4231521 4231522 4231523
4231524 4231526 4231527 4231528 4231533
4231534 4231535 4231549 4231556 4231565
4231568 4231577 4231579 4231585 4231616
4231628 4231656 4231657 4231686 4231703
4231707 4231723 4231725 4231731 4231737
4231739 4231744 4231752 4231770 4231773
4231775 4231778 4231782 4231783 4231801
4231810 4231811 4231813 4231814 4231819
4231821 4231822 4231827 4231829 4231830
4231832 4231834 4231836 4231837 4231838
4231841 4231848 4231851 4231880 4231888
4231920 4231921 4231925 4231927 4231929
4231946 4231952 4231953 4231957 4231959
4231960 4231971 4231975 4231979 4231982
4231989 4231993 4231994 4231995 4232016
4232027 4232028 4232029 4232034 4232050
4232051 4232052 4232053 4232054 4232056
4232057 4232058 4232060 4232063 4232071
4232088 4232091 4232105 4232106 4232116
4232119 4232120 4232133 4232140 4232141
4232142 4232143 4232171 4232185 4232187
4232188 4232190 4232192 4232193 4232196
4232202 4232203 4232204 4232205 4232211
4232212 4232217 4232218 4232219 4232221
4232222 4232225 4232226 4232246 4232299
4232300 4232303 4232320 4232321 4232348
4232349 4232355 4232359 4232361 4232362
4232363 4232382 4232403 4232404 4232414
4232417 4232418 4232419 4232422 4232423
4232430 4232440 4232446 4232458 4232471
4232526 4232539 4232541 4232553 4232554
4232581 4232599 4232600 4232603 4232607
4232618 4232619 4232620 4232627 4232631
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4232632 4232633 4232638 4232639 4232642
4232643 4232647 4232650 4232651 4232652
4232653 4232654 4232662 4232669 4232698
4232717 4232718 4232726 4232728 4232730
4232748 4232749 4232750 4232751 4232756
4232775 4232776 4232777 4232778 4232780
4232782 4232783 4232785 4232786 4232791
4232795 4232796 4232816 4232817 4232818
4232822 4232824 4232831 4232833 4232834
4232839 4232851 4232885 4232892 4232893
4232899 4232936 4232946 4232957 4232965
4232969 4232976 4232995 4233022 4233035
4233036 4233037 4233040 4233054 4233055
4233075 4233076 4233078 4233081 4233082
4233085 4233093 4233094 4233096 4233097
4233105 4233132 4233148 4233149 4233150
4233151 4233153 4233154 4233159 4233175
4233186 4233187 4233207 4233219 4233244
4233247 4233248 4233263 4233264 4233267
4233275 4233281 4233322 4233323 4233324
4233325 4233328 4233329 4233330 4233348
4233351 4233356 4233362 4233363 4233365
4233368 4233390 4233391 4233394 4233407
4233412 4233413 4233417 4233472 4233473
4233474 4233490 4233491 4233496 4233497
4233508 4233509 4233510 4233511 4233512
4233513 4233514 4233522 4233523 4233538
4233543 4233549 4233552 4233553 4233557
4233561 4233565 4233567 4233571 4233573
4233576 4233578 4233600 4233607 4233608
4233618 4233622 4233632 4233646 4233652
4233660 4233661 4233670 4233671 4233675
4233676 4233677 4233692 4233693 4233694
4233696 4233697 4233698 4233728 4233734
4233741 4233742 4233743 4233749 4233750
4233754 4233842 4233911 4233940 4233987
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4233991 4234002 4234004 4234008 4234024
4234028 4234029 4234033 4234037 4234038
4234039 4234040 4234079 4234093 4234100
4234112 4234114 4234207 4234208 4234209
4234211 4234214 4234217 4234234 4234235
4234239 4234275 4234344 4234345 4234358
4234366 4234367 4234368 4234370 4234372
4234438 4234451 4234454 4234466 4234467
4234468 4234469 4234470 4234471 4234472
4234473 4234474 4234475 4234476 4234477
4234480 4234507 4234508 4234509 4234510
4234511 4234512 4234513 4234514 4234515
4234547 4234551 4234577 4234596 4234657
4234712 4234714 4234715 4234721 4234723
4234796 4234802 4234835 4234887 4234894
4234967 4234968 4234978 4234981 4234999
4235002 4235009 4235055 4235057 4235135
4235154 4235161 4235163 4235171 4235173
4235174 4235175 4235176 4235177 4235185
4235186 4235187 4235242 4235264 4235284
4235321 4235327 4235329 4235330 4235331
4235337 4235349 4235350 4235358 4235411
4235421 4235458 4235460 4235461 4235467
4235468 4235476 4235478 4235481 4235482
4235483 4235484 4235485 4235605 4235606
4235623 4235651 4235664 4235689 4235690
4235691 4235692 4235717 4235718 4235766
4235773 4235774 4235775 4235776 4235777
4235778 4235779 4235781 4235782 4235783
4235784 4235785 4235787 4235788 4235790
4235797 4235806 4235813 4235821 4235859
4235875 4235877 4235897 4236044 4236047
4236055 4236098 4236102 4236199 4236200
4236208 4236226 4236237 4236238 4236239
4236290 4236323 4236324 4236326 4236327
4236328 4236330 4236331 4236332 4236335
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4236336 4236339 4236340 4236342 4236345
4236370 4236387 4236394 4236399 4236436
4236451 4236482 4236559 4236581 4236635
4236642 4236667 4236682 4236714 4236723
4236741 4236753 4236754 4236817 4236862
4236898 4236899 4236909 4236910 4236923
4236938 4236953 4236967 4237016 4237021
4237031 4237034 4237059 4237063 4237081
4237142 4237143 4237147 4237148 4237167
4237172 4237174 4237177 4237179 4237180
4237203 4237214 4237216 4237232 4237240
4237304 4237305 4237324 4237393 4237408
4237528 4237550 4237554 4237618 4237625
4237626 4237629 4237630 4237631 4237636
4237637 4237663 4237664 4237665 4237666
4237667 4237668 4237669 4237691 4237692
4237693 4237694 4237700 4237735 4237736
4237775 4237840 4237841 4237859 4237860
4237861 4237898 4237899 4237915 4237916
4237921 4237982 4237983 4237984 4237988
4237992 4237996 4238016 4238071 4238072
4238075 4238098 4238103 4238109 4238111
4238123 4238133 4238134 4238205 4238259
4238291 4238292 4238294 4238296 4238381
4238382 4238386 4238388 4238400 4238402
4238407 4238410 4238414 4238446 4238489
4238498 4238499 4238549 4238552 4238602
4238608 4238630 4238634 4238639 4238640
4238662 4238664 4238680 4238718 4238720
4238792 4238797 4238798 4238801 4238802
4238803 4238804 4238805 4238808 4238809
4238810 4238811 4238813 4238834 4238939
4238940 4238944 4238949 4238950 4238952
4238958 4239037 4239038 4239066 4239073
4239105 4239106 4239149 4239150 4239172
4239173 4239174 4239175 4239176 4239177
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4239178 4239245 4239341 4239345 4239351
4239352 4239353 4239354 4239360 4239362
4239366 4239370 4239377 4239392 4239393
4239395 4239396 4239401 4239442 4239444
4239446 4239447 4239448 4239451 4239452
4239453 4239454 4239455 4239479 4239480
4239493 4239557 4239561 4239562 4239573
4239628 4239637 4239640 4239698 4239703
4239707 4239765 4239766 4239768 4239799
4239800 4239809 4239810 4239838 4239841
4239844 4239846 4239847 4239932 4239933
4239979 4240019 4240057 4240068 4240071
4240072 4240073 4240082 4240090 4240092
4240111 4240149 4240224 4240232 4240235
4240239 4240241 4240242 4240244 4240247
4240268 4240271 4240285 4240290 4240292
4240293 4240294 4240295 4240300 4240301
4240302 4240389 4240400 4240401 4240413
4240469 4240568 4240571 4240573 4240574
4240605 4240628 4240629 4240632 4240634
4240659 4240713 4240714 4240716 4240719
4240720 4240737 4240757 4240775 4240776
4240777 4240778 4240811 4240822 4240838
4240852 4240858 4240859 4240860 4240862
4240863 4240864 4241009 4241069 4241074
4241078 4241131 4241133 4241139 4241140
4241311 4241322 4241323 4241324 4241325
4241361 4241364 4241419 4241421 4241484
4241493 4241651 4241673 4241677 4241820
4241939 4241940 4241941 4241942 4241952
4241953 4241996 4242003 4242004 4242005
4242006 4242008 4242010 4242320 4242322
4242362 4242365 4242371 4242373 4242394
4242397 4242514 4242621 4242622 4242641
4242642 4242835 4243004 4243098 4243136
4243137 4243138 4243139 4243140 4243141
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4243142 4243143 4243275 4243296 4243355
4243358 4243517 4243920 4243921 4243927
4244249 4244341 4244349 4244353 4244545
4244546 4244550 4244555 4244559 4245150
4245154 4245287 4245288 4245289 4245290
4245294 4245377 4245378 4245379 4245383
4245479 4245485 4245487 4245488 4245490
4245491 4245577 4245583 4245957 4245958
4245959 4245960 4245961 4245962 4245963
4245964 4246595 4246598 4246600 4253879
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
546033 
589199 

5 
5 

25/02/2015
25/01/2010 

636646 
639940 
664707 
680062 
680062 
696310 
819377 
887680 
902032 
915903 

16 
5 
31 
9 
9 
5 
5 
29 
31 
5 

11/08/2011
13/09/2004 
05/05/2015 
14/09/2005 
14/09/2015 
31/01/2010 
16/09/2018 
22/11/2009 
07/02/2010 
04/04/2010 

945392 5 07/08/2010
945393 5 07/08/2010
945395 5 07/08/2010
981521 3 04/01/2011
990835 7 16/02/2011
990879 3 16/02/2011
999845 5 28/03/2011 13:28:29
1007533 3 04/05/2011
1007541 5 04/05/2011
1012086 19 25/05/2011
1027878 30 17/07/2011 13:10:11
1028266 3 18/07/2011
1028267 3 18/07/2011
1035124 5 08/08/2011
1035126 5 08/08/2011
1035127 5 08/08/2011
1036631 16 13/08/2011
1036727 21 14/08/2011
1037582 7 17/08/2011
1037618 30 17/08/2011
1037620 30 17/08/2011
1037921 25 17/08/2011
1037927 30 17/08/2011
1037932 32 17/08/2011
1037956 5 17/08/2011
1037957 3 17/08/2011
1038428 32 20/08/2011
1038681 12 22/08/2011
1039489 5 24/08/2011
1040748 1 30/08/2011
1040749 2 30/08/2011
1040750 3 30/08/2011
1040751 4 30/08/2011
1040752 5 30/08/2011
1040754 7 30/08/2011
1040755 8 30/08/2011
1040756 9 30/08/2011
1040757 10 30/08/2011
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1040758 11 30/08/2011
1040759 12 30/08/2011
1040760 13 30/08/2011
1040771 24 30/08/2011
1040772 25 30/08/2011
1040773 26 30/08/2011
1040774 27 30/08/2011
1040775 28 30/08/2011
1040776 29 30/08/2011
1040777 30 30/08/2011
1040778 31 30/08/2011
1040783 2 30/08/2011
1040785 4 30/08/2011
1040787 6 30/08/2011
1040788 7 30/08/2011
1040789 8 30/08/2011
1040790 9 30/08/2011 14:51:54
1040791 10 30/08/2011
1040792 11 30/08/2011
1040793 12 30/08/2011
1040794 13 30/08/2011
1040796 15 30/08/2011
1040797 16 30/08/2011
1040798 17 30/08/2011
1040799 18 30/08/2011
1040800 19 30/08/2011
1040812 31 30/08/2011
1040813 32 30/08/2011
1040814 33 30/08/2011
1040874 1 30/08/2011
1040875 2 30/08/2011
1040877 4 30/08/2011 15:22:57
1040879 6 30/08/2011
1040880 7 30/08/2011
1040881 8 30/08/2011
1040886 13 30/08/2011
1040887 14 30/08/2011
1040888 15 30/08/2011
1040889 16 30/08/2011
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1040890 17 30/08/2011
1040891 18 30/08/2011
1040892 19 30/08/2011
1040893 20 30/08/2011
1040894 21 30/08/2011
1040896 23 30/08/2011
1040897 24 30/08/2011
1040898 25 30/08/2011
1040900 27 30/08/2011
1040902 29 30/08/2011
1040903 30 30/08/2011
1040904 31 30/08/2011
1040905 32 30/08/2011
1040906 33 30/08/2011
1040907 34 30/08/2011
1040908 1 30/08/2011
1040910 3 30/08/2011
1040911 4 30/08/2011
1040912 5 30/08/2011
1040913 6 30/08/2011
1040917 10 30/08/2011
1040918 11 30/08/2011
1040919 12 30/08/2011
1040920 13 30/08/2011
1040927 20 30/08/2011
1040933 26 30/08/2011
1040934 27 30/08/2011
1040935 28 30/08/2011
1040936 29 30/08/2011
1041035 3 31/08/2011
1046569 16 21/09/2011
1046720 5 21/09/2011
1047380 3 25/09/2011
1047396 1 25/09/2011
1047397 2 25/09/2011
1047399 4 25/09/2011
1047401 6 25/09/2011
1047402 7 25/09/2011
1047403 8 25/09/2011
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APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
1047404 9 25/09/2011
1047405 10 25/09/2011
1047406 11 25/09/2011
1047408 13 25/09/2011
1047411 16 25/09/2011
1047412 17 25/09/2011
1047413 18 25/09/2011
1047414 19 25/09/2011
1047416 21 25/09/2011
1047417 22 25/09/2011
1047418 23 25/09/2011
1047419 24 25/09/2011
1047420 25 25/09/2011
1047421 26 25/09/2011
1047422 27 25/09/2011
1047423 28 25/09/2011 15:07:48
1047424 29 25/09/2011
1047425 30 25/09/2011
1047427 32 25/09/2011
1048140 12 27/09/2011
1048553 3 01/10/2011
1048555 3 01/10/2011
1049308 16 03/10/2011
1049309 9 03/10/2011
1049310 16 03/10/2011
1051154 9 10/10/2011
1052910 9 18/10/2011 13:07:02
1058344 30 12/11/2011
1059305 31 13/11/2011
1061440 5 20/11/2011
1061441 3 20/11/2011
1062706 9 26/11/2011
1067995 12 19/12/2011
1075903 
1298619 

12 
19 

24/01/2012
27/07/2004 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1612933 - 1, 1506121 - 21, 1612934 - 2, 1612935 - 3, 1612937 - 5, 1612938 - 6, 1612940 - 8, 1612942 - 10, 
1612943 - 11, 1612946 - 14, 1612956 - 24, 1612965 - 33, 1612966 - 34, 1612971 - 39, 1612972 - 40, 
1612959 - 27: Proprietor Altered to BALAJI TRUST REPRESENTED BY ITS TRUSTEE, ESSAR 
INVESTMENTS LIMITED , Essar House, 11 Keshvrao Khadye Marg, Mahalaxmi, Mumbai - 400 034 
ESSAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.

1470373 - 99: Proprietor Altered to JURISPERITUS LAW OFFICES , I-6 JANGPURA B NEW DELHI 14 
JURISPERITUS INTERNATIONAL

783209 - 29: Proprietor Altered to RATTAN DEEP GUPTA , CHOWK KISHAN PURA OPPOSITE P.N.B 
JALNDHAR. 
SHIV OIL INDUSTRIES

269491 - 4, 269490 - 4: Proprietor Altered to APAR INDUSTRIES LIMITED , APAR HOUSE, 
CORPORATE PARK, SION - TROMBAY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071. 
APAR PRIVATE LIMITED;, APAR LIMITED

1182871 - 19: Proprietor Altered to SHRI KIRITKUMAR DAYABHAI PATEL,SHRI DENISHKUMAR 
DAYABHAI PATEL,SHRI.HASHMUKHBHAI HANSRAJBHAI HALPARA,SHRI BHARATKUMAR 
PRAGJIBHAI VILPARA,SHRI DIVYESHKUMAR PRAGJIBHAI VILPARA trading as DOLPHIN TILE 
CONCEPT , 8-A. National Highway, Jambudia, Morbi - 363 642, Gujarat State, INDIA, 
KIRITKUMAR DAYABHAI PATEL.

1342962 - 25: Proprietor Altered to RAMESH CHANDNANI,NARENDER CHANDNANI trading as 
HEERA FOOTWEAR , 1-8-522/1 8/ABC, POST OFFICE LANE, CHIKKADPALH, MUSHEERABAD, 
HYDERABAD - 500020,TELANGANA, INDIA 
HEERA FOOTWEAR

254280 - 7: Proprietor Altered to DEVENDRA KUMAR MALHOTRA , 865/6, GURU NANAK HOUSE, 
S.P. MUKHRJEE MARG, DELHI 110006 
MALHOTRA TYRE SERVICE CO.,

427179 - 31: Proprietor Altered to K. SRINIVASAN , NO.7, AUDIAPPA NAICKEN STREET, MADRAS - 
600 001 SOUTH INDIA.  
K. MANECKKAM

175880 - 5, 158507 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SHRI PREM PRAKASH KHANNA,SHRI CHANDER 
PRAKASH KHANNA (HUF),MR. PRAVIN PREM PRAKASH KHANNA (HUF) trading as NAND KISHORE 
KHANNA & SONS , HOMACOL HOUSE, PLOT NO. B-9 MIDC MAIN ROAD, MIDC, ANDHERI(EAST) 
MUMBAI-400093 
NAND KISHORE KHANNA AND SONS

1453326 - 9, 1423470 - 41, 1423467 - 16, 1423468 - 16, 1423469 - 41, 1359338 - 16, 1359339 - 41, 
1359337 - 16, 1354662 - 16, 1354661 - 16, 1352450 - 41, 1352449 - 16, 1352454 - 41, 1352453 - 16, 
1288988 - 16, 1282413 - 41, 1288987 - 16, 1282414 - 41: Proprietor Altered to HAYMARKET MEDIA 
GROUP LIMITED , Bridge House, 69 London Road, Twickenham, London TW13SP 
HAYMARKET CONSUMER MEDIA LTD., HAYMARKET CONSUMER MEDIA LIMITED, HAYMARKET 
MAGAZINES LIMITED, HAYMARKET CONSUMER MEDIA LIMITED, HAYMARKET CONSUMER MEDIA 
LIMITED.

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
488062 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SARKHEJ DHOLKA 
ROAD, RHAT, AHMEDABAD - 382 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA. 
CADILA CHEMICALS LIMITED

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1588366 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'STOCKINGS,SOCKS,SHOES, FOOTWEAR, CASUAL SHOES, SLIPPER,SPORT SHOES, HIGH 
HEELED SHOES,BOOTS AND SANDAL ' of class 25 from the goods for which the trademark is 
registered. 

1420281 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 7,6,20 has been deleted. 
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1232986 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 403, COMMERCE HOUSE, CUNNINGHAM ROAD, 
BANGALORE 560 052, anil@kollothco.com

1348555 - 12: Address for Service is altered to F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI 
NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021, rohitjainipr@gmail.com
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
563392 30 06/01/2020 12:02:36
563394 12 06/01/2020 12:03:05
563482 1 07/01/2020 10:02:05
563902 1 08/01/2020 14:28:15
563903 17 08/01/2020 14:31:40
563904 17 08/01/2020 14:32:11
563905 1 08/01/2020 14:32:38
564097 28 09/01/2020 11:25:28
564142 28 09/01/2020 14:37:04
564332 10 10/01/2020 11:34:51
564373 5 10/01/2020 11:35:50
564375 5 10/01/2020 11:36:43
648022 9 06/01/2020 14:12:09
648037 24 06/01/2020 14:12:47
648152 21 07/01/2020 10:03:47
648174 28 07/01/2020 10:04:16
648178 9 07/01/2020 10:04:41
648180 28 07/01/2020 10:05:11
648437 9 07/01/2020 14:25:50
648618 30 08/01/2020 10:57:21
648853 11 08/01/2020 14:33:06
648855 6 08/01/2020 14:33:34
648856 17 08/01/2020 14:33:55
648982 9 08/01/2020 14:34:26
649279 12 09/01/2020 14:37:50
649786 9 10/01/2020 15:13:05
649829 19 10/01/2020 15:13:48
649920 24 10/01/2020 15:14:11
1025984 33 06/01/2020 14:15:14
1065010 29 06/01/2020 12:04:46
1065014 9 06/01/2020 12:05:34
1065113 16 06/01/2020 14:16:09
1065120 16 06/01/2020 14:16:46
1065123 34 06/01/2020 12:06:54
1065125 34 06/01/2020 12:08:00
1065126 16 06/01/2020 12:08:23
1065129 10 06/01/2020 12:08:44
1065140 3 06/01/2020 12:09:13
1065141 16 06/01/2020 12:09:50
1065143 11 06/01/2020 14:17:16
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1065175 17 06/01/2020 12:11:05
1065177 8 06/01/2020 12:11:32
1065178 25 06/01/2020 12:11:53
1065181 33 06/01/2020 12:12:14
1065182 33 06/01/2020 12:12:36
1065185 3 06/01/2020 12:13:13
1065186 30 06/01/2020 12:13:35
1065187 32 06/01/2020 12:14:49
1065188 9 06/01/2020 12:15:17
1065191 16 06/01/2020 12:16:12
1065193 5 06/01/2020 12:17:53
1065194 5 06/01/2020 12:18:20
1065195 5 06/01/2020 12:19:17
1065201 16 06/01/2020 12:19:52
1065202 30 06/01/2020 12:20:15
1065203 12 06/01/2020 12:20:40
1065204 12 06/01/2020 12:21:09
1065205 12 06/01/2020 12:21:33
1065206 12 06/01/2020 12:22:04
1065210 34 06/01/2020 12:22:36
1065212 30 06/01/2020 14:17:46
1065225 20 06/01/2020 14:19:23
1065226 16 06/01/2020 14:19:46
1065227 6 06/01/2020 12:23:26
1065231 15 06/01/2020 12:23:53
1065236 7 06/01/2020 14:20:21
1065237 9 06/01/2020 12:24:27
1065238 3 06/01/2020 12:27:18
1065253 25 06/01/2020 14:21:11
1065254 25 06/01/2020 14:21:40
1065262 30 06/01/2020 12:41:30
1065264 9 06/01/2020 12:41:54
1065265 9 06/01/2020 12:42:17
1065268 7 06/01/2020 12:42:48
1065269 12 06/01/2020 12:43:16
1065270 34 06/01/2020 12:43:43
1065271 34 06/01/2020 12:44:20
1065272 18 06/01/2020 12:44:44
1065273 26 06/01/2020 12:45:20
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1065274 24 06/01/2020 12:45:42
1065275 16 06/01/2020 12:46:06
1065276 9 06/01/2020 12:46:27
1065277 9 06/01/2020 12:46:52
1065278 9 06/01/2020 14:22:41
1065279 30 06/01/2020 12:47:25
1065280 30 06/01/2020 12:47:53
1065301 32 06/01/2020 14:28:52
1065302 31 06/01/2020 14:29:15
1065310 3 06/01/2020 14:29:39
1065311 3 06/01/2020 14:30:06
1065313 9 06/01/2020 14:30:56
1065316 12 06/01/2020 14:31:55
1065317 34 06/01/2020 14:32:15
1065321 32 06/01/2020 14:32:41
1065328 25 06/01/2020 14:33:04
1065330 25 06/01/2020 14:33:30
1065331 25 06/01/2020 14:33:59
1065364 31 06/01/2020 14:34:34
1065365 34 06/01/2020 14:35:08
1065373 5 06/01/2020 14:35:33
1065378 5 06/01/2020 14:36:02
1065387 5 06/01/2020 14:36:29
1065391 5 06/01/2020 14:37:05
1065410 1 06/01/2020 14:37:44
1065419 9 06/01/2020 14:38:53
1065420 16 06/01/2020 14:39:20
1065422 9 06/01/2020 14:39:46
1065423 9 06/01/2020 14:40:19
1065428 4 06/01/2020 14:40:55
1065430 29 06/01/2020 14:54:20
1065433 32 06/01/2020 14:54:47
1065436 25 06/01/2020 14:55:11
1065438 16 07/01/2020 10:05:46
1065440 16 06/01/2020 14:55:38
1065443 2 06/01/2020 14:56:03
1065451 5 06/01/2020 14:56:26
1065461 5 06/01/2020 14:56:53
1065467 5 06/01/2020 14:58:04
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1065468 5 06/01/2020 15:05:55
1065470 8 06/01/2020 15:10:08
1065471 34 06/01/2020 15:11:04
1065472 7 06/01/2020 15:11:28
1065480 6 06/01/2020 15:11:49
1065485 9 06/01/2020 15:12:10
1065486 31 06/01/2020 15:12:30
1065488 16 06/01/2020 15:12:51
1065491 16 07/01/2020 10:06:36
1065492 19 06/01/2020 15:13:18
1065494 1 06/01/2020 15:13:39
1065496 5 07/01/2020 10:07:09
1065500 9 06/01/2020 15:14:25
1065502 25 06/01/2020 15:14:58
1065523 1 06/01/2020 15:15:21
1065525 6 06/01/2020 15:15:48
1065526 12 06/01/2020 15:16:20
1065527 10 06/01/2020 15:16:46
1065528 28 06/01/2020 15:17:08
1065529 34 06/01/2020 15:17:32
1065531 29 06/01/2020 15:17:59
1065532 11 06/01/2020 15:18:32
1065538 16 07/01/2020 10:12:19
1065539 9 06/01/2020 15:19:14
1065544 3 06/01/2020 15:19:40
1065546 16 06/01/2020 15:20:09
1065547 9 07/01/2020 10:13:08
1065549 9 06/01/2020 15:20:54
1065550 9 06/01/2020 15:21:26
1065551 9 07/01/2020 10:14:09
1065552 9 06/01/2020 16:04:40
1065559 12 06/01/2020 16:05:03
1065563 11 06/01/2020 16:05:43
1065564 9 06/01/2020 16:06:06
1065565 30 06/01/2020 16:06:35
1065586 5 06/01/2020 16:07:14
1065588 5 06/01/2020 16:07:39
1065589 5 06/01/2020 16:08:09
1065590 5 06/01/2020 16:08:44
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1065598 32 06/01/2020 16:09:13
1065599 24 06/01/2020 16:09:36
1065600 9 06/01/2020 16:10:20
1065627 29 07/01/2020 10:33:41
1065654 3 07/01/2020 10:34:05
1065663 5 07/01/2020 10:34:33
1065665 31 07/01/2020 10:34:59
1065672 1 07/01/2020 10:35:33
1065673 5 07/01/2020 10:36:07
1065674 10 07/01/2020 10:36:30
1065675 10 07/01/2020 10:36:54
1065678 30 07/01/2020 10:37:21
1065694 10 07/01/2020 10:37:43
1065695 10 07/01/2020 10:38:15
1065696 10 07/01/2020 10:38:55
1065699 16 07/01/2020 10:39:18
1065700 31 07/01/2020 10:39:47
1065702 7 07/01/2020 10:40:09
1065703 7 07/01/2020 10:40:30
1065704 25 07/01/2020 10:40:52
1065709 11 07/01/2020 10:41:16
1065711 5 07/01/2020 10:41:39
1065712 9 07/01/2020 10:42:04
1065713 9 07/01/2020 10:42:25
1065714 16 07/01/2020 10:43:03
1065715 16 07/01/2020 10:43:29
1065720 16 07/01/2020 10:43:54
1065721 7 07/01/2020 10:44:18
1065725 25 07/01/2020 10:44:41
1065726 5 07/01/2020 10:45:07
1065728 16 07/01/2020 10:53:05
1065731 19 07/01/2020 10:53:49
1065738 9 07/01/2020 10:54:14
1065750 25 07/01/2020 10:54:42
1065751 18 07/01/2020 10:55:11
1065754 20 07/01/2020 10:55:38
1065757 3 07/01/2020 10:56:01
1065758 3 07/01/2020 10:56:26
1065759 3 07/01/2020 10:56:50
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1065760 3 07/01/2020 10:57:24
1065761 3 07/01/2020 10:57:48
1065762 3 07/01/2020 10:58:10
1065767 5 07/01/2020 10:58:32
1065768 31 07/01/2020 10:58:56
1065769 30 07/01/2020 10:59:19
1065770 32 07/01/2020 10:59:43
1065771 7 07/01/2020 11:00:10
1065774 11 07/01/2020 11:02:18
1065783 3 07/01/2020 11:02:53
1065784 34 07/01/2020 11:03:19
1065786 25 07/01/2020 11:04:32
1065788 7 07/01/2020 11:05:02
1065795 12 07/01/2020 11:05:25
1065827 23 07/01/2020 11:05:50
1065828 23 07/01/2020 11:06:16
1065829 23 07/01/2020 11:06:44
1065830 23 07/01/2020 11:07:17
1065831 23 07/01/2020 11:07:41
1065832 24 07/01/2020 11:08:23
1065833 24 07/01/2020 11:09:02
1065834 24 07/01/2020 11:09:25
1065835 24 07/01/2020 11:14:37
1065836 24 07/01/2020 11:15:01
1065837 25 07/01/2020 11:15:23
1065838 25 07/01/2020 11:16:50
1065840 25 07/01/2020 11:17:24
1065841 25 07/01/2020 11:17:47
1065863 5 07/01/2020 11:18:09
1065869 5 07/01/2020 11:18:40
1065870 5 07/01/2020 11:19:05
1065874 5 07/01/2020 11:19:51
1065876 5 07/01/2020 11:20:16
1065883 5 07/01/2020 11:20:39
1065884 24 07/01/2020 11:21:03
1065885 24 07/01/2020 11:22:11
1065886 25 07/01/2020 11:23:07
1065891 24 07/01/2020 11:23:54
1065892 3 07/01/2020 11:38:16
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1065893 3 07/01/2020 14:26:34
1065915 16 07/01/2020 14:27:14
1066057 2 07/01/2020 14:28:46
1066079 3 07/01/2020 11:39:06
1066080 30 07/01/2020 11:39:34
1066081 26 07/01/2020 11:40:31
1066087 6 07/01/2020 11:40:55
1066138 30 07/01/2020 11:41:33
1066139 17 07/01/2020 11:42:01
1066140 9 07/01/2020 11:42:35
1066147 16 07/01/2020 11:43:41
1066148 5 07/01/2020 11:44:05
1066149 12 07/01/2020 11:44:29
1066155 30 07/01/2020 11:45:02
1066157 9 07/01/2020 11:45:35
1066158 5 07/01/2020 14:29:25
1066171 3 07/01/2020 11:46:09
1066175 5 07/01/2020 12:01:43
1066176 25 07/01/2020 12:02:08
1066179 5 07/01/2020 12:02:31
1066182 25 07/01/2020 12:03:03
1066183 24 07/01/2020 12:03:37
1066184 16 07/01/2020 12:04:05
1066185 16 07/01/2020 14:14:14
1066186 9 07/01/2020 14:14:45
1066188 5 07/01/2020 14:30:13
1066192 16 07/01/2020 14:15:14
1066194 9 07/01/2020 14:15:35
1066195 9 07/01/2020 14:15:58
1066196 7 07/01/2020 14:16:26
1066204 25 07/01/2020 14:18:13
1066211 5 07/01/2020 14:18:40
1066212 5 07/01/2020 14:19:09
1066225 16 07/01/2020 14:19:41
1066226 14 07/01/2020 14:20:05
1066227 20 07/01/2020 14:20:30
1066228 6 07/01/2020 14:21:15
1066229 16 07/01/2020 14:21:48
1066254 12 07/01/2020 14:22:22
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1066257 24 07/01/2020 14:23:09
1066259 16 07/01/2020 14:23:34
1066261 9 07/01/2020 14:35:47
1066270 9 07/01/2020 16:01:37
1066302 1 07/01/2020 14:36:28
1066303 1 07/01/2020 14:36:59
1066315 7 07/01/2020 14:38:13
1066321 33 07/01/2020 14:38:40
1066340 6 07/01/2020 16:12:31
1066342 9 07/01/2020 14:39:16
1066345 9 07/01/2020 14:39:55
1066346 9 07/01/2020 14:40:19
1066350 12 07/01/2020 14:40:51
1066351 12 07/01/2020 14:41:51
1066354 12 07/01/2020 14:42:12
1066357 16 07/01/2020 14:42:43
1066359 16 07/01/2020 16:17:15
1066362 30 07/01/2020 14:43:18
1066363 16 07/01/2020 14:44:00
1066367 29 07/01/2020 14:44:49
1066373 3 07/01/2020 14:45:18
1066375 31 07/01/2020 14:45:42
1066376 3 07/01/2020 14:46:22
1066377 3 07/01/2020 14:46:47
1066378 9 07/01/2020 14:47:55
1066381 9 07/01/2020 14:48:45
1066389 16 07/01/2020 14:50:06
1066391 16 07/01/2020 14:50:40
1066392 16 07/01/2020 14:51:40
1066393 16 07/01/2020 14:52:25
1066399 9 07/01/2020 14:53:03
1066412 30 07/01/2020 14:54:25
1066420 30 07/01/2020 14:54:59
1066457 30 07/01/2020 14:55:30
1066462 2 07/01/2020 14:57:08
1066463 17 07/01/2020 14:58:00
1066467 11 07/01/2020 15:10:20
1066468 24 07/01/2020 15:10:44
1066469 27 07/01/2020 15:11:10
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1066475 29 07/01/2020 15:11:36
1066477 2 07/01/2020 15:11:58
1066484 31 07/01/2020 15:12:20
1066485 16 07/01/2020 15:12:46
1066486 20 07/01/2020 15:13:14
1066488 6 07/01/2020 16:18:07
1066489 25 07/01/2020 16:19:44
1066509 30 07/01/2020 15:13:46
1066510 6 07/01/2020 15:14:20
1066523 5 07/01/2020 15:14:47
1066531 30 07/01/2020 15:15:17
1066535 31 07/01/2020 15:23:50
1066541 30 07/01/2020 15:24:15
1066545 11 07/01/2020 15:24:37
1066549 30 07/01/2020 15:25:01
1066577 16 07/01/2020 16:28:17
1066608 28 07/01/2020 16:28:54
1066611 5 07/01/2020 16:29:14
1066613 11 07/01/2020 16:29:34
1066614 7 07/01/2020 16:29:54
1066621 9 07/01/2020 16:30:13
1066622 10 07/01/2020 16:30:34
1066623 16 07/01/2020 16:30:55
1066624 10 07/01/2020 16:31:16
1066625 10 07/01/2020 16:31:37
1066626 10 07/01/2020 16:32:01
1066632 6 07/01/2020 16:32:23
1066637 11 07/01/2020 16:32:41
1066669 5 07/01/2020 16:33:11
1066671 34 07/01/2020 16:33:45
1066680 5 07/01/2020 16:34:07
1066681 3 07/01/2020 16:34:28
1066682 3 07/01/2020 16:34:49
1066684 3 07/01/2020 16:35:22
1066685 5 07/01/2020 16:35:47
1066686 5 07/01/2020 16:36:06
1066687 3 07/01/2020 16:36:26
1066689 3 07/01/2020 16:36:55
1066690 3 07/01/2020 16:37:22
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1066691 5 07/01/2020 16:37:47
1066692 5 08/01/2020 10:58:09
1066693 5 07/01/2020 16:38:09
1066694 3 07/01/2020 16:38:29
1066695 3 07/01/2020 16:38:51
1066696 3 07/01/2020 16:39:11
1066697 5 07/01/2020 16:39:33
1066699 5 07/01/2020 16:39:53
1066710 30 07/01/2020 16:40:43
1066711 25 08/01/2020 10:35:14
1066712 3 08/01/2020 10:35:47
1066725 4 08/01/2020 10:36:33
1066727 34 08/01/2020 10:37:03
1066728 31 08/01/2020 10:58:53
1066731 31 08/01/2020 10:37:53
1066732 31 08/01/2020 10:38:20
1066733 31 08/01/2020 10:38:46
1066734 16 08/01/2020 10:39:37
1066736 12 08/01/2020 10:39:59
1066737 12 08/01/2020 10:40:22
1066747 16 08/01/2020 10:40:59
1066748 16 08/01/2020 10:41:46
1066749 16 08/01/2020 10:42:52
1066755 9 08/01/2020 10:44:04
1066756 7 08/01/2020 10:44:29
1066757 11 08/01/2020 10:44:58
1066765 12 08/01/2020 10:59:26
1066769 30 08/01/2020 10:45:37
1066780 17 08/01/2020 10:46:08
1066789 14 08/01/2020 10:46:48
1066790 12 08/01/2020 10:47:13
1066791 7 08/01/2020 10:47:42
1066801 9 08/01/2020 10:59:56
1066802 9 08/01/2020 11:00:22
1066803 9 08/01/2020 11:00:50
1066804 9 08/01/2020 11:01:14
1066805 9 08/01/2020 11:01:40
1066806 9 08/01/2020 11:02:15
1066807 9 08/01/2020 11:02:45
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1066808 9 08/01/2020 11:03:33
1066809 9 08/01/2020 11:04:00
1066810 9 08/01/2020 11:04:47
1066812 9 08/01/2020 11:05:29
1066813 28 08/01/2020 11:06:40
1066814 9 08/01/2020 14:35:19
1066815 28 08/01/2020 11:07:30
1066816 9 08/01/2020 11:11:41
1066817 28 08/01/2020 11:12:18
1066833 14 08/01/2020 11:12:51
1066842 30 08/01/2020 11:13:19
1066843 29 08/01/2020 11:13:44
1066844 3 08/01/2020 11:14:06
1066857 16 08/01/2020 11:21:24
1066858 5 08/01/2020 11:22:05
1066864 16 08/01/2020 11:22:29
1066865 9 08/01/2020 11:22:58
1066866 5 08/01/2020 11:23:35
1066867 5 08/01/2020 11:24:03
1066868 5 08/01/2020 11:24:37
1066871 5 08/01/2020 11:25:29
1066872 5 08/01/2020 11:28:45
1066873 5 08/01/2020 11:29:05
1066874 5 08/01/2020 11:29:26
1066876 5 08/01/2020 11:29:52
1066877 5 08/01/2020 11:30:43
1066878 5 08/01/2020 11:31:08
1066881 5 08/01/2020 11:31:35
1066884 5 08/01/2020 11:32:10
1066886 2 08/01/2020 11:32:36
1066887 2 08/01/2020 11:32:58
1066889 2 08/01/2020 11:34:02
1066890 2 08/01/2020 11:34:29
1066892 2 08/01/2020 11:34:55
1066895 19 08/01/2020 11:35:24
1066898 5 08/01/2020 11:35:52
1066900 30 08/01/2020 11:36:23
1066907 29 08/01/2020 11:36:56
1066909 10 08/01/2020 11:37:34
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1066912 3 08/01/2020 11:37:59
1066913 3 08/01/2020 11:38:43
1066926 8 08/01/2020 11:42:57
1066929 34 08/01/2020 11:43:21
1066931 34 08/01/2020 11:43:51
1066932 34 08/01/2020 11:44:18
1066935 9 08/01/2020 11:44:51
1066936 16 08/01/2020 11:45:17
1066941 29 08/01/2020 11:56:03
1066942 30 08/01/2020 12:03:48
1066943 29 08/01/2020 12:04:44
1066944 30 08/01/2020 12:06:47
1066945 9 08/01/2020 12:07:59
1066947 9 08/01/2020 12:08:32
1066950 5 08/01/2020 12:08:58
1066951 5 08/01/2020 12:09:24
1066952 5 08/01/2020 12:09:51
1066956 5 08/01/2020 12:17:53
1066957 5 08/01/2020 12:18:22
1066958 5 08/01/2020 12:18:44
1066959 5 08/01/2020 12:19:09
1066960 5 08/01/2020 12:19:33
1066962 5 08/01/2020 12:20:16
1066963 5 08/01/2020 12:22:21
1066964 5 08/01/2020 12:22:44
1066965 5 08/01/2020 12:23:08
1066966 5 08/01/2020 12:23:29
1066967 2 08/01/2020 12:23:56
1066970 5 08/01/2020 12:24:26
1066971 5 08/01/2020 12:27:40
1066978 9 08/01/2020 12:28:09
1066980 23 08/01/2020 12:28:53
1066984 5 08/01/2020 12:29:21
1066985 5 08/01/2020 12:29:44
1066986 12 08/01/2020 12:30:44
1066988 31 08/01/2020 12:36:14
1066989 30 08/01/2020 12:37:41
1066990 30 08/01/2020 12:38:25
1067001 11 08/01/2020 12:39:01
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1067009 16 08/01/2020 12:39:32
1067010 16 08/01/2020 12:40:06
1067012 16 08/01/2020 12:40:39
1067013 16 08/01/2020 12:41:45
1067014 18 08/01/2020 12:42:21
1067016 6 08/01/2020 14:38:40
1067031 9 08/01/2020 12:43:07
1067053 2 08/01/2020 14:36:50
1067101 30 08/01/2020 12:46:00
1067102 30 08/01/2020 14:37:43
1067103 31 08/01/2020 14:38:09
1067104 31 08/01/2020 12:46:24
1067106 16 08/01/2020 12:46:54
1067108 5 08/01/2020 12:47:16
1067110 5 08/01/2020 12:47:57
1067135 14 08/01/2020 12:54:44
1067142 22 08/01/2020 12:55:10
1067143 16 08/01/2020 14:49:28
1067144 9 09/01/2020 11:26:13
1067151 9 08/01/2020 14:49:55
1067152 16 08/01/2020 14:50:15
1067164 9 08/01/2020 14:50:42
1067165 24 08/01/2020 14:51:06
1067166 3 08/01/2020 14:51:33
1067167 21 08/01/2020 14:51:55
1067168 5 08/01/2020 14:52:17
1067170 9 08/01/2020 14:52:47
1067178 25 08/01/2020 14:53:15
1067179 7 08/01/2020 14:53:39
1067180 3 08/01/2020 14:54:03
1067181 25 08/01/2020 14:54:43
1067183 24 08/01/2020 14:56:08
1067184 3 08/01/2020 14:56:37
1067185 5 08/01/2020 15:04:51
1067186 5 08/01/2020 15:05:14
1067187 3 08/01/2020 15:05:34
1067188 7 08/01/2020 15:05:55
1067192 5 08/01/2020 15:06:20
1067194 5 08/01/2020 15:06:43
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1067195 5 08/01/2020 15:07:31
1067197 5 08/01/2020 15:08:33
1067198 5 08/01/2020 15:09:12
1067200 5 08/01/2020 15:09:38
1067203 5 08/01/2020 15:09:58
1067209 4 08/01/2020 15:10:17
1067210 4 08/01/2020 15:10:49
1067212 30 08/01/2020 15:11:12
1067214 5 08/01/2020 15:11:32
1067224 16 09/01/2020 11:27:13
1067225 9 09/01/2020 11:27:36
1067227 30 08/01/2020 15:20:11
1067228 9 08/01/2020 15:20:34
1067229 9 08/01/2020 15:21:01
1067235 5 08/01/2020 15:21:21
1067239 31 08/01/2020 15:21:43
1067241 3 08/01/2020 15:22:06
1067244 19 08/01/2020 15:22:31
1067246 12 08/01/2020 15:22:54
1067248 13 08/01/2020 15:23:49
1067251 9 08/01/2020 15:24:11
1067252 13 08/01/2020 15:24:33
1067255 3 08/01/2020 15:24:58
1067256 5 08/01/2020 15:25:21
1067257 10 08/01/2020 15:52:13
1067258 17 08/01/2020 15:52:41
1067262 9 08/01/2020 15:53:04
1067265 5 08/01/2020 15:53:33
1067266 5 08/01/2020 15:53:55
1067283 5 08/01/2020 15:59:00
1067285 31 09/01/2020 11:28:05
1067291 30 08/01/2020 15:59:33
1067296 30 08/01/2020 15:59:56
1067297 30 08/01/2020 16:00:23
1067310 5 08/01/2020 16:03:15
1067321 21 08/01/2020 16:03:38
1067322 27 08/01/2020 16:04:05
1067323 28 08/01/2020 16:04:33
1067324 12 08/01/2020 16:04:55
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1067327 11 08/01/2020 16:05:17
1067331 1 08/01/2020 16:05:38
1067339 19 09/01/2020 11:28:50
1067342 9 08/01/2020 16:06:10
1067345 9 08/01/2020 16:06:40
1067358 9 08/01/2020 16:07:02
1067359 9 08/01/2020 16:07:27
1067360 16 08/01/2020 16:07:55
1067362 16 08/01/2020 16:08:58
1067363 16 08/01/2020 16:12:57
1067364 9 08/01/2020 16:13:21
1067365 24 08/01/2020 16:13:44
1067368 16 08/01/2020 16:14:05
1067370 1 08/01/2020 16:14:26
1067371 1 08/01/2020 16:14:55
1067378 19 08/01/2020 16:15:21
1067380 19 09/01/2020 11:30:04
1067382 30 09/01/2020 11:30:29
1067389 21 08/01/2020 16:15:51
1067390 26 08/01/2020 16:16:11
1067391 26 08/01/2020 16:17:38
1067395 3 08/01/2020 16:18:06
1067396 3 08/01/2020 16:18:31
1067400 9 08/01/2020 16:19:01
1067401 5 09/01/2020 10:26:05
1067402 5 09/01/2020 10:26:28
1067403 5 09/01/2020 10:26:51
1067409 20 09/01/2020 10:32:15
1067410 3 09/01/2020 10:32:55
1067412 2 09/01/2020 10:33:18
1067415 30 09/01/2020 10:33:44
1067416 30 09/01/2020 10:34:09
1067419 10 09/01/2020 10:35:19
1067435 3 09/01/2020 11:30:54
1067440 9 09/01/2020 11:32:04
1067445 6 09/01/2020 10:36:05
1067449 5 09/01/2020 10:36:46
1067459 24 09/01/2020 10:37:11
1067462 8 09/01/2020 10:38:09
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1067463 9 09/01/2020 10:39:09
1067464 16 09/01/2020 10:40:20
1067469 9 09/01/2020 10:41:09
1067480 16 09/01/2020 10:41:30
1067490 6 09/01/2020 10:41:59
1067491 16 09/01/2020 10:42:22
1067492 29 09/01/2020 10:42:53
1067493 30 09/01/2020 11:32:57
1067495 5 09/01/2020 10:43:37
1067496 29 09/01/2020 10:44:31
1067498 16 09/01/2020 10:44:57
1067501 25 09/01/2020 10:45:28
1067511 30 09/01/2020 10:45:53
1067513 9 09/01/2020 10:46:22
1067514 16 09/01/2020 10:46:48
1067515 1 09/01/2020 11:33:25
1067519 31 09/01/2020 10:47:22
1067522 3 09/01/2020 11:33:50
1067537 1 09/01/2020 10:47:54
1067543 16 09/01/2020 10:48:21
1067544 9 09/01/2020 10:48:56
1067547 17 09/01/2020 11:42:13
1067548 30 09/01/2020 11:43:12
1067550 9 09/01/2020 10:49:33
1067560 11 09/01/2020 10:49:56
1067565 25 09/01/2020 10:50:29
1067566 12 09/01/2020 10:50:59
1067568 16 09/01/2020 10:51:39
1067569 25 09/01/2020 10:52:21
1067570 16 09/01/2020 10:52:47
1067571 30 09/01/2020 10:53:19
1067575 33 09/01/2020 10:53:44
1067576 32 09/01/2020 11:03:12
1067593 9 09/01/2020 11:03:35
1067594 31 09/01/2020 11:04:03
1067595 31 09/01/2020 11:04:27
1067596 31 09/01/2020 11:04:48
1067597 31 09/01/2020 11:05:09
1067598 16 09/01/2020 11:05:35
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1067606 16 09/01/2020 11:06:07
1067610 3 09/01/2020 11:44:09
1067613 9 09/01/2020 11:44:41
1067616 16 09/01/2020 11:07:06
1067625 16 09/01/2020 11:45:13
1067631 25 09/01/2020 11:07:52
1067634 25 09/01/2020 11:08:42
1067635 24 09/01/2020 11:09:13
1067636 23 09/01/2020 11:09:39
1067639 23 09/01/2020 11:10:14
1067640 23 09/01/2020 11:10:52
1067641 24 09/01/2020 11:13:28
1067643 25 09/01/2020 11:13:50
1067644 24 09/01/2020 11:14:13
1067645 23 09/01/2020 11:14:37
1067646 25 09/01/2020 11:14:57
1067647 24 09/01/2020 11:16:16
1067648 23 09/01/2020 11:17:06
1067649 24 09/01/2020 11:18:27
1067651 23 09/01/2020 11:18:49
1067652 9 09/01/2020 11:46:14
1067653 16 09/01/2020 11:46:51
1067656 34 09/01/2020 11:19:35
1067659 7 09/01/2020 11:21:08
1067665 5 09/01/2020 11:21:34
1067672 5 09/01/2020 11:21:56
1067673 5 09/01/2020 11:22:20
1067675 7 09/01/2020 11:22:56
1067676 11 09/01/2020 11:23:17
1067683 9 09/01/2020 11:47:30
1067698 21 09/01/2020 11:50:55
1067699 3 09/01/2020 11:51:33
1067703 30 09/01/2020 11:52:06
1067710 9 09/01/2020 11:52:48
1067720 16 09/01/2020 14:44:42
1067729 17 09/01/2020 11:53:21
1067732 7 09/01/2020 12:00:02
1067733 17 09/01/2020 12:01:27
1067734 7 09/01/2020 12:01:57
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1067739 16 09/01/2020 14:41:54
1067765 16 09/01/2020 12:02:39
1067778 23 09/01/2020 12:03:09
1067782 32 09/01/2020 12:11:49
1067783 33 09/01/2020 12:12:14
1067784 34 09/01/2020 12:12:59
1067792 30 09/01/2020 12:13:41
1067793 19 09/01/2020 14:42:37
1067796 31 09/01/2020 12:14:54
1067797 24 09/01/2020 12:15:43
1067804 31 09/01/2020 12:16:20
1067808 20 09/01/2020 12:17:06
1067809 9 09/01/2020 12:17:33
1067810 18 09/01/2020 12:17:55
1067811 20 09/01/2020 12:18:20
1067812 9 09/01/2020 12:18:44
1067813 18 09/01/2020 12:19:15
1067814 20 09/01/2020 12:19:36
1067818 5 09/01/2020 12:19:57
1067819 5 09/01/2020 12:20:22
1067820 5 09/01/2020 12:20:55
1067823 5 09/01/2020 12:21:20
1067824 5 09/01/2020 12:21:55
1067826 16 09/01/2020 12:22:18
1067827 16 09/01/2020 12:22:56
1067832 19 09/01/2020 14:16:59
1067833 19 09/01/2020 14:17:36
1067841 30 09/01/2020 14:18:23
1067843 16 09/01/2020 14:19:02
1067866 30 09/01/2020 14:19:39
1067867 5 09/01/2020 14:20:15
1067876 5 09/01/2020 14:20:48
1067877 5 09/01/2020 14:21:25
1067880 9 09/01/2020 14:43:28
1067883 7 09/01/2020 14:22:05
1067884 9 09/01/2020 14:23:01
1067885 16 09/01/2020 14:24:15
1067886 11 09/01/2020 14:47:34
1067916 32 09/01/2020 14:44:12
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1067920 25 09/01/2020 14:24:51
1067924 25 09/01/2020 14:25:20
1067925 25 09/01/2020 14:25:42
1067926 5 09/01/2020 14:26:09
1067927 25 09/01/2020 14:26:32
1067929 12 09/01/2020 14:26:57
1067949 31 09/01/2020 14:27:32
1067973 14 09/01/2020 14:28:33
1067987 16 09/01/2020 14:29:10
1067990 9 09/01/2020 14:30:06
1067991 1 09/01/2020 14:30:32
1067992 10 09/01/2020 14:30:57
1067993 5 09/01/2020 14:31:30
1067994 16 09/01/2020 14:31:57
1068003 30 09/01/2020 14:32:27
1068004 30 09/01/2020 14:33:38
1068005 30 09/01/2020 14:46:02
1068015 30 09/01/2020 14:46:39
1068078 32 09/01/2020 14:48:54
1068088 5 09/01/2020 14:49:22
1068090 17 09/01/2020 14:49:50
1068092 3 09/01/2020 14:50:12
1068151 5 09/01/2020 14:50:45
1068152 5 09/01/2020 14:51:36
1068153 5 09/01/2020 14:52:13
1068155 5 09/01/2020 14:52:48
1068157 5 09/01/2020 14:53:26
1068159 5 09/01/2020 14:54:37
1068162 5 09/01/2020 14:55:02
1068182 5 09/01/2020 14:56:19
1068189 5 09/01/2020 14:56:51
1068190 5 09/01/2020 14:57:27
1068191 5 09/01/2020 14:57:59
1068192 5 09/01/2020 14:58:31
1068195 5 09/01/2020 14:59:35
1068196 5 09/01/2020 15:00:03
1068197 5 09/01/2020 15:00:54
1068198 5 09/01/2020 15:01:21
1068205 12 09/01/2020 15:01:49
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1068207 16 09/01/2020 15:02:14
1068209 12 09/01/2020 15:02:46
1068210 25 09/01/2020 15:20:46
1068214 16 09/01/2020 15:30:46
1068218 5 09/01/2020 15:31:09
1068219 5 09/01/2020 15:31:33
1068220 5 09/01/2020 15:32:00
1068221 5 09/01/2020 15:32:21
1068223 5 09/01/2020 15:32:43
1068224 5 09/01/2020 15:33:03
1068225 5 09/01/2020 15:34:22
1068226 5 09/01/2020 15:35:01
1068231 9 09/01/2020 15:35:38
1068232 16 09/01/2020 15:36:03
1068234 25 09/01/2020 16:01:30
1068237 7 09/01/2020 16:02:01
1068239 25 09/01/2020 16:02:24
1068240 25 09/01/2020 16:03:00
1068243 11 09/01/2020 16:03:22
1068250 32 09/01/2020 16:04:01
1068252 9 09/01/2020 16:04:24
1068255 5 09/01/2020 16:05:03
1068256 5 09/01/2020 16:06:09
1068257 5 09/01/2020 16:11:08
1068258 5 09/01/2020 16:11:44
1068259 5 09/01/2020 16:12:06
1068260 5 09/01/2020 16:12:30
1068263 30 09/01/2020 16:12:58
1068264 3 09/01/2020 16:13:26
1068265 5 09/01/2020 16:14:08
1068267 12 09/01/2020 16:17:32
1068268 12 09/01/2020 16:18:28
1068272 3 09/01/2020 16:19:32
1068273 3 09/01/2020 16:20:09
1068281 25 09/01/2020 16:20:47
1068282 3 09/01/2020 16:21:09
1068283 18 09/01/2020 16:21:40
1068284 24 09/01/2020 16:22:03
1068285 25 09/01/2020 16:22:28
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1068291 30 09/01/2020 16:22:53
1068293 16 09/01/2020 16:23:17
1068294 29 09/01/2020 16:23:40
1068295 30 10/01/2020 10:12:19
1068300 30 10/01/2020 10:12:51
1068302 5 10/01/2020 10:13:42
1068303 1 10/01/2020 10:14:15
1068304 5 10/01/2020 10:14:45
1068305 1 10/01/2020 10:20:51
1068306 5 10/01/2020 10:21:55
1068307 1 10/01/2020 10:22:23
1068308 1 10/01/2020 10:22:46
1068309 5 10/01/2020 10:23:15
1068310 1 10/01/2020 10:23:41
1068311 5 10/01/2020 10:24:12
1068313 1 10/01/2020 10:24:38
1068314 5 10/01/2020 10:25:05
1068315 30 10/01/2020 10:25:31
1068316 26 10/01/2020 10:29:58
1068317 26 10/01/2020 10:30:26
1068320 25 10/01/2020 10:30:55
1068321 25 10/01/2020 10:31:27
1068340 9 10/01/2020 10:31:49
1068348 34 10/01/2020 10:32:25
1068350 31 10/01/2020 10:32:51
1068354 28 10/01/2020 10:33:44
1068355 16 10/01/2020 10:34:42
1068356 16 10/01/2020 10:35:07
1068357 28 10/01/2020 10:35:29
1068358 30 10/01/2020 10:35:53
1068359 29 10/01/2020 10:36:38
1068376 6 10/01/2020 10:37:26
1068377 8 10/01/2020 10:41:44
1068378 9 10/01/2020 10:42:07
1068379 21 10/01/2020 10:42:30
1068380 25 10/01/2020 10:42:54
1068381 34 10/01/2020 10:43:22
1068400 5 10/01/2020 11:05:38
1068414 19 10/01/2020 11:06:00
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1936 ,   13/01/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1068430 16 10/01/2020 11:06:24
1068431 5 10/01/2020 11:07:17
1068434 5 10/01/2020 11:09:40
1068436 10 10/01/2020 11:11:35
1068448 7 10/01/2020 11:12:02
1068449 3 10/01/2020 11:12:44
1068450 12 10/01/2020 11:13:09
1068457 9 10/01/2020 11:13:31
1068458 3 10/01/2020 11:13:53
1068459 3 10/01/2020 11:14:19
1068463 1 10/01/2020 11:14:56
1068492 19 10/01/2020 11:15:22
1068504 11 10/01/2020 11:15:48
1068510 28 10/01/2020 11:16:19
1068512 19 10/01/2020 11:16:53
1068516 5 10/01/2020 11:17:31
1068518 5 10/01/2020 11:18:30
1068540 25 10/01/2020 11:18:53
1068541 25 10/01/2020 11:19:22
1068573 3 10/01/2020 11:19:53
1068574 9 10/01/2020 11:20:15
1068576 30 10/01/2020 11:20:45
1068581 9 10/01/2020 11:21:22
1068594 19 10/01/2020 11:22:03
1068596 25 10/01/2020 11:22:55
1068618 5 10/01/2020 11:23:34
1068632 21 10/01/2020 11:26:14
1068637 16 10/01/2020 11:32:35
1068662 16 10/01/2020 11:28:20
1068674 6 10/01/2020 11:29:27
1068675 6 10/01/2020 11:31:06
1068721 2 10/01/2020 11:37:34
1068730 5 10/01/2020 11:38:34
1068746 9 10/01/2020 11:39:00
1068757 9 10/01/2020 11:39:55
1068762 9 10/01/2020 11:40:46
1068767 20 10/01/2020 11:41:10
1068775 32 10/01/2020 11:41:36
1068776 3 10/01/2020 11:42:03
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1068781 10 10/01/2020 14:57:23
1068789 9 10/01/2020 11:42:48
1068792 25 10/01/2020 11:43:25
1068793 25 10/01/2020 14:59:26
1068800 23 10/01/2020 15:01:13
1068804 25 10/01/2020 11:44:09
1068810 5 10/01/2020 11:44:34
1068811 5 10/01/2020 11:45:03
1068812 5 10/01/2020 11:45:34
1068813 9 10/01/2020 11:46:17
1068818 16 10/01/2020 11:47:02
1068823 16 10/01/2020 15:05:32
1068824 5 10/01/2020 11:47:30
1068827 30 10/01/2020 12:02:49
1068832 16 10/01/2020 12:03:46
1068836 3 10/01/2020 12:04:10
1068838 9 10/01/2020 12:04:42
1068845 5 10/01/2020 15:01:56
1068864 16 10/01/2020 12:05:17
1068865 9 10/01/2020 12:05:47
1068867 9 10/01/2020 12:06:16
1068887 9 10/01/2020 12:06:46
1068900 9 10/01/2020 12:07:32
1068902 24 10/01/2020 12:08:01
1068903 34 10/01/2020 12:09:00
1068904 34 10/01/2020 12:09:52
1068905 31 10/01/2020 12:10:54
1068906 31 10/01/2020 12:11:18
1068907 5 10/01/2020 12:11:46
1068913 31 10/01/2020 12:12:51
1068914 24 10/01/2020 12:13:23
1068915 5 10/01/2020 12:13:55
1068916 9 10/01/2020 12:14:43
1068917 9 10/01/2020 15:02:44
1068919 9 10/01/2020 15:03:36
1068922 16 10/01/2020 12:15:16
1068923 25 10/01/2020 12:16:28
1068924 7 10/01/2020 15:04:22
1068927 5 10/01/2020 12:17:32
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1068928 5 10/01/2020 12:18:30
1068929 5 10/01/2020 12:19:10
1068930 5 10/01/2020 12:20:50
1068931 5 10/01/2020 12:21:16
1068932 5 10/01/2020 12:21:47
1068933 5 10/01/2020 12:22:14
1068934 5 10/01/2020 12:23:12
1068935 5 10/01/2020 12:23:42
1068938 5 10/01/2020 12:24:25
1068943 5 10/01/2020 12:27:18
1068944 12 10/01/2020 12:27:41
1068945 5 10/01/2020 12:28:14
1068947 5 10/01/2020 12:28:40
1068948 5 10/01/2020 15:06:40
1068949 5 10/01/2020 15:07:14
1068950 5 10/01/2020 14:30:30
1068955 8 10/01/2020 14:31:15
1068956 16 10/01/2020 14:31:42
1068957 1 10/01/2020 14:32:15
1068958 2 10/01/2020 14:32:45
1068960 5 10/01/2020 14:33:15
1068961 6 10/01/2020 14:33:39
1068963 12 10/01/2020 14:34:09
1068964 16 10/01/2020 14:34:38
1068965 17 10/01/2020 14:35:21
1068966 16 10/01/2020 14:35:49
1068967 16 10/01/2020 14:36:24
1068976 1 10/01/2020 14:38:03
1068977 5 10/01/2020 14:38:29
1068978 1 10/01/2020 14:39:06
1068981 11 10/01/2020 14:39:38
1068984 9 10/01/2020 14:41:53
1068985 9 10/01/2020 14:42:41
1068999 7 10/01/2020 15:07:42
1069003 25 10/01/2020 14:43:37
1069005 2 10/01/2020 14:44:41
1069006 2 10/01/2020 14:45:09
1069007 16 10/01/2020 14:45:44
1069008 16 10/01/2020 14:46:47
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1069010 19 10/01/2020 14:47:11
1069011 19 10/01/2020 15:09:27
1069012 19 10/01/2020 14:51:17
1069013 16 10/01/2020 14:51:47
1069014 16 10/01/2020 15:09:55
1069018 16 10/01/2020 14:52:33
1069021 17 10/01/2020 14:54:26
1069039 25 10/01/2020 14:54:56
1069044 25 10/01/2020 14:55:21
1069049 14 10/01/2020 14:55:50
1069068 9 10/01/2020 15:15:21
1069069 16 10/01/2020 15:15:55
1069070 16 10/01/2020 15:16:31
1069071 16 10/01/2020 16:08:22
1069080 5 10/01/2020 16:09:03
1069086 5 10/01/2020 16:09:37
1069087 5 10/01/2020 16:10:02
1069097 5 10/01/2020 16:10:25
1069103 11 10/01/2020 16:10:53
1069108 30 10/01/2020 16:11:24
1069118 24 10/01/2020 16:11:50
1069119 24 10/01/2020 16:12:37
1069122 24 10/01/2020 16:13:15
1069125 24 10/01/2020 16:13:42
1069131 5 10/01/2020 16:14:16
1069167 5 10/01/2020 16:14:51
1069185 5 10/01/2020 16:15:15
1069209 5 10/01/2020 16:15:41
1069211 5 10/01/2020 16:16:16
1069212 5 10/01/2020 16:16:42
1069213 5 10/01/2020 16:17:07
1069217 5 10/01/2020 16:19:48
1069220 5 10/01/2020 16:20:11
1069221 5 10/01/2020 16:21:32
1069225 5 10/01/2020 16:21:54
1069227 5 10/01/2020 16:22:19
1069229 5 10/01/2020 16:22:41
1069230 5 10/01/2020 16:23:03
1069231 5 10/01/2020 16:23:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1069232 5 10/01/2020 16:24:01
1069235 5 10/01/2020 16:24:35
1069238 5 10/01/2020 16:25:00
1069239 5 10/01/2020 16:25:21
1069243 5 10/01/2020 16:25:44
1069245 5 10/01/2020 16:26:10
1069246 5 10/01/2020 16:27:02
1069247 5 10/01/2020 16:27:28
1069248 9 10/01/2020 16:27:52
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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